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1. Problem of, when arises.—"One of the most significant tools of statutory construction,
says Sutherland,' " is the approach to statutory meaning by the process of liberal or strict
construction. In a general sense 'strict' or 'liberal' construction constitutes an attitude of mind
assumed by the person of Judge confronted with a statute and the problem of applying that
statute to a particular set of facts. The chief value of the device is to be found in the fact that it
serves as a synoptic expression which recognises the intrinsic and extrinsic aids of construction,
and the inter-relation of those aids to the social and economic problems with which the statute
deals. Crawford in Statutory Construction says at p.453: "As we have already suggested, one
cannot but be impressed with the fact that after all, in most cases, interpretation generally
boils down to the sole problem whether the statute involved shall be strictly or liberally
construed, that is, whether what has been aptly called a 'determinate' shall be included or

1.	 Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 3 at pp. 33-1-1, Article 5501.
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excluded fioni the statutes operation. If it is to be included, then the statute %N ill be liberally
construed; if it is to be excluded, then it should he strictly construed. Almost any problem of
interpretation basically involves the judicial attitude. Consequently, the type of construction to
which the Court will subject a statute is a most important consideration." Why should a statute
he subjected to a strict or a liberal construction as the case may he? The only answer that can
possibly be correct is became the type of construction utilized gives effect to the legislative
intent. Sometimes a liberal construction must be used in order to make the legislative intent
effective, and sometimes such a construction will defeat the intent of the Legislature. If this is
the proper conception concerning the rule of construction to he adhered to, then a strict or a
liberal construction is simply a means by ss hich the scope of a statute is extended or restricted
in order to convey the legislative meaning. If this is the proper position to be accorded to strict
and liberal constructions, it would make no difference whether the statute involved was penal,
criminal, remedial or in derogation of common right as a distinction based on the classification
would then mean nothing.tm

When there is no ambiguity about the definition of an expression in a statute, the question
of strict or liberal construction does not arise!

2. Liberal.—[n a liberal construction of the statute, its meaning can he extended to matters
which come within the spirit or reason of the law or within the evils which the law seeks to
suppress or correct, although, of course, the statute can under no circumstances be given a
meaning inconsistent with, or contrary to the language used by the legislators.. Consequently,
any matter reasonably within the statute's meaning, may he included within the statu'e's
scope, unless the language necessarily excludes it) Where the main object and intention of a
statute are clear, it must not be reduced to a nullity by the draftsman's unskilfulness or ignorance
of lame except in the case of necessity or the absolute intractability of the language used.'
Where the literal meaning of the words used in a statutory provision would manifestly defeat
its object b y making a part of it meaningless and ineffective, it is legitimate and even necessary
to adopt the rule of liberal construction so as to give meaning to all parts of the provision and to
make the whole of it effective and operative) If the letter of the law is logically defective, it
must he made logically perfect, and it makes no difference in this respect whether the defect
does or does net correspond to one in the scm;tt'ntia legis itself. Where there is a genuine and
perfect intention lying behind the defective text, the Courts must ascertain and give effect to it
where there is none, they must ascertain and give effect to the intention which the Legislature
presumabl y would have had, if the ambiguity, inconsistency, or emission had been called to
mind. This may be regarded as the dormant or latent intention of the Legislature, and it is this
Which must he sought for as a substitute in the absence of any real and conscious intention....To
correct the sc,it,',itjm ltm'gis on logical grounds is a true process of interpretation.., it fulfils the
ultimate or dormant, if not the immediate or conscious intention of the Legislature! We are of
the opinion that the term 'liberal construction' means to give the language of a statutory
provision, freely and consciously, its commonly, generally accepted meaning, to the end that
the most comprehensive application thereof may be accorded, without doing violence to any of

1. Crao,Ior,t Slat aflorq IL'a,istruciion, 1940 Ed. at p. 45.4, quoted wiih approval in Sut,I'a Rua v. C,'nimissjoimcr of i,ico,,,e
tax, StaJwo, AIR 1956 SC 604, 609 . 10; Maharaja Book Depot v. Stair of Gujtm oil, AIR 1979 SC 180 (184).

2. Haji Sha84i Sub tu,m v. .htn3iiorao, AIR 1962 sc 1230, 1236.
3. Crawford Slatukvo C,'iotruclion, at p. 451.
4. Sth,i,os a'. L56,icn'tmtx', (I8S6)11 Ac 627, per Lord t-Iololoeiiso; 0,0 also Ein;,cr,r v. 7a','or Mo/and, AIR 1923 Sind 1 (PB);

v. VOO,j, (19,)5)2 KB 749, 750, 751; Jtminvoo J.sirnncj V;?hak v. Vnj!.as Dc,'nma I'aa q 'hor,', isso Maim I.J 550.
5. Sirij.itmt-1I.;q Kiwi v.Sav,ii Coot rat Board of YAtmif, UI'., AIR 1959 sc 195,284.
6. S,,lii,ond [,,isf radC.C, 10th Ed. at pp. 172.173.
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its terms.' Where the language of a statute, in its ordinary meaning and grammatical
construction, leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment, or to
some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship or injustice, presumably not intended, a construction
may be put upon it which modifies the meaning of the words, and even the structure of the
sentence. This may be done by departing from the rules of grammar, by giving an unusual
meaning to particular words by altering their collocation, by rejecting them altogether, or by
interpolating other words, under the influence, no doubt, of an irresistible conviction that the
Legislature could not have possibly intended what its words signify, and that the
modifications thus made are mere corrections of careless language and really give the true
meaning.' Liberal construction is that by which the letter or the statute is enlarged or restricted
so as to more effectually accomplish the purpose intended. 3 But a liberal construction does not
require that words be accorded a forced, strained or unnatural meaning or warrant an extension
of the statute to the suppression of supposed evils or the effectuation of conjectural objects and
Purposes not referred to nor indicated in any of the terms used,' or should he carried to the extent
of always trying to discover a dormant or patent legislative policy to sustain an arbitrary

islaryhsd Casii,iily Co. v. Smith lYre), 10 SW (2) 913, 914, quoted by Crawford in Slili,tevy Censtructiex, at p. 451

footnote and by Sutherland in Stitslerv Construct ion, 3rd Ed., Vol. 3 at pp. 39- 10.

Maxwell: Interpn't.ilion cfStalites, 12th Ed. at p.225.

Ca,00g v. Giilford Ces,,li, (1926)192 NC 29 quoted by Sutherland in Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. 3 at P.

Crawford Statutory Contract ion, at Pp. 451-452
"Genuine interpretation seeks to determine what the words of a statute provide as to a particular siruation. But

when it is clear what the words of a statute provide, is it ever permissible by interpretation to depart from those
words on the ground that, had the Legislature adverted to the particular situation at issue, it woukt not have

desired the statute to he applicable to it? What in reality is the process by which such a result may he reached?

Courts almost invariably justify any such departure from the language of the statute as an application of the true
legislative intent which supposedly had been inaptly expressed by the 'literal' words of the Act. Surety in many
cases, this talk is inaccs,rato..,, The most that can he said is that the Court seeks to apply the intent which in its
opinion the Legislature would have had, had it considered that situation. Austin speaks more accurately of

applying the 'reason of the statute'. This he calls spurious interpretation. When the words of the statute ir,clude
cases which its reason would not, the application of the reason he calls restrictive interpretation.. Thissort of

interpretation has certain peculiarities. Normally, in the case of genuine interpretation the Court assumes that the

words used by the Legislature express the 'reason of the statute'. To he sure if the uvords are ambiguous the Court
may itself determine otherwise the 'reason of the statute', but only as  guide to show which is the correct sense of

the words. It gives effect to its independent determination only so far as the words will allow; it is truly construing
words. Here it gives effect to such determination further than the words will allow—even though the svords
cannot without qualification bring about any such result. Iris no longer merely construing words, but might be said

In construe the 'reason of the statute'. To do so is in effect to amend the words where the Legislature has failed to
use apt words, the Court steps in. Dean Pound has likened this to the compensations in the l,uinaan system when

some member fails to function properly. The line between intorpretatious and . juidicial legislation here becomes

shady. So far as the words go, this looks like the latter, but inasmuch as the Court attempts to apply the 'reason of
the statute', it may well be called Oneone form of interpreiatiois. Its peculiarities should, however, he recognized. To
admit such a rule is to enter ripen a dangerous ground. Once the jurisdiction to apply some other standard than

that indicated by the soords of the statute is admitted, then in a doubtful case it becomes open to quest i on whether

the law as written is really applicable? The Court's discretion is in some measure snbsituted for the written late.
There is the danger of abuse. Ground is furnished for the belief that the Courts make and the unmake the tow at

wilt. This leads In the desire for political control of the Courts and demand for an elective Judiciary. Whether this
jurisdiction should nevertheless he mitered upon involves large problem of jurisprudence—that arising out Of the

conflicting d mires for certainty in the laws, and for doe regard for the equities of but ividsat cases. Suffice it here to
say that under prevailing methods of drascing statutes this sort of interpretation seems at times necessary to avoid
absurd and ua'ti met1 results from ill-fransed legislation." (33 [l.,r,-a 1 C,;m' Ecu-iou', at map. 711-713).
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power conferred on executive authorities.' From Cernnhissio:ler of Income Tax, Cr1584 v. (M/,)
N . C. Budl:araja & Co.,' is borrowed the following elucidation propounded by the Supreme
Court Liberal interpretation, however, cannot be carried to the extent of doing violence to the
plain and simple language used in the enactment. It would not be reasonable or permissible for
the Court to re-write the section or substitute words employed by the legislature in the name of
giving effect to the supposed underlying subject. After all the underlying object of any provision
has to be gathered on a reasonable interpretation of the language employed by the legislature'.
It is no doubt true that the Legislature has put the Employees' Provident Fund Act on the
Statute Book primarily for the benefit of the employees and that the provisions of the
enactment must receive a liberal construction at the hands of the Courts. So too Section 140 of
the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (old Section 92-A, Motor Vehicles Act, 1939) was held to be a
beneficial legislation by the Madhya Pradesh High Court in Dc'viji v. Anuk-arkhan. 1 But at the
same time the Court should not, unless compelled to do so by the clear language used in the Act,
put any construction which will lead to absurdity. Courts should not in the guise of liberal
construction assume the role of Legislature.' Courts should give liberal interpretations to a
section to avoid constitutional invalidity.'

Any ambiguous expression is bound to receive a beneficient legislation.' The ameliorating
conditions of weaker partner must receive such interpretation as to advance the intendment
underlying the Act and defeat the mischief.' It is well settled that where the legislature
enacts a law for the solution of human problem, in the construction of such legislation and
particularly judging of its validity, the Courts have necessarily to approach it from the point
of furthering the purpose of the legislation.' The Act being .a beneficial statute granting
exemption to the employer from the liability to make contributions should receive strict
construction.' On the basis of the statute being beneficial, a partner should also count as an
enlployee.°

3. Strict.—.A strict construction is one which limits the application of the statute by the
words ucd.' Strict construction refuses to extend the import of words used in a statute so as to
embrace (sic) cases or acts which the words do not c!eaa-ly describe....Again, it has been stated,

I.	 (31/a.) Dc, -i Dras C.apal tOOs!:na v. SLc of Punfab, AIR 1967 SC 1895.
2	 AIR 1953SC2529..

3. AIR less MO 101 (1999)27 Indian Judicial Reports 377: 1958 M1ThJ 11: (1999)1 ACC 415: 1989 Jab LJ 395: 1959
ACJ 867.

4. i'anr.r-di S:,!-Laraa:a v. Zcrcar Alt, AIR 1960 M) s 14, 18; Magite Saan;aI v. Pa,rdab Biaaai, AIR 1962 SC 547 (Orissa
Tenants' Protection Act, 1948).

5. Co,,r;uraaiarrcr of Sa?cs lax, 9(0 v. Raiha Rria 1ra,,, (1979)2 scc 219 (257). The A,rdh,-a Cemcst Co. Lid., Secunderabad v.
A.P. Stale Elcclric0-y ltoa,d. AIR 1901 Al' 269: (1991) Andh IVR 539 (DB).

5.	 34/a. Hrrihar Pc!r9bcro a. Regional Director, E . S.I. Carp,., AIR 1984 SC 16S0 : 1984 Lab IC 1570: (1984)65 FIR 199
(1904)2 Crimes -63: (1934)4 scc 324.

7.	 '1/a. Clara Lahora!ori's (I') Ltd. v. P:caiding Ohccr, AIR 1984 SC 505: (1983)47 FCR SOS: (1954)1 Lab LJ 16:(198,4)1
scc 1: (1951)64 FIR 16: I984 SCC (Lob) 42: (195 1)16 Lawyer 2 (2) : (198-1)1 Lab LN 57 : (1984)1 Serv U 229
(190-4)1 SCWR 129:19S3 ICR 486.

S.	 Shcsharao a. So,rcha,,d, AIR 1986 Born 54; Escorts Ltd. a. U,,io,, of India, (19S5)57 Cornp. Cas 241 (Born); Shesharro a.
Sa,rchand, AIR 1966 Born 54: 19S6 Stab U) 445:1986 Ntah LIZ 361 :(19S6)1 Rent CR411.

9. Soamji Stills a. Reional PP Ca,,,,njsau,::r AIR 1985 SC 323; Jeerr-a:r,'ol (1929) Ltd. a .A;,;:c(late ,lulharit y, AIR 1984 SC
1942:1934 Lab IC 1-159: (1984)65 FIR 204: (190-1)2 Lob LN 459: (1994)19 Foe I.E 313.

10. t(ççic':.:t D irector, E.S.!.C., Trio!:,,, a. Rarsr'uaja Mat ci: Ind,atri's, AIR 1/95 SC 278.
11. Ch,ian,on v. TOrn-NI Aasaciot,a,m of St. Louis, (1942)157 SW (2d) 230, 234; Soi,n,,LmI v. Cal. Pr',,, S0:!1 Crawl, AIR 1969

P & H 316: (195596 PuO) LIZ 139.
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By the rule of strict cot truCtiOfl...' it is not meant that the statute shall be stringently, or even
narrov1y construed, but it means that everything shall be excluded from its operation which
does not clearly come within the scope of the language used) Crawford in Statutory

Construction, at pp. 449-450 says "If a statute is to be strictly construed, nothing should be
included within its scope that does not come clearly within the meaning of the language used.
Its language must be given its exact and technical meaning, with no extension on account of
implications or equitable considerations; or, as has been aptly asserted, its operation must be
confined to cases coming clearly within the letter of the statute as well as within its spirit and
reason. Or stated perhaps more concisely, it is the close and conservative adherence to the
literal or textual interpretation.

When a stric( construction is appropriate, the particular case to conic within the purview of
the statute must be within both its letter and its spirit and reason. The construction of a statute
according to its letter is a construction which takes the language used in its literal sense. The
literal meaning of a statute is that which the words express, taking them in their natural and
ordinary sense, that is, giving to words of common use their commonly accepted meaning and to
technical words their proper technical connotation. The spirit and reason of the law on the
other hand is nothing more than the legislative purpose, that is the purpose with which the
law was made or the reason why the Legislators enacted the statute. Strict construction of a
statute confines its operation to cases which are clearly within the letter of the law as well as
within its spirit and reason. Though the letter of the law may include the given situation, that
is not enough unless the spirit and reason of the law also include it.' The framers of a law are
presumed to have in mind a reasonable consistent and intelligible plan or scheme for
achievement of the legislative purpose. Such a plan or scheme as is discoverable from the
statutory language may always be taken into account in interpreting statutes.'

Exemption, a creature of Statute, must be strictly construed.'
From the view point of the intended effect of the statute upon the existing body of

strict construction is such a construction as presumes the Legislature to have intended the least
innovation upon previous la w'.5

Whatever may be said of the rule of strict construction, it cannot provide a subsitute' for
commonsense, precedent and legislative history.6

4. Basis for determination of strict or liberal construction—Crawford in Statutory

Construction, Article 239, has discussed at length what according to him is the rational basis
for determining what statutes shall be strictly construed and what statutes shall be liberally
construed. Briefly he observed	 -

'The only answer that can possibly be correct is because that type of construction
utilized gives effect to the legislafive intent. Sometimes a liberal construction must be used
in order to make the legislative intent effective, and sometimes such a construction will
defeat the intent of the Legislature.... If this is the proper position to be accorded to strict
and liberal construction, it would make no difference whether the statute involved was

1. Sutherland StsIiiQry Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol.2 at p.39.
2. Church oflloly Trinity v. Uiiited States, 243TJS457.

3. ?clet.t Singh v. Pros Prsk3sh Roar, ILR (1961)2 Punj 614.
4. tOwn of lads V. Commercial Tax Officer, ALR 1956 Sc 202; lilsnicfpal Committee v. Moat l.aI Msscckji (P). 1.1.1. AIR

1967 sc 1201; Sayoji Mills, Ltd. v. Rgio,w1 Fund Co,n,nissioncr, 
AIR 19851935 sc 323.

5. Shorey v. Wyckcfl, I Wash T MS cited by McCaftrey, at p. 146.	 -
6. Liniicd States v. Standard Oil Co., 16 L Ed 2d 492, 494 (Douglas, I.); Harilsi v. L1ta;ali, AIR 1961 Guj 207 X.T. Desa,

C.Jf; gr000s'.a'.1Ca1 construction repugnant to good sense.	 -
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penal, criminal, remedial or in derogation of common right, as a distinction based upon this
classification would then rdean nothing) On the contrar y , to take a penal statute as an
example, it might be subject toa strict or a liberal construction depending upon which would
effectuate the legislative intent ..... . Strict and liberal constructions should be used as
instruments in the process of ascertaining the legislative intent when it is in doubt;
otherwise they have little or no value ... It is surely an unobjectionable standard if the Court
svill determine the scope and extent of a statutes operation on the basis wl.ther in a given
case the suggested construction is just and reasonable, as determined by existing standards of
what is right and wrong, equitable and inequitable, reasonable and unreasonable... If we
adhere to the view that the Legislature in enacting a statute, possibly does not have a
specific intent with reference to every possible case that may arise under the statute, the
standard just suggested for determining whether it shall be subjected to a strict or liberal
construction, seems all the more logical. And in enacting a statute, the Legislature, so it
would appe.r, impliedly delegates to the Courts the power to determine this intent—the
just and reasonable operation of the law—whenever specific cases arise......By making the
type of construction turn upon the nature of the statute being subjected to the process of
interpretation, a certain amount of objection which arises from leaving the determination
entirely to the Courts conception of what is just and reasonable, is removed. Or perhaps
better, whether a statute should be subjected to a liberal or strict construction should
depend upon the nature of the right involved. This would eliminate the objection to
allowing the character of the statute to he determinative of the type of construction, where
the statute may partake of several natures—being part penal and part
remedial.....Undoubtedly, certain human rights are so valuable and essential that the law
looks upon them with favour at all times. Any tendency towards their impairment or
destruction should he avoided or limited as much as possible. Any method or means set up
for the promotion and the protection of such rights should at all times be favoured. In a
democracy, at least, certain rights are regarded beyond the encroachment of the
Government; there are certain matters in which man is superior to the Government. Even
with reference to rights which the Government may reasonably regulate for the benefit of
the general good, there is a limit beyond which the Government cannot go. All men are
endowed v,ith certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. Of course, the problem is to know when individual rights must give
wa y to the general welfare. On one side of the dividing line, the statute should always be
liberally construed in favour of the individual; on the other side, the statute might
perhaps Pe liberally constraed in favour of the public. While public welfare may be a
superior consideration beyond a certain point, it should not be so regarded any further than
is clearly compatible with the democratic philosophy of Government. There is undoubtedly
a limit to the right of society in general to regulate or limit individual rIghts, although its
boundary may not be well defined ..... It would, therefore, seem that any statute pertaining
to the promotion and protection of individual rights, at least so long as these rights are
beyond the legitimate control or regulation of the Government is entitled to be liberally
construed in favour of the individual in a contest with the Government. When the right of
the individual reaches the point that it may from thereon be regulated on behalf of the
public, then perhaps a liberal construction in favour of the public is not out of
place .... Nevcrtheless, even where the public welfare is involved, highly important as
individual rights arc, and realizing how easily they may be impaired or destroyed, the

1.	 Riyuh St:tu,.n V. C,',u,nC)oncr of Jnco:e-tax, Madras, AIR 1956 SC 604:19.55 SCR 577: (1956)2 MU (SC) 43.
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better judicial attitude might subject all statutes of this type to a liberal construction in
favour of the individual.....It seems to be the rule already applied by the Courts generally
in the construction of criminal statutes even in face of the fact that they are statutes
pertaining to the public welfare....Naturally since all persons should stand before the law
on an equal footing, any statute which grants special rights to certain individuals should be
strictly construed against the statutory beneficiary... Moreover, where a statute regulates
the conduct of public officials, since such a statute has as its purpose the promotion of the
welfare of the members of the public, the statute should be liberally construed in favour of
the members of the public. One might go on and enumerate other rights and indicate the
type of construction desirable in each instance. But, as will be apparent, if we make the
construction turn upon the nature of the right, we will establish a basis with practically
the same difficulties that exist where we make the construction depend upon the type of
statute. And besides, even should we determine whether a statute should be liberally or
strictly construed in the light of the right involved, the consideration of which construction
will he the most productive of justice is actually the decisive factor..l-Ience, neither the
nature of the statute nor the type of the right, need give the Court any concern, except as
they may indicate the legislative meaning.... To the Courts, the Legislature must leave the
application of statutes to particular cases, in accord with the obvious basic legislative
intent that its enactments are intended to operate reasonably and equitably as determined
by our generally accepted standards of proper conduct and what is right and just. By this
process alone, is it possible for our Courts to maintain a workable and practical as well as an
equitable system of jurisprudence, for Legislature cannot cleat with all individual cases as
they arise any more than they can enact legislation which will cover every conceivably
human controversy. By utilizing strict or liberal construction in order to rightly determine
human controversies, the Courts may include or exclude those cases which apparently
violate our concepts of reason and justice, from the operation of a given statute. Such a
construction, so it would seem, since it appears to be primarily concerned with determining
the pending controversy in accord with our general concepts of proper conduct, might well be
designated as 'ethical interpretation ..... It would, therefore, seem that whether a statute
should receive a liberal or strict construction, should depend upon which will make the
legislative intent effective, such legislative intent in any case of doubt being largely
determined by ethical considerations. It would seem that the 'ethical interpretation' of
any statute eliminates the objection to 'spurious interpretation' the excercise of legislative
power by judiciary and at the same time provides a broad and all comprehensive method of
determining whether a statute shall be strictly or liberally interpreted."
All statutes must be construed in the light of their purpose. A literal reading of them which

would lead to absurd results is to be avoided when they can be given a reasonable application
consistent with their words and with the legislative purpose.'

In Vol. 59 of Corpus June at pp 1105-1106 it is stated : "Laws enacted in the interest of the
public welfare, or convenience, or in regard to the rights of citizenship, or relating to the
military power of the Government, or relating to schools and school districts, laws for the
construction of works of great public utility, laws for the protection of human life, or for the
preservation of health, and laws for the prevention of fraud or providing remedies against

Ft.m, gar Co. v. HeIrenmmg, 14 LEd 340,344:308 us 389 (Stone, J); Income-tax CaroroissicrmA, Ban$tcre v. J.H. Cotta, AIR

19S5 Sc 1698; American i-fooze Products Corporat ice v. Mac Laboratories, AIR 1986 SC 137; Commissioner of Income-tax

V. J.H. Cotta, (1985)156 ITR 323 (SC); Asokan v. Western India Plywocds, (1987)1 KLT 89 (F7). If a section yields two

different interpretations, that which leads to an arbitrary or shockingly unreasonable result has lobe eschewed.
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either public or private wrongs should be liberally construed with a view to promote the object
in the mind of the Legislature. Statutes conferring special privileges on individuals or
corporations, or which constitute exceptions to general statutes or which are in derogation of
common rights are to be strictly construed. The powers given by a statute to subordinate local
authorities are strictly construed, and every reasonable doubt as to the existence of a particular
power is resolved against its existence. Statutes passed in the exercise of the police power of
the State should be strictly construed, while all statutes of a penal nature, whether civil or
criminal, must be construed strictly in favour of those whom they affect. The requirements of a
statute which are mandatory must be strictly construed, while those which are directory
should receive a liberal construction for the accomplishment of the purpose of the act; but the
rule of strict construction of a mandatory statute becomes inoperative when its application will
limit, if it does not destroy, the purpose of the statute. An administrative statute in its
application is to be limited to its plain unequivocal terms. However, the rules of strict and
liberal cons true tion'noay be departed from in order that absurd results may be avoided, and to
the end that a statute shall be effective for the purposes intended, that the rule of strict
construction is not violated by permitting the words to have their full meaning, or the more
extended of two meanings. Where the provisions of a statute are adopted by a general reference,
the adopting Act will receive a more liberal construction than if originally passed with
reference to the particular subject.

"'hen some benefit is conferred under an act subject to performance of certain conditions and
the benefit to be enjoyed affects rights of others adversely, the conditions imposed by law must
be strictly enforced.

If the language of a provision of a statute is clear and unambiguous, it should be strictly
construed,i and should not be given a wider meaning than what the words actually denote. 3 The
mere fact that the result of a statute is unjust or absurd would not entitle a Court to refuse to give
effect to it. Where the language of a statute is clear and explicit effect should be given to it
regardless of the consequences, unless the absurdity is such that itamounts to repugnance.'

Where the language of a statute is ambiguous and the meaning of the law-makers
uncertain, the subject-matter of the statute will control, to some extent, in determining whether
a strict or liberal interpretation shall be adopted..' Adjudicating a person insohent results in
bringing about serious consequences. It becomes, therefore, necessary to take particular care to
see that the provisions of the Insolvency Act are observed strictly and correctly applied. 6 The
Court can look behind the letter of the law in order to determine the true purpose and effect of
art when the language of the statute, in its ordinary meaning and grammatical
construction leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment, or some
inconvenience, or absurdity, hardship or injustice, presumably not intended. In such cases, a
construction modifying the meaning of the words and even the structure.of a sentence is
permissible, and in order to avoid absurdity or incongruity, even grammatical and ordinary
sense of the words can in certain circumstances be avoided.,

1. Kali Rumor Sen v. 1,Iaklian lam!, AIR 1969 A & N 66,73 (PB) (Goswansi, J). no one way traffic.

2. Gangad/ar Singh v. Shyar'i Sunder Singl y, AIR 199S Orissa 153,155; Jagaunaih AgaruuIa v. B.N. Patio, AIR 1963 Cal 26.

3. Md. Snbir Hu.sain v. Stale of DrEss, (1953)56 Cut LT 263.

4. Subtiarayalu ReddEr 'a. Raega,nrnal, ILI( 1962 Mad 1001 : (1962)2 MLJ 318 : 73 MLW 452; Surajrain v. Co!lecior,

Go,iganogar, ILR (1960)10 Raj 900: 1960 Raj LW 519.

5. 159 Corpus Juris, at P. 1105.
6. fa:isU Sr,,: ' ;,cz4  Reddy 'a. Ekappo Redd, AIR 1957 Andh Pro 243,244 (E1:boate, J.).

7. Jo!1::, Rain 'a. y. Commissioner, Rota, AIR 1966 Pun) 143: ILR (1965)2 Pun) 761.
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According to Sutherla-nd, l a strict or liberal interpretation will depend upon a combination
of many factors. Broadly speaking, a strict or liberal interpretation, according to him, will be
made with reference to four different elements. They are 	 -

(i) with reference to former law,
(ii) with reference to the persons and rights affected,

(iii) with reference to the letter or language of the statute, and

(iv) with reference to the purposes and objects of the statute.
Directory.—Directory statutes are lobe liberally construed.' In all cases it must be borne in

mind that where the interpretation sought to be put upon the words is arrived at by implication
and by reference, the Court ought not to adopt a constructin which has a restricting and
penalizing operation unless it is driven to do so by the irresistible force of language.' It must
also be remembered that the rule of strict construction of pyal statutes as modified in the
modern times is not so rigid or unbending as it was in times gone by when the cutting down of a
cherry tree in an orchard or the begging or wandering without a pass by a soldier or sailor was
punishable in the United Kingdom with death. During the present times the rules mean very
little more than that such statutes are to be fairly construed like all others according to the
legislative intent as expressed by the statute itself or arising out of it by necessary implication.'
What that 'little more' is, has been stated by Pollock, B., in Parry v. Croydon Commercial Gas

Co.,, in the following passage
"It appears tome that in construing a penal state of any kind, we are bound to take care

that the party is brought strictly within it, and to give no effect to it beyond what it is
clear that the Legislature intended. If there be any fair and legitimate doubt, the subject is
not to be hurthened. Though no doubt in modern tines, the old distinction between penal and
other statutes has, in this respect, been discountenanced, still I take it to be a clear rule of
construction at the present day that in the imposition of a tax or a duty; and still more of a
penalty if there be any fair and reasonable doubt, we are so to construe the statute as to give
the party sought to he charged the benefit of the doubt."
The tendency of modern decisions, upon the whole, according to Maxwell,m is to narrow

materially the difference between what is called a strict and a beneficial construction. All
statutes are now construed with a more attentive regard to the language, and crinunal statutes

With a more rational regard to the aim and intention of the Legisla fit re, than formerly, it is
unquestionably right, he says, that the distinction should not be altogether erased from the
judicial mind, for it is required by the spirit-of our free institutions that the interpretation of
all statutes should be favourable to personal liberty and this tendency is still evinced in a
certain reluctance to supply the defects of language, or to take out the meaning of an obscure
passage by strained or doubtful influences.

The justification for the strict or the liberal construction of a statute must be found in the
fact that the kind of construction utilized by the Court gives effect to the legislative intent. In
Inhabitants of I-Vlntuig V. Inhabitants of Lubec, , the Court, in speaking of strict construction,

I .	 Shilnt'sy Cool ren',a,,,3rd Ed., Vol.3 alp. 34.

2. ttatsbury Laws of En,etand, 2nd Ed., Vol. 31 at p.531, para 693.

3. flttuI K,,r5u v. fota,,umoisa Bbi, ILR 38 All 339, 343; Moung TEa v. 'its Pyu, 46 IC 323.

4. Eu;j'ror V. ,'i'oUr SEEd,. AIR 1928 Sind 1,7 (PB).

5. (18(,3)15 CB )NS) 558.

ii.	 J,ilii1,etatiiigSLilul,s. 9th Ed. at p. 299.

7.	 121 Ste 121.
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observed "Its oneness of aim is to effectuate, never to thwart, legislative intention. In the main
it works well. Being a good rule it will work both ways. When it would he destructive of
legislative intent, then the reason for using it ceases: This statement applies with equal force
to the object of and the limitation upon the doctrine of liberal construction.

The rational approach to strict or liberal construction dictates that the kind of construction
C1105011 should assist in the execution of the intention of the Legislature. The nature of the
statute is usually an important factor in the selection of a strict or liberal construction. The
nature of a statute in derogation of common law rights indicates that its scope should he limited
by its express words; the charactef of laws designed to simplify legal procedure suggests that
they should be construed with liberality. In some situations, the emphasis is placed upon the
purpose or object . of the law, with a view to the choice of the kind of construction which will
esecute the real legislative intent. Illustrations of this latter approach are to he found in cases
involving legislation relating to public safety and protection of citizens against injury.' The
purpose of such legislation points to the necesty for liberal interpretation in favour of those
persons whose protection and safety the legislators had in mind in framing the law. A liberal
construction has to be given to a provision like Section 523, Cr.P.C. (new Section 457 of 1973
Code) and the spirit and substance behind such a provision has to be considered, so as not to
frustrate the purpose behind it.'

The rule of strict or liberal construction, however, combines with the other aids to statutory
interpretation. In United States v. Raynor,' the nature of the Act was largely determined by
the history of the law and its language. In Surace v. Donna,' the rule in pail jnatrii and the
maxim of construction "re,'dendu singula singulis" were applied to reinforce the meaning
indicated by a literal construction. The nature of the Act may suggest a construction which must
be rejected to the face of considerations drawn from other relevant rules.

5. Liberal interpretation with reference to former law.—Any statute purporting to interfere
with the established state of law must receive a strict interpretation.' One of the situations in
which a liberal or strict construction first became of importance was with reference to changes
made in existing laws.' Accordingly it is well established that in enactment which restricts the
jurisdiction of Civil Courts ought to be construed strictly.' For the like reason the principle
received wide adoption that repeals of previous Statutory laws by implication would not he
presumed.' But itcannot be gainsaid that statutes are enacted usually with a view to bring
about reformation or to remove defects in former laws. Sutherland' says; 'In addition, changing
social and economic conditions have often made reference to the older jurisprudence of less
value, with the result that the most responsive interpretative technique is one which
recognizes that one of the best sources of information is the policy of general plan of the
legislation itself. And so the Courts today, says he, are repeating with less frequency these
older rules which rebuked changes in existing laws.

1. Jol:ii,oii v. Soiiihcni Pacific Co., (1901)196 US 1:49 LEd 361
2. Suraj Mehasi v. State of Gijinil, AIR 1967 Guj 126, 129 (N. C. Shet.0,1.).
3,	 302 US 510.
1	 2ISNYIS.

5. fbahi,i V. (51s0 Zainib, AIR 1933 LaS 613, 615.
6	 J,'husoii v. Ser,!hnsi P.irijc Co., (1904)156 US 1, 17:49 L Ed 363,
7. B:vii v. Ni,iJ:v,AIR 1942 Lah 217,227 (FE).

6. F,osi v. We,iis, 157 US .4,,: 39 LEd 614.
9.	 Sci:eo,-i, Coiisfrnirtion, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at p. 36.
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The ambit and scope of a section should not he limited by reference to general jurisprudence
or principles or policy.'

6. Strict or liberal interpretation with reference to persons and rights affected-Where the
liberty of a subject is concerned, the statutes prejudicially affecting such liberty must be strictly
interpreted,' especially when quasi-penal consequences also ensue. 3 The power can he exercised
only in the manner and according to the procedure laid down by the law. 4 When a statute
interferes with the liberty of the subject it will not he taken to deprive him of that liberty to
any greater extent than is expressly stated, or inferred by necessary implication.' A statute
imposing limitations on the freedom of contract should be construed strictlyd If the Act is in
retriction of the common law rights of the subject it is no reason why the fullest effect should
not be given to its provisions but it is a reason why the meaning should not be strained against
the liberty of the subject! The Court must take care to see that every condition which the law
lays down has been fulfilled before the liberty of the subject is curtailedP Statutes which
encroach on the rights of the subject, whether as regards person or property, are similarly
subject to strict construction. They should be interpreted if possible so as to respect such rights,.'
Provisions of statutes whereunder the concerned authorities have powers to attach and sell
properties or to deny a citizen his personal liberty have to be very strictly construed and unless
the authorities exercising such powers satisfy the court about the source of such power the courts
will be extremely slow in going to the rescue of the authorities to uphold the action taken by
them. 1 ° Partition Act (Section 4) has almost always been liberally construed and widely
interpreted in favour of the members of the family and strictly against the stranger-
purchaser." It is the duty of a court to adopt a liberal and strict construction of Acts affecting
contracted or proprietary rights." The beneficent construction of a rule of limitation is
permissible, if alternative construction is permissible. 3 For instance, a provision which confers
a privilege on certain classes of debtors and curtails the rights of the creditor to realise the debt
requires a strict construction without defeating the object of the statute itself." Provisions of

1. Lunch Pharna v. Stale of Kcrala. AIR (965 Ker 250 W. Govindart Nor, j.).

2. &' Hoir' Mi a. Attorinp-Gcicral iIJO'o' O'', AIR 1920 IC 219.

3. State of U.P. v Lilaj Sinçi: Ya.Li;', 1977 CI .R (SC) 121.

4. Stale of (LB. s'. Lalai Mph YU.o', 1977 CLR (SC) 121.

5. Goal Fingatl Ccnsoli:latcj Ltd. a. Sh,haii, 3 C LR 176 186; The Co,n;nc,i wealth and the I'ost,xastcr-Ccncrat a.

i',e4,usS At 2 crtiehig and Picas .u5'ciiiy Co. l'ic;aolio. ltd., IL) CLR 457,464; Anunia M;, y itia, e. C':uf Sc,ctao, AIR

1966 SC 657 (1966)1 SC%VR 427.

6. l'ashpa )3iz V. Salachans !stcuaa, (1950)1 And Is 16 IL 63; 1 tyderabad Reuses (Rent. Eviction and Loose) Control Act,

XX of 1954.

7. GLuey a. Butchers Shop Cmp'eces (Iij Ic 1 hoes JeI,m Neas Socrctary and the Prc:i,ien I oil the ,\i,:,,ls,s of Cot cf

Arbitration, N.S.W , I CLR iS), 201; see aRe Bisko;i a. Chung Bros., 4 CLR 1262, 1273; The Master ReLmitcrs' Association
sf'J S.W. v. The Shop Assistants' tIni.'nf V.5,10,2 CLR 91, 106-7; Prat,hataar s'. Shankcr, AIR 19::7 Gee 125.

8. Ynsufv. 11cc, AIR 1950 All 69.

9. Pagis Singh S. Jagannath, AIR 1914 Lih 122; sec also Maxwell Inicmprctahoml of Statutes, 12111 Ed.

10. A. t'adnxuiai'h,ui v. Dial). Collector, Trt;:aidi us,, AIR 1982 Fur 177.

11. Snail Rumor a. Proz:ah Chandra, AIR 1969 Cal S8, 90 (EN. Slooheijee, J . ) demolished houses as d,vetI,ng-tsouso.

12. t,utiu, lion & Steel Co. v. Ran;riah;'ot .\iorao,,, 57 C\'i'N 644; Angrcj S1igh v. Financial Co,x,nissin'r, 1(.11 (1962)2 I'onj

766.
13. flan,xIitat v. Ran, Na rain, AIR 195! SC 1303 (1984(3 SCC 561 I984 MPUJ -114 (198 .1)10 All I.R 5(1 (1984)2 I.ond

1.1177 (198.1)1 Ori IlL 522 1964 C) (SC) 754 	 I'Sl AWC 577 198-4 t3ItCJ (SC) 139 (198 .1)2 SCIVIL 122: lOSt CS

)SC) 78.
1.21171' 159.1 .. IL1	 CLod, AIR 1967 Fiij 53(1:6); Bali Kx,'xar Seth a. Makha,m Lit, AIR 1969 Assn 66 (FE); I'at;l, R.A.

a. ILcdcLcr, A B., AIR 1909 item 205.
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debt l,ss's which restrict the rights of creditors accrued under valid contracts entered into with
debtors or under general law, e. g., Section 60 of the Contract Art in relation to appropriation of
payment made, must be strictly construed.' Such restrictions should not be extended beyond
what the words used actually cover.' Lord Blackburn observed in Metropolitan Asylum District
V. Hill,' "It is clear that the burden lies oil who seek to establish that the Legislature
intended to take away the private rights of individuals, to show that by express words, or by
necessary implication, such all

	 appears."
If the words of a statute are capable of being interpreted in two ways, one of which'rreates

an inequity and the other removes it, the interpretation which removes the inequity should be
preferred. Of course, if the words are incapable of giving that meaning it cannot be imported.'

The right to hold an election, to stand in an election and to he elected thereto as
Commissioner, are all rig/its it/nc/i spring under tin' statute. There is no common law right
which is involved. Therefore, the provisions of the Act and the Rules made thereunder must be
strictly followed in constituting the municipatty and in regulating the functions thereof.'
Similarly, a disqualifying or disabling provision of law, as for instance, election rules, must he
subject to strict construction.'

The Supreme Court has, in a case, Pam Su'areop v. Hari Ran,' ruled that a broad and
liberal interpretation should be given to Section 36(2)(i) of the Representation of the Peoples
Act, 1951 in order to give full effect to the Parliamentary intent observing, "To our mind
according to the scheme for the conduct of elections the candidate should not he qualified or
disqualified when the scrutiny of nomination is taken up by the returning officer for the purpose
of finalising the list of nominated candidates".

It is a settled canon of construction of statutes that a provision which has the effect of
conferring a privilege on certain classes of debtors and of trenching on the ordinary right of a
creditor to realize his money from the property of his debtor, must receive a strict construction
and it ought not to be extended to matters to which it does not in terms apply.' Thus statutes
granting special

privileges to a group of persons who are in no particular need may be strictly construed
against such beneficiaries,'

1. Senu,di v. Batch,, Venkalarao, AIR 1966 Andh Pea 154 (1965)2 Andh WR 450.
2. Za,,,indar Bank v. Sub,,, AIR 1924 Lab 418 (as rule of law, be it ever, Hindu law, which, 1o1 instance, deprives an

heir of his legal rights must be construed strictly); Sarendra Narai,, v. Bholanath Roy, AIR 1943 Cal 613,622; Secretary
of Sute v. Batrani C'rnesh, ILR 28 Born 105, 114.

3. (1881)6 AC 193, 208; see also Secrc/a,3, of Slate v. B,itrant Ga,rcsh, ILR 28 Born 105, 114. New Kerala Roadways (P) Lid.
v. Nani,, I8(2) KLT 465.

4. 0,0 Prakash v. Stale, AIR 1955 All 275, (per Nlutta, J.).
5. Ow Prakrsh v. State, AIR 1955 All 275, (icr Multa, J.).
6. P,'acat Chandra v. R.C. Sc,,, AIR 1955 Cal 83.
7. '19S3 AU 686 SC.
S. Mima v. Jhnoda Ross, AIR 1930 Lah 1034, 1036. It may, however, decide that persons k,,c,wi, to he suffering

hardships and disadvantages are deserving of generous consideration, and so statutes enacted with such objectives
in view will be liberal' 5' construed. Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. Ill at p. 38. Thus stables
regulating transactions between the insurer and insured will be strictly construed against the fumier and liberally in
favour of the latter, as the for-nice is traditionally always in a better bargaining position. Similarly, Workmen's
Compensation Acts will be liberally construed in favour of labourers. Insolvency Acts, for the same reasons, are
liberally consented in favour of debtors. See Rai Ran, Taco,, Ltasrerjee v. Mrs. Itt!!, 1949 FCR 292,302; Seer,rsdi v. Bale/ia
Vc,,k,it,irao, AIR'1966 Andh Pra 154.

I.'	 Sutherland Statutory Cc',,strucjmi, 3rd lid., Vol. III alp. 38; but see 1Viltkcr v. Durban Corporation, AIR 1920 PC
218.
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On the other hand, statutes in derogation of sovereignty will be construed strictly against
the individual, and liberally in favour of the State. Crawford in Statutory Cttrrlrttctian at pp.
477-478 says 'Statutes in derogation of sovereignty are strictly construed in favour of the
State. Consequently, statutes authorising suits against the State, statutes granting exemption
from taxation, or statutes vesting sovereign powers in corporations will not divest the State of
any of its sovereign powers or prerogative, unless the law-makers clearly reveal an intention to
do so."

Here the problem, as stated by Sutherland in Statutory Construction,' is that of balancing
one interest against the other; and being such the function is a judicial one.

Instead of a carefully matured enactment, where the legislation was a make-shift patch-
work, such legislation strongly counsels against literalness of application. It favours a wide
latitude of construction in enforcing its purposes.3.

(i) Disabling statutes.—Disabling statutes must be strictly construed.' It is a trite
proposition that statutes of limitatiOn must be strictly construed and that no man is to be
deprived of rights which would by law belong to him unless the specific provisions of law,
which are alleged to take away these rights can be shown to apply clearly and in precise terms
to his case.' In the words of Chatterji, J . , in Dlteru v, Sidltu' : "The law of limitation must be
strictl y construed, i. e. its scope cannot he stretched to extend to cases not covered by its
language, and when the indications as to its application are not clear the construction must he in
favour of the right to proceed." On the same principle a generous construction should be placed
on the enactment which gives the power to restore a case dismissed for default of appearance.'

(ii) Limitation statute—It has often been observed that the provisions of the Limitation
Act, which take away the right to sue, have to be strictly construed. If the language is clear,
express, precise and unambiguous, it must be enforced,' but where two interpretations are found
to be equally possible, the Court may reasonably impute to the Legislature an intention to
prescribe a larger period of limitation.' It is to be remembered that the Limitation Act deprives
or restricts the right of an aggrieved person to have recourse to legal remedy, and where the

Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at p. 33; but see tVittoker v. Durban Cerpace.Lorr, AIR 1923 PC
213.
3rd Ed., Vol. III at P. 3,
Cr,vsq6lil v. McGa,tIr, 96 L Ed 312, 351 342 US 303 (Frankfurter, J.): Trading with Enemy Act.
Pr.iisb Chandra v. Ja3dish Chaudra, AIR 1925 Cal 116,.
Srr ' rjcr v. Saligrarn, 26 PR 1911 alp. 71; Anrinchont v. Grijar Mat, 73 PR 1906 at 278. Crawford in Stalxtery Corisiructie,t
alp. 493 says: 'On the oilier hand, statute of limitations constitute an important class of legislation, which should
be liberally construed, in order to effectuate the general intention of Legislature, and specially when they relate to
real estate. Statutes of limitation should riot, therefore, receive a construction that will create exceptions or
qo,aliticalions not clearly expressed. Nevertheless, if a statute of this type contains a provision excepting certain
persons from its operation these exceptions should be strictly construed."
56 PR 1903 alp. 259; Miran Bakhsh v. A/imad, 145 PR 1907 at p. 683; see also Bi'..agwarr Des s'. Collector of La/rare, 70 PR
1991.

v. AIrier X'aiiu, AIR 1928 Mad 831.
Sutri'_,s Gaupxlrao I/sty v. Maroti Rrishtiaji Dorl,kar, 1975 Mah Lj 244 (PB).
K.rrrrrl Distillery Co. v. Ladli Pars/red, AIR 1960 Punj 655, 684; Jayelakslitni Rice & Oil Mills Co. v. Corti ,sissiener eflsrcrne
Tax, AIR 1967 Andh Pra 99; Buridelklrand Molar Transport Co. v. Stale Transport Appellate Authority, AIR  1968 Madtt
Pra 215 (PB) strict construction to be given (equitable considerations have no place); MoIrar,irxari H_sari v.

Aieha,,rnrcd A,irvar, AIR 1968 Pat 82; Kcsira:'/al Jc:tsc';I Shak y. Matron/al B/ragraaedas, AIR 1963 SC 1336
(consideration of equity and hardship have no plow in administering limitation of Ste tsr ten); Pert Sin/r v.0/ate if

:5 ILn (1551)0 air/eu ;oeiirg a urs,, J!i/)it.'.L 0,51, ILISi L&rlirLifly ceissrrusa).
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languac is ambiguous, that construction should be preferred which preserves such remedy' to
the one which bars or defeats it. A court ought to avoid an interpretation upon a statute of
limitation by implication or inference as may have a penalising effect unless it is driven to do
so by the irresistible force of the language employed by the Legislature.

It is well recognised that the law of limitation is to be strictly construed in respect of a
right to proceed and a citizen is to be non-suited only if his case clearly falls within the letter
of a provision of the statute of limitation. Unless an Article in the Limitation Act clearly and
without doubt applies to the case made out in a plaint, a litigant should not be non-suited on
the ground of time bar. Mere provision of a period of limitation is, howsoever, peremptor y or
imperative language is not sufficient to bar the Courts from exercising its power to extend the
period of limitation provided the Court is satisfied that the exercise of the power is necessary.'
The law of Limitation, as is well-known, has npt to be utilised as a trap, for depriving the
citizens of their right to establish their claims in a court of law but is really meant to present
stale cases being revived and, indeed, they are for this reason called statutes of repose. The
statute of limitation is of course a statute of repose and is inspired by a desire not to keep
indefinitely alive controversies. Dictates of substantial justice demand such a course. In
construing provisions of limitation, equitable considerations are irrelevant.' It is, however, not
permissible to strain or stretch the language of the Limitation Act with a view to bar a suitor
and the limitation seems to call for a strict construction in favour of right to proceed if the
language on plain reading permits it.' Courts ought to avoid that interpretation of the statute
of limitation as may, by implication or inference, have a penalising effect unless driven to do so
by the irresistable force of its language.'

(iii) Registration Act.—There can be no doubt that strictest construction shall he placed on
the prohibitory and penal sections of the Registration Act which impose serious
disqualification for non-observance of registration.'

7, With reference to the letter or language of the statute.'—The rule of strict construction is
not applicable, where the meaning of the statute is certain and unambiguous, for under these
circumstances, there is no need for construction. If the language is clear, it is conclusive of the
legislative intent, for the object of all construction is simply to ascertain that intent, and of
course, the rule of strict construction is subordinate thereto.' "The starting point in the
construction of legislative enactments is the statute itself, and so logic favours an analysis of
liberal or strict construction on the basis of the language of the statute. But where the liberal or
strict construction is limited to the mere letter of the statute, the possibility is ever present
that the interpreter will fail to penetrate deeply into the general purposes of the statute as
gathered from other sources, from which the reason of the statute may best be determined.

Lola Ba! Muku,ii v. Laiju'an!i, 1975 All LJ 256 (SC); Br-gati r(tubi v. Muiiruksya, 1977 Ker Li 50.
S;tkaSh Caipi!rao BiOy v. A(aroti K,-iahnaji Dothkar, 1975 M,Th 1.) 21-1 (PB).
Thig-a Pitlai v. Siq'criotciidcnt Regulated Mark,'! ofsout6 Arc,! Market Committee, 1977 LW (Cr) 19.
Jug KU/wee Jagdisl, Prasliad v. Slate of D!ki, AIR 1962 Puni 112, 143; Kiran Dcci v. flL,ful (FouL!, AIR 1966 Al! 195

(there is no room for application of principles of equity or justice in interpreting liasiiation of statute); SarTir,ii Ran

Kh,'iri v. Flimt Ira,, Bank, AIR 1962 Puni 526, 529 (Dual).
Siraj-u!-FIaq v. Sunni Central Board of Waqfu, UP., AIR 1959 SC 193, and out of place B 'ta Ma! v. Union of India, A/R

1962 SC 1716.
Ran, La/ v. Cokahnagar Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., AIR 1967 Delhi 91, 93—I (Dua, I)
Lila Balnniukund v. La/wanti, (1975)1 SCC 725.

s. CLanndraka!i, AIR 1951 Pa! 79, 81.
Crawford Statutory Construction, alp. 450.
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Statements appear and re-appear in the decisions to the effect that the rules of strict or liberal
interpretation have no application where the language of the statute is clear. However, it is
submitted that a meaning seldom, if ever, is clear and unambiguous when divorced from its
surroundings."

8. With reference to the purposes and objects of the statutes.—As long ago as Heydon 'a

case,' Lord Coke says, that it was resolved that for the sure and true interpretation of all
statutes in general (he they penal or beneficial, restrictive of enlarging of the common law) four
things are to be discerned and considered:

(1) What was the common law before the making of the Act?
(2) What was the mischief and defect for which the common law did not provide?
(3) What remedy the Parliament has resolved and appointed to cure the disease of the

commonwealth? and
(4) The true reason of the remedy;

and then the office of all the Judges is always to make such construction as shall suppress the
mischief and advance the remedy.

The task of interpretation is not a mere exercise of any mechanical jurisdiction. Courts are
entitled to probe and find the intention of the instrument, and its purpose and give meaning to
words to further the same so as to suppress the miscIief and further just and fair results.

A literal interpretation is not always the only interpretation of a provision in a statute and
the court has to look at the setting in which the words are used and the circun'atances in which
the law came to be passed to decide whether there is something implicit behind the words
actually used which would control the literal meaning of the words used in a provision of the
statute. It is permissible to control the wide language used in a statute if that is possible by the
setting in which the words are used and the intention of the law making bod y w hich may be
apparent from the circumstances in which the particular provision came to be made. Therefore,
a literal and mechanical interpretation is not the only interpretation which courts are bound to
give to the words of a statute and it may be possible to control the wide language in which a
provision is made by taking into account tyhat is implicit in it in view of the setting in which
the provision appears and the circumstances in which it might have been enacted.'

Statutes have to be construed in a manner so as to promote the purpose and object of the Act,
and not too literally so as to defeat the purpose or render the provision meaningless and otiose.5

In construction of public statutes of gneral policy, there is no room for equitable
consideration but full effect must he given to legislative intent.' It is worthwhile to refer to the
principle laid down by the Supreme Court in Reserve Bank of India v. Peerless Crucial Finance

and Investment Co.' Interpretation must depend on the text and the context. They are the basis

Sutherland Stalut my Construct iou, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at p.40.
(1554) Co. Rep. 7a, 7)'.
Chandrabban Ca,: pat rca To!,' v. St tcrf 3 l,,haroshtra, 1977 Mah LJ 278 (05); fldmjujst,otee, A I,uici1'al Corporation v.
Daltnlraya Dahaeukar, AIR 19a2 SC 1946 (1911 2)1 SCC 361; PawnS 59:96 v. Chin!, Lint, (1994)1 5CR 431: (1994)1
Pat UJR 650; CESC, Ltd. v. SnlAash Ch:':dra tIcs,', (1992)1 SCC 441 : AIR 1992 SC 373.
R.L. Aro,a v. Slate of Uttar l'raIcrh, (19('4)6 SCR 784. 794 (',Vanchoo, J.).
Kaipally Bro1hrs V. Income-for Officer, Ti:iruc.Cta, 1979 Ret UT 175.
Coon Shanl.cr Caarv. 5flc cf, U 1'.,ATR 1391 SC 169.
AIR 1987 SC 1023: (1987)5 (1) I) Rep 42: (1997)1 SCC 424 (1997)1 Con, 1.1 162 (1997)1 Sup:cu,e 1:9: (1097)61
Corn Can 663: 1987 jr (SC) 246: (1997)1 SC) 516: (1987)1 Cur CC 721 : (1987)1 SCWR 201 :1997 Bank 294 : (1967)1
UI (SC) 586: (1957)18 I 0559Cr 48: (1 587) Cur Cit U (SC) 302.
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of interpretation. One may well say if the text is the texture, context is what gives colour.
Neither can be ignored. Both are important. That interpretation is best which makes the
textual interpretation match the contextual. A statute is best interpreted when we know why it
was enacted.'

Where a statute takes over and . occupies a field previously not regulated by legislation,
the rights and powers conferred and the obligations imposed by the statute must be worked out
within the statutory framework. If a statute confers a particular right and prescribes a

particular tnvde for its enforcernents, the enforcement of the right must be sought in that mode.'
It is hut a common place rule of construction that where statute directs a certain thing to be done
and prescribes a mode for doing it, such mode is the only mode in which the act may lawfully be
done, because all other modes are, by necessary implication, excluded .3

No application under a special statute carbe made unless the right to make such an
application has been given by such statute itself. The right is not in nature of a common law
right and is but a creature of the statute and can he claimed only in the manner and to the extent
that the Act prescribes and permits. Thus the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, does not
provide for a second application for further compensation on the ground of an aggravation of a
permanent disability for which compensation has once been fixed and declared.,

Provisions in the law which oust the jurisdiction of a Civil Court must be strictly construed,
and any Civil Court will be loath to come to the conclusion that its jurisdiction in a civil matter
has been taken away. But when we are dealing with an act passed for special reasons, applying
to special persons, and setting up a special tribunal, it is not difficult to appreciate the object
which Parliament had in mind in placing certain matters solely within the jurisdiction of the
special tribunal set up and preventing the Civil Court from dealing with those matters.' If the
very object of a statute is defeated the rule of strict construction ousting the jurisdiction of Civil
Courts cannot be applied under any circumhtances. 7	-

Procedural provisions must be construed liberally, 7 and must be read in the light of object
and purpose of the Act.

But it is to he borne in mind that the office of the Judges is not to legislate, but to declare the
expressed intention of the Legislature, even if that intention appears to the Court injudicious.'
In other words, we. are to see what was the law before the Act was passed, and what was the
mischief or defect for which the law had not provided, what remedy Parliament appointed
and the reason of the remedy. That is a general way of stating it; but no doubt one is entitled to

Quoted in Ashok Sh.,rnu v. Slate of ME. 1993JLJ 99.
U. Na,ç.rrsthnamrs.1 v. Thrahirrz Sahib, AIR 1955 Mad 303 [neither the Board of Revenue nor the Government had
polver to interfere with the order of the District Collector under Section 10(5). Madras Hereditary Village Officers
Act, appointing a deputy to a post registered in the name of minor, and hence the orders of the Beard of Revenue
were srilhoa I jurisdiction.
N,gesOr., P,,sad S ingh V. State of West Bengal, 63 CWN 153.
Ages Co., Ltd. v. Ckr'uthi, MR. 1933 Cat 616.
Ba lu Rae f). I'O v. DaLuU, Al. Pancl,oli, AIR 1955 Born 89,92 [Section 15, Displaced Persons (Debts Adjustment) Act,
1951 held valid); At',ts! Waheed Ktm,, v. ShareS,, AIR 1966 SC 1713; State of Kerala v. Ra,,sm-,warni lyer, AIR 1966 SC

1738.
5v.ir7apad. tUse3ee v. Ant. Registrar of Coeratice Societies, AIR 196-1 Cal 190.

N.T. Ve!ssws,si T he- smr V. Rafa, AIR 1959 SC 422.
At,,nharlat ftt,egita! v. State of Maharashtra, (1971)2 SCWJI 126
Rver Fear Co,smss,o,,e,' V. Adamson, (1377)2 AC 743, 76-I, per Lord Biackburn J;	 also Eastman Photo r.ephi
Sfe!eeir?s v. Con,;'trel!ee-Ge,,eral of Patents Desio,s and Trade ',Iarks, 1898 AC 871, 873.
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put oneself in the position of the Legislature, at the time the Act was passed in order to see
what was the state of knowledge, what were circumstances brought before the Legislature, and
what it was that the Legislature was aiming at.' A large number of the decisions have come to
recognize that a construction is preferred which is either strict or liberal with reference to the
purposes and objects of the statute.' Where general construction of a term leads to the defeat of
the legislative intent, then limited or restricted meaning may he given to that term.' This
according to Sutherland,' makes for the soundest analysis of the problem of liberal and strict
construction. Thereunder, according to him, a statute is liberally construed when the letter of
the statute is extended to include matter within the spirit or purpose of the statutes; and a
statute is strictly construed when the letter of the statute is narrowed to exclude matters, which
if included would defeat the policy of the legislation and lend itself to absurdity. '[he learned
author has appended in the footnote a passage front v. Guilford County' : "The strict
construction ... must not squeeze out the life blood of the statute, nor should the liberal
construction result in the exercise of the legislative power of amendment under the mask of so-
called interpretation." And another passage from Inhabitants of IV/ntii:ç 'v. Inhabitants of

Lubec,' is cited saying
'Even the rule of strict construction will not he so closely followed as to make

unreasonableness. Often has it been stated in effect, that the intention of the Legislature is
the law. Novelty may have gone from this expression, but cogency is with it yet. The
language of the law is inartificial, nevertheless the real purpose of the Legislature, if that
purpose be discernible from' its statute, will prevail over the literal import of the words
employed. There is nothing hallowed about the rule of strict construction; there should he
nothing wrongful. Nor is it purely mechanical. It is a very practical title. Its oneness of aim
is to effectuate, never to thwart, legislative intention. In the main it works well, being a
good rule it will work both ways. When it would be destructi e of legislative intent then
the reason for using it ceases. Reasoning and judgment, not mere bald literalness of statutory
phrasing, must guide and control research for a judicial legislative design."
If the Court finds that there is something implicit behind the words which are actually

used in the statute which would control the impparent literal moaning of those words then it
would also be open to the Court to give the true and proper moaning to those words with a view
to bring about the implicit meaning.'

9. Beneficial statutes'- .–Rule of beneficiefat construction—Registration Act, though it is a
very useful and beneficent enactment, as it is extremely stringent, it has got to be strictly
construed.' A statute which purports to confer a benefit on individuals or a class of persons, by
relieving them of oneroCis obligations under contracts entered into by them or which tend to
protect persons against oppressive act from individual with whom they stand in certain
relations, is called a beneficial legislation. In interpreting such a statute, the principle

1. Attorney-Gernerat v. Meiropctttari Electric Sumty Co., Ltd, (1905)1 Ch 24, 31, per Farwell, J.

2. Prem Raj v. R.wncjcirar, 1974 SCO 375.

3. Alah.r', Si'Nh v. Rana Pratap, ILR 1957 Pad 657.
'I .	 Statutory Cwrs!r,,ction, 3rd Ed., Vol. lit at p. 41.

5. (1926)192 NC 293.
6. cume v. FAce, (1913)35 Ohio Si. 168.

7. (1922)121 Mc 121.

S.	 Ah,,,,'dhhmi At/at EOd,rr v. C,,smo,t,a', E,'oos'e Property, AIR 1971 G,,] lSi, 197 (T.U. Mhia. J.).

9.	 Jie'ar, Ali Beg V. Beau Ala!, JLR 9 All lOS (FB); t'auriampaceum v. K,iu.iva Su,:J.ir,,u,, AIR 1957 Ma '.! 472, 477.

nt. —34
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established is that there is no room for taking a narrow view,' but that the Court is entitled to
be generous towards persons on whom the benefit has been conferred.' It is a well settled canon
Of construction that in construing the provision of hencticient enactments, the Court should adopt
that construction which advances, fulfills and furthers the object of the Act rather than the one
which would defeat the same and render the protection illusory.' This rule of liberal
construction can only be resorted to without doing any v'olence to the language of the statute.'
It is also well settled that a beneficent provision must be meaningfully construed, so as to
advance the object of the Act, and causing any lacuna or defect appearing in the same.'
Statutes like Minimum Wages Act should he given a beneficie,st interpretation, because
such Acts are meant for the social welfare of the masses.' In interpreting provisions of
beneficial pieces of legislation which is intended to achieve the object of doing social justice
to women workers employed in the plantations and which squarely falls within the purview of
Article 42 of the Constitution, the beneficient rule of construction which would enable
the woman worker not only to subsist but also to make up for her dissipated energy, nurse
her child, preserve her efficiency as a worker and maintain the level of her previous efficiency
and output has to he adopted by the Court.' For instance, where an Act aimed at protection
from evictioneviction of the cultivating tenant that sense of the words should he adopted
Which harmonises with the context and promotes in the 'fullest manner the policy and object
of the legislation.' Where an act tends to benefit the tiller of the soil by conferring on him
the proprietary right, the relevant provisions should be interpreted to the benefit of the
tiller.' Adopting this principle the Madras 1-ugh Court has held that the word 'suit' in Section
2(1) of the Usurious Loans Act, a beneficient legislation, should be interpreted as including a
reference under Section 30 of the Land Acquisition Act, so as to give relief from payment of
usurious interest.' The High Court of Orissa has also adopted this rule in construing the
provisions of Orissa Money-Lenders Act." It is for the Legislature to say, how far it will go,
avon if it be a benevolent enactment. A court can only take the words as they are written in the

I.	 IJ',,,0':ics v.5.5. Ti:,', i,(l956)1 Lob LJ 763.
2. Clntilal Sozccar v. Jsn'.n lraf, AIR 1966 tI:vt 322 (1966)2 %ILJ 526 cUR (1966)1 Mad 3S8 75 MLIV 720; Asd'Lh v.

A:'edhanalo, AIR 1964 Andh Pea 514. 518 (Chandra Reddy, CJ.). Vijay Kun:ar Bha,nI'ari u'. Ro,nno;I, 900/, AIR 199:1 P
& H 20S; Bi:cnagiri Saidonnna v. The Secretary, Coecrnmcnt of Andhra Pradesh Re;'cnse (FF0) DROP., AIR 1995 AndI,
Pta 310; Ui,',, of India v. Probe7 Ku'nari, (1995)2 SCC 736, referring to Jna,, Rania,, Son Gspia v. Am,, Kun:ar ISoc,
(1925)2 6CC 526 (530).

3. Chinnamar Kathia,, alias Moth,, G:':o,dmr v. Ayya cool, alias Pmriana Gousdem, AIR 1982 Sc 137.
4. Sara) Ndrai,,v. Laxn,i Dcvi, AIR 1982 Raj 63.
5. Bsld,'a Sahai Bongia v. R.C. BTusin, AIR 192 sc 1991
6. ,4sansol Bus Associatio,, v. Ant. L:l'oor Cn,r,n:issioser, AIR 1967 Cal 371 (Sinha, C.J.); Rioess,,i Sh,a,kcr Mica Mines v.

Uiau of ladS,, 1984 Lab IC 140 (Del) (DO).
7. B. Sh.il, v. Presiding 0,Ticer, Lat,o,:r Court, Cei,,:l'alore, 1977 UJ (SC) 699 (705).
S.	 R.S. ldnni v. I'a!ani,nathu PiIIat, AIR 1967 Mad 16: 79 MLIV 181.
9. Khsshi Ram v. Jassant P.64, 68 I'u:sj LR 922; MulI:Oth I'illai v. Sri Atasila,na,,iswa,ni, 88 LW 251.
10. ChoIii,l Sowrar a, . Jan'antraj, AIR 1966 Mad 322: (1966)2 ?,ILJ 526: fUR (1966)1 Mad 355:78 StOW 720.
11. Aliana Annapurnan,ma a,. Vaddadi, IUR 1966 Cut 246; see also Asanna! Bus Association a'. Assistant Labour

Co,n,nissioner, AIR 1967 Cal 371 (,a under Minimum Wages Act); R. S. Mani a. Palanino,thu Pillai, AIR 1967 Mad
16 :79 MLW 181 (a rose under Land Tenancy Act); RJ:usl,i 10,,; a,. jasn'snt Rai, 1966 Cur UI S99 (also a case under
Tenancy Law); GuIsRon RI,n,,lsari a,. Union cflndia, AIR 1968 All 75 (a case under Employees' Provident F:: eds Act
and Rules mode thereunder); Roy Lime Stone Co. v. Sub-Divisional Officer, Rancid, AIR 1955 Pat 39 (,a under
Minimum Wages Act); IIr,Iisl, India General Insurance Co. v. Chnn hi Sha:'Jt Al' snI (L,',,r, AIR 1965 Goa 7S; Nssac.,sjas
S. Annoy.; v. Saraswatiba j D. josh,, AIR 1968 Bo,,, 290 (Oye . law ,nade by a society to be benevolently construed.).
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statute. Indeed there is binding authority for holding that the Rent Acts are social legislation
which while protecting the tenants give equal statutory rights to landlord as well. Therefore,
the plea for slanted approach to the construction of rent laws was rejected.'

Where an Act is conceived to establish industrial peace and harmony between the
employers and the employees and the object would not be achieved or advanced by adopting a
technical interpretation, it might further embitter the relations between the management and
labour and create more difficult situation for both. The provisions of such an Act cannot he
interpreted in such a manner as to bring about a result so plainly contrary to the object of the
legislation. An interpretation likely to advance the remedy and suppress the mischief has to be
adopted, otherwise the intention of the Legislature will he defeated. 2 Industrial Disputes Act
is legislation to bring about peace ancl harmony between labour and management in an industry.
It is, therefore, necessary to interpret the definitions of industry, workman, i. e., industrial
dispute, etc. so as not to whittle down but to advance the object of the Act. Disputes between
forces of labour and management are not to he excluded from the operation of the Act by giving
narrow and restricted meanings to expressions in the Act.' It is not the law that rights other
than those created by a particular statute may he taken assay in proceedings under that statute
without affording a hearing to those desiring to he heard. If, however, the statute says only so
and so will be heard and no other, of course, no other will be heard. If the statute does not say
who may be heard, but prescribes the procedure for hearing that procedure must be followed by
every one who wants to he heard and what applies to one will apply to the other.2

In rent matters it is not open to the courts to utterly disregard the legislative mandate and
hold in favour of the tenant.° Though the beneficial legislation has to receive liberal
construction, the courts shall caution themselves not to travel beyond the scheme, and not to
extend the benefit to those who are not covered by the scherne. 7 It is true that beneficial
provisions have to be liberally construed, but it is equally true that once the provision
envisages the conferment of benefit limited in point of time and subject to the fulfilment of
certain conditions, their non-compliance will have the effect of nullifying the benefit.°

10. Remedial statute and its interpretation—A remedial statute is one which remedies
defect in the pre-existing law, statutory or otherwise. Their purpose is to keep pace with the
views of society. They serve to keep our system of jurisprudence up to date and in harmony with

Afidnis K-not Factory v. Regional Pror'idennt Fund Commissioner, AIR 1959 Slid 235,238 (Bala Krishna Ayyar,J.); Shel/ac

lndsalries, Ltd. v. Workn,en, AIR 1966 Cal 371, 373 (DaUa, J.); State v. A U. Khan, AIR 1966 B 107, lOS (Patel, J.)
(construed reasonably and sensibly).

Harnr.rm Singh v. Ssn'j'il Singh, AIR 1934 P & H 126 19,154 Haryana Rn-at R 132 : (19&1)1 Real Cf 131 : (1984)1 Reel CR

24771030(1934)11' & Ft 430: (19S4)1 Rent LR 478 (FIt).

A,rd/rri Han.tieonr 1',ea:'er's Co-operative Society v. Stole of Andhra Pradesh, AIR 1964 Andh Era 363, 36.1 (Gopala

Krishnan, J . ) . But see 593.5 Metal Works v. Regional Provident Font Commissioner, AIR 1963 Punj 19,22 (Dua,J.) (not
to strain the language); Abdul A/ui Roar, v. Chute',, MoSt. BOat, 19,1,3 Kash Lf 290.

SR. Verrr, v. Otaheoh Chandra. ( 1983)4 SCC 2142:1983 SCC (L & S) 510.

National Trxti!e Workers' Union v. P.R. Rama Krishnan, (1933)1 SCC 228:19335CC (L & 5)72.
Pa/oat/un State Agricultural Market big Boa d v. Cur-deep Kau,, AIR 193.1 Raj 677 1933 Raj UK 362 1933 Raj LW 210
1933 SVLN 214; Courts ought to adopt construction which would subserve and carry out the purpose and object of
the Act rather than defeat it); N . T. Curyrration, Ltd. v. Sitarant Mills, Ltd., AIR 1936 SC 123-1; (beneficial to the
purpose in favour of and ins whose interest the Act has been passed). Oriental Fire & Gm. Ins v. Atli.vo Fenton-los, AIR
1936 Born 230.
Mar Sharart Var-nra v. Slate of UP., AIR 1985 SC 373; Bold/h Club v. Commissioner of Lteur, BArr, Palm,, 1987 BLJ 269
(Pat).
Vide hoer Jlssoain an:d annul/icr v. Fi:rarrcial Comnriasien:er, AIR 1095) & K 102 (DI).
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net',' ideas or conceptions of what constitute just and proper human conduct. Ihoir logitiiuite
purpose is to advance human rights and relationships. Unless they do this, they are net
entitled to he known as remedial legislation nor to he liberally construed Manifestly, a
construction which far promotes improvement in the administration of jusLce and he
eradication of defects in our system of jurisprudence, should be favoured over one which
perpetuates wrong. It seems proper to assume that the lawmakers intended to advance our laws,
forwaid as far as our conception of justice and proper conduct extend. For this reason, if no other,
remedial legislation is entitled to a liberal coizstrttclioit. In construing a remedial Act of
Parliament passed to prevent what would have been an apparent injustice, the court is not
astute to apply to its construction mere technical rules. 1 It is true having regard to the
bc;icficictit object which the Legislature has in view in passing an Act, its material provisions
should be liberally construed.' It is a welfare legislation and it should be so construed as to give
necessary effect to that object.' Sutherland in Statutory Co7islructiott, 5 observes

"But the mepe fact that a statute is given liberal interpretation because it is a remedial
statute is of little value in statutory construction unless the term remedial has some sort of
restrictive meaning. For if all laws are 'remedial' (and certainly all statutes are enacted to
remedy some defect in existing laws), the rule amounts to nothing more than a statement
that all legislation is to be liberally construed. Possibly the trend, today, favours a liberal
construction of all legislation with the view to effectuating the legislative purpose.
Traditionally, however, the Courts have been more discriminating, and in selecting a
liberal or strict construction the emphasis has usually been placed upon the persons., things
or interest affected by the statute.

An examination of the decisions will show that the Courts have assumed that the term
'remedial' has a limited meaning in two respects. They are (1) Usually 'remedial is used
in connection with legislation which is not penal or criminal in nature, in that such laws do
not impose criminal or other harsh penalties, and (2) the term 'remedial' is often employed
to describe legislation which is procedural in nature in that it does not affect substantive
rights.

In most of the cases applying the rule that remedial statutes are to be liberally
construed, 'remedial' is employed to mean the converse of legislation imposing criminal or
other severe penalties. Therefore, where the burdens imposed by a statute are limited to
compensatory damages the statute is frequently regarded as remedial. Similarly,
legislation providing for the remission of penalties has often been accorded a liberal
construction on the ground that such legislation is remedial in nature. And it is not
uncommon to find decisions referring to 'remedial' statutes in the conflicts sense as meaning
the converse of penal legislation."

Crawford Statutory Construction at p. 494 : "Remedial statutes, that is, those which supply defects, and abridge
superfluities in the former law, should be given a liberal Construction in order to effectuate the purposes of the
Legislature, or to advance the remedy intended, or to accomplish the object sought, and all matters fairly ssitltii

the scope of such a . slatute should be included, even though outside the letter, if within its spirit or reason. Cut, as
we have stated elsewhere, a liberal construction does not lustily an extension C  the statute's scope beyond the
contemplation of the Legislature, even tithe statute is purely remedial and a liberal construction would produce a
result highly beneficial or desirable" see at pp. 492, 494.
BcfimrJbld & Co., Lfr!. v. Macintosh, 12 CLR 139,149 (Griffith, C.J.),
Mogiti Sasasul v. Pa,idab Bissoi, AIR 1962 SC 547, 549; Ccut,ai Bask of India, Ltd., Delhi V. Gekulchaud, ILR (196s)2

Punj 862.
Rancsh Metal Works V. State, AIR 1962 All 227, 232; see P.S. M.uI v. PalasinwtIiu Flu, (1966)79 MLW 151 sod

s' Ksna'ar 5's, 1966 All LI 135 (both cases of legislation aimesi at protection of cultivating tenants of lands).

3rd Ed, Vol. III at p.68.
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In his book on Construction and Interpretation of Laws, Blackstone observes in relation to
the doctrine under consideration that 'it may also be stated generally that the Courts are more
disposed to relax the severity of this rule (which is really a rule of strict construction) in the
case of statutes obviously remedial in their nature or designed to effect a heneficient purpose.'
This disposition on the part of the Courts, it may be noted, has not lessened since the learned
author made the observation. Beneficial provisions call for liberal and broad interpretation so
that the real purpose, underlying such enactments, is achieved and full effect is given to the
principles underlying such legislation) In interpreting provisions of a beneficial legislation the
Courts always loan in favour of the interpretation which will further that beneficial purpose
of that legislation. 2 Remedial statutes are liberally construed, and in cases of doubt or
ambiguity that construction is adopted which will best advance the remedy provided and help
to suppress the mischief against which it was aimed. The words of a remedial statute must he
construed so far as they reasonably admit so as to secure that the relief contemplated by the
statute shall not be denied to the class intended to be relieved. 3 Starting from antiquity this
rule has often been invoked by Courts, though within well-defined limits, to prevent statute
from becoming nullities or failing to achieve their purpose on account of unskilful or inartistic
drafting. Recent instances are to be found in Raghttraj Singh v. HarkiSllan, l Rai Rant Taran

Ba ?ierjee v. Mrs. D.J. I-Iil!, and Auzttlyn CI;Ii!dra Ray v. Pasitupafi Natil.6 The true
application of this rule involves no conflict with the other rule of strict grammatical
construction re-affirmed by the Supreme Court in Nalintkliaya v. Slnpin Sttttd:tr,' and no
unwarranted excursion or 'voyage of discovery' against which a broad warning was sounded by
the House of Lords in the case of Magor & St. Mellotis Rural District Council v. Newport

Corporation.' The two rules have their own separate fields, and, although, at some points, the
boundaries may tend to overlap and the demarcation ma y become indistinct, and extreme
caution is needed to avoid straying into the unwarranted region, the interpretation of Section
1(2) of the Calcutta Thika Tenancy Amendment Act, 6 of 1953, hardly involves such uncertain
dividing lines. The ambiguity in the provision appears to be such as to bring it readily within
the former rule of interpretation, and as the intention of the statute in question and its object
and scope definitely point to a liberal construction in favour of the Thika tenant, the section
should he construed, as far, of course, as language permits, so as to give effect to that intention.
As in such cases too the limit is set by statutory language, the construction which is more in
consonance with the legislative intent is also literal construction, although it may not shea's
be strictly grammatical. It is only one amongst two or more literal constructions and as it gives
effect to the object and purpose of the statute, reason dictates that it should be preferred and

L)hanji JOi,,j v. Union of India, AIR 1961 Punj 178, 185.
S.:qo,urai.n, v. M3llik.3J2n, AIR 1960 Sc 137,141; Chthrol:, Naibht:1c,,:.7:n V. R.tch.puJi Sc !1,zca,:,iaI:, AIR 1591
Anti  l'ra 221. 19.aci Sir.tnk,ir Sharma v. State of Rafulhau, AIR 1993 Rai 117; Lock,wa' Dndlcp:wnt AutOcK!y v. Al. K.
Gap!., (1993)6 IT sc 307 (1994)1 scc 243.
5,9 Ran Tana F;:ncaj'e V. 9-Irs. D.J. Hi!!, 1949 F-CR 292,3C,); flnn,Iya Chs,:.!ra Ray v. Pashn ps!i Nth, AIR 1931 cal 43,
5-I IFS!; 5:j:: 11 ,,s,.I v. Gnnri Sn,,ksr, AIR 1928 Oodh 3% (F-B); Do U)ia C 'hi a. 59.i Pa " :, IcR 32 Born 40, 45
(NIarnIaftt,:r's Act); Dcrji,: Debi a. Sal pa I Span, AIR 1934 call 19; A',:irth.i':r Kudu:cl'.;,, v. Stat:,:,:: Kjndan:tas, AIR
19-51 Sc 1236: 1991 2 JT427 : (1991)3 scc 20:1991 AIR SCW 994 (overn:Iad AIR 1933 Born 42, AIR 1939 Cal 400
and AIR 1930 Mad 476.)
AIR 19-I1 IC 35
AIR 1949 PC 135.
AIR 1951 Cal IS (F-Il).
All! 1553 Sc 149.	 -

t1551 1 2 All liP 639.
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ought to he allowed to prevail.

The provisions of a statute must be construed with reference to their context and with due
regard to the object to be achieved and the mischief to be prevented. 2 Rent Control Act should be
interpreted reasonably and not literally. They should he interpreted so as to give effect to the
objects of the statute and not to defeat them.' It is true thSt mediaeval conservative approach
in progressive times should be avoided, with reference to laws which purport to make reforms
and introduce innovations in personal laws in order that Isoroen folk particularly are invested
with more rights and better freedom. But the fact remains that any approach to the question,
though it should be liberal, has necessarily to be within the four corners of the relative
legislative measures. While a legislative enactment may he liberally construed, the liberality
cannot overstep the legitimate limits of interpretation and put into the legislation something
which is not there. In the main the material provisions of Beneficient Acts should be liberally
construed and the construction should be such as to suppress the mischief and advance the
remedy.' The Supreme Court held that Section 10(2)Ud(et) of Tamil Nadu Buildings (Lease &
Rent Control) Act being a penal provision should be construed strictly.'

Even while giving liberal construction to socially beneficient legislation, if the language is
plain and simple, the working of law being a matter for the Legislature and not Courts, the
Court must adopt the plain grammatical construction. The Court must take the law as it is. And,
accordingly, it is not entitled to pass judgment on the propriety or wisdom of making a law in
the particular form and further the Court is not entitled to adopt the construction of a statute on
its view of what Parliament ought to have done. However, when two constructions are possible
and legitimate ambiguity arises from the language employed, it is a plain duty of the court to

Dco,aji,: LA!: v. SulyndAvi:, AIR 1934 Cat 119, 122, per Mocherjee, J . [In 1948 the flrika Tenanc y Ordinance as

enacted to ),ire relief particularly to the I,ustee.d:eellers. Within a few months came the Act of 19-19 which replaced

the ISIS Otdinunce. The Act, however, practically failed in its object, primarily because Of bad draftsmanship.

Their ca ion the Amending Ordinance of 1932 to cure the defects of language and to carry out the intention of

framers of the Act and in the earl y part of 1933 other amend merits were made to give more effective protection to

Tliiko tenants. 9-action 1(2) of the Amending Act, however, was so worded as to leave ample scope for a perplexing

controvers y as to whether a large body of Thika tenants intro had protection under the Ordinance, imnrediately

preceding weuld ycintione tolse so protectedl.

N'. !r9a ((ni/ed Mitts, LSL, AIR 1962 Born 92:63 ecim LR 678: lIR 1962 Born 156.
Si;t,siciir I':::l s Prok.is(i Christ,: Ijulla, AIR 1964 Cal 105 68 C\','N 30; YaS) tatter v. As/iot Krnn:r, AIR 1987 SC 558
1655 JT (SC) 1921 (1967)1 Rent CR 225 (1997)1 SCC 204 1987 SCF CRC 65 : (1957)1 Rent LO 29 :(1987)91 Pun)
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prefer and adopt that which enlarges the protection of a socially beneficient statute rather
than one which restricts it,'

The old distinction drawn between remedial and penal Acts has of late years been much
discredited. What has been laid down in modern cases is that the duty of the Court is to
interpret Acts according to the intent of Parliament which passed them. If the words of the
statute are in themselves precise and unambiguous, then no more can he necessary than to
expound those words in their natural and ordinary sense. As observed by Lord Lorebum, I,. C., in
Samuel v. Newbold.' "Nor ought a Court of law to he alert in placing a restricted construction
upon the language of remedial Acts,"

In case of ambiguity, a remedial statute should, however, be construed beneficially.' This
means not that the true signification of the provision should be strained or exceeded, but that it
should be construed so as to give the fullest relief which the fair meaning of its language will
allow,' it is true that the provisions of the Minimum Wages Act are intended to achieve the
object of doing social justice to workmen employed in the scheduled employments by prescribing
minimum rates of wages for them, and so in construing the said provisions, the court should
adopt what is sometimes described as a heneficient rule of construction. If the relevant words
are capable of two constructions, preference may be given to that construction which helps to
sustain the validit y of the impugned notification, but it is obvious that an occasion for showing
preference for one construction rather than the other can legitimately arise onl y si hen two
constructions are reasonably possible, not otherwise.' Moreover, where Courts are dealing tills
the beneficial provision intended for the protection of tenants, if there is any doubt aboui [lie
meaning of any provision, it should be resolved in favour of the tenants.'

"The commanding principle," sass Lord Shaw in Rtitl,'r v. Fife Coil Cem 1sa,tti.' "in the
construction of a statute passed to remedy the evils and to protect against the dangers which
confront or threaten persons or classes of His Majesty's subjects is that consistentl y with actual
language emplo yed, the Act shall he interpreted in the sense favourable to making the remedy
effective and protection secure." The observations of Lord Dunedin in Equitable Ljfc Asstua,tce

Society of tin' United Stales v, Reed,' also deserve notice in this connection "In all cases where
something not ipo' natura unlawful, is prohibited b y statute, the word of prohibition mi.wt be
taken as they stand; they must not be amplified in order to meet a supposed evil, or restricted in
order to protect a natural freedom. In other words, the evil that was to he checked can only be
considered so far as necessary for the interpretation of the words, but must not be used for an
independent determination of the scope of the remedy."

Where the right is based on grounds of humane public policy, and the statute which gives
such right should be liberally construed, and when there are disqualifying provisions, the

ll,,r,'h.,res Si7r19 v.509. 5/,i,',ani, 1981 All WC 273 (SC) j','6 D.A. Desal, In connection with Pont Control
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latter should be cen'trocd, strictly with reference to the nerds iircd thrrein. For example,
although the bladres I lindu bigamy Prevention and Divorce Act, 1h49 has been designed for
removing certain disabilities of Hindu women and for conferring better rights on them for
maintenance and property, the, construction should not be so liberal as to overstep the
legitimate limits of interpretation and impart what is not recognised by the Legislature. Thus,
where the marriage of a woman has become illegal under the Act, she cannot be considered as
an 'illegitimate wife' for the purpose of clainaing maintenance from the person the marriage
with whom has been declared illegal..'

Full effect must be given to a remedial :necsure to the extent the language used is capable of
extending the remedy to the mischief intruded to be remedied.' The Courts should adopt an
interpretation which maintains rather than entails a remedial right even if it leads to
multiplicity of proceedings.' In construing the provisions of a statute, it is the duty of the Court
to give the words used by the Legislature their plain grammatical meaning, and in doing so, the
Court cannot unduly emphasise or press into service the object with which the statute may have
been enacted. But where they are dealing with a somewhat unusual piece of legislation, such
as, Displaced Persons (Debts Adjustment) Act, 1951, which is enacted with a specific object and
in order to achieve its object a special mode of definin,g debts has been adopted by the
Legislature, it would he legitimate to consider the scheme of the Act, the nature and scope of
the relief which is intended to be granted to the different classes of persons for whose benefit
the Act has been passed and to bear in mind the reason why this Act was passed while dealing
with the applicant's right to make the application under it, The Act mentions three categories
of debts in Section 2(6), and the word 'debts' has been used at several places in the Act.
Wherever the Act refers to the debts due by a displaced debtor it is necessary to apply the
provisions of Section 2(6)(l) or Section 2(6)(L), as the case may be. The definition of the word
'debts' in Section 2(6)(c) would he inapplicable in the context. But where the Act refers to the
creditor's claim for the recovers' of his debts, the Court must turn to the definition of the word
'debts' in Sub-section (6)(c) and not Sub-section (6)(a) or (6). A displaced debtor can, therefore,
apply under Section 5 only if the debt which he seeks to be adjusted satisfies the requirements
of Section 2(6)(a) or Section 2(6)(b).

The U.P. Debt Redemption Art, (13 of 1940) is of a remedial nature, and, hence, its
previsions must ho interpreted literally so as to promote the object which the Legislature had
in view in enacting the Act. The proper interpretation of Explanation II attached to the
definition of an 'Agriculturist' in Section 2(3) of the Act is that the benefit of a temporary
aemission of land revenue goes both to the landlord who actually pays the land revenue as well
as to the landlord or proprietor who is assumed to pay land revenue. In this view, the wag]'
estate is also entitled to claim a reduction in the local rate payable in respect of non-revenue
paying items of property comprised in the zvaqfd

In interpreting an Act which is directed to guard against accidents and to the preservation
of luimin life, one should endeavour to carry out the objects of the Let;islature as far as the

1. Aascrialed Cernciit Cezr/unic5, Lht. a'. Vi'crkmen, AIR 1960 Sc 56, 64.
2. Narayanani'a,uj Reddiar a'. P,at,uauat'/:an, AIR 1966 Mad 394 1966 MU 529:79 MLIV 231.
3. Sycdna Ta/icr Saiuiaddin v. Tycbtai Macre/i Koic/:a, 55 Born LR 1,
4. In re, S/ranker Kuaiar Ghos, AIR 19S3 Cat 250.
5. Ra,rcjsrad TiiI,awet v. KJ::!'cI:.a:d L'an:rni, AIR 1955 I/sm 138.
6. B. C/airy La! v. FazIut Rekrr:ea JCI:.ar, AIR 1951 All 176 181; see Soorvcdj v. Ba/rh:, ten/el.: Rca, AIR 1966 Andh Pra

154 (a rare ender Nlcdr,is A5ricul;i:rislC Relief Ad, IV of 1938).
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language of the Act will reasonably permit.'
Statutes pertaining to the right of appeal should be given liberal construction in favour of

the right since they are remedial and the right should not be restricted or denied, and in case of
doubt, the same should be resolved in favour of the right of appeal.'

In P11W/la v. Triffott', the Court observed "The Act is one of ,i remedial nature for the
preseri.silOtI of the public health and the suppression of deception, particularly in cases where
individuals are practically helpless to detect it. There is no reason for any special rigidity ill
construing the words of the Legislature. They should have their full and natural meaning, both
on the side of the public, whose interests are to be conserved, and on the side of the individual,
whose conduct is to be restrained." 	 -

The High Court is always reluctant to put an interpretation upon labour icgLaialioiI which
is likely to prejudice the rights or welfare of labour,' and the Supreme Court holds that benefit
of reasonable doubt must go to labour! Social justice is a very vague and indeterminate
expression and no clear-cut definition 'can be laid down which will cover all the situations.
Hence, social justice ought not to he imported while interpreting the provision of labour
legislation! In Industrial law, interpreted and applied in the perspective of Part IV of the
Constitution the benefit of reasonable doubt oil and facts, must go to the weaker section,
labour.'

But in K.T. Rolling Mills v. M.R. Mclier,' the High Court of Bombay has held that in Muir

Mills v. Suti Mills Macdoor Uuie,t,' the Supreme Court had not rejected the principle of social
justice as an aid to the interpretation of statute, and that there is no injunction to the acceptance
of the proposition that no economic legislation can he considered by the Court without keeping
in mind the principles of social justice in construing legislation which comes for interpretation
before it.

In regard to remedial and beneficient legislation like the Factories Act, what is sometimes
described as the equitable construction of the statute is permissible and it is the duty of the
Court to adopt such construction as shall suppress the mischief and advance the remedy. Even if
the words of Rule 4 of the Factories Rules may and can be improved upon, the object of the
provision is clear, and hence, the failure to apply for registration of the factory as well as the
failure to apply for the grant of a licence are punishable within the meaning of Section 92 of
the Factories Act.°

Where iii keeping with the policy of the State, i.e., to establish 	 .,ctfare State with the
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2. Llal'olaI ',tolzanlal Kandale v. Coni,,iisiencr, Sales Tax, MI'., 1980 NtI'LJ 504 (DB);Assli. CIT. s'. Cluisr5huj

RadJ,akis i,a,t, (1985)156 ITR 257 (Rai).
3. 20 CLR 405, 412.
1. Afahadeo Dho,,du Jadhav v. Labour Appellate Tribunal of lnlia at Bombay, AIR 1955 Born 3/il Iprerequistes of grant of

permission under Section 22, Industrial Disputes (Appellate Tribunal) Act, 1950—whether a pritnafacie case has
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S.	 AIR 1963 Born 146 61 [b,,n I .R 645.
9.	 AIR 1955 SC 170:(1955)1 SCR 991.
15,	 550 v. Rlsjo'andiss'aiL,, AIR 1905 Bum 161.
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directive principles of Stale policy as contained in Part IV of the Constitution, a statute is
enacted by Parliament for the benefit of workers, a beneficial construction must be put upon it.
As the object of the Employees' Provident Funds Act, 1952, is to provide for a Provident Fund for
workers, it is the duty of the Courts to give effect to that intention and not to put a very narrow
construction which may defeat the object of the Act.

Kelly, G.E., said in Batik of India v. Wilson' 'Ste are bound to put a large and liberal
construction upon any provisions in any Act of Parliament, where the construction proposed to be
put upon it is in favour of the trade and conitticrce of flu' caiintrv." Where a statute seeks to
control contractual obligations, such a statute must always be strictly construed. Courts will not
he astute to construe an Act so as to avoid a contract, or a contract so as to bring it within the
prohibition of a statute.3

The words of a remedial statute must be construed so far as they reasonably admit so as to
secure that the relief contemplated by the statute shall not he denied to the persons intended to
be relieved.' A provision in an enactment by svich the jurisdiction of the ordinary Courts is
taken away has tohe strictly construed.'

According to the 1-ligh Court of Orissa Land Acquisition Act is to benefit the claimant and
should be construed liberally in favour of the claimants.'

(i) Transitional stafut,',—The provisions of transitional enactment should be construed
liberally and should be given as comprehensive a scope as its language permits.

(ii) To prevent a failure of intr',ition.—F.ven where the usual meaning of the language falls
short of the whole object of the Legislature, a more extended meaning may be attributed to the
words, if they are fairly susceptible of it. It may, however, he noted that a statute, expressed in
general and comprehensive terms and prospective in operation will be applied to things and
conditions within its general scope, though coming into existence after its enactment, where the
language fairly includes them. This canon has its basis in the usual intention of the Legislature
that enactments declaring standards shall have broad coverage. This occurs when the Act deals
with a geniis and the thing which afterwards conies into existence is a species of itS

It would seem that courts are justified in curing a casus o,rnsstis by construction where the
law is remedial in its nature and it is clearly ascertained that the Legislature clearly intended
to include the omitted case. Where, however, the statute is subject to strict construction, the

Eaipur Tech!,' Fmisho,g ELEa v. Regional Provident Fund Co,s,niosiener, AIR 1955 Pun) 130.
3 Es, D. at p. 113, followed in W and A. McArthur, Lid. v. Stale of Queensland, 28 CLR 530, 547.
J.w,una Bile. Naray'iarsurthy, AIR 1959 Andh Via 108,109 lsrinivasarhani, J.I (Rent Control Legislation).
1Cii Ran, Taco,, Bane,jee v. Mrs. D.J. FOil!, 1949 FCR 292,302; AnirPya Chandra v. P,rshs;'.iti Roth, AIR 1951 Cal 48,54
(F!!); Sorju Pease,! v. Gauri Shankac, AIR 1920 Oudh 396 (F!!); Des Dad,, Gale! v. Sit, Ron, ILR 32 11am 46,
(\lan,tatdar's Ac!); see also 5/,,imb,, Reddi v. Gh.ila,sn,a, AIR 1966 hIps 311 [,a under Section 483)3) of Cr PC
where it seas hold that proviso (a) as amended by Act IX of 1949, being intended to remedy a social evil must be
liberally construed (husband offering conditional maintenance to first wits after his second marriage was held
illegAl
Lachrn.i,, Do v. Gn,sr,thandas, AIR 1960 Pun) 11, 13 (Chopra, I).
Vide Collector Cut tack v. (S?!.) Jayasri Pat's, AIR 19S8 Cri 163 accepting the view taken in 5mt. Land Acquisihiou
Officer, Dan/sb, v. S,',na Gopal Goode, AIR 1936 Kant 179 (F!!) and The 5;'!. Deputy Cell,'eior, Sri Sale Project (L.A.)
A1,,ukur v. S.Vesk,itaseshawn,a and differing from Stats of Punjab v. Knshanlal, AIR 19S7 I' & It 222 (F!!).
State of West Berr, at v. Rasanta Kuar Mend.,!, AIR 1959 Cat 168; Indian Independence (Rights, Property, and
Liabilities) Order, 1917; A),i,t hue Chess v. Ja,F,iridi,n Ray Chosdiing, AIR 1952 Cat 846, 845; 5 lidnaper' Raisin/icy Co.,
Li.!, v. Province of Bengal, AIR 1949 PC 143; Stile of Tripuca v. Province a/East Bengal, AIR 1951 SC 23.
See Mmcccll lnterpret.mtior, of Statutes, Itih Ed. at p.303.
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refusal of the courts to supply apparent omissions or oversights is generally justified. An
omission would not he supplied in those cases also where the language of the statute is plain
and free from ambiguity, and expresses a single, definite and sensible meaning.

In extending the language of the lasss, Courts do not confine themselves to situations where
the effect of literal construction is objectionable, but include cases which would reasonably
have been within the contemplation of the law-makers on the basis of consideration of the
legislative purpose. On the other hand, a restricted interpretation is usually limited to cases
where an evil consequence would follow from an obvious meaning.' There is little difference, if
any, between the purpose and the spirit and reason of the law. Blackstone affirms this in these
words : The most universal and effectual way of discovering the true meaning of a law, when
the words are dubious, is by considering the meaning and spirit of it, or the cause which moved
the legislator to enact it."' The construction must not, of course, be strained to include cases
plainly omitted from the natural meaning of the words. 3 Sometimes the governing principle of
the remedial enactment has been extended to cases not included in its language to prevent a
failure of justice and consequently of the probable intention.'

The beneficial spirit of construction is also well illustrated by cases where there is so far a
conflict between the general enactment and some of its subsidiary provisions, that the former
would he limited in the scope of its operation if the latter were not restricted. An Act winch,
after authorising the imposition of a local rate on all occupiers of land in a parish, gives a
dissatisfied rate-payer an appeal, but at the same time requires the appellant to enter into
recognisanceS to prosecute the appeal, presents such a conflict. Either it excludes corporations
from the right of appeal, because a corporation is incapable of entering into recognisances, or it
extends the right to them, without compliance with the special requirement. The latter would
be unquestionably the beneficial way of interpreting the statute. The general and paramount
object of the Act would receive full effect by giving to corporate bodies the same right of appeal
against the hurthen imposed on them and the subsidiary provision would be understood as
applicable only to those who were capable of entering into recognisances.'5

There is no better key to a difficult problem of statutory construction than the lass' from
which the challenged statute emerged. Remedial laws are to be interpreted in the light of
previous experience and prior enactments.5

I. See Rooter, etc., of Holy Tm,!y Chiswh v. U.S., 143 US 457. A duly incorporated religious society in the Ui:iiout Sutes

ni.tde a contract with an alien in England to sees e as its rector and pastor in New York. The said alien or piircu.isrce
of the contract removed himself to New York and entered upon his duties, rIse question arose ivheitser the
contract came n'itlriis the prohibition of the statuteie forbidding the importation into U.S. A., of any utica node
coisiract 'to perform labour or sen'ice of any kind". Holding that the case was excluded from the oper.ition of the
s.ta tote because of not being iv: its in IS intent and purpose, the Court observed "It is a fasni tar rule fl,t a trig
may he within the letter of the statute and yet not Wi thin the statute, hecashe not is' thin its spirit ussr ivittira the
intention of the makers. This has been often asserted, and the reports are full of cases illustrating its app! too lout.

This is not the substitution of the will of the I mtge for that of the Legislature, for frequently words of general
meaning are used in a statute, words broad enough to include all in question and yet a consideration of the
is liole legislation, or of the ciruisis ta sees surround its its enactment, or of the absorb results sctiicts h,Uow i:eurr
givi Cs such broad meaning to tIre words, makes it unreasonable to believe that the legislation intended to include
the particular rot."

2, 1 13 Comm St.

3. !st.sxs'.'ell Interpretation of Statutes, 12th Ed. at p.92.
4. !st.ssivelt luutr'rpeetatinti of Statutes, 12th Ed at p. 74.
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6. U.S. v. Cong ress of Industrial Organisations, 335 US 106:92 L Ed 1649.
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In ascertaining the legislative purpose where the language used is ambiguous or admits of
more than one meaning, recourse may be had, among other things, to circumstances existing at
the time of passage of the law, the occasion for the new law and the evil intended to be cured,
the remedy intended to be applied, the law prior to , the enactment of the Act under
consideration and the consequences of the interpretation proposed. "In construing an obscure law,
there is no interpretative method more fruitful of result than that which (1) determines and
considers the effect of a suggested construction, and (2) examines such effect in the focus of the
legislative purpose."

In case of a remedial legislation of a regulatory nature the task of the Court is to fit, if
possible, all parts into an harmonious whole.'

The proviso in a remedial statute, defining exemptions, is to be read in harmony with the
Purpose of the measure.'

(iii) Illnstrations.—Where an Act authored local bodies to construct bridges, and
provided that in certain circumstances the authorities of 'adjacent' districts should contribute
to the cost, it was held that the word 'adjacent', is not confined to places adjoining but that the
degree of proximity which would justify its application is frequently a question of
circumstances. It includes places to close or near.' An agreement by a shareholder with a
company to set-off a present liability to pay cash to him against future calls on his shares was
a payment of the calls 'in cash' within Section 25 of the English Companies Act, 1867.
Member in Article 27 of Table 'A' of the repealed English Companies Act, 1862, which
provided that any increased capital should be offered to the 'members' pro rota, was held to
include the deceased's executors or administrators, if his name was still on the register.'

(iv) Welfare legislation—It is well settled that in construing the provisions of a welfare
legislation, courts should adopt what is sometimes described as a bencficicnt rule of
construction, and should construe liberally.' It is probably true that all legislation in a welfare
State is enacted with the object of promoting general welfare, but certain t ypes of enactments
are more responsive to some urgent social demands and also have more immediate and visible
impact on social vices by operating more directly to achieve social reforms. Factories Act
belongs to this category and, therefore, demand an interpretation liberal enough to achieve the
legislative purpose, without doing violence to the language.' So also Krishi Upaj Matdi

Francis McCaffrey: Statutory Construction, 1933 Sit, at p. 13.
Federal Trod,' Commission v. Mind,'! Pros, 339 US 353 3 L Ed 893, 897.
Crescent Express Lu,,' v. U.S., 320 US 401 FOALEd 123.
Moyer of Wellington v. Mayor of Lou-er Hull, 190-I AC 773,775, 776, per Sir Arthur Wilson.
Jones Lloyd 'I, Co., Re, (1559)41 Ch 159.
Jan:co v. Buena Vent,:',,, (1S96)1 Ct, 439; SaS,tdea (VlSi) Slautspur Light Ely. Co. v. S.S. Railway Worker's Un's, AIR
1969 SC 513; Site v. State of UP., AL? 1969 All 312 l F h Natlho v. fleer Nell, Arurwf, AIR 13 All 429.
Alewi'ic Chc,nirol Works v, Workmen, AIR 1961 SC 947 at p. Fl?; see also R_,rol & Co. v. E.G. Ron,clue:f ran AIR 1967
Mad 57 79 MLW 331 (FIt) (a case under Madras Messes ar,d Reels Act, where it was held 111,11 the doctrine of
inviolability of contract ran"ol be 5,1520 red in coast-i05 lt-.e provisions of such beneficial legislation); IVo,k,,:cn
Fire-stone Tyre & Rst'lx'r Co. v. FL,sni,'n:enl, (1973)1 SCC 813, 8'79 (Vaidialingarn, J.).
Sitar,,,,, v. ChLota, 1930 Jab I_J 833 (nIl).
Ce,,lral R.t:Ia'iy Workst,e1, v. Vjsi,:canalh, (1970)2 SCR 720, 731 (Dna, J.); Employees entrusted solely with clerical
duties included in the definition of '%% o rl,er'. Se : lOgic,',.,! Pro:'1,1 ent Fund Coin's iosio,,,'r v. Krishna All.!
!sL,':sf.iclsring Ca., (1962) Sipp 3 SCR 813, 820 (Cajeriragadkar, [,); Atenbic Chemical 1',','rks v. Worker,,, ,'ulR 1961
SC 6-17: (1961)3 SCR 297, 300 (Cajendragadkar, J . ) Factories Act making reasonable provision for the preservation
of health, of the workmen, their safely and their ,ve',fare. ('itO.) Cc-c,',i,', Si,,;'"f',g Co. v E.S.L Corporation, AIR 1593
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Adhiniyans, 1972 (Ml'.).' Thus a piece of socio-economic legislation, the object of which is to
secure social welfare, should not he construed narrowly so as to defeat its Rery purpose. 2 The
canon of construing a social legislation is very different from the canon of construing ordinary
law. The Court cannot countenance any tactics to circumvent or defeat the provisions of
legislation of this kind. Courts will be justified in even straining the language of the Act, if
found necessary to achieve the purpose of the Legislature on enacting. Not only Courts should
disapprove all subterfuges to defeat social legislation, but must actively try to prevent such
subterfuges succeeding in their object.' The rules of construction applicable to exproprietary
legislation are not applicable to the Interpretation of Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings Act
which is a social welfare legislation and that construction which best secures the object of the
Ceiling Act must be preferred against others which sack to defeat agrarian justice.'

In construing a welfare legislation, the Court should adopt a beneficient rule of construction;
if a section is capable of two constructions, that construction should he preferred which furthers
the policy of the Act and is more beneficial to those in whose interest the Act has been passed.'
In Hindustan Liner Ltd. v. Ashok Vishnu Kate,' the Supreme Court has succinctly summed up as

follows
"In interpreting a social welfare legislation such a construction should be placed on the

relevant provisions which effectuates the purpose for which such legislation is enacted and
does not efface its very purpose, (that case related to prevention of unfair labour practice."

Welfare statutes must, of necessit y, receive a broad interpretation. Where legislation is
designed to give relief against certain kinds of mischief, the Court is not to make inroads by
making etymological excursions.'

(e) Socio-ccono,niC legisla tion—socio-economic legislation, with the object of securing
social welfare, is not meant to be interpreted narrowly so as to defeat its object.' The same
principle applies to construction of social welfare legislations like the Motor Vehicles Act,
1988.'

In connection with statute relating to agrarian reform. Krishna Iyer, J . of the Supreme Court
has observed : 'The judiciary in its sphere, shares the revolutionary purpose of. the
constitutional order, and when called upon tb decode social legislation, must be anima ted by
goal oriented approach. This is a part of the dynamics of statutory interpretation in the
developing countries so that courts are not converted into rescue shelters for those Who seek to
defeat agrarian justice by cute transactions of many manifestations now so familiar. The

Stale of l.P. v. OntO Tilhan V11a part 5a1199, 1977 Jab LJ 439 (SC).

Stale of U.S. v. 5K. Mod), At)1. is&s All 197.

Kim/u StaSesed v. Lea boar Officer, 1975 14cr LT 443 (OS), case under Shops & Commercial Establiol:naents Act, 1969

(Kerala), Section 11; see also !kn6,si v. Kaai:hipjcracIiai, 1978 Ker LT 127; Ca/noel F,', don)5 So,), DUO v. Hind

.'aln:ta'or SaL ii. 09901 Cu) LIZ 577 )Gu.

State ofM.P. v. Board of Povo,iue, 1983 Jab 1.) 20: AIR 1993 MI' 111 (DC).

Sea Jonah B6ionedawala v. 'a'aaaa'Aishore, 1975 NII'UJ 225: 1975 Jab LJ 347.

1995 SeC (1. 0 5) 1385: (1995)6 SCC 326: )1'5)6 Jr (SC) 625.

Oaroaadu Kumar Verma a'. Contra) Cns'ona,,ioet Iataslriat Tribunal, 1980 Lab IC 1292 (SC) AIR ISSI SC 472 :11991)14

5CC 413 :(159)1)57 FJR 67 (SC) :(198o)2 Lab UN 456.

Stale ,'f U.S. V. 5.K. A4oJi, AIR 1963 All 197.

LI P. t'c,alnl,mh,a)o', a'. 0y. Tmmm<par I tTnai,,aiicaa'r, (1977(2 Mad LJ 6 (SC); Rn,,acs), 5iag)i a'. C/asIa D,;m, (1991)1 BUJI1.

.151 :(199;)l Pal U) R 653; S):a,mLin J,isauncc Co. LI). v. Kokiiatoi Chandraaamd.a'i, AIR 1997 SC 1154: (AIR 1992 5.0 246
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Staler Aac°nsl Claims TriI'naot, In,k)mia: j 'ar, (12)2 Can l.R 391.
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judiciary is not a mere umpire, as some assume, but on active catalyst in the constitutional
scheme.' Socio-economic trust of the land reform law should not be retorted by judicial
construction but should be filliped without departing from the plain moaning and objective of
the Act'

In social welfare legislation literal construction is not commended, but the Court must look
to the ohject and purpose of legislation, said the Supreme Court in Chairman, Board of .Mining
Lxantiita (ion v. I1antjec.'

"Welfare legislation" said the Supreme Court case 'must he interpreted in a Third World
perspccttve"...., favouring the "weaker and poorer class",'

In interpreting labour legislation, Courts cannot stick to grammatical constructions, they
MU-St have regard to 'teleological purpose and protective intendment' of the legislation.'

Agreeing that buffalo milk is not 'cow milk', the Supreme Court said : "Consumer's
understanding of the expressions used in legislation relating to them is in input in judicial
construction,"

Rent Control Legislation in a country of terrible accommodation shortage is a beneficial
measure whose construction must he liberal enough to fulfil the statutory purpose and not
frustrate it,' So construed, the benefit of interpretative doubt belongs to the potential evictee,
unless the language is plain and provides for eviction,' where a similar observation was made
ill 	 of the word 'house' used in Bombay Village Panrhayats Act, 1933.'

Tenants are in all cases not the weaker sections. 'Ihere are those who are weak both among
the landlords as well as the tenants, observed the Supreme Court in Prrbhak,tran Nair v, State
of TainfI Nadu." In Kirloskar Brothers Ltd. v, Employee State litstira,rce Corporation," it is
pointed out that interpretation of provisions of Employees State Insurance Act must he read in
the light not only of the object of the Act but also the constitutional and human rights in the
background of Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, referring to Consumer Education

I.	 Asthr'ircd Office,', Tharjo,',,r v. S. F/r,fa,,at/	 's"r, Ag, (1950)2 Mad U	 C)34 (S.
2. Gs,,,choran Singh s'. Ka,sia Singh, (1976)2 SCC 151
3. 1977 SC 965; 'see also Gm,rc/,nra,, Singh v, Ram/a Si,,ç/,, AIR  1977 SC 5; Stale rfM.P, v, Gait, Ti/ha,, Vyopuri Sang/i, AIR

1977 SC 2203; Directorate of E,mforre,,,c,,t V. D,'epak At,/,a1,,,,, AIR 1994 sc 1775; Gopala,, B/,ani,,i v, Rn,'hac'atm
Ara,',,,dak,/s,,,, 1939(2) KLT 116; The Official Liquida tor, High Court, Boiibay v. United Commercial Bank, 1691(4) Born
CR 369, (Shri) Shya,usunder Rat:,, Ta/bar V. Rent Controller, Con North, Paiiaji, (1995)1 Coo LT 117,

4. S.:nt Rout v, Rajind'rLr/, AIR 1976 sc 1601; Shc,'ia Sirs, v. Unto,, of Julio, AIR 1936 sc 1773: 1936 All LJ 1369 19S6
Cr1 U) 1736 1986 SCC (Cri) 337 (1936)3 jcc 596 : 1986 JT (SC) 53 at p. 136: 19S6 Cri LR (SC) 359 1936 Cr1 LR
(SC) .105: 1996 SCC (Cri) 352: 1936 Fast Cri C 6S6 alp. 727: (1936)30 DLT 350; 1936 EEC) (SC) 116: 1936 Cal Cri
LR (SC) 139 alp ' 155: 1966 Cur Cr) J (SC) 249: 1966 SC Cri R 311 : 1986 Cri App R (SC) 22.3; The  & K Bomt Ltd. V

S:a!'efj&K, AIR 1957) & K 13:1936 Sri Nagar UJ 146: (1937)1 Rca CR 614:1987 J & K UK 73.
5	 Sn!,' Bank of Julio v. 51.5. RIoiey AIR 1976 SC 1111,
6	 Ki,a, Tri,,,hak Roth,,!,, v, St,,!, of Slnhara'sl,tro, AIR 1977 SC 435; case under Prevention of Food Adulteration Ad,

1954.
7.	 Vide Ruby tto,,erfee v, MIs. Sieri,anics Enterprises Pet. Ltd., AIR 1983 Cal 252: (1937)2 Cal HN 1: (1937)2 Rca CJ 133:

1957 Cal LT (EIC( 130 : (1983)92 Cal W N 152: (1988)1 Rent LR 583: (1933)1 Rent CR340.
6.	 Maui Subrut v. .Raja Rn,,, AIR 1930 SC 299; S',,'ara,, v, Ko'stsri, (1977)1 SCC 750; see also Telco V. Cm,,, Pour/to y'ot,
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852, case under Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972.
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and Res,',q rcl, Ci'; fe v. tin [i'll of India.'

11. Penal statute to be strictly construed—A penal stabile has to be construed strictly.' "The
word penal connotes some form of punishment imposed against the individual by mandate of
the State. Where the primary purpose of the statute is expressly enforceable by fine,
imprisonment, or other punishment the statute is always construed as penal. One test is that if
the executive of the State has the power to pardon for the offence charged, the statute defining
that offence is penal. Another test is whether the injury sought to he redressed affects the
public. The prime object of every law strictly penal, is to enforce obedience to the mandates of
the law by punishing those who disregard them. If there is some sanction in the statute to
compel obedience beyond mere redress to an individual for injuries received, the statute is
penal. If the redress is remedial to an individual and the public is only indirectly affected
thereby, the law is not regarded as solely and strictly penal in its nature. A statute that is
penal in the conflicts of law sense is usually regarded as penal for the purpose of statutory
construction. Substance and effect, rather than form, control as to which category a particular
statute will be placed by courts." 3 According to CraieS, 4 the term penal statute', if employed
without qualification, is ambiguous'. "Most, if not all, Acts containing a command or
prohibition contain also some express penalty or sanction for disobedience to the command or
prohibition which they contain, and where they are silent as to the sanction for disobedience to
command or prohibition the common law or the received rules of construction import into them
the appropriate sanction, i.e., where the disobedience affects the public interests, liability to
indictment for misdemeanour; and where it affects private interests, liabilit y to action by the
person injured by the disobedience.' According to the same author 'the cause of the ambiguity is
that statutes fall, from the point of view of penalty or sanction, into three and not into two
Classes, viz.

(1) Acts enforceable by criminal remedies;
(2) Acts enforceable by civil remedies by way of damages;

(3) Acts enforceable by civil remedies in the form of penaIt', forfeiture or disability."
The following rules apply, according to Craies, for deciding where statutes are or are no

t to
he deemed penal

(1) i-'rin:a fade, the imposition of a fine or penalty or forfeiture by a statute makes the
procedure criminal.

(2) That the fine, penalty, or forfeitures payable to an individual does not per cc render
the remedy civil.

(3) But where the penalty is recoverable by action of debt the remedy is civil.

(4) In certain cases the penalty has been held to be in truth liquidated damage, and not a
penalty in the stricter sense,' Where an Act imposes a penalty for its contravention, the
question arises whether the penalty is inflicted by way of punishment or b y w.;v of

(1995)3 SCC 42.
The Cro,c'i v. Mihan Singh, IRS Lah 1, 8; Fletcher v. [,'rd Sondcl, (1526)3 Sing 501 ,5S0-5S1; Graf] v. F;,,;

QBD373, 377; London Canty Council V. Aylesbury D.iiw Ct'., (1895)1 QBD 106, 109; Reinj: l'uiJey v. Sdii, 'f 11 P., 1951

All Lj 897 (FB); Bo,'hringcr Knoll Ltd., Bomliay v. Rc,io,u,l Director, Employees' Stale 1,isurance Corporation, 1977 Mit, LI

389 (08).
Sutherland: Slatulwy Co,,st,uclion, 3rd Ed., Vol. Ill, p'• 47--IS.

SL,lute La;. ', Sit, Ed. at p.497.
Hu,,tinglo,i v. /,ttdll, 1893 AC 150.

E''z 'e V. G;t'so,,, (1891)1 (213 652.
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compensation for the breach. If the formdr, the contravention is a criminal offence, and
even if the sole remedy for the offence is the statutory penalty, the contravention is
nonetheless criminal.

(5) In certain other cases, the penalty being recoverable only by a person aggrieved, the
action is deemed so far penal that discovery in aid of it is not permitted.

(6) An Act may he remedial from one point of view and penal from another.
According to 1-laisbury	 Laws of England,' a penal statute is one of which the primary

object is expressly enforceable by fine, imprisonment, or other pwsishtnent.
Where a proceeding is one to enforce a penalty, or where a proceeding is One—not that must

end in a penalty, because the decision may be in favour of the person against whom it is taken—
but where the proceeding is of such a nature that it may result in a penalty, it is a penalty
proceeding.'

Control orders make provisions for punishinbreaches, and have to be interpreted strictly.'
(i) Ambit of strict cottstrttction of penal aba tote—A strict construction requires, at least, that

no case shall fall within a penal statute, which does not comprise all the elements which,
whether morally material or not, are in fact made to constitute the offence as defined by the
statute.' "Criminal and penal statutes", says Crawford,' must be strictly construed, that is,
they cannot he enlarged or extended by intendment, implication, or by any equitable
considerations In other words, the language cannot he enlarged beyond the ordinary meaning of
its term in order to carry into effect the general purpose for which the statute was enacted"
"Unless penalty provisions are imposed in clear terms", says Lord Lorehurn, L.C., in Attorney-

General v. Till,' "they are not enforceable........Where various interpretations of a section are
admissible, it is a strong reason against adopting a particular interpretation if it shall appear
that the result would he unreasonable or oppressive." According to Flaishury Laws of England,'

it is a general rule that penal enactments are to be construed strictly and not extended beyond
their clear meaning. At the present day, this general rule means no more than that if, after the
ordinary rules of construction have first been applied, as they must he. There remains any doubt
or ambiguity, the person against whom the penalty is sought to be enforced is entitled to the
benefit of doubt. When an Act imposing a 'penalty, is open to two constructions, that
construction ought to be adopted which is the more reagonable and the better calculated to give
effect to the expressed intention which in this case is that the penalty shall be paid." Where

1. R. v. Ty!cr, llS91l2 QE 590 (hays, T..J.).
2. 4th Ed., Vol. 44 Para 959 at p. 550 A statute is to be regarded as penal for purposes of ro,tstn,ction ifit imposes a

fine, penalty Or forfeiture Other than a penalty in the nature of liquidated damages or other penalties which are of
the nature of civil remedies.

3	 Derby Corporation v. Derbyshire County Council, (1697) AC 550, 552 (Lord Hersdsell(.
4. Rsçhuf'ar Doyal v. Stale, 1953 All Lj 3.

5. Maxwell: Intcrpre!st ion ofStatut,'s, 11th Ed. alp. 255.
6. Crawford Statutory Construct ion, Article 240 'But it should always be remembered that the rules of strict

construction does not require such a narrow, restrictive, verbal or unreasonable technical construction as ss'itl

defeat the clear intention of the legislature. Similarly, unless unavoidable, a strict construction should not he used
so as to render a statute ineffective or to lead to absurd result onto defeat the obvious intention of the Legislature.
Nor should a penal statute be construed so strictly auto work a public mischief, unless required by words of explicit
and unequivocal import."

7. 1910 AC 50, 51.
S. -	 4th Ed., Vol. 44, Para 910 at p. 560.
9.	 i.looa'ellyrt v. Vole of G!assory'ant, (1898)1 QB 473, 478.
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there is an enactment which may entail penal consequences, you ought to do violence to the
language in order to briog people within it, but ought rather to take care that no one is brought
within it who is not brought within it by express language.' If there is a reasonable
interpretation which will avoid the penalty in any particular case we must adopt that
construction. If there are two reasonable construction, we must give the more lenient one. That is
the settled rule for construction of penal sections.' If two possible and reasonable constructions
can be put upon a penal provision, the Court must lean towards that construction which exempts
the subject from penalty rather than one which imposes a penalty. The principle of construing a
statute in order to suppress a mischief and to advance the object of the legislation does not
apply to a penal statute. It is not competent to the Court to stretch the meaning of an expression
used by the Legislature in order to carry out the intention of the Legislature. A penal statute
must be construed according to its plain, natural and grammatical meaning.'

But penal words must never be construed so as to narrow the words of the statute to the
exclusion of cases which those words in their ordinary acceptation would comprehend. In
construing penal statute the evil sought to be overcome must be given special attention. 1 The
principle that criminal laws are to be strictly construed and accused are not to be convicted
under statutes too vague to apprise the citizen of the nature of the offence does not require
distortion or nullification of the evident meaning and purpose of legislation.' When the words
of a statute are plain, there is no room for construction even where the statute is highly penal
and, therefore, to be construed strictly!

(ii) Reasons for strict constructions of penal statutes—In flttorneu-Getteral v. Sillent,'
Pollock, C.B. observed "Mr. Justice Blackstone well lays down the rule in the first volume of
his Commentaries, at p. 92 : 'The freedom of our Constitution will not permit that in criminal
eases a power should be lodged in any Judge to construe the law otherwise than according to thi
letter.' Our institution were never more safe, in my opinion, than at the present moment, but we
cannot afford to lose any of the grounds of out security, and no calamity would he greater than to
introduce a lax or elastic interpretation of a criminal statute to serve a special but temporary
purpose.' 'No doubt all penal statutes," says James, L.J., delivering the judgment of the Court
(Sir J.W. Colville, James and Mellish, L. JJ., and Sir E.M. Smith) in Dyke v. Elliot,' 'are to be
construed strictly, that is to say, the Court must see that the thing charged as an offence is
within the plain meaning of the words used, and must not strain the words on any notion that
there has been a slip, that there has been  cents onrissnts, that the thing is so clearly within
the mischief that it must have been intended to he included, and would have been included it

1. R,rrctalt v. Schmidt, (1882)8 QB 603,608; Re'tnrr,erçtart v. La-clin, (1921)3 KB 40.1.
2. Tuck & Sens v. Frieste'r, (I887)19 QBD 629; Re North Es. 1'. 1-larthtuck, (1895)2 QB 264; Hildcs!:ei,,,er v. W.&F. Fau!h,er

Lii., (1001)2 Ch 552, 561; Ku,naresa,, v. Arnr'oap;t. 1991 (1) KLT 0)3; flrt',tsjt Kurnae v. The District Atrgistsrie, lhs,Lr,
1989 All LJ 1953.

3. TA,,r.rn, Ref snare v. State, 55 Born CR 336 (FS).
4. Crajes Statute Law, 5th Ed. alp. 591.
5. Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3r4 Es , Vol. Ill at p. 57.
6. U.S. v. C,askia, 320 US 527: IS L Ed 287.
7. Os.rka5j,eaenK.,aisha Line v U.S.,3CO3US9S:81LEd532.
S.	 (10)4)33 LJ Es 92, 110.
9. (18,72) CR 4 PC 184, 191, 'But where the thing is brought with i n the words and within the spirit then a penal

enactment is to be construed, like any other instrument, according to the fair commonsense nneai,irtg of the
lagtrage used and the Court is not to find or make any doubt or ambiguity in the language of a penal statute,
where -such doubt or ambiguity woufd clearly not be found or etude in the ware language in att' other instrument."

nt— SB
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thought of. On the other hand, the person charged has a right to say that the thing charged
although within the words, is not within the spirit of the enactment. This rule is said to be
founded on the tenderness of the law for the rights of individuals and on the plain principle

that the power of punishment is vested in the Legislature, and not in the Judicial department,
for it is the Legislature and not the Court, which is to define .a crime and ordain its
punishment... It would be dangerous, indeed, to carry the principle, that a case which is within
the reason or mischief of a statute, is within its provisions so far as to punish a crime not
enumerated in the stalute, becar(se it is of equal atrocity, or of kindred character. If this
principle has ever been recognized in expounding criminal law, it has been in cases of
considerable irritation, which it would be unsafe to consider as precedents forming a general
rule for other cases."' "It is unquestionably a reasonable expectation that, when the Legislature
intend the infliction of suffering, or an encroachment on natural liberty or rights, or the grant of
exceptional exemptions, powers, and privileges, it will not leave its intention to be gathered by
mere doubtful inference, or convey it in cloudy and dark words' only but will manifest it with
reasonable clearness."' Maxwell further says that the degree of strictness applied to the
construction of a penal statute depended in great measure on the severity of the statute.

Where there is a considerable doubt concerning the stgtutes, definition of the crime, justice
would demand that the statute he construed to give fair it'anuttg of the conduct considered
criminal.' It was observed in AfcBoyle v. U.S.' : Although it is not likely that a criminal will
carefully consider the text of the law before he murders or steals, it is reasonable that a fair
seaming should be given to the world in language that the common world will understand, of
what the law intends to do if a certain line is passed. To make the warning fair, so far as
possible, the line should be clear.' Crawford (p. 472) proceeds to state further.:

"Moreover no real objection can he raised to submitting to a strict construction those
penal statutes which impose exceedingly harsh penalties. Habitual criminal statute would
fall within this category, as would statute which impose the death penalty. From this
standpoint, it would he more proper to subject statutes creating misdemeanour to a liberal
construction that it would be to subject statutes defining felonies to such a construction. And
regardless of the typo of the statute, the more disproportionate the punishment with the
unlawful act, the more deserving is the statute of a liberal construction in favour of the
accused. Furthermore, statutes which deal with conduct which men generally regard as
illegal, such as murder, theft and forgery, may more properly he subjected to a liberal
con6truction than statutes which are concerned with conduct not necessarily contrary to the
general moral standards of mankind. And where a statute of this latter type is involved
and the accused has made an honest effort to meet the requirements of the law the statute
should surely be subjected to a strict construction."
As illustrative of the rule of strict construction, it has been said that while remedial laws

may extend to new things not in esse at the time of making the statute, penal laws may not. 5 'Fhe

U.S. v. ls'a!tcrbsçs'r, (1820)5 Whcatoa, 79,95:5 L Ed 37, per Marshall, C.
Maxwell : fl:tcrprctatiosm sf Statute, t Ith Ed, at p. 255 : If the Legislature has not used words sufficiently
comprehensive to include within its prohibition all the cases wlri,:h fall within the mischief intended to be

presented, it is not competent to .1 court to extend ttoein, istoreoser, the creatiOn of sn offence by interpretation

may operate to entrap the nlwea,v and ignerant and threaten the rights of the 'cop'! generall y ; Crawford

St:st,donj Coiistrtsch,s',m, at p. 463.

Crawford : Slat story C otvs:cti,s.'i, at p. 172.

253 US 25 :75 L Ed SIC.
tsl:ssvett ifs trips fates', ti' Sfat i f,, mlii, hit. at p
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general principle of strict construction is further well exemplified by comparing the manner in
which an omission which, it was inferable from the text, was the result of accident, has been
generally dealt with in penal and in remedial Acts.' "It is not the Courts province, said Locd
Lyndhurst, LC., in Re Wainewright,' "to supply an omission in an Act, and if any such
correction would extend the penal scope of an Act, still less will the Court be inclined to
correct Pollock, C.B., observed in Nicholson v. Field3

1 admit that the common distinction between penal and remedial Acts, viz., that the
one is to he construed strictly, the other liberally ought not to be erased front naiad of a
Judge, yet, whatever be the Act, be it penal, and certainly if remedial, we ought always
to look for its true construction. In that respect, there ought to be no distinction between a
penal and a" remedial statute. If the remedial statute does not extend to the particular
matter under consideration, we have no power to legislate so far to extend it. Undoubtedly
ace are thus far bound to a strict construction in a penal statute that, if there he a fair and
reasonable doubt, we must act as in revenue cases, where the rule is that the subject is not
to he taxed without clear words for that purpose."

Thus, in Cheriadi Venkateraniadas v. Bennam Latchiin n,' the High Court of Andhra
Pradesh, held that in interpreting a provision of law which has penal consequences the court
should give a strict interpretation and construe it within the terms specified therein, in that
case, where under the provisions of Section 11 of the Madras Revenue Recovery Act, which
empoax'ers a distraint of standing crops for non-payment of arrears of revenue, a ditrai.ner has
no right to distrain crops which 'acre already cut and served, because as soon as the cropa were
cut they cease to be standing crops within the meaning of Section 11.

12. Limitations to the rule of strict construction—The strict construction of a criminal
statute does not mean such construction of it as to deprive it of the meaning intended. l'no1
statutes must he construed in the sense, which best harmonizes with their intend and purpose.
The more correct version of the doctrine appears to he that statutes of this class are to he fairly
construed and faithfully applied according to the intent of the Legislature, without
unwarrantable severity on the one hand or unjustifiable levity on the other, in cases of doult
the Courts inclining to mercy. 6 A penal statute has no doubt to he construed strictly but the
intention of the Legislature must gobern in the construction of a penal statute asinticli as in any
other statute.	 -

The distinction between a strict and liberal construction has almost disappeared and it may
be taken to be the present law that the same rules would govern construction of penal statutes as
in the construction of ether statutes.'

In United States v. Raynor.' the Court observed "We abc not rinminclful of the salutary rule
which requires strict construction of penal statutes. No rule of conetrotetiota, lroacever, I equtres

Maxwell: Inlcrprctatitn efSt.-.tx 0. lltti Ed. alp. 2e4.
(1943)12 UT Ch 426, but if existing words are deprived of all Ireaniv., u-c r,ts sxliictt appear to l,,sae t'ic

accidentally enittled in .iy he supplied.
(1562)31 Lj Es 233, 235.
AIR 1960 Arsdh Pra 277 (1960)1 Andh WR 313.
U.S. v. PrtteriJ',', (1912)43 F Supp 53, 56; US. v. Lacher, 134 US 624:33 L Ed 1050 (The rate tl,, at penal st,itaitx are to
be narrowly construed does not require rejection of that sense of the word which heal harmonizes with the context
and the end in view); Gc,'cJ, v. 11.5., 297 US 124 Sit L Ed 522.
Sedgwick Statute,,1 lea, 2nd Ed., p. 287 cited 60th approval by Bramwell. B., in Fete9 v Flotctacr. (1575)271] Es
toe, quoted by Craies in SuOOe b,n', Sit, Ed. at pp. 503-501.
State v HytorAti AIR 1037 lid 170 II ro 1995	 214.
302 US 510.
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that a penal statute he strained or distorted in order to exclude conduct clearly intended to be
within its scope—nor does any rule require that the Act be given the narrowest meaning'."

The rule of strict construction does not negative the use of other rules of construction in oider
to ascertain the legislative purpose. The ascertainment of the legislative intent is, even where
penal statutes are concerned, the sole legitimate purpose of judicial construction, and the rule of
strict construction is to be utilized, along with the various other rules of construction, simply as
a means for discerning and making the legislative intend effective. Sutherland says

"The intent of the Legislature is the controlling factor in their interpretation, and so
the other cations of statutory construction must be given full consideration and may result in
the rejection of a restricted interpretation. The history of the legislation, other statutes in
p-iii ,uztena, committee reports, and contemporary or practical interpretation may weigh
heavily upon the issue of the meaning to be given to criminal statute."

A proviso which has the effect of saving parties from penal enactments should be liberally
construed. A proviso which follows and restricts an enacting clause general in its scope should
he strictly construed so as to take out of the enacting clause only those cases which are fairly
rt,ith in the terms of the proviso, and the burden of proof ,is on one claiming the benefit of the
proviso. But where a proviso in a penal statute affects the main or penal clause, the statute as a
whole must be construed favourably to accused, by application of the rule of strict construction to
the penal clause and the rule of liberal construction to the proviso. In Johnson v. Southern Pac.,5
it was stated

l agree to that rule (of strict construction) in its true and sober sense, and that is, that
peed statutes are not to he enlarged by implication or extended to cases not obviously
within their words and purport. But where the words are general, and include various
classes of persons, I know of no authorit y, which would justify the Court in restricting them
to one class, or in giving them the narrowest interpretation, where the mischief to he
redressed by the statute is equally applicable to all of them And where a word is used in a

- statute, which has various known significations, I know of no rule, that requires the Court
I ') adopt one in preference to another, simpl y because it is more restrained, if the objects of
the statute equally apply to the largest and broadest sense of the word. In short, it appears
to me, that the proper course, in all these cases, is to search out and follow the true intent of
the Legislature and to adopt that sense of the words which harmonizes best with the
context and promotes in the fullest manner, the apparent legislative policy and objects of
the Legi!iture."

Niece lately the same Court expressed the principle thus in U.S. v. Rayrtoi

We are not unmindful of the salutary rule which requires strict construction of penal
statutes. No rule of construction, however, requires that penal statute be strained and
distorted in order to exclude conduct clearly intended to be within its scope. Nor does any
rule require that the Act he given the 'narrwest meaning.' It is sufficient if the works are
given their fair meaning in accord with the evident intent of Congress."

1. Cran ford: Statutory Construction, at pp. 4-5-t46,5.
2. Statutory Construe.' mi, 3rd Ed., Vol. [H at pp. 55-c9.
3. Hnfrtrojso,i n'. Msnc/icotrr, etc. Co., (184 6)153 ER F
-1.	 59 ('ryan Ji.-,ms, at pp tess-sees,
5. 196 Us t 49 L Ed 363 (per Story, I.).
6. 3.2 US5. J 83 1. Ed 413.
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irs State v. Fargo,' it was observed

'The principle that a penal statute should reeive a strict construction and that no act
should be held within it which does not fall within its spirit and the fair import of its
language.....had its origin in England at a time when English law was exceedingly harsh in
its penalties and sweeping in its condemnations. There is not now the same necessity for
adherence to technical niceties or artificial distinctions in aid o persons accused of crime as
there was then......Tho Criminal Code of this State is clear in its definitions of crimes,
mild in its punishments, and careful in its provisions for securing full and impartial trials.
It is a false humanity which would protect offenders, either by stifling detection and
prosecution, Cr by affording facilities to escape conviction, by unnecessary and artificial
technicalities in the administration of the law. The purpose of the rule of strict construction
is not to enable a person to avoid the clear import of a law through some mere technicality
but to enable the people of the State to know clearly and precisely what acts the
Legislature has forbidden under a penalty, that they may govern their conduct accordingly,
and to make sure that no act which the Legislature did not intend to include will be held by
the courts within the penalty of the law. To enforce the rule beyond its purpose would be to
exalt technicalities above substance."

Craies in Statute Law,' says The distinction between a strict and a liberal construction has
almost disappeared with regard to all classes of statutes so that all statutes, whether penal or
not, are now construed by substantially the same rules.

A statute should not he given a literal construction if such construction is contrary to the
legislative intent and leads to absurd conclusions.'

One does not have to give a literal interpretation in interpreting statutes. The object of the
statute has to be looked into and the interpretation has to be purposeful.' A construction which
the language of the statute can bear and promotes a larger national purpose must be preferred to
a strict literal construction tending to promote factionalism and discord.'

13. Illustrations of liberal interpretation—In U.S.A. the Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief
Act must be read with an eye friendly to those who dropped their affairs to answer their
country's call.

1.	 118 Coon 267 quoted by Crawford. Statutory Construction, at pp. 469-470.
1	 4th Ed. at P . 434.
3. U.S. v. Bryan, 339 US 32:94 L Ed 834 (per Vinson, CU.).
4. (MI;.) Sramajibi Stores v. Union of India, AIR 1982 Delhi 76.
5. (Or.) M. Ismail Faruqut v. Union of India, AIR 1995 SC 605.
6. Le Maistre v. 14cr;, 333 US I : 92 L Ed 229; Socony Vacuum Oil Co. v. Smith, 305 US 424 : 83 LEd 265; Bainbridge v.

Merchants, etc. Co., 257 US 278 77 LEd 312 (favoured class); Esesis' a. Uighhner, 319 US 501 : 87 LEd 16.97 (to protect
those who have been obliged to drop their own affairs to take the burden of the nation).
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1. Duties—A Court has to interpret law as it stands. 'We have to administer and to apply
as accurately as lies in our power," says Costello, J . , in Ahdttr Raittttati v. Emperor,' "the precise
words of the relevant statutory enactment." It is the duty of the Court to construe the provisions
of an enactment and to construe them according to the language used.' Courts are bound to apply
the law as it is made and cannot enter into the question of what it should have been, however,
laudable the object behind the latter is.' In Soitttattda Pytte V. l-Iarntanz She,' their Lordships
observed : "Co-arts must resist the temptation to change the law under cover of interpretation of
law. If they use their power to interpret law, to alter laws which they may not like, and to
make now laws which they think should he made, that would be a corrupt use of their power."
The function of the Court is to interpret the law and not to amend, modify or alter it,' It cannot

At-SrI Has_i ,'. ,Sisi,,iuii Br'gum, AIR 1953 Lab 351, 367: ILR 6 Lah 667; Chand Shankcr v. 5,/li I_al, AIR 1954 All 353,

366; burr ,\':t t, s'. BOrg Singh, JLR 1937 Lab 143: AIR 1937 Lah 534, 556; Gopi Nat/i v. Th,,iur,tin, AIR 1935 All 636.
AIR 1935 Cal 316, 327: ILlS 62 Cal 749.

t7hi,,a:dra Sat/i s'. SAra) Hula, AIR 1951 Cat 133, 136 (FB).
S,,':a-,:tdas v. N,:rain Dus, AIR 1955 Bhopal 3; Culor:, bali Jan v, State, AIR 1954 J & K 7; Cub iw Ah'nrd v. Slate, AIR

1951 1 & K 59 (the (act that Section 19 of the Preventive Dv'tcstion Act, 1950, is very ,vide in its scope and has

deprived the detenu of the remedies which were available Is him according 10 the previous law cornet be a

matter for cessidarolian by the Court). 	 -

AIR 1950 Cat 179.

Run Narao.:rr v. Dinapur P'antonmen I Board, AIR 1953 Pat 71, 72; TanhIJrcj,as Chang.-.:z v. Enjalian Lrr;gtharrg, AIR 1956
Cau IS: (1955)1 Gas, LR 296 (513); State of HernIa v, Stat hai Ver5hcre, AIR 1957 SC 33 : 1957 Cri Lj 309 (1986)4 SCC

716: 1996 IT (SC) 928: 1989 All Cr) C 570 : (1937)1 Ker LT 62: 19S7 BBCJ (SC) 14 : (1987)1)1))) Rrp 1: 1987 5CC

(Cr:l 3: 1956 Ca) Cr) LR 39 : (1997)1 Cri LC 2-14 :1987 Cri RISC) 122: 1957 Cur Coil (SC) 103 : (1986)53 toni LB 696
1957 Mad L\V (C,0 192 : 19137 Bark 1385 :(198 -/)l Chaad LR (Cri) 696 : (1957)1 131 (SC) 614 : (1987)2 Crimes 123:

(1957)1 Supreme 470:(1987)1 SCJ iCr'S : (1987)1 SCWR 156.
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add to or subtract words in interpreting a statute, neither is it competent for any court to imply a
provision which is not in the statute for remedying an omission.' The Court has necessarily to
carry out the law as it stands unless it is proved to be ultra vires and it cannot rectify any
alleged injustice caused by any valid legislative enactments.2

A Judge should not allow himself to be swayed by his own personal wishes, desires or
predilections, for rights of the parties to a litigation are not regulated by the whim or caprices
of the presiding officer but by the law as applied to the fact of the particular case. A Judge is
not a machine and is expected to take decision on matters by application of his intellect on
proper unclerstaading of the facts presented before him. To act merely on the face value of the
words without trying to know the true meaning or import of the Nvord's by looking at the context,
circumstances and the manner of expression, would he unrealistic and undeserving of a Judge.' If
a rule of law prescribed by a statute operates to the prejudice of a person or class of persons
application must he made to the Legislature and not to the Courts.' It is not the function of the
Court to state what the law should have been but what it is. Simply with a view to achieve
the object of avoiding further litigation the Court cannot overlook the provisions of Section 47,
C.P.C.'

The function of a court is to interpret tile language of a statute.' It is for the Legislature to
make enactments and for the Courts to enforce such enactments! It must be borne in mind that
the Courts are not legislators, they have to carry out loyally the directions of the Legislature.
They can only interpret it. "We can only express our opinions", observes Mohammad Noor, J . , in
lsltar Sitlglt v. .Sltantn Dusndh,' "about the reasonableness of a particular provision of law and
point out the difficulty in administering it." But so long as the law remains as it is, it is the
duty of the Court to obey it explicitly. Once the conclusion was reached that a particular
measure was lawfully enacted by a legislative authority covering the particular case in
question, the hands of the Court would be tied and the legislative measure would have to he
given its legitimate effect, unless nialafides or abuse of power was alleged.' The Judges can only
interpret and apply a statute.'° It is a misinterpretation of the judicial function to helplessly
and indifferently abstain from the task of interpreting the provisions of a statute on the ground
that the language is vague; It is not the judicial function to be deterred by the obscurity of the
expression of the draftsman. The Court's task is more constructive than that. It is the duty of
the Court in relation to each forensic situation to examine the language of the law, the context
in which it was made, to discover the intention of the Legislature and to interpret the law to
make it effective and not to frustrate the legislative intent. To interpret the law the Court
must, and it can always call in aid the well-known canons of interpretations, viz., rule of

1. Amalç;tmak:t Ces (field LU., Calcutta v. State of ALP., AIR 1967 MP 56; Sln)e of Tamil Ned:, v. K.N..Dhanaseklsamn, 93
LI1207 (DB).

2. G'.:'i,nL.sac,ni Gou,,dar v. Ra.masz,'ami Goundar. (195S)2 MU 105; the farm that an agriculturist has obtained a benefit
under another Act, will not be a ground for presuming against his right tea second benefit under the enactment in
caesiic'ri as the polic y of the LegisIatue in recent times has been to confer more and more benefits on an
agriculturist.

3. Cirish Che,rfra Pedisin V. A:':rit LInen, (1930)50 Cut LT 43.
4. Rem Prshh v. Sanilri De-t-", AIR 1933 Punj 87,91 (FB).
5. Sandal Dasn. fs'arain Pas, AIR 1955 Bhopal 10.

6. Henioh Clun,tra v. Rex, AIR 1949 All 15.
7Seha,, tale. Ale) NetS, AIR 1933 All 846, 849 1LR56 All 172.
S.	 AIR 1937 Pat 131, 132.
9. Dcn,iaies (non' Union) of J,:i,de v. Shirintui A. Irani, AIR 1954 SC 596.
10. Sm!ig Re:,, v. Emperor, AIR 1913 All 26,36: ILR 1943 All 238 (Fl).
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harmonious construction, special to prevail over general, amendment to prevail over the
original, etc. The Judge cannot shrug his shoulders and remain placidly content with the
observations that the provisions are irreconcilable.'

A statute only enacts its substantive provisions, but, as a necessary result of legal logic it
also enacts, as a legal proposition, everything essential to the existence of the specific
enactments.'

A statute is not to be construed Like a contract.'

The plain duty of the Court is f0 gather the intention of the Legislature from the words used
in the statute taking its plain and ordinary meaning.' It is also the duty of the Court to give
effect to the legislative intent.'

It is equally the duty of the Court to accept a contention which promotes the object and for
that purpose the court can go beyond the language in order to give effect to the intention of the
Legislature.' 	 -

The Court has to discharge the onerous duty of ascertaining the intention of the law-maker
which may be obscure due to error in draftsmanship. Statutes must not be construed in a manner
leading to absurd results defeating the legislative intention.'

The courts shall not under the pretext of interpretation amend or override a provision in an
endeavour to prevent alleged misuse or prolongation'of the litigation by a recalcitrant
defendant.'

Courts should assume that the law-makers who are the representatives of the people,
enact laws which the society considers as honest, fair and -equitable and the object of every
legislation is to advance public welfare.'

It is always dangerous to paraphrase an enactment, and not the less so if , the enactment is
perhaps not altogether happily expressed.' And it would clearly he wrong for the Court to lay
down a rigid definition," observes Sir Asutosh Mukerjee, J . , in Krishna C/wren Berman v. Sanat

Kumar Des,' "and thereby to crystallise the law, when the Legislature for the best of reasons,
has not defined that expression.' But an erroneous definition or interpretation by the
Legislature is binding on the Courts. As observed by the Supreme Court of the United States in

Lear N. Rate of 11,u-aa,:a, 1977 Cur U (Civil) (P & H) 324 (FB).

Lena,, s'. D;,,dannya, ILR I Mad 153,163; Aunud Praknsh v. h'nrai, Doe, AIR 1931 Alt 162,176: ILR 53 All 239 (I'll).

v. .'iui,icipal Con:,nissioucrs of Madras, ILR (1879)2 Mad .362 (I'll). (Reman, J . , refers to some general rules

relating to the construction of Statutes at pp. 363, 364.)

Federation Bo:,k of l,,dia v. Hnn,,tmot, AIR 1951 Cal 382, 3S5 (Official translations de not, however, possess any

legislative sanction and Courts ought not to rely too rni,ch upon thorn); Jelhn Park/ia v. P.arschandor ViIhoha, ILR 16

Born 6S9, 69S; S.S. Harishchandra lain v. Capt. bider Si,,3'h I/eli, 1977 Jab LJ 312 (PB).

Gaari 5!,a,,kar G,:,,r v. State of UP., AIR 1994 SC 169.

Fakar,,fdi,i Ma!ick eState of West Bengal, 1935 All-IC 140 (Cal).

Vide Gaiçaoarn Al,,,,'ran, Visliwan Rao v. National Textile Co,3'on,lie,, (SN) Ltd., 1995 Lab IC 2662 (Born), referring to

Bmneloio Water . A. Rn/app.:, AIR 1978 SC 545, which approved the dictum of Lord Denriing, L.J. in Seaford

Cend Eitatcs D.I. i' 4t,Cr, (1949)2 All ER 155.

See IlL .1/ia s' Ce;d Singh, AIR 1997 rat 156 : (1997) pat LR (I-IC) 370 : 1957 CCCI (tIC) 298 : 1957 CUR 451

(1987)5 Il Rep 191 (Fu) (overruling AIR 1983 Pat 67 and AIR 1992 Pat 47).
9.	 fll:nfan Sin5h v. .\1o!,; 9t,, AIR 1970 SC ISSO.
Is- 	 D,,r5a v. Jan,:Or Sish, 17 IA 122, 127; per lord Macnaghlen; Said: Me/id. v. Ki,as,ra,l, AIR 1959 My, 102, 105. To

effectuate the true purpose of the Act and not allow it to be defeated.
lIP 44 Cal 1e2, 179.
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Postmaster-General of United States v.. Early,' that a mistaken opinion of the Legislature
concerning the law does not make the law, yet it may be so declared as to operate in future.

"It is not for us," says Currie, J ., in Gurdwara Nankana v. Hira Dos,' "however, to try to
discover what the intention of the Legislature was" when an Act is passed. We have only to
deal with the clear language of the Act as passed and endeavour to interpret it." The question
for the Court is not what the Legislature meant, but what the language means, i.e., what the
Act has said that it meant.' The Courts must give first precedence to the plain meaning of the
language used in the statute and, if the meaning is clear and quite unambiguous, that meaning
must be accepted by the Courts irrespective of other considerations even though the purpose of
the Legislature might be defeated by that interpretation. 4 In truth when the meaning of words
is plain, it is not the duty of the Courts to busy themselves with supposed intentions,' In such
cases the words themselves declare the intention of the Legislature.

If the words of an Act are clear, you must follow , them, even though they had to manifest
absurdity. The Court. has nothing to do with the question whether the Legislature has
committed an absurdity. Its duty is not to make the law reasonable, but to expound it as it
stands, according to the real sense of the words. 6 Courts have no right to. legislate, however,
desirable that legislation may he on principle. 7 It is, however, one of the cardinal rules of
construing a statute that in construing it absurdity should be avoided,' The Courts set upon
themselves the task of discovering the legislative intent when the words create doubt and
admit of more meanings than one. For that purpose the Courts resort to the relevant rules of
construction.' No universal rule can be laid down for construction of statutes. It is the duty of the
Courts to try to get at the real intention of the Legislature by carefully attending to the whole
scope of the statute to he construed,"

If it be true that it is the duty of the Court to ascertain the meaning of the Legislature from
the words used in the statute and the subject-matter to which it relates, there is an equal duty
to restrict the meaning of the general words, whenever it is found necessary to do so in order to
carry out the legislative intention,"

It is not the province of the Court to add any further conditions or limitations to those
provided by the Legislature," nor can the Court abdicate the power to interpret enactmeht or

Curtis : Reports of d,'cisio,,s is the Suprcrr,e Court of United Slates, alp. 86 quoted in Al,! olIn v. Main,,, ILR 11 All 490,
503, 504 (FB).
AIR 1936 Lot, 299, 299.

Palmer v. Thatcher, (1878)3 QBD 346 (per Ceckbum, C.).); Secretary of Stole v. Aru,,achnlam, ILR 1939 Mad 1017: AIR
1939 Mad 711, 714.

Main,, La! v. Grain CLuster, Ltd., AIR 1959 All 276, 287; Sunder Do!; Bhasin v. Rr5ioal Settic,u,,',t Commissioner, AIR
1959 Raj 102 fLIP (1959)9 Raj 76, regardless of the consequences thereof. .
Warayasa Swami v. Emperor, AIR 1939 PC 47, 51.

Md. Hayat v. Commissioner of I,,c,",;c-trr, AIR 1931 Lah 87,92 (Flt).
Wawshce v. !la:ralutlah, AIR 1929 Cal 509.
Secretary of State v. FoUr MA,,!. Msdt, AIR 1927 Cal 415; Central Distillery and Colliery Works v. State of li p., AIR
1954 All 156 (in order to avoid injustice and confusion and absurdity meaning of words can he enlarged); Per;a
Maria Goundan v. Ramaswnn,i Cousins, ILR 1962 Mad 107: (1962)1 ML) 106 :74 M1.W 405 (in such a case restricted
meaning can be given to the section so as to apply only that case); So,,,dutla V. Ja,,n;:a,L, Snhhn, 1992 lab I.J 181
1961 MPLJ 181.

9. Rosin,, [at Goswnrni v. Gol'i,,d Raj, AIR 1963 Pun) 532:65 Fun) LR 852.
10. Aru,,imn Das v. Secretary, Bored 0/Secondary Education, AIR 1957 Cal 182, 196.
11. Rcicl,e v. Smythe, 20 L Ed 566 (Davis, J . ); United India Insurance C6. v. Huh,,',, Sing!,, 1995 IL) 467 (ME), referring to

Skindia l,,s,,ra':ce Co. ltd. s' K,'kilol',', C,'o:r,ir.u'ada,,, 1997 JLI 652 : (1907)1 TAC '71.

12. Shrira,r, v. Slate of Bomba y, (1961)2 SCR 890, 932.
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statutory rule) Modification of the language of a statute is permissible only under exception:?l

circ ii n i stancesi such as mentioned in the following quotation from the Maxwell, on the
Interpretation of Statutes'

"Where the language of a statute, in its ordinary ' meaning and grammatical
construction, leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment, or
to some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship or injustice, presumably not intended, a
construction may be put upon it which modifies the meaning of the words, and even the
structure of the sentence. This may he done by departing from the rules of grammar, by
giving an unusual meaning to particular words by altering their collocation, by rejecting
them altogether, or by interpolating other words, under the influence, no doubt, of an
irresistible conviction that the legislature could not possibly have intended what its words
signify, and that the. modifications thus mad.are mere corrections of careless language and
really give the true meaning. Where the main object and intention of a statute are clear, it
must not be reduced to a nullity by the draftsman's unskilfulness or ignorance of the law,
except in a case of necessity, or the absolute intractability of the language used. The rules of
grammar yield readily in such cases to those of commonsense."

In Provincial Government, C.P. and Bnw v. Habib Moharnnzad, l the notification issued
under Clause 23 of Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, 1943, was unhappily worded. A
Division Bench of Nagpur High Court comprising of Niyogi and Bose, jj., observed thereon
thus

We will first deal with the point relating to the notification which has been held by
the lower appellate Court as being inoperative. The notification is No. 9418-9218-VII-P.
C., dated the 9th December, 1944, which was published in the C.P. and Berar Gazette,

dated the 15th December, 1944. It reads as follows

'In pursuance of Clause 23, Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, 1943, the Provincial
Government is pleased to authorize all District Magistrates in the Central Provinces and
Berar within their respective jurisdiction to sanction prosecutions for an offence punishable
under the said Order.

"Clause 23, Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, 1943, runs as follows:

No prosecution for the contravention of any of the provisions of the Order shall be
instituted without the previous sanction of the Provincial Government or of such officer of
the Provincial Government not below the rank of District Magistrate as the Provincial
Governn'tSnt may, by general or special order in writing, authorise in this behalf.'

"The learned Sessions Judge was right in so far that the words, for an offence
punishable under the said Order used at end of the notification were meaningless for reason
that the Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, 1943, does not provide for the punishment
of the contravention of any of the provisions of that Order. The contravention of any of the
provisions of that Order is punishable uncle Rule 18(4), Defence of india Rules. The proper
wording in the notification should have been for the contravention of any of the provisions
of this Order punishable under Rule 81(4), Defence of India Rules. But the question is

1. K'ish.vi Singh v. Slate efRajasihan, (1996)2 WLC 118.

2. Harish Charidra v. Rex, AIR 1949 All 15, 17; Mewa Can war v. Baarey, ICR 56 All 781 : AIR 1931 All 385; see also

SIsh,,,nnr,'d lewnrr v. Wilson, 12 CrLl 246:10 IC 787 (Fl); Municipal Beard v. Rain AnIon', AIR 1960 All 119.

3. Nlaxwell : lnierp'retai ion efSlaiutes, 12th Fit., p.223; see also Siarjnninll v. CIT., AIR 1961 Cal 573, 613.

4. AIR 19-17 Nag 45, 46, 47.
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whether the inartistic expression which occurs in the Provincial Government's notification
render the whole notification void and of no effect. In our opinion, is does not invalidate it.
Reading the notification from the beginning to the words 'to sanction prosecutions' the
notification clearly indicates the intention to authorise all District Magistrates to sanction
prosecutions for the contravention of any of the provisions of the Cotton Cloth and Yarn
(Control) Order, 1943. Clause 23 of that Order contemplates prosecution for the
contravention of any of the provisions thereof. On the supposition that the contravention
constitutes an offence, the use of the word 'offence' in the last clause would be correct
because the contravention is made punishable by Rule 81(4), Defence of India Rules, though
not by Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order itself. The error, which crept into the
notification, was to describe the contravention of any of the provisions of this Order as an
offence punishable under that Order. That error, patent as it is, does not obscure the intent
of the notification, which up to the words 'to sanction prosecutions' is intelligible and
capable of taking effect. Indeed the last clause, viz. 'for an offence punishable under the
said Order' is by itself meaningless but that does not destroy the effect of the first part of
the notification. The notification when read without the last clause or with the addition
of words 'read with Section 81(4), Defence of India Rules' after the words 'said order'
makes the meaning of the notification absolutely clear.

"The question is whether it is open to the Court to read the notification leavirg out the
last clause which is meaningless, or to add to it certain words which would invest it with
meaning in view of the intention clearly conveyed by the earlier part of the notification. In
Sliridhar v. Naraya?i, l it was pointed out that the words of a statute can be modified in
order to give effect to the intention of the statute and reference was there made to Lord
Wensleydale's speech in Grey v. Pearson,' as authority for the preposition that in order to
avoid absurdity and inconsistency, the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words used in
a statute may be modified. In Salmon v. Duncooibe, 3 it was held that where the main object
and intention of a statute are clear it could not be reduced to a nullity by the draftsman's
unskilfulness or ignorance of law. Their Lordships of the Privy Council, on the true
construction of Natal Ordinance I of 1856 came to the conclusion that the words 'as if such
subject resided in England which reduced Section 1 of which it was a part, to a nullity,
ought not to be construed so as to destroy all that has gone before; and, therefore, they were
treated as immaterial. That rule of construction was followed in Rex v. Vaseyd and Wills,
J .5 pointed out that if the intention of aji enactment on the whole is clear and unmistakable
it is permissible to cast aside some words in order to make sense of the enactment. The
authorities clearly show the power of the Court to modify the language of a statute where
it is necessary to carry out its plain meaning in Rex v. Inhabitants of Everdt and Fowler

v. Padget,' words which have 6 perfectly plain meaning were read not in their ordinary
sense; in Fisher v. 'i/aide Tracers Asphalt Co.,' Rex v. Inhabitants of Feet Ardsley,' Salmon

I.	 AIR 1939 Nag 227: ILR 1939 Nag 503, 507.

2. (1557)6 HLC 61 at p. 106.
3. (1866)11 AC 627 at p. 634.
4. (1903)2 KB 748.
5. (1905)2 KB 748A P. 752.
6. (1807)9 East 109.
7. (1798)7 TR 509.

8. (1875)1 CJ'D 259; D.M.S. Rae s'. State of Keral.a, AIR 1963 Nor 113 JLR (1962)1 Kee 166:1962 Kee LJ 586.
9. (1850)14 QB 798.
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v. Duncombe,' and the two cases already noticed above certain words were struck out and in
8cx v. Vasey,l words were inserted in a statute in order to carry out its intention. These cases
were referred to in the course of the argument in Rex v. Attridge,' and Darling, J . , held that
where no meaning can be given to certain words of a statute without rejecting some of those
used in it, or where the statute would become a nullity were all the words retained, the
Court has power to read a section as though the words which make it meaningless or nullity
are not there.

"In the light of these authorities, it is perfectly open to this Court to ignore the clause
'for an offence punishable under the said order' since it does not destroy the effect of the
preceding part of the notification which is perfectly plain in meaning and capable of
taking effect. We, therefore, hold that the notification was intended to authorise the
District Magistrates in terms of Clause 23, Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, 1943, to
sanction prosecution for the contravention of ny of the provisions of tht order which are
punishable under Rule 81(4), Defence of India Rules."
No universal rule can be laid down for the construction of statutes, as to whether mandatory

enactments shall be construed directory only or obligatory with an implied nullification for
disobedience. It is the duty of Courts of justice to try to get at the real intention of the
Legislature by carefully attending to the whole scope of the statute to be construed,' and must
give effect to the will and inbuilt policy of the Legislature as discernible from the object and
scheme of the enactment and the language employed therein.5

In Amalgamated Society of Engineers v. Adelaide Steamship Co., Ltd.,' Higgins, J.,
observed "The fundamental rule of interpretation, to which all others are subordinate, is that
a statute is to he expounded according to the intent of the Parliament that made it, and that
intention has to be found by an examination of the language used in the statute as a whole. The
question is, what does the language mean; and when we find what the language means, in its
ordinary and natural sense, it is our duty to obey that meaning even if we think the result to he
inconvenient, impolitic or improbable."	 -

The office of the Judges is not to legislate, but to declare the expressed intention of the
Legislature, even if that intention appears to the Court injudicious.' "Whatever I may think",
said Jessel., MR., in Taylor v. Corporation of Old/jam,' "of the extraordinary resulis which are
so caused, it is my duty to interpret Acts of Parliament as I find them. I must read them
according to the ordinary rules of construction, that is, literally, unless there is something in
the context or in the subject to prevent that reading."

It is not competent to a Judge to modify the language of an Act of Parliament in order to bring
it into accordance with his own views as to what is right or reasonable. This was well pointed
out by Willes, j., in Abel v. Lee.' In that case the question was as to what should be the proper
construction to be put upon Section 3(4) of the Reforms Act, 1867, which enacted that any man is
entitled to he registered as a voter who, on or before July 20, has paid 'all poor rates that have

1. (1586)11 AC 627,

2. (1905)2 KB 748.

3. (1909)2 KB 24.
4. Corer,, meat of Assamn v. S.alrebu!lah, 24 C U 881:75 IC 129 (Cat) (FB).
5. Saperimrtcmmderrl am,d Legal Remrmerm,bror,cer, West Bengal v. Alar,,i AtaSy, (1979) Mad U (Cr) 557 (SC).

6. 28 CLR 129,161-162; see also Aichihild a'. Comm intoner of Stamps, 8 CL.R 739, 756.
7. Rio', Wear C,,mmm,issjo,rer V. A,Lrnsson, 2 AC 743,76-1.
8. 4 CE 0.395,403; see also National Mutual Life Asscciat ion ofAustralia v. Cedric),, 10 CLR 1, 21, 22,
9. (1871) LR 6 Cc 365.
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become payable by him up to the preceding fifth day of January'. It appeared that the person in
question had paid all the rates of the current year, but had been excused, on account of poverty,
from paying a rate that had been payable in the preceding year. The question, therefore, was,
did the expression 'all poor rates that had become payable include the rate he had been
excused or not? It was argued that if these words were construed in their ordinary and strictly
grammatical meaning so as to include all past rates, this absurdity might follow that the
claimant would lose his franchise for ever unless he paid up his old rate he had been excused,
and that, therefore, the language of the Act ought to be modified and the words constnmed in a
restricted sense. This argument, however, did not prevail. An extreme instance of this rule is to
be found in Young v. Mayor of Leaniington, l when it was held that the defendant corporation
was not bound by a contract which was not under seal although they had the benefit of it, "It
may be,' said Lindley, L.J., "that this is a hard and narrow view of the law; but my answer is
that Parliament has thought it expedient to require this view to he taken and it is not for this
or any other Court to decline to give effect to a clearly expressed statute because it may lead to
apparent hardship."

(1) Undesirable results do not affect time rule of iimterytretation.—The Court is bound to give
effect to the language of the Act so long as it is in existence, even though it thinks that the Act
is capricious or unj ust. The capriciousness or injustice of a particular result is a matter to which
the Court can pay attention in deciding what is the true construction of the words used in the
Act, but too much weight must not be given to those matters. It is the right of the Legislature, if
it so wishes, to be capricious or unjust.' 'Hie Legislature may have unconsciously done a thing
deemed injurious. It may have acted with improvidence or without sufficient forethought; but
if so, it must be left to correct its own error. Court has no power to defeat its plain intention
because of the result which it may or may not have contemplated.' If the meaning is plain, it is
not permissible to give a go-by to that meaning simply on the ground that that meaning tvot:kl
lead to undesirable results.'

The Courts have only to administer the law as it stands and they have no concern
whatsoever with the effect that this may have upon the fiscal policy of the Government. If a
particular provision of law is so defective that if enforced, it joust cause loss in Government
revenue, it is the business of the Legislature to amend it,'

It is the duty of the Court to construe the provisions of an Act and to construe them according
to the language used. It is not for a Courto speculate as to what the Legislature should or
might have said. Regard can only be had to what the Legislature had said.' The fact that a
Judge thinks that a particular enactment is irrational or unfair, is irrelevant, provided the
enactment is in such clear terms as to admit of no doubt as to -its meaning. "But I protest,'
observed Beaumont, C.). (as he then was) in Emperor v. So,tmabiumi Goc' j tmdhit;m j,' "against the

(1882)8 QItD 579, 5S5, case under Section 174, Public Health Act, 1857, which required contracts entered into by a
sanitary autheray fora euro over 650th be under seat Smrtc ef Karsa/,mha r. Ce;,,,!nhrielmsa Ne/li, AIR 1992 Ker 198
ER 1991 Ker 2210 (1991)2 Ret Lj 270.

Is the wa/icr ufsaptaha, AIR 1950 Cal 444, 455 (SB).
Garsctm v. Bradley, (1878)3 AC 944, 961; Hahn,, KJ,s.Si Yar v. E,,q:,-rr, AIR 1910 Lab 129,132; ILR 1940 Lab 212 (I'S);
Mold. Yaqub Rio,, s'. A:ics,,uissa, ILR 11 Luck 376: AIR 1935 Oudh 437,439: unless there are strong and adequate
grounds for it.
/ lir:lcy Neal,, v. E'v;'aor, AIR 1929 All 650, 654.
Gai,sta Mal v. Ma/m,, La!, Att8 1948 ES 30, 33.
LI hi red,, Nat, L'o,, v. Nero! I loOn, AIR 1951 Cal 133, t £6 )Fe). 	 -
40 C El 97, 103: 1 78 IC 583.
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suggestion that a judge, construing an Act of Parliament, is a mere automation whose only duty
is to give out what he considers to be the primary meaning of the language used. A Judge must
always consider the effect of any construction which he is asked to put on an Act of Parliament,
and if he comes to the conclusion that a particular construction leads to a result which he
considers irrational or unfair, he is entitled, and indeed b'ound, to assume that the Legislature
did not intend such a construction to be adopted, and to try to find some more rational meaning to
which the words are sensible."	 -

(ii) Policy does not affect interpretation—It is well settled that 'with the wisdom or
expediency or policy of an Act, lawfully passed, no Court has a word to say" and that "it is the
province of the statesman, not of the lawyer, to discuss, and of the Legislature to determine,
what is best for the public good, and to provide for it by proper enactments. It is the province of
the Judge to expound the law only." A Court of law is not concerned with the policy of the
administration, nor with the effect of a piece of legislation on any section of the society. Courts
have to administer the law as they find it and they cannot twist the cldar language of any
enactment to avoid the real or imaginary hardships in which it may result.,

Courts should carefully refrain from extending their powers on grounds of public policy,
that is to say, of expediency, and thus encroach on the province of the Legislature. It is better
that the public, if it is of the opinion that a certain course is opposed to public policy, should
make its view clear through constitutional channels, i.e., the Legislature.' To use the language
of Lord Macnaghten in Vacher and Sons, Ltd. v. London Society of Compositors,' "a judicial
tribunal has nothing to do with the policy of any Act which it may be called upon to interpret.
That may be a matter for privafe judgment. The duty of the Court, and its only duty, is to
expound the language of the Act in accordance with the settled rules of construction''

It is not open to the judiciary to enquire as to whether the Legislature acting within its
jurisdiction, has exercised it wisely or,not, nor is it open to the Court topronounce on the
reasonableness or otherwise of anything which has been done by the Legislature within its
limits.'

A court has to interpret the law as it stands and is not competent to play the rule of a
legislator and to introduce amendments based on equitable considerations to remove the possible
defects.' However, strongly a Court must feel that the Legislature has overlooked a necessary
provision or, hoxCever, obvious it may be that a provision has been inserted or omitted owing to
the blunder of the draftsman, a Court is not at liberty to take laws or amend them.° The Court
cannot, in order to promote its social philosophy turn and twist the plain and unambiguous

Sce Street ocr lilt,-, Vires, 1930 Ed. alp. 439,440; AIadi:o Sara, v. Emperor, AIR 19-13 All 379,386: ILR 1944 All 42 (EC),
Sa15 Ran, v. Erxp,'rer, ILR 1943 All 23S: AIR 1943 All 26,36 (50); Iirish Chcrx:l,a v. Rex, AIR 1919 All 15; Mo/rd. Hayrt

v. C,',,:,,,issi'xer of l,,co,x,'-lav, AIR 1931 Lab 87, 91 ILR 12 LaIr 129 (113); Chant Sh,xkar v. Sskhlal, AIR 1951 All 383,

386, so long as a distinction is found to exist according to the recognized rules of interpretation, if has to he
recognized and effect has lobe given to it. See also Ah,l,,l Ma/il v. Na:1,,k, AIR 1931 Bo,,, 440.
ROar N,,ti, a. Bhag S,x'h, AIR 1937 Lab 504, 506: ILR 1937 La/s 1-13.
ll,'oxdraj Mahoxx,l v. Emperor, 26 C LJ 243:84 IC 58.

(1913) AC 117, 118.
.4mu,,la,'oalc.l Society efcx 5'ira-crs v. Adelaide Steamship Co., Ltd., 28 CLR 129, 1.12.
ll,,iax Col!x',y Co., ,'le. a. Eryder:, 1899 AC 580, 585 (Lord Watson); Ilrajnauf.,m, Sharma v. S!ite of Bihar, AIR 1950 Pal
322, 327 (FB) (,mot overrated by the Supreme Court on this point).
Ai':f:,l tfl,soah, v. 5-)af,srali l'gromm, AIR 1935 Lah 351, 35,7: ILII 16 LaIr 667; P,:r4a'1,,x, v.11.31. Deoai, AIR 1956 SC 20
(not svh,m I the lass' should be).
S,mtyotot,, U,ui .S,,,f2,,ra,,i Daai, AIR 1931 Cal 580, 581 : IL/I 55 Cal SOI; Ii: dr1 Coar,lma,,a v. Itrilal IV.,l,'neorks, 1914.

AC 379.
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language of the law so as to ascribe to it a meaning different from the one intended by the
Legislature)

It is not the function of the Court to strain the meaning of the particular section, or to so
construe provision as to do violence to the phraseology used therein) Indeed it is very
dangerous for Courts to try and find out the intention of the Legislature and then strain the
language used in the statute to carry out the intention. The primary duty of the Court is to give
effect to the intention of the Legislature as expressed in the words used by it and no outside
consideration can be called in aid to find another intention .3 If the Legislature has failed to
express its intention in the statute, that will have to be remedied by legislative action. 4 One
such case is Arakliita v. Revenue Officer, Asia,' where the Legislature by an amendment
provided for a revision, when by interpretation of the unamended Act finality attached to
appellate order was held not to open the doer for revision.

It is not the duty of Courts to stretch the words used by the Legislature to fill in gaps or
otnissiens, in the provisions of an Act. 6 The function of the Court is to interpret and not to
legislate and the Court cannot fill up a gap under the guise of interpretation! That would be
legislation and not interpretation. If there is a gap it is for the Legislature to provide the
remedy by enacting suitable amending legislation. Section 171 of Income Tax Act, 1961 (old
Section 25-A), Income Tax Act, 1922, refers to assessment of a Hindu undivided family which
had become separated in the course of the assessment year, and cannot be applied to the
proceedings taken under Section 271 of Income Tax Act, 1961 (old Section 28), of the Act for
imposing penalty oil Hindu undivided family after it had disrupted and after the Income-tax
Officer had made an order under Section 171 of Income Tax Act, 1961, (old Section 25-A)! The
Courts are not to enact the law but to construe and administer it as it stands and it is net open to
them to read into the language of the section something which is not there.

The function of the Judge is limited to interpretation of the law within the limits of
recognized canons of interpretation. It is not for the Judge to legislate and i,itro:liice exceptions or

compromises into the plain text of all
However the Judge is entitled to iron out the creases to make articulate all

premise."
Any general observation made by Supreme Court cannot apply in interpreting the provisions

of an Act, unless the Supreme Court has applied its mind to and analysed the prevision of that
particular Act."

I.	 Sirs. RajRrniia v. Financial Corn,nissio'icr, Punjab, 1990 Cur LI (Civil) 323 (DO).

1.	 Hcckcli Engineering Co. v. Their Workmen, AIR 1977 SC 2257 alp. 2251.

3.	 Nath,, PramS v. Sin çhJi Kapurchnid, 1976 Jab Q 340 (FB).

1.	 Legal Rcn:c,nbranccr, Bengal v. Traiiekyd Nail,, AIR 1922 Cal 194 ILR 49 Cal 1014; Manes Alt v. !l,rc:;li,AIR 1936

Rang 63, 64; Guns Durga PramS Rae v. Krishna Rao, AIR 1946 Pat 134, 135 (Rule).

5	 (1975)41 Cut LT 796 (GB).

6. Hira Des'i v. District Beard, Saharanpur, AIR 1952 SC 362; see also Ra,ie,idra Roy Che-adhury v. Slate of Oilier, AIR 1954

Pat 312 [Court cannot add the phrase 'ihe member's of before the expression 'the registered bade unions' in

Section iiO(t)(c) of Use Patna Municipal Corporation Act, 13 of 19521.

7. S.S. Harishchamidra JuSt v. Capt. hider Singh Bali, 1977 Jab U) 312 (PB).

S.	 I.T. Commissioner, B. & 0. r. Sanichar Sal,, AIR 1955 Pat 103, 105-106.

9	 I)hrnv Cltheia let Khushalcliind v. Gandhi GuleSraj Pragp, AIR  1954 See 99; see elm A's ,l',e led Ceeificid

!,iadiiya Pradesh, AIR 1967 Madh Pr,, 56.

10. Nand Kisliere Naik v. SiAn DRags, AIR 1953 Orissa 243: ILR 1953 Cut 21.

It.	 \'ideflllea She ens (Smut,) v. S!iri Ai'l:inssli Chem:dra Sl:.:r."sz, 1992 JIj 017

12.	 Meet Raj lain v. Si/s. Jeyna E,igi,ieerinç Works, 197,7 Cur U (Civil) (Penj) I.
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If a inistake has been made, the Legislature alone can correct it. It would not be competent
for the Court of law to disregard Acts lawfully passed. Courts are established to do justice
according to law, they are to proceed on the lines which the Legislature has laid down; and if a
Legislature should deviate from the straight and narrow path of natural justice, to correct their
mistakes is not one of the duties committed to the judiciary.' Corndiff, J . , observed in Klietra
Nat/i v. Parit Bi'ari? 1 have little doubt, therefore, but that a mistake in drafting has been
made, and this is, of course, much to be regretted. But it is well established that, where the
words of an Act, as enacted, are clear, the Legislature only, and not the Courts, can correct any
mistake involved in their use.' "We cannot aid the Legislature's defective phrasing of the
statute," observed Lord Brougham in Cratvford v. Spooner. , "We cannot add, and mend, and by
construction make up deficiencies which are left there."

It is not for the Court to dispense with or suspend the Operation of a part of a statute, and
thus usurp the function of Legislature.'

(iii) Things to be considered by Court—For the sure and true interpretation of all statutes in
general, be they penal or beneficial, restrictive or enlarging of the common law, four things are
to be discerned and considered 1st, What was the common law before the making of the Act,
2nd, What was the mischief or defect for which the common law did not provide, 3rd, What
remedy the Parliament has resolved and appointed to cure the disease, and 4th, The true
reason of the remedy; and then the office of all the Judges is always to make such construction
as shall suppress the mischief and advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle inventions and
evasions for continuance of the mischief, and pro pr/otto commode, to add force and life to the
cure and remedy, according to the true intent of the makers of the Act pro lions public0.8

It is proper for the Courts to assume that the law-makers who are the representatives of
the people enact laws which the society considers as honest, fair and equitable. The object of
every legislation is to advance public welfare.1

(iv) Rules of harmonious construction—It is the duty of the Court whenever it is possible to
do so to construe provisions which appear to conflict so that they harmonise. It is equally well
settled that if two constructions are possible the Court must adopt that which will implement
and which ensures the smooth and harmonious working of the Act or the rule and reject that
which will stultify the apparent intention, and, therefore, eschew the other which leads to
absurdity or gives rise to practical inconvenience or makes well-established provisions of law
nugatory. 8 Where there are in an enactment two provisions which cannot be reconciled with

Labrador Co v. K., 1893 AC 104; Capinath v. Thikardin, AIR 1935 All 636
Em7eoor v. I-Sari, AIR 1933 Sind 146, 157.
SIC 478, 430. A Court is not permitted to read into the rules a d:finile provision on which the nile itself is silent; V.
E. etc., Choilyar Firm v. M.P.N. Firr,i, AIR 1934 Rang 174, 175.
4 MIA 179, 187; Gurdial Singli v. Central Board, Local Committee, Sri Dartar Sahib, ILR 9 Lah 689, 693; Partapa V.
Bishsa, AIR 1937 Lab 553,
A;ii Ka'nae Roy v. Surciidr,i NatE Chcs', AIR 1953 Cal 733 (FL).
Bengal lninissily Co., Ltd. v. Stale of B ihar, AIR 1955SC 661 :1955 SCJ 672. To the salve cIted see Sodradet'j N Paga
v. I . T. Coranii;ionor, MI-'., flR 195-5 Nag 180; Hoydon's case, 9 Lx 709.
Bhudos Singh v. NoEl Lxx, AIR 1970 SC 1830.
State of Pus;ab v. Ajaib Si,igh, 1953 SCR 234; State of Jlihar V. Kameshwar Singh, 1933 SCR 859 AIR 1952 SC 252, 285;
R.ij Krishna Boo,' v. BinciI FIlliiangs 1931 SCR 913; Tiratlt Singh v. Bachittar Singh, (1955)2 SCR 457; Yi,gaI Kishere V.
B.N. Pasta3,, AIR )958 Pat 154 alp. 157; M.5-At. Sharma V. Sri Krishva Sinha, AIR 1959 SC 395 alp. 410; (theta Mian V.
SM Islam, AIR 1958 Pat IS; Ch,i,:dra Mohan v. State of UP., AIR 1906 SC 1987: 1906 All 1)7713 1966 All EVR (SC)
537; Demos Pa,,dura,ig Ataiigl-alhar v. Celf,'otoe, Ctiandrapue, 1978 Mali LJ 47; Slat,' of Bihar v. Commissioner of Income-
tax, HOme, 1993 Tax LR 176 (Pat); Directorate of Enforcement v. Deepab 5fabajas, AIR 1994 SC 1775.
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each other, they should he so interpreted that, if possible, effect could be given to both. This is
what is known as the rule of harmonious construction.' "What is true of an ordinary statute",
said the Supreme Court in Union of India v. SF!. S/jet/i? "is not any-the less true in the case of
constitutional provisions, and the same rule applies equally to both. If the words of an
instrument are ambiguous in the sense that they can reasonably bear more than one meaning,
that is to say, if the words are semantically ambiguous, or if a provision if read literally, is
patently incompatible with the other provisions of that instrument, the Court would be
justified in construing the words in a manner which will make the particular provision
meaningful.-That is the essence of the rule of harmonious construction.... But if the provision is
clear and explicit1 it cannot he reduced to a nullity by reading into it a moaning which it does
not carry"

Similarly, the rule of harmonious construction of statutes can be legitimately extended to
statutory rules.'

For hitrmonious construction of Sections 3, 4 and 5 and Forms of the Tamil Nadir Agricultural
Lands Record of Tenancy Rights Act, 1969.'

It is doubtful whether the rule of harmonious construction extends the scope of the Court's
inquiry beyond the confines of the particular statute which the Court has to construe.'

2. Alteration of law not pernsissible—(i) Courts should not alter the ha-ws in construing

them—Courts must resist the temptation to change the law under cover of interpretation of
law. If Courts of law use their power to interpret law, to alter laws which they may not like,
and to make new laws which, they think, should he made, that would be a corrupt use of their
power. Courts have to observe constant vigilance against such corrupt use of power by
themselves. If and when the ground on which a law is enacted, ceases to exist, it is the province
of the proper legislative authority to consider the matter of repealing the same; but the Courts
cannot arrogate to themselves the functions of the Legislature. Judges have no right to repeal a
law, because what appears to them to he the reasons for which the law was enacted no longer
exist.'

"A Court cannot", observed Lord Wright in Knrnalantnjan 'v. Secretory of State,' "put into
the Act words which are not expressed, and which cannot reasonably be implied on any
recognized principles of construction. That would be a work of legislation, not of construction and
outside the province of the Court."

I.	 Vy.7yaralu Vadrnnarayana v. Epari Vemgopalam, (1980)49 Cut LT 227 (DO).
2. Venkatsrama Deraru v. Stale of Mysore, AIR 1953 SC 255 at p. 263; Niun V. Ranwer Sen, 1966 All Lj 135; see further

Crrinda Nara-;an Tile v, Assistant Collector of Customs, AIR 1963 Goa 105; Mob indroo v. Bar Council of Delhi, AIR 1963

SC 895; Tirn'narayappa v. State of Mysore, AIR 1968 NIys 296; P.ayashi Hansraj V. Ranji Mnlji, (1963)9 Guj CR 453;

Nariyrsn Coral 3,Ihatre v. Shanbar Sitara,n Slrantokhi, (1947)69 Born CR 699; Chadha Motor Transport Co. v. R . N.

Chopra, AIR 1968 Del 75; Nandlal v. Ramachandra, AIR 1963 Born 208; Special Land Acquisition Ofjicer, Bssn!'oy V.

Nalrrrlal Jarnnadas, AIR 1961 Born 31; Budhulal Kusturchon,t v. Clthoteial Kasturchand, 1976 MP 

j 734 (FE); Al. Krishna

Panick.ar v. M. Appukuttan Nair, (1993)1 Ker LT 725; Krishnan Ku,nar v, State of Rajasthan, (1991)4 8CC 253; C.

Chinoohasa;-pa v. Dar'angere Primary Coop. Agriruttnre & Rural Development Bank Ltd., AIR 1990 Kant 290 (19S9)2

Kant 277 (1989) Rant LI (Suppt) 161.
3. (1977)13 Guj CR919, pars 12.
'I.	 tiOs;'oodra Rumor lain v. Y.S. Dharmadhikasi, 1976 Job Lj 115 (DO); Ba,ishilal v. Slate ofM.P., 1981 Jab Lj 143; Buddha

bat v. Chhotolal, 1976 Jab Lj 797 (PB).

5. Vcdo;sa!li Animal v. Rajamanickarn PiIlai, 90 LW 692 (DO).

6. An;ichcs Kada,nhan v, Sermon Kudomban, 89 LW 696 (TB).

7.So.basord., Pyne V. Hartnam She, AIR 1950 Cal 179,183,15-1. 	 . -.
S.	 AIR 1938 PC 281,283; Visw,ananaTha Pilot v. ShanmagLam Pitlai, AIR 1999 SC453

Int.-36
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(ii) Courts should not import ;cords into statutes—It is undesirable to import into a section,
N .% hen the Court's duty is to apply the language of the section to the facts of the case before it,
any expression which is not to be found there. We are not permitted by the ordinary law to
import words that are not in a statute unless there are very compelling reasons for the same.9
Tindal, CT, observed in Everett v. Wells' 'It is our duty neither to add to nor to take from a
statute unless we see good reason for thinking that the Legislature intended something which it
has failed precisely to express. The same rule applies to deletion of words.

To read into the section words limiting its operation would be to usurp the functions of the
Legislature which is not within the competence of the High Court or any other Court to do.
Courts cannot read into statutes provisions which are not there, even if they think that
anomalies are not to be avoided otherwise.'

It is the duty of the Court to give full effect to the language used by the Legislature. It has
no power either to give that language a wider or narrower meaning, other than the literal one
unless the other provisions of the Act compel it to give such other meaning.'

(iii) Courts should not extend scope of Act—It is net for the Court to extend the scope of the
Act on the ground of convenience when the language of the law is clear beyond doubt. The scope
of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936, being confined to the claims under Section 15, the authority
appointed under the Act cannot adjudicate upon any and avery dispute in respect of wages!
Similarly, the Court cannot interpret the precise language of Section 17 of the Act in any
different manner merely because the Legislature had not been logical in providing for all the
eventualities in connection with certain dispute.' No Court can introduce arbitrary conditions or
limitations under a statute, this must be left to the Legislature.' Whether statute confers
authority on Court as persona designate and considerations for determining the question.'°

3. Practice of Courts.—A practice which is in contravention of the law, even if such practice
he the practice of it Court cannot make lawful that which is unlawful; nor can a practice
of a High Court justify a court in putting upon an Act of the Legislature a construction which is
contrary to the plain wording of the Act. If it were otherwise, cases might occur in which an
absolutely different construction, based upon practice only, might be placed by Allahabad
High Court, the High Court at Calcutta, the High Court at Madras, the High Court at
Bombay, etc., upon a General Act, applicable to the whole of India, which was susceptible of
one construction only. Such a principle of construction in such a case would lead, not to making
the law certain, but to confusion and uncertainty." These questions must be considered with

1. 589d01i a'. Sr:bir Alt, AIR 1928 All 62; Ks yast ha Co. v. Sits Rem Date, AIR 1929 All 625,641 (1: 13); MuIIan Miinznpetity

V. Kislu,i Ctand, AIR 1927 Lah 276, 277; Nandi Rant v. Jogendra Chandra, AIR 1924 Cal SSI, 882; Noksiiq'h a'.
Ehcloingh, AIR 1930 Nag 73, 77; Brij ltliakan v. S.D.O., Siam, AIR 1955 Pal 1 (SB) ILR 1954 Pat 690; sc's Armmscri v.
Remrccssmal JI:a,ijlmimsmci'ata, AIR 1955 Cal 379; Ahamnmalhssni v. Sutcrarnania Aiy.ar, ILR 1953 TC 2(.

2. Ssnt. Sushila lists Dassi v. Corporation efCa/rullmi, AIR 1954 Cal 257.
3. . (1841(133 ER 747; Virkers Son & Maxim v. Evans, 1910 AC 444 (Lord Loreburn); AI:hayana i md V. Rmmmcshmm'ar, fLR 9 Pal

314,329: AIR 192'D Pal 395, 402 (words not lobe found in a section may be supplied by necessary implication, if the
contest so require); Rosa Sanip v. Gays Poised, AIR 1952 All 610: ll.R48 All 175 (FR).

4.S!a'!'.clsk 56:gli a'. Kamernddin Mscmdal, AIR 1922 Pal 4,5,4-,k6: ICR 2 Pat 94 (FR).
5. H.:fay.:t UIIah a'. Ghata,n Muhammad Beg, AIR 1923 Lab 529.
6. Lin !on Rubls'r Co., Lid. v. Durex Products lime., AIR 1963 SC 18S2.
7. RejJ.snamr Mmlls, LId,, Rmdore v. Inspector, Payment of Wages, Atcdi:ya SIi,srat, AIR 1955 FIB 60.
S.	 'dchd. ,t.Iin Rjdmmami v. District Executive Engineer, N.E.R., AIR 1955 All 150: 1955 All LJ 262.
9. Tsr:clnrd V. C,vc,çer.mn,, AIR 1978 Delhi 58; see also Harlumms a'. RajpsIissl, AIR 1975 i'al 137.
10. PaNic Praseralar, A.P. a'. La'giselly Rarnoyymi, 1975 Moct U (Cr) 155 (Fe) : (1975)1 Andh WR 133; T.V.K. Saslry a'.

05.0., Warangal, (1980) 1 Andli WR 83.

11. Balks,,:,, Rai a'. GoI'ind Fall, Ti:aari, ILR 12 All 129, 135 (FR); VE.RJt.N.R.FS. Chellyar Firs, V. M.P.N. Firm, AIR 1934

Rang 174, 175.
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reference to the provisions of an enactment, and it is clear that the Court cannot allow
considerations of convenience and practice to control the plain meaning of the words used in a
statute. If the interpretation involves any inconvenience or departure from any practice which
may be found to be suited to any class of cases, it would be for the Legislature to consider the
matter.' There is no necessity of giving effect to a wrong view merely because that wrong view
has not been challenged for a long time, that is to say, where the question is the construction to
be put upon a certain enactment.2

There is, however, a very wholesome maxim of law 'optimus legis interpress consue tude.

Garth, C.J., quoting Mr. Broom in his work on 'Legal Maxims',' says "Where a statute uses
language of doubtful import, the acting under it for a long term o wellyears may ell give an
interpretation to that obscure meaning, and reduce that uncertainty to a fixed rule," observed in
Kishori Lal Roy v. Sharut C/tender Mozumdar' 'And I take it, that this principle is
especially applicable, where the subject of interpretation is a matter of everyday occurrence.
And when we find that for a series of eight or ten years, a law which imposes a heavy tax upon
litigation has received a particular interpretation in favour of the suitor and a course of
practice has prevailed for years, throughout the whole country, in accordance with that
interpretation, I think that any Court of Justice ought to he very slow in changing that
interpretation or course of practice to the prejudice of the suitor, unless it sees clear and weighty
reasons for so doing"

Practice, accordingly, is an useful guide where a statute uses a language of doubtful import.
As observed by the Supreme Court of India, "in the matters of State statutes, where procedure
has to be pronounced upon, the practice of the Court is the best guide to interpretation",' but a
practice which is in contravention of the law, even if such practice be the practice of a High
Court, cannot make lawful that which is unlawful.' It is also a well-settled principle of
interpretation that Courts in construing a statute will give much weight to the interpretation
put upon it, at the time of its enactment and since, by those whose duty it has been to construe,
execute and apply it, although such interpretation has not by any means a controlling effect
upon the Courts and may he disregarded for cogent and persuasive reasons, and in a clear case of
error, a court would without hesitation refuse to follow such construction.'

If the words of the statute be plain and clear, it is not for the Court to raise any doubt as to
what they mean.' Nor has the Court right to seek to get behind the rule by any enquiry into the
reason of the rule.'

Where a statute, however, uses language of doubtful import, and has been interpreted in a
Particular manner for a term of years the interpretation given to that obscure meaning may
reduce the uncertainty to a fixed rule.'

4. When two constructions possible—It is the duty of the Court, whenever it is possible to
do so, to construe provisions which appear to conflict so that they harmonise. If two
constructions are possible, the Court must adopt that which will implement and ensure smooth

1. Eisi;''ror V. Ferna,mdez, ILk 45 Born 572, 674.
2. Bohr,i TaD Rim a'. Bohra Dwa,.0 Dia, AIR 1923 All 248,250: ILk 50 All 610.
3. 2nd Ed., at P. 531.
4	 ILk S Cal 593,597 (FB).
5. t'ej Pr.,D,/, )','a,thwav. Vishwa Mo/mo,,, 1932 All LJ 202 (SC).
6	 Mmoodal!y Shoof I a'. B.N. Lmmag, ILR 41 Ben, 555,565.
7,	 ,\I,mlhura ?,!o/,a,m Sa/m, a', Fern Kaa,ar Saha, ILR 43 Ca! 790, 810; Ba,kshwar Bag,,,!! a'. Bha,9'irathi Dos, ILR 35 Cal 701,

713.
8. i'aSmm Fras7.m,9 v. Enp,'ra, AIR 1929 Cal 617, 63'J (50).
9. Araroch,m!a v.5,,?, K4i,, AIR 1925 Mad 449, 451 ILR 49 Mad 399, K,'amal Singh v. Krjah,mm Edi!, AIR 1916 Eon, 301.
10. IJjm!ulla/m n;,, v. C/and,,, Moho,, Bamorj'c, ILk 34 Cal 931,969,970 (Fe).
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and harmonious working of the Constitution and discard that which will stultify the apparent
intention of the Constitution, and, therefore, eschew the other which leads to absurdity or
gives rise to practical inconvenience or makes well-established provisions of existing law
nugatory. 1 When there are two possible constructions, it is the duty of the Court to use the
commonsense construction.' At the same time as between two possible constructions, that which
is conformable to international law as declared in our own tribunals is to he preferred to that
which would involve infringement of the rights of other communities.' The Legislature is
presumed not to enact, anything contrary to international law or the common law of the realm.
But if the language of .a legislative enactment unambiguously and without reasonably
admitting of any ether meaning is in conflict with any principle of international law, the Court
must obey and administer it as it stands whatever may be the responsibility incurred by the
nation to foreign powers in executing such a law, for the Courts, cannot question the authority of
Parliament or assign any limits to its power!

The duty of the Court is not to put construction which seems to the Court,' to be best in the
sense that it will work out with the most justice or with the least inconvenience, but to put a
construction which seems to the Court to be the best in the sense that it is nearest to the

language of the Legislature.'
On a procedural matter pertaining to execution, when' a section yields to two conflicting

constructions, the Court shall adopt a construction which maintains rather than disturb the
equilibrium in the field of execution!

Where a rule of law is absolute in terms the said rule has got to be observed and duly given
effect to, and it is no province of a Court to deviate from the said rule upon any grounds of
expediency.' Whatever may be the opinion of the judicial interpreter of its wisdom or justice, if
the language admits of no doubt, it is to be obeyed.'

It is not permissible to examine and discuss the principle underlying statute, unless the
words of the statute are vague and ambiguous and unless the principle is helpful in clearing up
the ambiguity.'° The business of the interpreter is not to improve the statute, it is to expound
it!'

So far as the intention of the Legislature is concerned, it is dangerous, even if it be
permissible, to arrive at it by any process of logical reasoning, for distinction between logical
reasoning and legal reasoning." The Legislature means what it says and it is not open to law

1. D:ro;hv v. ,9uilick, AIR 1958 Pat 240-242; Chandra 'do/it V. State of ILP., AIR 1966 Sc 1967; Ana,tdji lfariLu v.6,1'.

ko't,,r, AIR 1968 SC 565; C/n,m,jL,I TuL1i,n:ii Fin,, v.9/aLit 0:1 Ramc/ni,,dra Fiat, AIR 1969 ,\ll 164

2. 2,/anaa Singh V. E,x 1 cwr, AIR 1929 All 730 (1).

3. Lee V. Lee, ILR 5 UsC 147,166 (FB).
4. Hati,nt'cai v. Era,,,roz, AIR 1927 Born 278 ILR 51 Born 916 (FB); Tukajiroo v. Soe1.a/:.7,, /I.R 3 Born 251 : AIR 1929

Born I0i3.
5. Uxio,, of/rain v. Maj Baksj,j C/unit, 1976 Rev I.R 312 1976 Cur U (civil) 245 (1976)78 Putsj LIZ 370; S/urn, UI v.

Uric,, Tcmlonj of Ci:audiga,h, (1977)79 Puit) LR 421; Stale v. 'Sauna, (1976)80 Pursj LR 17.

v. C,r,ta,,i /,,duslrioI Bask, AIR 1930 Cal 770,773: ftR 58 Cal 521 : (when provisions claw are dear II is not

competent laCe,,, ts of justice 10 enter into question of natural justice); Ezra v. Secretary cf Stale, ILR 38 Cal 36.

7..	 ,',Ia'oft ui lsIs/ua,:t'/ui li/stat v. 10/e/ Maui/thai CoLt/I .%ui, Al/C 1965 SC 1477 : (1965)2 SCJ 29 : (8965)2 SC/VR I:

(1965)2 SCA 632: 1965 All U) 529 (SC).
S.	 LIter v. Emperor, AIR 1930 All 263.
9. Go1ul C't,n,,dra V. Give C/era,,, AIR 1929 Cal 141, 143; see hlax,vell on 'fi:terprelaiioti of Slal:,/es', 1211, lid.

10. Avoid Bra Los/i v. Carol,, Des, lt.R 53 All 239: AIR 1931 All 162,175 (FO).

11. SeewI.,,-, of Slit/c v. Aru,tar/,ata:n, lU/C 1939 Mad 1017: AIR 1939 Mad 711; B/Ltgal Goj,:d DOS s'. /5,1/i hide,',', ILlS 1

Lot, 367; see also Maxwell or, '/tticrpreta/ioti of S/attiCa', 1211, Ed.; G,,rde'ara 9a,,ka,,a V. Iii, a Gas, AIR 1936 La/i 2119;

Curd jot Sing/i s'. Cc,,lroI Boar!, Local Co:,,,:,illce, Sri Do:ls;r 5.0 11', ILR9 Lah 659, 700.

12.5:. jr Gases/i /s'os,:k & Co. V. I,tco,,:c-t:,x Officer, Qai/,"t, 1973 SIer UT 763 (DC).
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Courts to say that it would have meant something else. If the Legislature gives a right, it is not
open to law Courts to take away or curtail that right merely because a Court thinks the
Legislature has acted illogically.'

5. Court should not decide what is unnecessary—A Court should decide only those questions

which directly arise from the facts of the particular case before it. It is always inadvisable to
travel outside the facts of a particular case and express hypothetical opinions which may only
embarrass Judges who may have to consider cases in future which arise on different facts.' Lord
Blackburn observed in Baroness Wenlock v. Ricer Dee Company3

"It is not necessary to decide anything as to the effect of Ashbury Co. v. Riche! The
course of argument took makes me think it proper to say—though it is quite true as Mr.
Righby said that it was not necessary for the decision in Ashbiiry Co. v. Riche to do more
than decide what the law was with regard to a company formed under the Companies Act,
1862,—that I think the law there laid down applies to all companies crested by any
statute for a particular purpose. I think that if I were to confine the effect of the decision to
companies created under the Act of 1862, and to say it did not extend to such corporation as
this, I should do wrong. The law is proverbially uncertain. That cannot he helped. But I
think I should unjustifiably add to the uncertainty if I set an example Of edheritig to my

previous reasoning (even should I still think it better than that of noble and learned Lords
who decided against it) in every case not precisely involving the very same politt!
6. Admission of a party does not affect construction.—When the facts are fully set and

admitted, a parts opinion about the legal effect of those facts is of no consequence in construing
the section. No estoppel arises by reason of the admission of the party of such effect.'

7. No waiver of compliance with statutory provisions—There can be no waiver of
compliance with statutory provisions enacted in the public interest, nor estoppel against setting
up non-compliance with them even when the provisions relate to the form of contracts between
individuals and public bodies created by or under a statute.'

8. To make the statute effective, if possible.—It is the duty of the Court to make what it
can of statutes, knowing that they are meant to be operative, and not inept, and nothing short of
impossibility should allow a Judge to declare a statute unworkable!

However rigid, the law should he interpreted in a flexible manner so as to see that the rule
of law is not abrogated and merely on a technical ground one is not made to suffer.'

It is true that as observed by Burrougli J . in Richardson v. Mellish,' public policy is 'an
unruly horse and dangerous to ride" and as observed by Cave, J . in Re ?vlirami,'' it is, "a branch
of the law, however, which certainly should not be extended, as judges are more to be trusted as
interpreters of the law than as expounders of what is called public policy.' But as observed by

1. Mahotned Jamil v. Saudagar Singh, ILR 1943 LaX 333: AIR 1915 i.af, 127 (SB).

2. Hernan v. Slate of Bornhay. AIR 1951 Born 121.

3. (1885)10 AC 354, 360.

4	 LB 7 HI. 653,

5. Kalidas v. State of Bombay, AIR 1955 SC 62 1953 SCJ 159; Ra,nach,in;tra Rutty v. Ran sutucr.:':'u., AIR 1956 SC

319,333-

6. Young v. Mayor, etc. of Leamington, (1352)5 QBD 579 : (corporation held 001 hound by a contract which was not

under seal); see also dstelliss v. Shirley Local Board, (1833)16 QBD 446.

7. Murray v. Inland Rcrcsn,e Connnrnfssio,ner, 1918 AC 541,553; Bye v. lslnnioterf.:r Lasts cfN'rn' South Wa/cs, (1954)3 All ER

514, 524 (PC); Notes v. DoecaslcrAnnniJ5ann.ite:t Collieries, Ltd., (3940)3 All ER 549,554 1910 AC 1014.

8. .. 's.sa' v. Arj:.ula/. AIR 1978 All 243; see also Sa,ssnddi,n Mia v. ,',tunsi AdaI, AIR 1976 Cat 52.

9. 1..1)2Bing 229,232:130 CR294

It).	 (1591)1 QB 5°4, 595:7 TL  300.
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Prof. Winfield in his article 'public policy in the English common Law' 'some judges appear to
have thought it (the unruly horse of public policy) more like a tiger and refused to mount it at
all, perhaps because they feared'the fate of the young lady of Riga. Others have regarded it
like Balaa 'm's ass which would carry its rider nowhere. But none, at any rate at the present
day, has looked upon it as a Pegasus that might soar beyond the momentary needs of the
community". After quoting the above, the Supreme Court in Rafanchand Hire C/mud V: Asker

Hau'az Jung: pointed out that all courts have at one or the other felt the need to bridge the gap
between what is and what is intended to be, that the courts cannot in such circumstances shirk
from their duty and refuse to fill the gap, that in performing this duty they do not foist upon
the society their value judgments, that they respect and accept the prevailing values, and to
what is expected of them, and that on the other hand the Court will fail in their duty if they
do not rise to the occasion but approve helplessly of an interpretation of a statute or a document
or of an action of an individual which is certain to subvert the social goals and endanger the
public good.

Effect should be given to the intent of the legislature even if the provision in a statute is
unhappily worded. Lord Donning in (1949)2 ALL ER 155 said, "whenever a statute comes up for
consideration it must be remembered that it is not within human powers to forsee the manifold
set of facts which may arise, and even if it were, it is not pdssible to provide for them in terms
free from all ambiguity .......A Judge cannot simply fold his hands and blame the draftsman. He
must set to work on the constructive task of finding the intention of the Parliament, and he must
do this not only from the language of the statute but also from a construction of the social
conditions which gave rise to it and of the mischief it was passed to remedy and then he must
supplement the written word, so as to give force and life to the intention of the legislature. Put
into Homel y metaphor it is this : A Judge should ask himself the question how if the makers of
the Act have themselves come across this ruck in the contexture of it they would have
straightened it out. I-Ic must then do what they would have done, A Judge should not alter the
material of the Act is woven, but he can and should iron out the creases,"

In Enyic Joint Water Board v. Eoethit, Lord Simon of Claisdale said "The task of courts is
to ascertain what was the intention of Parliament, actual or to be imputed, in relation to the
facts as found by the court.....But on scrutiny of a statutory provision, it will generally appear
that a given situation was within the direct contemplation of the draftsman as the situation
calling for statutory regulation, this may be called the primary situation. As to this,
Parliament will certainly have manifested an intention. The primary statutory Intention. But
situations other than the primary situation may present themselves for judicial secondary
situations, As regards these secondary situations, it may seem likely in some cases that the
draftsman had them in contemplation, in others, not. Where it seems likely that a secondary
situation was not within the draftsman's contemplation, it will be necessary for the Court to
impute an intention to the Parliament in the way I have prescribed, that is, to determine, what
would have been the statutory intention if the secondary situation had been within the
parliamentary contemplation (a secondary intention)."

1. (192S)42 H.r v. L. Rn', 76, 91.
2. (1991)3 5CC 67.
3. (1972)1 All ER 1057; quoted in (Dr) SOl:r's Sw nuO'a i.':rsi::g )9,w V. State 0J Karu:mtaka, AIR 1392 Earn 274 (D13)

lEE 1591 Earn 3072.
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1. Classification of Acts—General and Spccial.—What is a general statute and what is a
special statute is often a question of difficulty to solve in most cases; but the classification has
to he made with reference to the context in each case and the subject-matter dealt with by each
statute. As Justice Ramesan has pointed out in Thammnnyya v. Rajah Ttladapu qapati, 1 most Acts
can be classed as General Acts from one point of view and Special Act from another. For
example, it may be argued as he says that the Contract Act which is applicable to all is
general in relation to the Labour Act which is limited to the relationship of the employer and
the employee; and in another sense the Labour Act which applies to all concerns will be general
in relation to the labour employed in concerns engaged in supplies as essentials.m 'A General Act

prima fade, is that which applies to the whole community. In the natural meaning of the term
it means an Act of Parliament which is unlimited both in its area and, as regards the
individual, in its effects."' A special law must be taken as exhaustive in the subj ect it enacts.
Rights not expressly conferred by it cannot be allowed to he spelled out by means of analogy nor
can considerations of expediency and convenience unwarranted by the term of the statute be
called in aid to enlarge the scope of its provisions. If there is a Special Act and a General Act,
dealing with the same matter, the Special Act overrides the General Act.' Thus, it has been
held that the provisions of Section 41 of the Life Insurance Corporation Act, which is a Special

AIR 1930 Mad 963.
Labour Commissioner v. Mysore Iran and Steel Works Labour Association, AIR 1952 Mys 21,23 (PB). In this case looking
at the preambles to the two Acts, it may be said with more justification that in the particular context the Labour
Act is  General Act and the Essential Services Act is  Special Act.
R. v. London CC, (1593)2 Qt3 454,462-

Pushpa Bai V. Sutorluix.i Stuuo,m, (1959)1 Andh WR 363 [Hyderabad Houses (Rent, Eviction and Lease) Control Act,

XX 0119541.
Jetlimil v. ticeraLml, AIR 1958 Raj 48, 50; State v. Rsliimnbhoy, AIR 1957 Born 78; Faguram V. Psnnaial, AIR 1962 Pat 272

(special provision in Section 31, Presidency Small Cause Courts Act and general provision in Order XXI), Rule 5,

CPC.; Xxtamxl,ma v. Mxuicipsl Cosr.ril, AIR 1959 Andh Pra 1. 2 (Chandra Reddy, CI); Dr. Lallabhai v. Karimnblmai,

AIR 195S Born 276,2 7/7 (Chainani, J.); Sarah Kunmar Sisarma v. 21:d Add;tisnat District Judge, Etawsh, 1931 All Q 525.
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Act, will override the provisions of Section 446 of the Companies Act, which is a General Act.
Similarly, Section 49-E of the Income-tax Act, 1922 being a general provision has been held to
give way to the special provisions of Sections 223 and 229 of the Indian Companies Act, 1913.' In
TM. Dlutrmarajan v. Union of India,' the contention that Rule 48 of Defence and Internal
Security of India Rules, 1971 being a General law must give way to the Prevention and
Publication of Objectionable Matter Act, which is a Special law, did not find favour with the
Court. When there is a special provision made by the Legislature in the matter of a
presumption to be drawn in particular prosecutions, the drawing of presumption in those
P rosecutions shall be regulated by the special provisions and not by the general provision.' It is
familiar law that a specific statute controls over a general one 'without regard to priority of
enactment'.'

The Delhi Court Act is a general law and the Arbitration Act, a special law which is
earlier and which is later is, therefore, not relevant. The principle will have to be kept its
view whether the right created by law, e.g. Section 10 of the Delhi High Court Act, being later
in point of time can confer a right of appeal without repealing Section 39 of the Arbitration Act
which is earlier in point of lime. The doctrine of repeal by implication is not available. Both
Section 10 of the Delhi High Court Act and Section 39 'of the Arbitration Act have to be
construed harmoniously and on this principle of harmonious construction it has to be held that
an order under Section 5 of the High Court being a judgment within the meaning of Section 10 of
that Act, appeal against it is specifically barred being impermissible on a mere reading of
Section 39, Arbitration Act.'

Where a specific power is conferred without prejudice to the generality of the general
powers already specified the particular power is only illustrative and does not in any way
restrict the general power.'

This familiar doctrine of special overriding the general can only be applied in a case where
both deal with the same subject-matter.'

Special statutory provisions do prevail over the general provisions of the law", said the
Rajasthan High Court while interpreting, an amended provision of the Rajasthan Premises
(Control of Rent and Eviction) Act, 1950.'

2. Special provisions followed by General Act.—A general statute is presumed to have only

general cases in view, and not particular cases which have been already otherwise provided

1. Da,,9 ('olfi Sl:ew v. Life Insurance Corporation, AIR 1966 SC 135: (1965)2 SCJ 371.

2. U,tio,, of India v. !ndia Fisheries (Private), Ltd., AIR 1966 sc 35: (1965)2 SC) 248.

3. 90 LW 145 (11)3).
4. Stole v. Ka'ur Ctu,:J, AIR 1958 Born 311, 313.

5. Bnlo:, IVoIch Co. v. U,,ited Stales, 361 Us 753 :6 L Ed 2d 72, 76; Townsend v. Little, 109 US 504, 512 27 L Ed 1012,

1015: 265 US 204,208: 76 LEd 704, 703:322 US 102,107: 88 1, Ed 1163,1167:353 US 222, 22S:1 L Ed 2d 766, 790.

6. (MIs.) Banaari Lit (Zadha Stolen v. The Punjab State Co-eperaliee Supply and Modeling Federation Ltd., AIR 1983 Dell,i

402 (DB).
7. On, Porkosh v. Union of India, AIR 1971 SC 771, 773-74 (Jogoismol,an Reddy, J.); D.K. Triecdi & Sons v. Stole of

Cnjar.a, AIR 1966 SC 1323 : (1906)1 SCJ 475 : 1986 (Supp) SCC 20 : (1936)2 Cur CC 481 : (1986)3 Supreme 1:
(197(, )2 U) (SC) 301 :1986(2)27 Cuj LR 1230, quoting with approval AIR 1945 PC 136: (1945)72 led App 241 and

(1)71)2 SUIt, 197: AIR 1970 SC 2097.
8. Pie Authon.sed Officer v. Al. Ran,aswonzy Goandcr, 1983 ML) 269.
9. Corona SAn Co. v. tiC Coal, AIR 1979 Pa) 1; see also R.K. loriS/i v. Uris, Vcrn:a, AIR 1979 Delhi 17, case under Delhi

Rent Cn'::trI Act, 1953; Clean Sing/i v. Mojo, AIR 1976 Furj & liar 310 (FE).
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for by Special or Local Act. Maxwell in Interpretation of Statutes has put the matter thus
Having already given its attention to the particular subject and provided for it the

Legislature is reasonably presumed not to intend to alter that special provision by a
subsequent general enactment unless that intention be manifested in explicit language, or
there be something which shows that the attention of the Legislature had been turned to
the Special Act and that the General one was intended to embrace the special cases
provided for by the previous one, or there be something in the nature of the General one
making it unlikely that an exception was intended as regards the special Act. In the
absence of these conditions, the general statute is read as silently excluding from its
operation the cases which have been provided for by the Special One.
The rule that general provisions will not abrogate special provisions cannot be pressed too

far. A general statute may repeal a particular statute, and there is no rule of law which
prevents this. If the provisions of the Special Act are wholly repugnant to the general statute,
it would be possible to infer that the special Act was repealed by the general statute.' There
may be facts and circumstances showing that the Legislature intended to repeal the special Act.
Each case is to be decided on its own facts and circumstances. 3 A general statute may repeal a
prior special Act, without expressly naming it, when the provisions of both cannot stand
together, and it is clear the Legislature intended to effectuate such repeal. A general law does
not abrogate an earlier special one by mere implication. Where there are general words in a
later Act which are capable of reasonable and sensible application without extending them to
subjects specially dealt with by earlier legislation, the earlier and special legislation cannot
be held to have been indirectly repealed, altered or derogated from merely by force of such
general words, without indication of a particular intention to do so.'

3. General Act followed by special Act.—'If the special Act is made after the general Act,
says Reilly, J . , in Corporation of Madras v. Electric Tranlu'aye, Ltd .," the position, is even
simpler. Having made the general Act if the Legislature afterwards makes a special Act in
conflict with it, we must assume that the Legislature had in mind its own general Act when it
made the special Act, and made the special Act which is in conflict with the general Act, as an
exception to the general Act.' Where there was a conflict between Section 27 of the Evidence
Act, 1872 and Section 162 of Criminal Procedure Code, 1898, as amended in 1923 (Section 162 of
Act No. 2 of 1974), Din Mohammad, J . , opined in l-Iaka;n Kltudayar v. Et;tperoC	 -

9th Ed at p. 184 (followed in Stha Sisgh v. Sumter Singh, 3 LLJ 522, 526) AIR 1921 Lah 250; Giadan, Stahl. v.

Rajcshasr, AIR 1911 Lah 361; Caciod Ran, v. KasJii ball,, JLR 58 All 505 AIR 1936 All 239; Cr;ralicsi of Madras v.

Madras Electric Tranin'ays, Ltd., AIR 1931 Mad 152,156; Montreal Corporation v. Montreal lndnslriat lant Co., Ltd., AIR

1932 PC 252, 251; quoting Barker v. Edgar, IS98 AC 749; Sontasundara v. M.P. Co-o1'eralitsa Society, AIR 195$ Mad 711.

(çeneral law would not prevail over specific enactment).

Municipal Council v. TI. Joseph, AIR 1963 SC 1561.
Maharaj Shoe IJ,naid Mills v. Union a! India, AIR 1960 Rai 92, 98.

Ltarsay v. Slate, AIR 1958 Born 354,364; Seward v. Vera Cruz, (1884)10 AC 59, 68; Barker v. Edgar, 1898 AC 748, 754;

see also Lakshn,j Chard Galabchand v. Prcsid,'at, Aianici;,al Coiuwitice, Bhanpura, 1962 Jab LJ 1023; I9s2 MPLJ 1100; see
also I'ralap Singh v. Ma,,n,ohas Dey, AIR 1966 SC 1931; Suraj,nal v. Slate of Rajasthan, AIR 1967 Raj 104; Ruslomji

Cawasji fat v. Income-lax Officer, AIR 1965 MI' 170, 175 (Dixil, C.J.).

AIR 1931 Mad 152,156: ILR 51 Mad 364; Aelalal v. R. ]'at Singh, AIR 1958 MP 7,8.
AIR 1940 Lab 129, 152 : ILR 1940 Lah 212 (1 B) : 1 he principle is that a General Act is to be construed as not
cc-pealing a particular one, that is one, directed towards a special object," per Rarnassvainy, J . , in La,s-,ni luarai,, v.

Puuha,,a,, Khan, AIR 1949 Pat 73 : 'It is patent that Order 21, Rule 55, is framed in snider language. It does not
as riot the class of pccsossw h-a may moi.o the ale po0 I, and to ha I cx In I 55 not ir,ccr,sistest ic-itt; Scticns 224,

Orissa Tenancy Act, 1913. Scalo K,:'x.a:u5sah (ha s'. Slate cjBihar, AIR 1906 Pal 97.
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"1 am; therefore, of opinion (a) that the Evidence Act is not a 'Special law', but a
'general Act' which to borrow the language of Lord Bowen 'applies to the whole community
and is unlimited both in its area and as regards individuals in its effect or, in the words of
Lord Blackburn, 'is a general enactment for the benefit of all His Majesty's liege subjects';
and (b) that being an earlier Act, it has been abrogated to that particular extent with
which we are at present concerned by the enactment of Section 162 at a later period.
Consequently, statements which were, prior, to the enactment of Section 162, admissible in
evidence in the circumstances sp ,ecified in Section 27, cannot now he used as evidence for any
purpose whatever."

"Where general words in a later Act are capable of reasonable and sensible application
without extending to subjects specially dealt with by earlier legislation that earlier and
special legislation is not to he held indirectly repealed, altered or derogated from merely
by force of such general words without any indication," says Them Mating, J . , in Paw Kyci
Nyiiiit v. King. "of a particular intention todo so. Section 14(b) of the Courts (Emergency
Provisions) Act, 1943, does not purport to amend Section 413 (Section 376 of Act No. 2 of 1974)
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It really provides that the said section shall have
effect as if it read in a certain manner. So long as Section 14(b) of the said Act is in force,
that is to say, so long as the emergency continues, Section 413 (Section 376 of Act No. 2 of
1974) of the Code is to have the same effect regardless of any amendment or amendments
that may be made in its wording by any general Amendment Act. In other words, the special
enactment for the emergency; must override any general enactment and the latter can have
full play only after the special enactment has expired." 	 -
Where there was a special Act dealing with a special subject resort should he had to that

Act instead of to a general provision which is exercisable or which was available under
extraordinary circumstances only.' The Orissa Merged States (Laws) Act of 1950 is admittedly a
special enactment which expressly makes provision in respect of the private lands of the Ruler
and creates a machinery for the decision of disputes between him and his tenants in respect of
Khamar lands. The definitions of 'landlord' and 'tenant' given in Orissa Tenants Protection Act,
3 of 1948, should, therefore, be extended only to those classes of persons who answer the
description of landlord and tenant in those areas, and not to a Ruler who was not a landlord at
an y time.'

In the very nature of things a general Act must yield to a special Act dealing with a
specified subjecf-matter. 1 The Essential Commodities Act, 1953, being a general Act must yield
to the Defence of India Act, 1971, which is a special legislation designed for the period of
proclamation of emergency and for six months thereafter. This principle applies to the Defence
of India Rules also.' This is so in the case of statutory Rules also. If there he any conflict, the
Special Rules framed by the Government under Section 134, which are in relation to a
particular tax and a particular Municipal Board, will override or supersede the general Rules
framed by the Slate Government under Section 153 read with Section 296, Municipalities Act.'
A power conferred in general terms cannot be construed to authorise the doing of something
which is contrary to or inconsistent with some other specific provision of a statute,'

1. 1946 Rang LR2di9,210-211.
2. 0o1'm!ji V. Shne Ch,eid, AIR 1955 All 23.
3. 11.,,-i lie-a Suh v. He-jOur Patrick, AIR 1950 Orissa 101.
4. Puma I, 3s'sI,neli Tn,si' v. Luikuh,,mi Deui, AIR 1963 SC 1077.
5. AJ.m,-sh Krjshj Scm,-,, K,sl,-a v. Co,'cre,,,,-et of Al p ., 1990 jab LJ 629 (DO).

6. Cc,,tr.,l Distillery & C/,ce,jcal Works, Ltd. v. State of UI'., (1 5 75)9 All 1.1, 46 (Eli).

7. St.tc of Ge-out v.Sjs,9 L,,ks,,,,i U,,,urshj, AIR 1966 Goj 233 ILR 1966 Cuj 233 (I'l).
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The provisions of Bihar Land Encroachment Act, 31 of 1950, are certainly repugnant to the
provisions of the Limitation Act inasmuch as they completely ignore the' law of limitation
which prevails in the country. Section 29(2) of the Limitation Act cannot save the Act because
in fact the Act does not prescribe a period of limitation different from the one prescribed by the
Limitation Act.

4. Prcsuinption.—Where a general intention is expressed, and also a particular intention
which is compatible with the general one, the particular intention is considered an exception to
the general one. Even when the later, or later part of the enactment is in the negative, it is
sometimes reconcilable with the earlier one by so treating it. If, for instance, an Act in one
section authorized a corporation to sell a particular piece of land and in another prohibited it
from selling 'any land, the first section would be treated, not as repealed by the sweeping terms
of the other, but as being an exception to it.' In Siba Singh v. Sunder Singh, 5 the question for
decision was whether the suit was governed by the provisions of the Punjab Loans Limitation
Act, 1904 or by Article 75 of the Indian Limitation Act, 1903. In other words', observed Shadi
Lal, Cj.:"we have on the one side Article 75 of the Indian Limitation Act which in express
terms governs all suits based on bonds payable by instalments and containing a default clause, on
the other hand, there is Article 162 of the Punjab Act which is a provision applicable to all
suits based on bonds payable by instalments by containing no such clause. Which of these two
provisions is to prevail? Now the rule of interpretation of statutes is that a general statute
must yield to a special Act applicable to a particular locality. A general statute is presumed to
have only general cases in view, and not particular cases which have already been provided
for by special or local Act."

Where special provision is made in a special statute that special provision excludes the
operation of general provision in the general law.' Thus, Section 12 of the Bihar Money Lenders
Act, 1974, opens with a non-obstanle clause, i.e. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in any lass' or anything having the force of law or in any agreement' is a special
provision which excludes the operation of a general provision in the general law.' When there
was a special Act such as, the Guardians and Wards Act, 1690 dealing with a special subject,
that is, the subject of minors, resort should be had to that Act instead of to the general power
under Section 491 (no corresponding section in 1973 Code), Cr. P.C., which was exercisable and
available under extraordinary circumstances only.6 A special Act on the same subject passed
subsequently where an earlier general Act deals with the same matter as the special Act
constitutes an exception to the general enactdent.' Thus where. Rent Control Acts are in force,
the landlord cannot obtain eviction, unless he satisfied the requirements of those Acts. The

B, ;f Sh,il.han v.5.0.0., Sia'a',, AIR 1955 Pat 11, 21, 27.

See Annul liedO v. State 'fAdhra Pradesh, AIR 1959 Andhra 141; see fstaxwell on lnlerpretat ion of Statutes, pp. 16S-

169, 11 01 Ed., principle being enunciated in Dc l'Autan v. Brec o n Corporation. (1559)28 LJ Ch 598, 609; Taylor v.
Oldham Corporation, (1S76)1 Ch 0395; Churchill v. Crease, (1525)130 ER 1025, 1030; ccc also Nagpur K.K. Saniaj

Corporation of City of Na,çpnr, AIR 1959 Born 112.

AIR 1921 Lab 2S0, 252; ceo also Thamniayya V. R.afah Tyadapusapali, AIR 1930 Mad 953; Secretary of Stale v. Hindustan

Co-operative Jnsurauee Society, Ltd., AIR 1931 PC 149, 153.

Official Li,iuiilalers V. Nara,, Dnnuat, AIR 1934 Sind 59; Cheltyar E.A. Oral V. Ce,o,ur. of IT., AIR 1930 Rang 37;

Collector, ttetnbay V. Ka,nala t'alzoji, AIR 1934 lOom 162; Batsurao v. Sunder, AIR 1936 Nag 180; Dow, ,\'arehi Das v. Stale,

AIR 11965 Cal 215,216 (A,neresh Roy, J,); see also I'ijai Shaukar Lot V. Radha Krishna Ji, 1979 All LJ 512.

Mc. hd. Yaous V. Stale of Edr, (1951)29 ItUJR 72(00).
Gopalfi v. Shore Chant, AIR 1955 All 28, 30;Jvlot. Ilaidori Beg 	 v. Jacrad Ali, AIR 1935 All 55.

L,IarCo,ao,iscio,i,rv. ,'Cusroe 1. & S.W.L. Association, AIR 1952 M ys 21,23 (PB).
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general law of landlord and tenant to that extent will give way to the special Act.'
Where a statute creates a special liability (like Stamp Act) the special definition of any

term given in such a statute joust supersede and prevail over the ordinary connotation of that
term in which it is understood at common law (like mortgage-deed in Transfer of Property Act).'

Penal jO'oc'isions.---Thus it is ordinarily desirable that when an act or Omission is made
penal by two Acts, one geheral and other special, the Sentence should be passed under the
special Act!

It is a clear principle of law that when there is a conflict between a special statute dealing
with a special kind of property and a general statute enacted subsequently and dealing with all
kinds of property, it is by the former that the rights of the parties must he governed with
regard to the special kind of property.' The ride is that the general prov isions do not derogate

from the special proz';sietis, t but that the latter do derogate from the farmer! To what extent
the provisions of a special enactment override the provisions of a general enactment must
depend upon the language of the soecial Act!

Pursuant to Section 22 of the Oudh Estates Act, 1869, a widow is entitled to succeed to a
settled estate and hold it according to the provisions of the Act. Under Sections 16 and 17 of
Oitdh Settled Estates Act, 1917, the person entitled to and in possession of a settled estate has
certain limited posers of transfer for public purposes and for granting agricultural leases. It was
contended in Ramitnij Bhan v. Manrsj Kiter, 3 as the widow has only a life-interest under the Act
of 1869, she could make any transfer or lease which would enure beyond her life-time. Their
Lordships of the Oudh Chief Court repelled the contention and observed

appears to its that Sections 16 and 17 apply in terms to any person who is for the time
being entitled to and in possession of a settled estate and we have already shown that such
a person may he a widow who succeeds to the estate on an intestacy. The Act of 1917 is a
special Act relating to a special class of estates in Oudh and if there is any conflict between
the powers given to the holder of a settled estate under the Act of 1917 and the power
conferred upon a widow who succeeds under Section 22 of the Act of 1869 then the provisions
of the special Act must override the provisions of the Act of 1S69!
When the Legislature has given its attention to a separate subject, and made provision for

it, the presumption is that a subsequent general enactment is not intended to interfere with the
special provision unless it manifests that intention very clearly!

Nai Ba/itt v. Ruin Narayan, 1978 Jab LJ 252 (SC).
t'adum Q)asdlain V. Chief Contra/Rag Revenue Authority, AIR 1978 All 644,643 (SI) (Mukherjee, 1.).
Kulod.i Brand Ptlajuwtar v. Eoçct'rar, 4 C LJ 439,442: 11 CWN 100; see also Rain Nat/tv, Emperor, 26 C LI 362: 84 IC
711 (All).
Sri pad v. Tit1j000uiarao, AIR 1938 Born 372, 374.
'Alongil'ai Haririni v. Slate of Makarashira, AIR 1966 SC 882.
SlishrCal v. Ru/an/al, 163 IC 623 (Nag); KJiemchand v. Dhanraj, 16 CC LR 52 at 54. A general article does not govern
where there is a particular article to cover the case; Krishna v. Situ Rain, AIR 1931 Nag 47; Bikrant Kishore v. Ttfu:nl

Jlossain, AIR 1942 Cal 887,592; Narna v. Aminani, ILR 39 Mad 951,936; see atsoJ K. Co/Ion Spinning and Wea:'ing Mills
Co., Ltd. v. Slate ef UP., AIR 1961 SC 1170; Slate of Gujarat v. Patel Ramjibhui Danablvii, AIR 1979 SC 1093 (1103);
(kIln.) Tooail Laboratories Put. Ltd., Ahmedabad v. Union of Julia, (1990)2 Gui LR 1017; Ashoka Marketing Ltd. V.

Punjab National Bulks, AltO 1991 SC 855 (5j): (1990)4 SCC 405.
Jagzi'a Dl:a'iakv. King-Emperor, AIR 1926 Pal 232 : ICR 5 Pat 63. But the intention to limit the operation of the
general provisilin most he clear; Fernandez v. Emperor. ILR 45 Born 672: AIR 1921 1/em 374.
AIR 1935 Ou,lh 193,206: It.R 10 Luck 606.
Barker v. EJçor, 1898 AC 713.
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3. No repeal by implication ordinarily. —A general statute cannot be treated as impliedly
repealed by a local or special statute, because ordinarily the general law of the country is not
altered by special legislation made without particular reference to it. Thus the Transfer of
Property Act enacts the general law of transfer for India, whereas the Central Provinces
Tenancy Act is nothing more than a subsequent local legislation made for a particular purpose
and with reference to a particular locality.' Under Section 26, General Clauses Act, if an act
constitutes an offence under two or more separate enactments, the offender is liable to be
prosecuted and punished under either or any of those enactments, but shall not be liable 10 he
punished twice for the same offence. It is implicit in Section 26 that two separate enactments
can exist side by side, although both of them make the same act punishable as an offence. If the
Legislature intended to repeal Section 409, LP.C., by the enactment of the Prevention of
Corruption Act, 1947, it would have expressly said so in the special Act itself. There must
appear some strong reason to suggest that the previous enactment which has not been expressly
repealed by the subsequent Act stands repealed by implication. Section 5, I.P.C., specifically
provides that the provisions of the Code shall remain unaffected by any special or local law.
That being so, if the intention of the Legislature was to substitute Section 5(1)(c) of Act 2 of 1947
in place of Section 409, I.P.C., in relation to public servants, one Would expect a specific
provision to that effect in the special Act itself. In the absence of such express provision it
would he difficult to read any repeal by implication. The mere fact that under the special Act
the accused has been given certain privileges which are not available to him under the general
law will hardly be a good reason for inferring repeal by implication.'

Where a statute confers a general power to make rule as well as a particular power to make
rules relating to specified matters, the particular power cannot he held to curtail the width of
the general power'

It is a well-recognised rule of interpretation that where there is a general law and a
special law relating to a particular class of object, the general law should be so applied as not
to affect the special provisions unless an intention to abrogate the special law can be spelt out
from the provisions in the general law.

Where the provisions of the special statute are wholly repugnant to the general statute it
would be possible to infer that the special statute was repealed by the general enactment.'

6. Conflict between special and general statutes—In case of conflict between the two
statutes—one special and the other general—the tests to determine as to one which would
prevail are as elucidated by the Supreme Cosfrt in Ajoy Kuniar v. Union of India,'

'(i) The legislature has right to alter a law already promulgated through subsequent
legislation.

(ii) A special law may be altered, abrogated or repealed by a later general law by an
express provision.

I.	 Raw Natli v. Roam Lot, AIR 1929 Nag 246, 249; see also Wiltshire County Valuation Committee v. Marlborough and

Ramisl;miry Rating Authority, (1948)1 AER 694, exemption from 'poor' rate not abrogated by later General Act, unless it

was addressed in plain language to the former.

2. O,xprahash v. State, AIR 1955 All 275 (FB); Amnarendra lOath Roy v. State, AIR 1955 Cal 236 (In 1952 Purij 96 it was

held to the contrary).

3. .Ot:aran Chaulum Salia V. Sammat Kumar Semi, AIR 1964 Cal 460, 465 (Durga Dos Boss', J.).

4	 Food Inspector v. Siac(Tf and Dholakar (P) Ltd., 1983 EFR (Ker) 164.

5. Union of India v. Btmagsiamidas, (1968)1 SCWR 270:1968 SCD 420.

6. 19&1(3)SCCl27.
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(iii) A later general law will override a prier special law if the two are so repugnant to
each other that they cannot co-exist even though no express provision in that behalf
is found in the general law.

NO It is only in the absence of a provision to the contrary and of a clear inconsistency that
a special law will remain wholly unaffected by a later law.

The question sometimes arises when there is a conflict between two special Acts each of
which may he described as special in some particular sense as to how far the later Act should
prevail over the earlier Act. In such cases, it would seem that the rule is that the Court should
lean against repeal of the earlier Act by implication and unless it is absolutely clear that the
operation of the first Act has to be curtailed by the later Act, the previous Act should he held
to continue in force, even though the later Act may be regarded as special in some other sense.
Special in respect of locality is given greater importance rather than speciality in respect of
subject-matter, otherwise it would be impossihlrto compare the degree of speciality.'

l'iansesan, J., illustrates the above principles in Ti:mimayya v. Rajah Tyadapusapati 2 thus,
For instance, in Seward v. Vera Cruz,' first we had Lord Campbells Act relating to claims for

damages for less of life by reason of tort, and later oil Admiralty Court of 1861 was passed
giving jurisdiction over any claim for damages done by any ship. In this case it may he said that
each Act is a special Act from one point of view, but general from the other point of view. It was
held that jurisdiction under Lord Campbells Act was not affected and the Admiralty Court
had no jurisdiction under the second Act. At page 68 Lord Seihorne says : Now if any thing be
certain it is this; that where there are general words in a later Act capable of reasonable and
sensible application without extending them to subjects specially dealt with the earlier
legislation you are not to hold that earlier and special legislation indirectly repealed, altered
or derogated from merely by force of such general words, without any indication of a particular
intention to do so. And ho refers to the case of H.Iwkins v. Gaihercole, 5 I may observe that he
starts by saying : Where theie are general words in a later Act. He does not refer to the nature
of the later Act, general or special. As I will presently show, though the Estate Lands Act may
be regarded as a special Act from one point of view, the provision of Section 191 providing 30
days -for first appeal is really a very general provision and not in the nature of special
provision. In Kutner v. Philips,' first we had the City of London Courts Act giving jurisdiction
over defendants who had employment within the city, though they did not dwell or carry on
business there; and then came the County Courts Act, 1888. It was held that the first Act was
unaffected by the second one. In Sn1itlI's Estate Clements v. Wards, 7 an earlier Act, 43 Geo. 3,
giving power to all persons to settle or devise lands or goods for any church, provided it was
months before death held not to be affected by the Married Women's Property Act, 1882; which
gave absolute power to married women to dispose of property by will. Here the later Act is a
special Act in the sense that it applied to married women and not to all persons, but the first

V1dePrahladh:bai Rajn-ir,: AtchIa v. Pophalbhai Ha,ibiui Pact, (1995)2 Cu) LIZ 1752:191)5(2) Cu) LH 473: (1996)1 C:)
CR564.
Tharn'nayy2 V. Ra;ah Tyadapasapali, ll.R 54 Mad 92: AIR 1930 Mad 963, 965, 969.
AIR 1930 Mad 963, 968-69: 1CR 54 Mad 92; see also Cub v. Em7eror, AIR 1929 Nag 17 (53); King-Eruperor V. Isdu
Bhusas, AIR 1926 Cal 819: ILR 53 Cal 521.
(1854)10 AC 59.
(1853)24 LJ Ch 332.

(1891(2 QI3D 267.
(1337)35 Ch D 559.
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Actis special in the sense that it dealt with property given to church, whereas the Married
Women's Property Act, 1874, dealt with all kinds of settlements and devices. The general
principle of a special Act not being repealed by a later Act, was recognized by the Privy Council
in a case from India in Unnoda Persad v. Kristo Kninar. 1 There their Lordships held that the
rule of limitation under the Bengal Tenancy Act, 10 of 1859, was not affected by the rule of
limitation in Act 14 of 1859 which is a general Limitation Act. Now in that case, the first Act,
of course, was a special Act as it related to the relation between the land-holders and tenants in
the Bengal Presidency but from another point of view it may be said that the second Act is also
special Act because it relates to one particular question of procedure, viz., limitation of action
and does not deal with any substantial right whereas the earlier Bengal Tenancy Act deals not
only with a question of procedure but with questions of substantial rights also relating to
landlords and tenants. But from the point of view of the area to which the Act applied,
undoubtedly the first was a special and the second was not. Their Lordships after relying oil
general rule as laid down in Fitzgerald v. Clmanipneys,' refer with approval to the Full Bench
decision in Poulson v. Mimdhusudan Pal Chammdunj.' In that case the learned Judges laid stress on
the fact that the earlier Act was an Act applying to a smaller area and the later applied to a
larger area.'

When a statute provides for the forum for adjudication of certain matters and provisions are
made regarding the details thereof, a subsequent statl.mte cannot in the absence of inconsistency
or express terms in that behalf operate to abrogate any of the provisions of the earlier Act. The
Travancore-Cochin Co-operative Societies Act contained a complete machinery for the
adjudication of disputes and there is nothing in the later Act 11 of 1115 (which provides for
arbitration by agreement) abrogating any of those provisions. It is equally well established
principle of construction that exclusion of Civil Court's jurisdiction will not be taken for granted
in the absence of express words in or necessary intendment of the statutory provision to that
effect. Exclusion of Civil Court's jurisdiction will, however, be assumed where a statute
prescribes a special forum for adjudicating particular classes of causes of action. This is oil
principle that the special excludes the general. The rule is, therefore, clear that a special Act
does not derogate from another special Act without express words of abrogation. For instance,
the special provisions made under the Workmen's Compensation Act do not abrogate the rights
accrued tinder the Fatal Accidents Act. So, a workman making a claim under the former special
Act has also all remedy in the Civil Court under the Fatal Accidents Act.' Court is
primarily guided by the provision of the statute itself in deciding whether the particular
rentedy indicated by the statute is the exclusive remedy available to an aggrieved party or it is
only a tentative remedy or an additional remedy.'

7. Special and general provisions in same statute.—Where there is in the same statute a
specific provision and also a general one which in its most comprehensive sense would include
matters embraced in the former, the particular provision must he operative and the general
provision must he taken to affect only such cases within its general language as are not within

1.	 19 tSR 5 (PC).

1	 (1661)30 Lj Ch 777.

3. 2WR21 (PB).

4. Px,mn, Ncc!aLala,i v.iC'nwi6,i',ua i'il!ai, AIR 1955 IC 260.

5. VC.K. Bus SC'V lcc v. S!hna, AIR 1065 Mad 149,151 (\'ceras,vanii,) ).

5.	 LInk's of India v. 5sf t.,tuli, AIR 1956 Pat 130.

7.	 k't,w.nucnl 5ufL'c . l'.aU.in (1'), 10v. V,,,,,teoavr,n (1971)1 ML) 97, 117 (Ismail, I.).
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the provisions of the particular provision. Where a general expression is expressed and the Act
expresses also a particular intention, incompatible with the general intention, the particular
intention is to be considered in the nature of an exception. t When there are two sections in a
statute, one dealing specially with any particular subject which is also included in some of the
provisions of another section, which is couched in general terms, the provisions of this latter
section should not affect the provisions of the former section unless there is a specific provision
to the contrary in the statute itself. In other words, where the same statute makes general
provisions in respect of .a particular subject-matter, and makes specific provisions with respect
to special category, the latter must prevail over the general. Where there are specific
provisions regarding a tax, whether it is substantive or procedural the matter must he governed
by that special provision in preference to the general law. t When a statute deals with a special
case it is not permissible to contend that the special case would also fall within the general
provision in the statute. Thus when an expenditure falls under Section 10(2)(x) of the Income
Tax Act in the sense that it is an expenditure in the nature of bonus or commission paid to an
employee for services rendered, then its validity can only be determined by the test laid down
in Section 10(2)(x) and not the test laid down in Section 10(2)(xz).'

A specific provision will prevail over the general provisions, unless on a consideration of
the statute in its entirety a contrary intention of the Legislature is indicated as contained in the
maxim yen crIlia specie I ito is nest deritgan t.'

In Public Prosecutor s. K. Velaynclltctn,' it was held that Cr. P.C. has not completely
occupied the field of criminal procedure in the matter of search warrants, and when there is a
special provision like Section 29 in the Madras Prohibition Act which governs searches
without warrant it is this that must apply and not the general provision which is contained in
Section 34 of the Act.

hlulji Tribhoi,,i Soak v. Hale y,' Mwiicipatily, AIR 1922 Born 247 ILR 46 Born 653 (SB); Har,in,,i Singh v. State of
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S,it,edhcl,a,,Ira v. I . T. a,,! E.t'.T. Ci,,o,,:issioncr, AIR 1934 Bent 234.
flne,ot Reddy v. lut,' of,9nthr,i I'oi.fesh, AIR 1959 Andhra 144,146; Abtut He/sin: v. Stale of SIP., 1952 ,\IPLJ 183.
(1935)1 NlUJ 70, s,'a at,,, 1/'); Wi/se,,	 .S.D.O . S/sea,,, 1111 33 fist 690	 AIR 1935 'il I. (The Bitter Lend
Pncrnachment Act is  special or I,,cal lav and it rennet he said that there is any specific provision in Cr PC which
can affect this special las)
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Where a special Act has made a special provision for punishment to be awarded by a
Magistrate irrespective of the limitations placed upon his powers under the Criminal
Procedure Code, it amounts to an abrogation of the general law.

Where there is a general provision which, if applied in its entirety, would neutralize a
special provision dealing with the same subject-matter, the special provision must he read as a
proviso to the general provision, and the general provision, in so far as it is inconsistent with
the special provision, must be deemed not to apply. , Power includes not only the jurisdiction to
entertain and decide a suit but also the execution of the decree passed therein. In other words, if
the special law makes a provision for the execution of a decree and thereby confers a special
power on the executing Court, that provision shall override the corresponding provisions of the
Code of Civil Procedure and the decree can he executed in the manner laid down in the special
law.

It is one of the settled principles of interpretation that the Court should lean in favour of
sustaininga decree and should not permit the benefits under a decree to he lost unless there be
any special reasons for it.'

Where the statute confers the general right of appeal and then imposes certain limitation
on that right, the limitations have got to be strictly construed. Where, however, it is not so, the
only question is whether on the terms of the section which creates the right of appeal
interpreted in its strict gramatical sense, there is a right of appeal. Section 411 [new Section
374(3)], Cr.P.C., contains two clauses. The subordinate clause beginning with If the Magistrate'
and ending with 'tseohundred rupees, obviously lays down the conditions when there will be a
right of appeal from convictions by a Presidency Magistrate. It is not correct to say that the
first part of the section gives a general right of appeal and then the second part contains the
limitations on the general power. 5 So also Section 10 of the Child Marriage Restraint Act, 1929
makes a special provision that the Magistrate cannot issue process without conducting an
inquiry or directing a subordinate Magistrate to do the same and to that extent overrides
Section 202 of Cr.P,C. which makes a general provision to the effect that the Magistrate can
issue process even without conducting an inquiry or directing an investigation.' Similarly,
Section 177, Cr. P.C. (same section),, is a general section which has to be read subject td the
provisions of the succeeding sections.'

Where there are two articles (Limitation) which may possibly govern a case, the one more
general and the other more particular and specific, the latter article ought to he adopted.'

8. Conflict to be reconciled—It is also well settled that , different provisions of the same
statute, which are apparently inconsistent with one another should be construed as to give
effect to all the provisioOs, so as to avoid a repugnancy.' When there are two provisions having

1. KJ,ushi Rsrrs v. Slate, AIR 1959 All 778,779 (AN. M,,lla, J.).
2. Gredsis v. Philips, 7 CLR 14.
3. Earn At j!a.Us v. Barn las, AIR 1955 All 218,220 (US. Slaihur, i).
4,	 Ar,,,,., Pass 3tsl!ick v. isles. Dorathea MOm, 1983 SCC (Cr) 739 (l9S3)3 SCC.522.

5.	 513. Se,/i s 50k, AIR 1951 Cal 301, 302.
6.	 C.KMe'Sdcd v. t"ayya;eath Kn,nr,,olii isioyon,, 1983 Err Lj52S.
7.	 A. Ds,i v. State ef,\lysore, AIR 1956 Mys46.
S. 5!co.L,;;:., v. iou/i, AIR 1963 tOys 237, 233 (Tubal, j,; see also ?sla,:ickz'asa,çann v. lslslhuoerraswaso, AIR 1963 Mad

362, 364 (Ram Chandra l)on, C.J.) Court would cheese that article which keeps alive the remedy; Bed's Rnj v. Dy.

Cern ,nission,'r, AIR 19621 & K 62,61) (Waeir, J.).
9. K,,n,sj;u',,r Sin,6l5 v. f',eri,,ce of Bihar, AIR 1950 l'ai 392, 4IS (SB); flour Cle,,d Ro y v. Penis,,,, Da,O, AIR 1921 Cal 503

(effort wool he made to reconcile them); Jynrtirindra Koran,,,, v. l',,ren Chasten, AIR 1950 Assets 161, 162 (to he
reconciled with each other so tar as possible by renOir,5 one as q,,alificaiir.°,s lathe other).

In t.-37
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i-re force of law and regulating the same subject, they should if possible be so construed as to he
consistent with each other,' and effect should be given to both.' The rule of construction is that
repeal b y implication will not he admitted if the two Acts can be reconciled and can stand
together.' Thus, Section 43 of the Orissa Homeopathic Act, 1956, which is a special provision
dealing with reservation of certain appointments to registered Homeopathic practitioners has
I o be harmoniousl y construed with Section 29(b) of that Act, and so construed, the position is
that while in regard to institutions covered by Section 29(b), institutional qualification of
registered Homeopathic practitioner is not necessary, such a qualification is a condition
precedent for the field limited by Section 43.' Where you find a section dealing with a
particular form of crime, it will require strong words to show that any section of more general
application is intended to deal also with that particular crime.' Where there is a particular
enactment and a general enactment in the same statute and the latter, taken in its nsc>st
comprehensive sense, could overrule the former, the particular enactment must be operative and
the general enactment must be taken to affect only the other parts of the statute to which it
may properly apply. This is the rule laid down by Romily, MR., in Pretty v. Sally.' As Lord
Blackburn puts it, it is an intelligible principle that the legislature shall not be presumed to
have done anything unfair and to have taken away a privilege not having openly stated that
they meant to take it away or in such open or clear language that the persons affected might
come and resist and use arguments to show why it should not be taken away but having simply
used general words quite consistent with their never having thought of the privilege at all.'
Where there are two conflicting provisions of the Legislature and the question is which one
must be taken to govern the case, it is the duty of the Court to see the terms of which provision
are more appropriate to the circumstances of the case in order to decide whether the one
provision or the other governs the rights of the parties. Hence where the rights of the parties
have been expressly laid down in an Act specifically appropriate to classes of transactions
exactly similar to those which are the subject of enquiry, it must he clearly made out that a
general Act governs the case which is applicable not to the particular class of transaction or
persons before the Court but to a body of persons amongst whom the parties may be brought, and
it must be very clearly shown that such general Act is intended to override the special Act.'
Where the Legislature passes a later Act without reference to an earlier Act and that earlier
Act is one which has been in force for a long time and is, therefore, well known it seems
reasonable and proper that one should try to construe the two Acts should he construed
consistently if it is possible to do so.'

All efforts must be made to make a harmonious interpretation of different parts of the

5, an Advocate of Source, AIR 1933 All 241, 24344 ILR 55 All 432 (FS); see also Sn J ACts! A:cc:ki:a:, v.

Djcii,',;nI Accoustost S. Ply, (1966)2 ML5 5 :79 51L\V :69 (as to the relative scope of special and ge:ieral prookioss
i n the same statute); Subsh Cloister V. Stale of Ha-nsa, AIR 1992 P & H 20.

2. SAri v. Dy. Director of Consoiidalio:t, UP., 1975 All LR 155.

3. Hassan l,,etat v. Brahmodea SingS, AIR 1930 Fat 391,394: ILR 9 Pat 747; Wilcox v. Patel, AIR 1942 Pans!

4. Dr. Soot Chatidrn Mohasti v. Stole, (1981)51 Cut LT 371 (06).

8. In relicandas Savchand, AIR 1930 Ben, 490,492: Il.R 55Boni 59.

6. (1859)26 Iteav 606, 610 : 53 ER 1032; Slot/i Trilhs','a:i Soak v. Dakare Municipality, AIR 1922 lIon, 247, 251 : I-R 16

Earn 663; sic also Daniel v. Brad!co, 3 AC 914, 909.

7. Cisc-E"qs'ror v. Teds Ot:uoa tt Sw/ar, AIR 1926 Cal S19,821 : OLR 58 Cat 524.

S. Pa roaD Muuirijo!ily v. Karachi Elect ric Supply Corper.;! ice, Ltd., AIR 1926 Stud 115. (The general law shoeld he 9;'i:,
effect to if there is no special law to the contrary ); Stusicipal Board, Bucksaw v. Del), AIR 1932 Oodlt 193: S 1-tick

IFS).
.54':-c-E.'s;:cror v. Ka 1'o Proihol Ch42,:9m, AIR 1927 Ccl 432 at p.433: ILR 54 Cal 993 (PS).
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statute and thereby to reconcile.

If it is possible to avoid a conflict between two provisions on a proper construction thereof,
then it is the duty of court to so construe them that they are in harmony with each other.'

The provisions contained in statutory enactment or in rules, regulations framed thereunder
have to be construed as to he in harmony with each other and that where under a specific
section or rule a particular subject has received special treatment, such provision will exclude
the applicability of any general provision.'

The construction which furthers the object of the Act, namely, to promote thrift and
channelise private savings for national use the same must be preferred.'

When the language of a document is not clear, it must be construed in favour of grantor.'

In interpreting a law applicable to all, two different meanings should not be given to a word
occurring more than once in the same enactment.'

There is not much difference between the test laid down in Section 10(2)(xv) of the Income
Tax Act and that laid down in Rule 12 of Schedule I of the Excess Profits Tax Act. Claims for
deductions allowed under Section 10(2)(.x') have to he considered over again if they are to be
allowed as deduction under the Excess Profits Tax Act by the application of Rule 12 of Schedule
I. Both the tests include commercial expedienc y . The fact that it was a voluntary payment
Should not really matter, if the payment was made for reasons of commercial expediency, and it
was shown that the payment was intended for making or increasing the profits of the assesses
company.'

No doubt when we have to ascertain what a particular word used in a statute means, as also
the scope of its content, it would he legitimate to examine the sense in which it is used in other
enactments. In the construction of the word 'Court' in Criminal Procedure Code, it would thus be
legitimate to look into the Evidence Act and try to find out in what sense the word is used in
that Act. And if the context and circumstances justify it one may assume that the word is used in
the same sense, but not otherwise.' Again, in the construction of the word 'Court' substituted for
the word 'Collector' by Amendment Act of 1953 in Section 182 of the U.P. Zamindari Abolition
and Land Reforms Act, 1952, the word 'Court' should he held to include both Civil and Revenue
Courts. If the intention of the Legislature was not to include 'Civil Court', it could have used
the expression 'Revenue Court' in substitution of the word 'Collector', but it has not done so, even
though the word 'Revenue Court' is to he found defined in the Land Revenue Act, 1901, The word
'Court' is all embracing and without any ambiguity in it.' When reference to 'Court' in a statute
is reference to persona clesignata and when not.°

1. SOle v. P,em S i,,gh Vhj, AIR 1936 All 332: 1986 AWC 558.
2. Sul,.xrlo Saek.rr v. Union of India, AIR 1996 Cal 193: (1934)93 Cal WN 885: (1934)2 Cal FIN 224.
3. 55I31,'OAI,'a S.B.O.S. & H.S. Education v. Parilosh, AIR 1904 SC 1313: (1934)4 SCC 27: (1904)86 Born LIZ 423.
4. IV,'alIh-Ir, Com,nissioner, Prjrb v. AnzmJer 5039, AIR 1956 SC 959: 1934 Tax LR 23 : (1985)23 Taxrnar, 25 (SC)

1985 Taxation 79(3)165: (19S5)156 ITR 525: 1936 Supreme 293.
5. 311s. R . B. JreThamnal Bishen Eat V. Slab, AIR 19541 & K II.
6. AIinici;'oI Beard, Bijn:r' v. Shin, Singh, AIR 1962 All 450: ILR (1961)2 All 335 :1962 AU 275: 1962 AWE (HC) IS'S.
7. Rayaboo (yen & Sons. V. Ce,nurissio,rer of Income-Or, AIR 1955 Mad 56: ILR 1935 Mad 613.
8. Krishna v. Gos-ar:t1uiniI,, AIR 1954 Mad 822.
9. Thokur Pr,s,,1 v. SrnI Kishore, 1976 All LR 671
10. T.V.K, S.rslrrj v. D.F.O., Warangal, (1980)1 Ar,dh WR 83, para 17; PatiO Prosecu

t
or, A P. V. L. Ramatja, (1975)1 Arrdti

WR 133, pars 50: 1975 Mad U) (Cri) 133 (PB).
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9. Repeal by necessary implication--It is no doubt true that it is one of the canons of the
interpretation of statutes that repeal by implication of an earlier enactment is not to be
favoured, especially when the earlier enactment is dealt with a particular subject. But if the
later statute is so worded that the repeal flows from it as , a necessary consequence, it is the duty
of the Court to give effect to it. A well-known instance of the repeal by implication of an earlier
special law by a later general law will be found in The Dart.'

p ractice.—A specific provision in a statute cannot be nullified by a practice of the Court
which is not contained in any particular provision of the statute.'

If a provision of law contains something which is intrinsically germane to the
determination of the point at issue between the parties, it must be construed as a rule of
evidence (adjective law). On the other hand, if it is not in itself relevant for the purpose of
determining the point in controversy between the parties but by itself it leads to a positive
conclusion or in a particular kind of inference irresistible, it acquires the shape of

substantive law.'

10. Strictly construed.—A particular provision or enactment whenever found must he
construed strictly as against a general provision.' General words and phrases, however, wide
and comprehensive they may be in their literal sense, must, usually, be construed as being
limited to the actual objects of the Act, and as not altering the law beyond.' A special
legislation like the Tamil Nadu Buildings (Lease and Rent Control) Act cannot be interpreted
in a wide way so as to further infringe the general right under the general law, i.e. the Transfer
of Property Act.' Where an Act vests a special jurisdiction in an authority divesting the parties
of certain rights which they could exercise under the general law, the provisions of such an Act
must be strictly construed, and if there exists no provision in the Act for the exercise of certain
jurisdiction, it shall have to be held that such jurisdiction cannot be exercised by that

authority.'

The maxim [cycs posferiores pricres cosmtrerins abrogant (that is, the previsions of a
subsequent law always take precedence, and override the provisions of a previous law) is subject

to the maxim gcneralia speciabbns non derognit.'

	

I.	 (1S93)69 LT 251 1893 LISP 33; see also tOknnm !11;sda Yore. Emperor, AIR 1940 LaS 129,134 (ISO) (per Tekchaed, J.).

	

2	 As,,I.'s'i Sss,,,,I V. Bhnpoidra Noreen,, Bera, AIR 1947 Cal 190,192.

3. O'urdm Frond v. Sa,u1Ii Dos, 1963 AU 863; LIar /Oon.,d v. Union of Ii,di,, AIR 1962 Sc 1032, par 29.

4. Be WEloii v. Ocean CoornIic,m, (1639)53 ER 1001; Frclic v. Sally, (1959)26 Bow 606 53 ER 1032; Arnorcl,,,nd Roy V.

F'osen'o Do-i, AIR 1921 Cal 603, 66.1; Q,isar JsSn v. Con' I of Weeds, AIR 1930 LaS 333, 334 (Special Acts nsusl be

strictly interpreted).

5. K's 7',;;I i v, Il.,aoi LI, AIR 1929 Nag 246, 2.0.

6. NO. '1 'r,,lox'si Motel !,,d,,slries v. K. Ss is faa,, ( ! -,2)2 dLJ 333.

7.S'u,ssOcr BakEr v. Stale of UP., AIR 1964 All 390, lOS (0.8. Moihur, J.).
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1. Substantive and adjective law—Law defines the rights which it will aid and specifies
the way in which it will aid them. So far as it define, thereby creating, it is Substantive
Law'. So far as it provides a method of aiding and protecting, it is Adjective Law') The
adjective law is also termed as procedure' which is a term used to express "the mode of
proceeding by which a legal right is enforced, as distinguished from the law which gives or
defines the right, and which by means of the proceeding, the Court is to administer; the
machinery as distinguished from the product."' In other words the expression 'procedure' means
the manner and form of enforcing the law) According to Satmond,' the law of procedure may he
defined as that branch of the law which governs the process of litigation. It is the law of
actions—using the term action in a wide sense to include all legal proceedings, civil or criminal.
All the residue is substantive law, and relates, not to the process of litigation, but to its purpose
and subject-matter. Substantive law is concerned with the ends which the administration of
justice seeks ; procedural law deals with the means and instrciments by which those ends are to
ho attained. The latter regulates the conduct and relations of Courts and litigants in respect of
the litigation itself, the former determines their conduct and relations in respect of the matters
litigated. Holland in his book on jurisprudence explains the scope of adjective law thus "A
remedial right is in itself a mere jiotentiality deriving all its value form the support which it
can obtain from the power of the State. The mode in which that support may he secured, in
order to the realization of a remedial right is prescribed by that department of law which has
been called 'ad j ective' because it exists only for the sake of 'substantive law' but is probably
hotter known as 'procedure'. In the exceptional cases in which an injured party is allowed to
redress his own wrong, adjective law points out the limits within which such self-help is
permissible. In all other cases it announces what steps must be taken in order duly to set in
motion the machinery of the law Courts for the benefit either of a plaintiff or a defendant".
"Thus it will he seen," says Venkataramana Rao, J . , in Gird[iari La! Son & Co. v. K. Corder,0

Holland : Jurisprudence, Ch VII end
Poyscr v. Atmors, LR 7 QBD 333 (per Lash, J.).
Nlukherfea, J . in A.K. Copaian v. The State, 1950 SO{ 407 at p. 404.
Jurisprudence, 10th Ed. at pp. 475-476. See also T.W. Arnold, "The Rule cfSubscisliix' I_is' as.i Prare,tur., is t/n' I_ecu!
process" (1932).15 Harward 'La:,' R,'ci,'w', 617; W.W. Cook, Sul'scioce and Pwcedure in the Co : ifi;cl of k_sn'", (1932)12
Yale L Journal 353.
At pages 388,359, Edition 13 (192-1) : Wharton in his Las' Lexicon explains it thus: "The mode in which successive
steps in litigation are taken."
AIR 1938 hInd 653,692.
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"that under 'procedure are comprised all steps which a party must take in order to get the aid
of the Court for the enforcement of his rights." It, therefore, includes not only the steps which
he has to take after an action is launched in Court but also steps which a party has to take
before commencing it. After examination of a number of cases, on this branch of the law, it
appeared to be fairly clear to his Lordship' that the law of procedure deals with the process by
which a remedy for the enforcement of a right is made available. A right of suit, a right of
appeal and a right of distraint are all remedies for the enforcement of a right and they are
equally substantive rights though remedial in nature. The law makes a distinction between
rules of law which in any way impair or destroy those rights and those which a litigant has to
comply with for availing himself of those remedial rights. The latter belong to the law of
procedure. "A statute not only enacts its substantive provisions, but, as a necessary result of
legal logic, it also enacts, as a legal proposition, everything essential to the existence of
specific enact in No litigant has a vested right that this appeal should be heard by a
particular number of Judges. The provisions of an Act prescribing the powers of Single Judge and
Division Courts are only matters affecting procedure. There is a distinction between 'a right of
action' and a right of action to be conducted in a particular way'. The former is a vested right
while the latter is merely a matter of procedure.'

2. Rule of construction.—There is difference in the natter of construction between a law
dealing with substantive rights which are already vested and on relating to procedure. There
is no vested right in procedure but the case of vested rights is different.' "Procedure is," says

Lord Penzance in Kcttdll v. Har1111tett,5 "but the machinery of law after all the channels and
means whereby law is administered and justice reached. It strangely departs from its proper
office when, in place of facilitating, it is permitted to obstruct, and even extinguish, legal
rights and is thus made to govern where it ought to subserve." It stands to reason that the
procedure provided in a statute for enforcement of substantive rights conferred thereby should
be construed as far as possible so as to give effect to and not to nullify those rights.' A mere
procedural provision ought not to be allowed to whittle down or modify a substantive provision
of law.' Procedural enactments should be construed liberally and in such manner as to render the
enforcement of substantive rights effective.'

Rules of procedure are not by themselves an end but the means to achieve the ends of justice.
Rules of procedure are tools forged to achieve justice and are not hurdles to obstruct pathway to
justice. Construction of the rule of procedure which promotes justice and prevents its miscarriage
by enabling the court to do justice in myriad situations, all of which cannot he envisaged, acting
within the limits of permissible construction must be preferred to that which is rigid and
negatives the ends of justice. The reason is obvious. Procedure is a means to subsem'e and not rule

1. AIR 1938 Mad 688, 692, 695.

2. Lersari v. Daisndara:ryi, 1IR I Mad 15S, 163.

3. Cie!ln;'pan v. Stale, 1959 MD (Cr) 271 It follows that the provision in the High Court Act of 1959 empowering a

Single Judge to hear an appeal of the category in question must have retrospective operation so as to apply to

pending appeals.

4. Manesdr.t Paul v. Darsa,t Rod, 31 Pat 446: AIR 1952 Pat 341.

5.
(1879)4 AC 501, 525. Procedure is the judicial process for enforcing rights and duties recognised by substantive law

and for justly administering raved)' and redress for disregard or infraction of them; Sil't',ic!i V. Wilsn,t & Co., 85 1. Ed

479:312 US 1,( per Roberts, 1.).

6. PaO:o Cc::,,:tn,i v. Pcria G,'s,:,Uu, AIR 1941 Mad 153, 160.

7,	 Pasta,,, Dis/u:w Pat ci \' .5$2teef Bc,,:lsoI, 55 Own LIZ 263.

5.	 \'cttacn'a,,;i v, Ref N'uj,nw, All, 19 39 SC 422, 429; Oh:! ra .0:, un, v. 341',$l Rn's, 1966 Jab LT 1025; A,sdts:r Trsprc'r'riuc"t

Trust v. Suit. Intel Cal, 1979 Rev t.R $07 : 1979 Cur 11 (Civil) (P & H) 216: (1979)St Puirj LR 354 (FB).
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the cause of justice.
A rule of procedure enacted in a statute must, moreover, be liberally construed : so as to lead

to the smooth working of the scheme of the statute. 2 It is a general rule relating to the
construction of statute that in the absence of an express provision, an adjective law cannot
control the provisions of substantive law.

While interpreting a procedural law, the Court takes into consideration also the impact it
is calculated to have on the course of litigation and decision making.t

In Sangram Singh v. Election Tribunal, Kota/i, 5 the Supreme Court observed 'A Code of
Procedure must be regarded as such. It is procedure', something designed to facilitate justice and
further its ends : not a penal enactment for punishment and penalties not a thing designed to
trip people up. too technical a construction of sections that leaves no room for reasonable
elasticity of interpretation should, therefore, be guarded against (provided always that justice
is done to both' sides) lest the very means designed for the furtherance of justice he used to
frustrate it. Next, there must be ever present to the mind the fact that our laws of procedure are
grounded on a principle of natural justice which requires that men should not be condemned
unheard, that decisions should not he reached behind their hacks, that proceedings that affect
their lives and property should not continue in their absence and that they should not be
precluded from participating in them. Of course, there must be exceptions and where they are
clearly defined they must be given effect to. But taken by and large, and, subject to that proviso,
Our laws of procedure should he construed wherever that is reasonably possible, in the light in
that principle."

Limitation Act and C.l'.C.—Both the Law of Limitation and the Civil Procedure Code are
procedural laws. Accordingl y , the same meaning should be given to same expressions used in
these two laws.

The Code of Criminal Procedure is also procedural law. Accordingly reasonable
interpretation should be given to the period of limitation prescribed by Sub-section (2) of
Section 126 of Cr.P.C. and so interpreted, the period of three months "in its proviso begins from
the date the aggrieved party had or ought to have knowledge of the cx p.mrtr' order, and not
'three months' from the date of the aaid order."

Limitation Act—The provisions of the Limitation Act have to be strictly construed and
they cannot be extended by analogy or on principle. The provisions in the Limitation Act cannot
necessarily be taken as formulating or effecting principles of substantive law. In fact, if history
of the several amendments carried in the Articles of the i imitation Act is looked into, it will
he noticed that the ameqdments particularly regarding the starting point of limitation have
been affected more with a view to avoid difficulties mel with in practical application of the
amended Articles than with a view to change the principles of substantive law. In any event

Sl y. VaR Press v. Fer,,,ts,t,, Lop ez, AIR lOSS SC 2236.
Rim v. Rem ts'aram, 1953 AWR (SIC) 143 (FE); Rem sti, a. V,'n!alo,'aa "ry, (1962)2 An,lh SVR 138; Q.m:i Vernal Utt,r1 v.
6;h nsa. Dial. Jtt:te, Gor.mi/rO'ur, AIR 1993 All 126.
Ce!trlorcfBraac l t a'. OcVrr:'lr!, A'S 1911 (Sam 185, 159 1 L 1941 Born 147; Mat. Hr,ri v. R,ra,a,r, AIR 1923 Sind 5 (FE).
I/tm faa v. Ssre,rdra N's/h, AIR 1980 All 383 (Fl)), case under Evidence Act, Sections 90, 90-A.
AIR 1955 SC 4-13,429; Crttatt It;armtt of Inc	 558. Inrestigat arm Cell, N .--, t, Dc/hi v. Ar:s;'.ari J Na//.ini, 1992 Cri U
2765 (SC),
P.N. Films, US, V. Onvaou Fi,'rna Cor1'or,mtios, Ltd., AIR 1958 Born 10,12 (ex pate decree); R;.':,ach,t,,.t'e Kcrmtji Dcokor a.

Ryhrout!t Shanka, Bich,'kaa, ( 1994)2 S trut CR 1; C/rinrrarnrrral a. Artonitrrm, (bee) 1 N I LJ 31)5 C).
3/a/rum La! v. Stat. Ktrrt.Ltui'tr, 1983 Sti'/VN 24.
Rarr,a,'s'nr a. Nra/mr/ar, AIR 1937 Mad 431, 432.
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substantive provisions of other statutes cannot be interpreted on the basis of the wording of the
Articles in the Limitation Act.

3. Procedural law, retrospective effect—It is no doubt true that no body has a vested right
in procedural law, that is to say, that when a change is made in procedural law it takes
retrospective effect. But this is not always true. The Supreme Court in Vinod Guru1,:s 1S,uikar V.
National insurance Co., Ltd- 1 held that, the right to claim benefit of a provision for
condonation of delay is governed by thg law in force at the time of delay, though there was no
change in the duration of delay. Where a suit in its initial stages was pending in the trial Court
and a change was effected by amendment of the procedure to be followed in the trial of the suit,
the changed procedure should be followed, because no right of any person would he affected at
that stage. But when by the enforcement of the amendment the validity of a judicial order
validly passed is affected it cannot be given retrospective effect if proceeding has reached the
appellate stage. If a party has already obtained certain right under the old procedure as for
instance a decree, it would be very unfair to disturb that right, and direct the suitor to begin
afresh by following the amended procedure.'

4. Res judicata in procedural law.— As regards u's j:edicata in procedural law, see the
Supreme Court ruling in C. Vijayalakshnu v. CTS. Sastry'

5. Some general principle.—Unless there is compulsion the procedural law should he read so
as to advance the cause of justice and should not be construed strictly so that vested rights of the
parties to get a matter adjudicated on merits are frustrated and the surest test for determination
as to whether the provision is mandatory or directory is to see as to whether sanction is
provided therein.'

1. heirs: ef I,:,tL: v. S/ia \'aslisuiill !farakrha,:d, AIR 1959 Mys 13, 16.
2. AIR 1991 Sc 2156.
3. I,eEaj Siugh v. Saritri Ku,ur.,u, AIR 1966 All 2_34: 19o5 ALJ 651:19C,5 All SYR (tiC) 227.
4. AIR 1951 sc 1143, case under Hindu Marriage Art, 1955.
5	 Nvan flea1", 56,Suii v. Jaenslhilr.l Chaeilal Shah, AIR 1985 Cuj 205.
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1. General.—There is a well-known distinction between a case where the directions of the
Legislature are imperative and a case whore they are directory. The real question in all such
cases is whether a thing has been ordered by the Legislature to be done? What is the
consequence if it is not done? The general rule is, that an absolute enactment must be obeyed or
fulfilled exactly, but it is sufficient if a directory enactment be obeyed or fulfilled
substantially.' Some rules are vital and go to the root of the matter, they cannot ho broken;

I.	 R. V. 1.iscelmis/mire Appeal Trit,smsat, (1917)1 KB 1.

2.	 Wosdss'srd v. Sarsans, 118751 LR 10 Cl' 733; Halsbusy : Lsissof England, 4th Ed., Vol 44, para 933, at p. 584.
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others are only directory and a breach of them can be overlooked provided there is substantial
compliance. With the rules read as a whole and provided no prejudice ensues, and when the
Lepisl tore does not itself state which is which, Judges must determine the matter and
exercising a nice discrimination sort out one class Iron the other alone broad-based comnionsense
lines.' Iii the case of statutes that are said to he imperative, the Courts have decided that if it
is not done the whole thing fails and the proceedings that follow upon it are all void. Oil
other hand, when the Courts hold the provisions to be directory, they say that although such
provisions may not have been complied with, the subsequent proceedings do not fail.' No
universal rule can he laid down for construction of statutes, as to whether mandatory enactments
shall be considered directory only or obligatory, with all nullification for disobedience.
It is the duty of the Courts of Justice to try to get at the' real intention of the Legislature by
carefully attending to the whole scope of the statute to he construed.' No universal rule call
laid down in this matter, The Supreme Court of India has also been stressing time and again
that the question whether a statute is inanclator or directory, is not capable of generalisation
and that in each case the Court should try and get at the real intention of the Legislature by
analysing the entire provisions of the enactment and the scheme underlying it.' No general rule
can be laid down and the Court has to consider not only the actual words used in the scheme of
the Statute but also the intended benefit to the public by following the provisions and the
material danger to the public by contravention of the same.' In each case one must look to the
sLll.$)ect-matter and consider the importance of the provision disregarded and the relation of
that provision to the general object intended to he secured. Prohibitive or ne gative words can
rarel y be directory and are indicative of the intent that the provision is to be maodator'.
\\here a pres

cription relates to performance of a public duty and to invalidate acts done in
neglect of them would work serious general inconvenience or injustice to persons who have no
control over those ent r usted with the duty, such prescription is generally understood as mere
instruction for the guidance of those upon whom the duty is imposed. Where, however, a power
or authority is conferred with a direction that certain regulation or formalit y shall be
complied with, it seems neither unjust nor incorrect to exact a rigorous observance of it is
essential to the acquisition of the right or authority.' Ali ahscdute enactment must he obeyed or

1. A':mr:my.mn Krishn.iji v. Stile, AIR 1967 Born 213,214 (Chain,nL C.).); Harilsiudiii, v. Cl,a,,draseU,,,,-, AIR 1966 Orissa 12,
13 Parma", J , ) (n'here no public policy is involved, the rule should he held to he directory); Saly.znmraytna V.
Suhbiah, AIR 1957 Andh Pra 172, 131 (FB) (S. Raju, I-).

2. Hes'ar:t v. tlot,,NlO,, (1877)2 PD 203; Peirse v. Macrice, (1534)111 ER 32; see also District Bard, Kheri v. flMuI Majid
Khan, AIR 1930 Oudh 43-1,1.10.

3. The Lii'cr7,eel Borough Smut v. Touter, (1360)30 Lj Ch 379, Lord Campbell, LC; Clan/ox v. Blackwood, 1 CLR 39, 51;
Cir,th,ni Lot Dhail v. Knims/,j Rest, Roy, ILR (1949)1 Cut 392, 399 (it is necessary to see what is the intention at the Act
); CLm,it,'x v. Bl.mcs',,e,t )No. 2), 1 CLR 121 at p.I2&; 9mfathsr,m Mohan Saha v. let,5 Kimrn.tr S,,/,a, ILR 43 Cal 790, 812: 59

- Corpus (uris 1072; ihfel:F/umi v. Stale of Gujaral. AIR 1961 Gu) 93, 100; Nurendna Na/h s'. Amiya Chewdhry, AIR 1959 Cat
231, 23-I IS C. Latsiri J.); Bapimsiig/m Rant Singh v. Ad.titis.tl Cotiectr, Indrre, 1977 NII'LJ 550 1977 Jab Lj 691 (DC);
Sha,,ksrlal Paii,1.tr v. Stile of M.P., 1971 MPLJ 116 (D8).

4. Rag/umtiin Seigh v. Tar,, Area Committee,ittee, 1951 All Lj 130 (03); H.N. Rishlemd v. Stale of Delhi, AIR 1955 SC 196; TV.
Us,,,a,, v. Feed I',st'ector, (1994)1 SCC 750; Dmmtrha,,d v. Municipal Corporation, 5ho 1 '.,t. (193-1)2 SCC 4S6 193-I SCC
(Cri) 311 ; AIR 1953 SC 303.

5	 Ba,:.,u-a,-i/il ,'/gr.m',-.ilLm V. State of Bihar, AIR 1961 SC 849.
6. H,mnidwar Singh v. B.mgsn Sa,nl,rui, (1973)3 SCC 889, 895 (Mathew, I .) 1972 SC 1242; Dattatraya Mares/eeoc v. State

of 8ar7'S,,7, 1952 SCR 612, 624 (observations of Dos, I.); see also Haril-a,,.t'nm v. C/,ae,tr.,sek/,ar, AIR 1966 Orissa 12,13
(Barman, J,); IL,r:',ar Pras.t./ v. Dll. Magislrate, AIR 1961 All 365, 36S (Dwis-edi, J,(; Rant Rattan S/tuba v. State of
Pun,'at,, 1957 Poe) 1.1 72: (19S7)I Punj LR627.
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fulfilled exactly. A provision or a statute which is vital and goes to the root of the matter
cannot be broken and its breach cannot be overlooked.' A mandatory staute ,is one if it imposes a
condition satisfaction whereof is essential to the validity of the Act as to which it is imposed,
a directory statute is one if it prescribes the formalities which may be disregarded without
invalidating the thing to be clone.'

While considering the question as to whether a particular rule is mandatory or directory no
test or invariable formulae to determine this question can be laid down. For this purpose, the
object of the particular provision is required to be considered.'

It is not conducive to justice as dispensed by Courts of Law to ignore statutory provisions,
particularly when those provisions are mandatory in their nature, for the sake of what has
been called 'justice' of the matter. Courts dispense justice in accordance with the procedure laid
down by law and they cannot and should not invent or by-pass a procedure laid down by the
Legislature. It is no doubt true that there is ample judicial authority for the view that Courts
can in proper circumstances mitigate the rigours of procedural law in order to give a party a
relief but this principle is obtainable for application only in cases where a party would have no
other remedy to have the wrong undone or where the procedure is purely a technical procedure
involving no rights acquired by any other party by virtue of non-compliance with any

procedure.
"The classification of statutes as mandatory and directory is useful in analysing and solving

the problem of what effect should be given to their directions. But it must be kept in mind in
what sense the terms are used, that they are only descriptive of the effect that it has been
determined should be given to statutory provision, and that there is no essential difference in
statutes whereby their mandatory and director y character can be determined as a means to
determining their effect. No statutory provisions are intended by the Legislature to he
regarded; but where the consequences of not obeying them in every particular are not prescribed,
the Courts must judicially determine them. In doing so they must necessarily consider the
importance of the literal and punctilious observance of the provisions in question to the object
the Legislature had in view, If it is essential it is mandatory and a departure from it is fatal to
any proceeding to execute the statute or to obtain the benefit of it."' Crawford in his Statutory

CSIISIIIIC!IWI at p. 104 says :"A statute, or one or more of its provisions, may he either mandatory
or directory. While usually in order to ascertain whether a statute is mandatory or directory,
one must apply the rules relating to the construction of statutes; yet it may he stated, as a
general rule, that those whose provisions reate to the essence of the thing to he performed or to
matters of substance, are mandatory, and those which do not relate to the essence and whose
compliance is merely a matter of convenience rather than of substance, are directory." One of
the important tests that must always be employed in order to determine whether a provision is
mandatory or directory in character is to consider whether the non-compliance of a particular
provision causes inconvenience or injustice and if it does then the court would say that that
provision must be complied with and that it is obligatory in its character.' Mandatory
provisions of a statute cannot be ignored merely on the ground of hardship or as merely

I.	 R:euachanicr ShigIi V. Gopi K,ish:ia, AIR 1957 Pal 260,264 (Raj KIshore Prasad, J.).

2. Fit in Hazannuit Kutalia %, . Jiiro,:ic. tax Officer, Anituf:, AIR 1957 Puni 5, 12.

3. 'tarS/inc Malaya ViSas Sahka:i Sae:iti Ltd. at Stale, AIR 1956 All 300: 19S6 All CJ 401.

4. Akiar All V. Dr. Isaac Rican, AIR 1907 All 622, 632.

.	 Sutherland : Slal:itory Csnslcactiaii, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at pp . 76-77.

6.	 V.A. Korc5aoid.ar a'. State. AIR 1958 Born 167: thR 1957 Bern 120, 122; Isnsail v. Labour Appellate Tr:t's':at, AIR 1:156

3am 584.
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procedural. Maxwell in Interpretation of Statutes' has put the matter thus The reports are
full of cases dealing with statutory provisions which are devoid of indication of intention
regarding the effect of non-compliance with them. In some of them the conditions, forms or
other attendant circumstances, prescribed by the statute have been regarded as essential to the
act or thing regulated by it and their omission has been,held fatal to its validity. In others,
such prescriptions have been considered as merely directory, the neglect of which did not affect
its validity or involve any other consequence than a liability to a penalty, if any, were
imposed, for breach of the enactment. The propriety, indeed, of even treating the provisions of
any statute in the latter manner has been sometimes queslioned, but it is justifiable in principle
as well as abundantly established by numerous authorities. It has been said that no rule can be
laid down for determining whether the command is to be considered as a mere direction or
instruction involving no invalidating consequence in its disregard, or as imperative, with the
implied nullification for disobedience, beyond the fundamental one that it depends on the scope
and object of the enactment. It may, perhaps, be found generally correct to say that nullification
is the natural and usual consequence of disobedience, but the question is in the main governed by
considerations of convenience and justice, and when that result would involve general
inconvenience or injustice to innocent persons, or advantage to those guilty of the neglect,
without promoting the real aim and object of the enactment, such an intention is not to be
attributed to the Legislature, The whole scope and purpose of the statute under consideration
must be regarded. The principle of interpretation in such class of cases is that the intention of
the Legislature should be construed as mandatory if the aim and object of the statute would be
clearly defeated if the direction to do a thing in a particular manner is not strictly observed.'
And it is also well settled that, where there are provisions ui a n Act which are only directory,
and not mandatory, any disregard of those provisions will not make the transaction void
altogether.'

No universal rule can he framed to decide if a statute is mandatory or difectory the Court
must interpret it according to the intention of the Legislature.

What is regarded as mandatory traditionally may have to be 'moderated into wholesome
directions.'

In Lila Gupta v. Laxn;i Narain/ interpreting the proviso to Section 15 of the Hindu
Marriage Act, 1955 (repealed in 1976), the Supreme Court said that a legislative provision,
though couched in 'prohibitory and negative' language, could be of directory nature.

The phrase 'shall he consulted in Article 320(3) of the Constitution is mandatory.'

A,uind: Tro,;s7sri Co., Ltd. v. Hjm.idio! Pradesh Adro,inisf raf ion, AIR 1958 HP 1,4; V,'dal,nnu Nadir v. Naguncri T.S.A.
Cue) ran,, AIR 1935 Mad 932.

126, Ed., Chapter 13; s,': also 0r9!,i! v. State of Pa!iala, AIR 1957 Pusj 100, 101.
District Board, Kho'rj V. Abdul M	 51.,ji.f 'u,,, AIR 1930 Oudh 43-1,439
Da,nodar Shasi:ogue v. Ra,,:a Rot,' ILR 39 Mad 151, 106; Queen v. Loflhouso, 1866 LR 1 Q13 423; Q,,ce,i V. Ingot, (1876)
LR 2 QBD 199, lIar, L,,! v. Depirty Director of Consc!id.,! ion, 1982 ALJ 223,
Ra,ncha,,dr,, V. Go;'i,,d J,,ii, (1975)! 5CC 559.
Stab ef Pu,'.d: s. S7e:n,I.i, AIR 1976 SC 1177; see 0150 Officio! Li:1sidats, s. DOor!, Dhis (l). Lt..., AIR 1977 SC 740;
Stoic of A!y;c N. y E, G,ya,, AIR 1975 SC 2190; Rangaswonu v. Sugar Textiles, AIR 1977 SC 1316; AIaw,aIal KJ,eian
v. K.N. KJ:ciaa, AIR 1977 SC 539; fdaj.(of Municipal Corporation v. 6Li9i5n Jaganti!.,! NoOn:,,, (1991)1 Gui LR 650
(Gu9; B9oy Kunur Chost,5 v.5!,,;,' of A:ani. (1992)2 Gau LR 283 (FB).
AIR 1978 Sc 1353.

U,rio,, of f::.e'a v. San kiçlj.i5,i, AIR 1977 Sc 2328; see also In re, Presidential Election, AIR 1974 SC 1682, rose under
Article 62)1) of the Co,c,iii,,tic,o
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Use of the word shall in any statutory provision [as in Proviso to Order V, Rule 19-A(2) of
the C.P.C.] shows that it is prima Jane mandatory, since the word 'shEll' is ordinarily
imperative. But much would depend upon the real intention of the Legislature for ascertaining
which the Court may consider nature of the statute and expected consequences, etc.' Following
Mimi Liii Mohan Lal v. Syed Ahmed,' it was held that as Order XXI, Rules 84, 85 and 96 etc.,
are mandatory, the provisions 285-D and 285-B of UP Zamindari Abolition and Land Reforms
Rules, 1952, being similar in terms of the aforementioned corresponding provisions of the Code

are mandatory.'
A mandatory provision in a statute is one, the omission to follow which renders the

proceeding to which it relates illegal and void, while a directory provision is one the
observance of which is not necessary to the validity of the proceeding, and a statute may be
mandatory in some respects, and directory in others.' In the case of Hari Vishnu v. A Ii mad

folio quc.' The Supreme Court observed that the practical bearing of the distinction between a
provision which is mandatory and one which is directory is that while the former must be
strictly observed, in the case of the latter it is sufficient that it is substantialy complied with.

The subject-matter of a statutory provision is not changed whether it is read as directory or
as mandatory.' Where there is a clear statutory provision, it is not open to Courts in this country
to look to English common law for guidance in matters covered by the mandatory statutory

provision.'
2. Definition.—Sutherland' says The difference between mandatory and directory

statutes is one of effect only. The question generally arises in a case involving a determination
of rights as affected by the violation of, or omission to adhere to, statutory directions. This
determination involves a decision of whether or not the violation or omission is such as to
render invalid acts or proceedings pursuant to the statute, or rights, powers, privileges or
immunities claimed thereunder. If the violation or omission is invalidating, the statute is
mandatory; if not, it is directory.' Craics' puts the matter thus 'When a statute is passed for
the purpose of enabling something to he done and prescribes the formalities which are to attend
its performance, those prescribed formalities which are essential to the validity of the thing
when done are called imperative or absolute, but those which are not essential, and may be
disregarded without invalidating the thing to be done, are called directory. 'So a mandatory
statute,' according to Crawford," "may be defined as one whose provisions or requirements, if
not complied with, will render the proceedings to which it relates illegal and void, while a
directory statute is one where non-complianet , will not invalidate the proceedings to which it

relates.'

1. l'o,DIi CJuardirv. S,,,:A'rh,ii, AIR 1979 Raj 108; see also MR. Redd Co. v. State, AIR 1978 A? 119; I'M. Drirasi.'aiiry

V. E.A. & Direcl,'r, Mark'tirig, AIR 1977 A? 286; A.V. Subranraoyarri v. C,Vr,iErlar,,,a,iarn,'ra, AIR 1981 A? 147, (case

uldOr Al' Co,irofees and Suits Valuation Act, 1956).

2. AIR I954SC349.

3, Vide Rao 31,1. j'iii,'.t K':,:, v, Sri Rai,nbir Sl,5h, 1995(2) UI (SO 205.

4, 59 Coi7ri:s J:iris alp. 1072; SoI'r,,la S,,rLrr v, Lloic,i of 1di., AIR 19S6 Cal 198: (193l)S8 Cal WN 635: 1984 (2)Cal MN

224.

5, 'AIR 1955 SC 233, 245; see also Ran fit Slug/i v. State of Refasihaui, 1953 Raj LW 18; ,ee also Bali I&u:u v, 1/dine Te15ii1411,

AIR 19581 & K 54, 5S; SSi.S'Oa Sa/yaivarayauia v. Ya,nanoori Ilenkata, AIR 1957 Andhra 172,181 (1:13).

6.	 Di jgnf Knee V. A,n,:r Kds';rw Nr'::'e Singh, AIR 1903 SC 111, 447.

7,	 Huingnfo,d ln:'csl,':crul Trat, LIt. v. 1hrd.:	 Al 1971 del 192, 195 (B .C. MOr.', I.).

5,	 Slaloler:/ C,,ns1ruc1in, 3,d Ed., Vol. III at p

9,	 121./sIc Lan', Sit, Ed. at p. 6I1,
10,ii1.40n'// C,',i,Iri:eI:,'',, 3,4 Ed., Vol. II/alp. 101,
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Thus, where certain conditions are prescribed by a statute for the conduct of any business or
profession, and such conditions are not observed, a g reements made in the course of sue!; business
or profession become void, if it appears that the object in imposing the conditions is the
maintenance of public order or safety, or the protection of persons dealing with thine on whom
the conditions have been imposed. On the ether hand, where the conditions are imposed merely
for administrative purposes and no specific penalty is imposed for breach or violation of such
conditions, agreements in breach of them are valid. It is clear law that an act forbidden in
public interests, cannot he made lawful for paying penalty in violation, whereas an act which
is lawful in itself cannot become unlawful merely because some collateral requirement imposed
for reasons of administrative convenience has not been fulfilled.

3. Legislative i ntent.-Whether a statute is mandatory or directory, depends upon the
intent of the Legislature and not upon the language in which the intent is clothed! The meaning
and intentions of the Legislature are the governing factor, and these are to he ascertained not
only from the phraseology of the provision but also by considering its nature, its design and the
consequences which would follow from construing it one way or the other! In determination of
the question whether a provision of lass is directory or mandatory the prime object must he to
ascertain the legislative intent, from a consideration of the entire statute, its nature, its object
and the consequences that would result from construing it in one way or the other, or from such
statute in connection with other related statutes, and the determination does not depend on the
form of the statute . m "It appears to be well settled that in order to judge the nature and scope of
a particular statute or rule, i.e., whether it is mandatory or directory, the purpose for which
the provision has been made, and its nature, the intention of the Legislature in making the
provision, the serious general inconvenience or injustice to persons resulting from whether the
provision is read one way, or the other have all to he taken into account in arriving at the
conclusion whether a particular provision is mandatory or directory. Further to this end, an
enquiry into the purpose behind the enactment of the Legislature must always be made! The
mandatory language of an enactment by itself affords no justification for the conclusion that its
provisions are always imperative in the sense that any act done in violation will he invalid
No universal rule can be laid down as to whether mandatory enactments shall he considered
directory only or obligatory with an implied nullification for disobedience. It is the duty of the
Court to get at the real intention of the Legislature by carefully attending to the whole scope of
the enactment! The legislative mandate must he considered as mandatory not merely because of
the language employed therefor, but also in view of the purpose behind the provision in

I.	 Calculta Njo,ra1 Bank, Ltd. v. Rangoon Tea Co., AIR 1967 Cat 294.
2. Lachmni NuCuin V. Union of India.  AIR 1976 Sc 714; The Sholapur TMunicipal Corporation v. Shimaji 4V:'siss Lid, AIR 1993,

Born 213 (DB); Stale of At,mdh 5a Pradesh v. Scsi Prasad Ralhore, 1996 NIPLJ, 138 (FR); Ra,nakoish,ma Bus Transport v.
Sine of Gujurat, 1995(1) CLH (Cu)) 520.

3. Arunjn,a Dun %,. Secretary, Fear,! of Sccon.brp Edu:ation, AIR 1957 Cal 182,185; Than 5',imanj v. Chief Secretary, Madras,
AIR 1965 Mad 225 1965 NtLJ 496 ILR 1964 Mad 327; see also Calcutta National Bank, Ltd. v. Rangoon Too Co., AIR
1967 Cal 294.

4. Vile 59 Corpus Jurms, alp. 1072-73.
1.	 Hin,tu National Sc I 'I .h t.mnakcmnnml lrusl Seci,I9 s. Drpuly Director of Education, 1930 All LI 736 (FB); Conmn,issioner of

Income tax V. Shi;omnao,t Electronics, (19ef1)l 5CC 60; State of PunJsl, v. BaSis Singh, 1994 SCC (Cr>) 634.
S. Suntosh Rumor v. Ataha,'ashira Ross one Tnit'snal, 1971 Mah LI 531, 535 (MN. Chandurkar, J . ); see also Dr. S.C. Basal v.

Hari Vinayak Patntsr, AIR 1962 NIP 190, 134 )Dixil, C.J.); Korsial Loather Karamchari Sangaiima,s (Rog.!) v. Liberty

Fool:e,'ur Co pang (Sect), AIR 1990 SC 247: 1990 Lab IC 301 : (1939)311 (SC) 537 (1939)2 Lab LN 507 : (1959)2
CurLS 531 :(1989)",3 FIR 499: (1939)2 Lab LJ 530.
Narendra Nath Nan,t i v. A.'soaa C/:ossthrp 63 Cal k5'N 216.
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Cl.iC5tioi1.' The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania observed in in ic blcQujstons Adoption'
Whether a statute is mandatory or directory does not depend upon its form, but upon the

intention of the Legislature, to be ascertained from a consideration of the entire Act, its nature,
its object, and the consequences that would result from construing it one way or the other.' In the
same strain the Court observed in People v. Dc Rc,iiia' The question as to whether a statute is
mandatory or directory depends upon the intent of the Legislature and not upon the language in
which the intent is clothed. The meaning and intention of the Legislature must govern, and
these are to be ascertained, not only from the phraseology of the provision, but also by
considering its nature, its design, and the consequences which would follow from construing it
one way or the other. And in People v. Siliitli,i the Court remarked ' In determining how far a
statute is mandatory the legislative intent must govern. We must consider the importance of the
Punctilious observance of the provision in question with reference to the object the Legislature
had in view. All laws are mandatory in the sense that they impose the duty of obedience on
those who come within their purview, but it does not follow that every slight departure
therefrom shall taint the whole proceeding with a fatal blemish. The omission of the signor of
the petition (referendum) to write in the year and month when they were already in the
petition, did not render the petition invalid.'

In I-Inn Vilniu Knn;ath v. A/noail Isluiqiie, 5 the Supreme Court observed that the various
rules for determining when a statute might be construed as mandatory and when directory are
only aids for ascertaining the true intention of the Legislature which is the determining factor,
and that must ultimately depend upon the context. An enactment in form mandatory might in
substance he directory. The use of the word shall does not conclude the matter, and the
practical bearing of the distinction between a mandatory and director y provision is that while
the former must be strictly observed, is the case of the litter it is sufficient that it is
substantially complied with.'

When a statute requires that something shall be done or done in a particular manner of ferns
without expressly declaring what shall be the consequence of non-compliance, the question
often arises what intention is to be attributed by inference to the Legislature. It has been said
that no rule can he laid down for determining whether the requirement is to be considered as a
mere direction or instruction involving no invalid consequence for its disregard, or as imperative
with in implied notification for disobedience beyond the rule that it depends on the scope and
object of the enactment. The question whether a particular provision of a statute which oil
face of it appears mandatory inasmuch as it used the word shall' is merely directory cannot be
resolved by laying down any general rule and depends on the facts of each case and for that
purpose the object of the statute in making the provision is the determining factor! In order to
determine whether a particular provision is mandatory or directory, it would be necessary to
ascertain whether the admission to comply with the requirement affects the very foundation or
authority for the proceedings so as to make it void and incapable of being validated. It is

1. R,,idyn,i,if Ii v. Silarain, (1970)1 SCR 839, 842 (Hegde, J.); Visha,;das v. Saint ri Dcvi, AIR 1988 Raj, 198 (1968)1 Raj LR

1: (1988)2 Rent LR 131(FB).

2. (1931)233 Pa 311I:

3. 2 NYS (2) 694.

4. 14 NE (2) 520.

5. AtR 1955 SC 23$; COAa v. C/ucla, AIR 1959 Kcr 149, 150.

6. State cf Pu,.;t v. Sat y.;pal, AIR 1969 Sc 903.

7. Hirchl v 5: 1,.L,cal ii Si';5h, (1969)1 SCR 328, 337,339 (Shrici, L); 0,1: ct SnOr Co. o. 1. ,ifripct Poo? d, (1965)1 SCR

570, 925.
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always difficult to demarcate with any degree of accuracy in a particular case what is
mandatory and what is directory or what is irregularity and what is a nullity. When a
question arises as to how far the proceedings are affected by the contravention of any provision
it is necessary to see the scope and object of the particular provision which is said to he
violated) There is no universal rule to aid in determining whether mandatory enactments shall
be considered directory only or obligatory with an implied nullification for disobedience. It is
the duty of the Court to try real intention of the Legislature by carefully attending to the whole
scope of the statute to be construed) Section 5-A and proviso to Section 3 of the Prevention of
Corruption Act as it stood prior to its amendment by Act 59 of 1952 and the corresponding Section
5-A as inserted by Amending Act 59 of 1952 are mandatory and not directory and the
investigation conducted in violation thereof bears the stamp of illegality)

4. Purpose behind the enactrnent.—"It can be stated as a general proposition that, as
regards the question of mandatory and directory operation, the Courts will apply that
construction which best carries into effect the purpose of the statute under consideration. To this
end, the Courts may inquire into the purpose behind the enactment of the legislation requiring
construction as one of the first steps in treating the problem. The ordinary meaning of language
may he overruled to effectuate the purpose of the statute Chief Justice Bhandari observed in
Aeron Sit','l Rolling Mills v. State of Punjab : The statutory provision which empowers
Government to transfer cases from one tribunal to another, after recording its reasons for doing
SC), inclines one to the belief that the provision is directory and not mandatory. It has been
enacted with the object of imposing confidence in the fairness and impartiality of orders of
Government and of showing to the public at large that orders of transfer are not made wantonly
or capriciously or with the object of favouring one party or injuring another. It empowers
Government to transfer cases from one tribunal to another and specifies the manner in which the
power shall he exercised. The provision requiring Government to specify the reasons on which
the order of transfer is based does not relate to the essence of the thing to be performed and
compliance with its terms is a matter of convenience rather than of substance. A failure to
comply with this provision is not likely to result in any injury or prejudice to the substantial
right of interested persons or in the loss of any advantage, the destruction of any right or the
sacrifice of any benefit. On the other hand, insistence on a strict compliance with it is likely to
result in serious general inconvenience or injustice to hundreds of innocent persons who have no
control over Government without promoting the real aim and object of the Legislature. The
power to transfer is not so limited by the directions to give reasons that it cannot be exercised
without following the directions given. No penalty has been provided for failure to comply
with the terms of the provision and the enactment is silent in regard to the consequence of non-

1. Raniakrishamrn.a v. Lakslnnilrayanirna, 1958 Andhra 497, 501; Duarka Prasad Mara v. fOams! Narain Sharma, AIR 1964
MadE Pro 278.

2. Liverpool Borough Bank v. Turner, (1861)30 LJ Ch 379, per Lord Campbell tattooed in H.N. Rishbud v. Stale of Delhi,
AIR 1955 SC 196; l','.arrndra 7Jalh v. flnuya Chrudhury. AIR 1959 Cal 231, 234 (S.C. Lahiri J.); Erasi POsy Rn bra POsy
v. Elaluk Mohantod Sohul Mob,!., ILR 1953 TC 405 (FE).

3 AIR 1955 SC 196. (II was observed 11)01 where the cognizarsee of the case has been takers and the case has
proceeded to termination the invalidity of the precedent investigation does net vitiate the result unless rnimcacri.ige
Of juStice has been caused thereby).

4. Sutherland Stat utory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at PP. 79-80; see also Omitted Stales en rel Stggel v. Thomas,

(1891)136 US 353:39 U Ed 450; see al Su.thansu Knla v. Mant,idea bath, AIR 1965 Pat 1-14, 130 (Etahapatra, J.).
5. AIR 1960 REnj 55; 5CC also llrijlal v. Sfate of Paldila, AIR 1957 Punj 100; Pnabhu Dayal v. Stale of Pun1ab, AIR 1959 Piioj

400.
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compliance. No substantial rights depend on strict observance of this provision, no injury can
result from ignoring it 1 and no court can declare that the principal object of the Legislature that
cases should be capable of being transferred has not been achieved. Considerations of
convenience and justice plainly require that this provision should he held to he directory and
not mandatory.' Lord Penzance observed in Howard v. Bodinyton I believe, as far as any rule
is concerned, you cannot safely go further than that, in each case you must look to the subject-
matter, consider the importance of the provision that has been disregarded, and the relation of
that provision to the general object intended to be secured by the Act, and ripen a review of the
case in that aspect decide whether the matter is what is called imperative or only directory."
'Where indeed,' says Maxwell in Interpretation of Statutes? "the whole aim and object of the
Legislature wou1d be plainly defeated if the command to do the thing in a particular manner
did not imply a prohibition to do it in any other, no doubt can be entertained as to the
intention." 'The scope and object of a statute are the only guides,' says Pal, j., in Dhsrendrn

Krishna v. Niliar Ganguly? "in determining whether its provisions are directory or
imperative." Thus in construing Acts of public utility where the framing of the rules and the
making of the appointment is necessary in order that the objects of the Act may be attained,
such words which might otherwise be considered permissive are really mandatory. The
permissive form is a mere courteous convention. Words only directory, permissory or enabling
may have a compulsory force where the thing to 'be done is for the public benefit or in
advancement of public justice! Where a public body is vested with a power or discretion, it is
for the exercise and not for inaction and it is especially so, when the power or discretion has
been vested for the benefit of those who will be affected by its non-exercise. Where no public
policy is involved, the provisions of a statute should he held to he directory and not
mandatory .7

According to our system of law, provisions in criminal statutes, meant for the protection of
the accused persons, are to he considered to be imperative or mandatory, becaus the laws of
this country protect the innocent to the greatest degree ; likewise when statutes provide for the
doing of acts or for the exercise of the power or authority, they are generally assumed to be
mandatory or peremptory, irrespective of the phraseology used though manifest intention of
the Legislature may replace this adsumptiori.8

Whether in a given context a statute should be termed mandatory or directory would
depend upon the larger aspect of public interest, nicely balanced with the precious right of the
comman man. Whether accused in a particular case had been prejudicial to such a degree or
delay or to liberate him from the unabald agony resulting from delay is a matter for decision

I.	 (1577)2 PD 203, 211; Ctandex v. BLckwcod, I CLR 39,55; Checks v. Check,,, AIR 1959 Ker 149,150.
2. 12th Ed. at p. 315; Sn' also Dasondha Singh v. State, AIR 1957 Pun) 13,14; Ran Amy Beiswer v. Snbc4ae Pan5cy, AIR

1964 All 169.
3. AIR 1943 Cat 266 alp. 277 ( The question whether mandatory enactment ought lobe construed as diructey only or

obligatory, depends upon the general scope and object of the Statute to he construed and there are the guides upon
which a court can decide whether the provisions are directory or imperative); C rIO Singh v. Gnrd:,ar Con 'itt,','
AIR 19 . 10 Lah 266 ILE 19-10 Lat, 649.

4	 Lechni Chand v. Rn Pratap, All, 1934 Pat 670 (2),672 (FB).
5. R. v. TIle Ce,on;iio,c'rs, (19.19)14 QB 459; Chot,Nz A Jet ha bIn) RotA & Co. v. State eISt P., AIR 1966 MaSh Pro 34.
6. CCD'orat:on of Madras %,. S,m darmn, (1971)2 lvILJ 365, 369 (Veerassvami, C.J.); jagannrdtra P,io v, State of Andhra

Pr,L's,, AIR 1960 Andh Pro 343, 3.16 (Chandra Reddy. I).
7. b'a,telLr Satya,;arayane v. Ya,naneorj VoLOa Subbiat,, AIR 1957 Andhra 172, 151 (FE); Krishnan Na), v. Narayai Ni,,

ILK (1966)2 Ker 63.
8. Ran 7,',r.n s . Lust-ni-, NatO, AIR 1961 Fun) 171, 173.
Int.-38
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in the individual case, are some of the guidelines pointed out by the Kerala High Court in The
Food Inspcc(er, CittItttttIOVe Municipality, Cattttartore v. A1.Gopahin.'

5. Historical retrospect.—Previous statutes dealing with the same subject-matter may he
looked to determine the mandatory or directory import of a provision.' Sutherland further
says

"If an earlier statute has been construed and a later statute re-adopts the terms of the
earlier statute, of course, the new statute will be construed the same as the old. If the
statute under consideration has taken the place of an earlier statute on the Caine subject-
matter, and one of the constructions contended for would cause the new statute to have no
different effect than the old one, the other construction is proper. And if an Act amends a
previous Act so as to change either a permissive or imperative verb in the original Act to
the opposite in the amending Act, the rule is clear. It is uncertain what significance the
Courts should give to the fact that the Legislature has omitted to re-enact some of the
provisions of an earlier Act into a later one, under circumstances where such omission may
have a bearing on what construction should be placed on the statute. In most cases this is
probably a fact to be given very little weight. But in some cases, where the wording of a
statute, and what should be included and what excluded, has obviously been decided with
meticulous care, it may be an important fact.

6. Affirmative and negative words—There is a difference between a case in which a court
or an officer of a court emits to do something which by a statute it is enacted shall be done, and
cases in which a court or an officer of a Court does something which by a statute it is enacted
shall not be done. In the one case, the omission to do an act vhich by the statute it is enacted
shall be done may not amount to more than an irregularity in procedure, whilst in the other
case, in which the prohibition is enacted, the doing of the prohibited thing by .the Court or the
official is ultra Fires and illegal and if ultra tires or illegal, it must follow that it was done
without jurisdiction. Negative words would give a statute art effect. , Negative
words are clearly prohibitory and are ordinarily used as a Legislative device to make a statute
imperative.' Generally a command in the negative form is construed as mandatory, yet the
principle is not without exception and decided cases are not wanting where though expressed in
negative terms, the provision has been construed to be directory only. 6 It does not mean that the
Legislature cannot incorporate in a statute or in a Constitution a provision mandatory in
character by expressing it in the form of a positive injunction rather than in the form of a

AIR 1991 Ker 240:1991 Cri U 1793 (1991)1 Ker LT 520 (PB).

Sutherland Statutory Ce,tstrsclirn, 3rd Ed, Vol Hi at p. 81 "The history of the statutory provision under
consideration either in the course of the Bill, through the Legislature Or in previous statutes on the sante subject,

may be an important aid in determining whether it should he construed as mandatory or directory. Where the
history, of the But in the Legislature strews that when it was originally introduced it contained a permissive verb,
and that when finally passed it had been changed into one of mandatory import, Or rice versa it is clear that the
verb used in the Bill as it was finally passed was intended to carry its ordinary meaning discussions of the Bill in

the Legislature, executive messages concerning the measure and the like may show the proper construction that
should be given to a provision. 1, respectfully, do net agree with all what has been said in tiC footnote.
l?a:ncrhur Sirigh v. S/u'a.liti Sing!;, ILR 21 All 510, 517 (PB).

R. s'. Lcrccoter, (1827)108 ER 627 (The general rule of construction has been that, unless there are nogalive words,
tire5' are directory only); R. V. Snced.(lS4t)5Jl'579; Cole v. Gu'c't, (1043)134 ER 1145.
Po:liuh V. Muddala 11i'cranial/ap1 sm, (1961)2 SCR 295, 509 (Sribba Rae, 1.); Laicieni ?s'uir.'i,t v. unFit of list!.;, AlIt 1976 SC
714.
Zuirccrfltt , t ;nd v, H:'ti. Kn/,xlJti1'ati. lth,3'a! Uttacwtlr, 1963 Jab Lj 716.
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negative injunction.' For example, if the legislative intent is expressed clearly and strongly
such as the use of 'must instead of 'shall' that itself will be sufficient to hold the provision to
be mandatory, and it will not be necessary to pursue the inquiry further.' But in a statute
respecting marriage prohibitory and negative words do not create a nullity unless such nullity

be expressly declared in the statute.3 Corpus Judd deals with the matter thus : 	 -

"It is a general rule that a statute which is negative or prohibitory, although it
provides no penalty for non-compliance, or which contains exclusive terms, shows a
legislative intent to make the provision mandatory, and it has been said that negative
words in a grant of power are never construed as directory ; but provisions framed in
negative language have, in some cases, beers construed as merely directory. On the other
hand, while the use of affirmative words only is a circumstance to he construed in
determining whether the statute is mandatory or directory, an intention that it shall he
directory is not conclusively drawn by the absence of negative words, since affirmative
words may and often do imply a negative of what is not affirmed. So affirmative words, if
absolute, explicit and peremptory, showing that no discretion was intended to be given,
render the statute mandatory. But the rule that an affirmative statute, without any
negative expressed or implied, is directory merely and leaves the common law in force has
more special reference to statutes giving a new remedy."

In Diversy v. Smith,' it was held that an affirmative statute of a new law which directs a
thing to be done in a certain manner, means that such thing shall not be done in any other

manner, 
even though there be no negative words prohibiting it. This shows that affirmative

words may, at times, he so absolute as to render a statute imperative. The following
observations are quoted on the other hand, from Bowciitich v. New Eeyimud Mutual 1,1s10'usmce

C0. 6 by Crawford in Statutory Construction at pp. 524-525
'Each statute must be judged by itself as a whole, regard being had not only to its

language, but to the objects and pu"poses for which it was enacted. If the statute does not
declare a contract made in violation of it to be void, and if it is not necessary to hold the
contract void in order to accomplish the purpose of the statute, the inference is that it seas
intended to he directory, and nt prohibitory of the contract. The statute we are considering,
does not, in terms, prohibit the corporation from lending money to its officers, or declare
that such contracts shall be void. It is directed to the officers, and by its terms seems
intended to furnish rules to regulate the duty of the officers to the corporation and its
members. It does not say that the corporation shall not lend, but that the officers shall not
borrow ...........It is designed to forbid officers who are charged with the duty of investing
funds of the corpora tfon borrowing from themselves and thus to prevent the risk of the funds

being invested by them, under the promptings of selfdnterest, upon insufficient security. In
other words, the purpose is to protect the corporation and the policy-holders from the
dishonesty or self-interest of the officers. It is intended as a shield to tire corporations. Tp
construe it as making the promises of the officers, who borrow money in violation of its
urovisions void, would defeat the main purpose of its enactment, and would visit the
consequences of the unlawful act of the officers not upon themselves, but upon the

1.	 D.A Kor,N.m,n i_mr v. State, AIR 1958 Born 167,172: ILR 1957 Born 120.

1	 Lwtr,ni N'.s uj,m , Union of India. AIR 1976 SC 714.

3.	 C,'H,rOi v. Sos,d,nau, (1545)163 ER 1047; s,v also Al1ir.rj Kn,r v. D,l'nn,fra SinS, AIR 1952 SC 351, 354,

4	 VA. 59 at p', 1075-1076

3.	 MC 111375- fC1losn.d 5 V,'st/ n. Rad,vuan, 277 111 425.

6.	 55 Am Pop 474.
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corporations for whose protection the statute was made. It would require a plain expression
of the legislative intention to lead us to such a construction.
Crawford remarked earlier at pp. 523-524 of Statutory Construction

"Prohibitive or negative words can rarely, if ever, be directory, or, as it has been aptly
stated, there is but one way to obey the command 'Thou shalt not' and that is to completely
refrain Irons doing the forbidden act. And this is so, even though the statute provides no
penalty for disobedience. Accordingl y, negative, prohibitory and occlusive words or terms
are indicative of the legislative intent that the statute is to be mandatory but their absence
does not, of itself, conclusively indicate a legislative intention that the statute is
permissive, for affirmative words may imply a negative, although of course, their absence
is a circumstance to be considered. Nevertheless, where affirmative words are used if a
negative is neither expressed nor implied, the statute is merely directory.'

What intention is to be attributed by inference to the legislative ? Where, indeed, the
whole aim and object of the Legislature would be plainly defeated if the command to do the
thing in a particular manner did not imply a prohibition to do it in any other, no doubt can
be entertained as to the intention 'and then' where powers, rights or immunities are granted
with a direction that certain regulations, formalities or conditions shall be complied with
it seems neither unjust not inconvenient to exert a rigorocis observance of them as essential to
the acquisition of the right or authority conferred and it is, therefore, probable that such
was the intention of the Legislature."'

Lord Ol-lagan observed in R. v. All Saints Wigan (Churchwardens)' "I do not know how
language could have made the intent more clear and I can see no sufficient reason for holding
the clause directory. Words, though affirmative, are not necessarily so if they 'are absolute,
explicit and peremptory.' In 11alsburs Laws of England,` it is stated that affirmative statutes

mes regarded as pare sometimes ma facie directory and negative statutes as mandatory. At the
same time, affirmative words may be so absolute and peremptory that they make the statute
mandatory . On the other hand, a provision derived by inference frons negative language may be
merely director y . When an affirmative direction is followed by a negative or limiting
provision, the negative or limiting provision makes the statute mandatory.'

7. Mandatory and permissive words.— .The use of the expression 'may' or shall' in a statute
is not decisive, 5 and other relevant provisions which can throw light have to be looked into in
order to find out whether the characte of the provision is mandatory or directory.' In such a
case the legislative intent has to be determined.' The words 'may', 'shall', 'must' and the like,
as employed in statutes, will in cases of doubt require examination in their particular context in
order to ascertain their real meaning or the opposite one. Such words, all words, must however,
be initially presumed to have been used in their natural and ordinary sense. Words of command
are to be taken as mandatory and words of authorization or licence as merely prmissibled

See Maxwell's Th!erpretatiomm ofStitutes while dealing with imperative or directory aspects, tlth Ed. at Pp. 362-364
quoted in (Snt.) Rodrani Chalterjj v. ?Ahadwip Municipality, AIR 1990 Cat 397.
(1576)1 AC 611.
See 4th Ed., Vol. 44 at p. 553.
Mo;ler of Douglas, 49 N.Y. 42 cited by Francis, J. McCaffrey, at p. 155,
(64,5.) ,lt,as CoMe !,iSuatries, Ltd. v. State of Ho-paua, (1979)2 SCC 196 (202, 203, 201).
Hiiiairn S'gS v. Slate of Paujrub, 1976 Cr LT 1 (PB); Stale of t'unjab v. K,elar SinAi Grerrat, (1977)79 l'unj LR 311 (Dtt).
Bh.iii,jla! v. Sit . Dirieienal Ofjtcee, AIR 1973 Pat 1, 16 (FE); (K.9.N. Singh, J . ), lotion Sg State of Ut!ar l',.ideti v.
Jc'ce'id,a 5(645, (1964)2 SCR 197; Sardar Gociad Rao v. State of6i.:E;oa P,adcoii, (1965)1 SCR (OS; State off. & K. v.
/it.tatgOoj t-'ol'.eor,, 1979 Rash 0) .16 (FB). Pam 6; Mauuiyni v. 5(64 cf Kerala, 1979 Roe Of 183; Slate of Pen/nb v.
Kar(a, 5X55 Green!, (1977)79 Fur) 1.R 311 (Dli).
For parttlnter sigaificatiit of three isorols, m'e Part IT.
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Ordinarily, the words 'shall and 'must are mandatory and the word 'may' is directory
although they are often used inter-changeably. It is this use, without regard to the literal
meaning, that generally makes it necessary for the courts to resort to construction in order to
ascertain the real intention of the draftsman. Nevertheless, it is generally presumed that the
words are intended to be used in their natural meaning. Law Reports do show that when a
statute deals with the rights of the public, or where a third person has a claim in law to the
exercise of the power, or something is directed to be done for the sake of justice of public good, or
when it becomes necessary to sustain the constitutionality of a statute, the word 'may' is
sometimes used as 'must'. In the last analysis it is always a matter of construction of the statute
in question)

It may, however, be noted that the presumption that the Legislature used mandatory and
permissive terms in their primary sense is a rebuttable one. The intention of the Legislature
will control and prevail over the literal meaning of these words. The literal and ordinary
meaning of imperative and permissive terms will give way when the interpretation of the
statute according to the literal meaning of its words would lead to absurd, inconvenient or
unreasonable results. But as Black observes, this power is 'dangerously liable to abuse, and one
which should be most carefully guarded in its exercise'.'

Shall . —The use of the word 'shall' in a statute, though generally taken in a mandatory
sense, does not necessarily mean that in every case it shall have that effect, that is to say, that
unless the words of the statute are punctiliously followed, the proceeding or the outcome of the
proceeding would be invalid, on the other hand, it is not always correct to say that when the
word 'may' has been used, the statute is only permissible or directory in the sense that non-
compliance with those provisions will not render the proceeding invalid)

The question whether particular provision of a statute which on the face of it appears
mandatory inasmuch as it used the word 'shall', or is merely directory cannot be resolved by
laying down any general rule, but depends upon the facts of each case particularly on a
consideration of the purpose and object of the enactment in making the provision. To ascertain
the intention, the Court has to examine carefully the object of the statute, consequence that may
follow from insisting on a strict observance of the particular provision and above all the general
scheme of the other provisions of which it forms a part) The purpose for which the provision
has been made, the object to be attained, the intention of the Legislature in making the

Sill;0 Raw v. Secretary, Railway Board, AIR 1957 Puni 383, 384 (D) (SR. Kapur, J.); see also Bhika,i Cotta v. Punj.ih

Stile, AIR 1963 Pun) 255, 261(FB) (Tek Charid, I.); Food Inspector v. Rang tat Gujar, 1982 Jab LJ 777 (05).

thank: Censlruction and Interpretation of the tans, 2nd Ed. alp. 533
Stale of U.P. v. Marihodhan l.aI, AIR 1957 SC 912, 917-IS; see also Crawford : Statutory Construcliou, Art. 26 at p. 516;
see 63sh Cl:osd v. Stile of Rrjastlxiii, AIR 1967 SC 107, where 'shall' was considered mandatory; Cotteclor of Monghyr

v. K,'sha:' Prasad, AIR 1962 SC 1694; Row Awcj Boiszoar v. Subedar Parley, AIR 1964 All 169; SoJi H.arboksh Singh v.

Contest Gorernnsenl, AIR 1964 Punj 137; l'/a;l;dns' Singh v. Union of India,ILK 1969 Delhi .109: AIR 1970 Delhi 55,89
(Du., C.J.) : Context and statutory aim and objndt, failing that normal meaning in English language; Katyan Singh v.

flo!deo Singh, AIR 1961 I-IF 2,7 (Capoor, l.C.); Slate of Madhya Pradeoh v, Azad Choral Finance Co., AR 1967 SC 271;
Kxsurxrhand Kisa;ital Chanloh v. District Judge, Nagpur, AIR 195S Bern 381; Md. Yarrtin V. Jafar Mohornsnai, AIR 1968
Delhi 149.
K. Naeaoi:rhiih v. H.G. Singri Cowda, AIR 1966 SC 330; In re Presidential Poll, (1974)2 SCC 33; S,nl. Juttuka

tthottscharya v. State ofisl.P., (1976)4 SCC 96: 1976 Jab LJ 573 (SC); Loijrhir Chand v. Land Acquisition Collector, Delhi,

(1979)81 Pun) t.R 73; MM. Paadya v. Bhagn'and.sa Chiranjilal, ( 1979)20 Gui UR 553 (FE); Macland B,itxslnI V.

Ch.r,ç.asilal Aent'alal, (1978)19 Guj UP 487 (Dl); Cottertor of lslrsghyr v. Kesh.a:',t Prasad Gocrika, AIR 1962 SC 1691;
Singh v, Slate of SIP., 1982 Jab LJ 505.
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provision, the serious inconvenience or injustice which may result in treating the provision one
way or the other, the relation of the provision to other consideration which may arise on the
facts of any particular case have all to be taken into account in arriving at the conclusion
whether the provision is mandatory or directory. Two main considerations for regarding a rule
as directory are : (1) absence of an y provision for the contingency of any particular rule not being
complied with or followed, and (2) serious general inconvenience and prejudice to the general
public would result if the act in question is declared invalid for non-compliance with the
particular rule.'

Notwithstanding the use of the permissive expressions, such s, as he thinks fit', 'may, at
his discretion', etc., a power conferred by a statutory rule may be imperative if it is conferred on
public servants for performance of public duties.'

The mere presence of the word 'shall' does not necessarily mean that proceedings in
disregard of the requirement of the statute are null and void. The question whether it is so is in
the main governed by considerations of convenience and justice. An intention that the disregard
of the provision should be followed by a nullification in the proceedings must not be attributed
to the Legislature when that result would involve general inconvenience or injustice to innocent
persons or advantage to those guilty of the neglect, without promoting the real aim and object of
the Act. The Arbitration Act does not say that where the, reference is to an even number of
arbitrators the failure to appoint an umpire vitiates the award. Whatever may be the result in
a case of a disagreement between the arbitrators, where no disagreement arises between the
arbitrators, and there is no need for an umpire, to regard the omission to appoint him as fatal to
the validit y of all the proceedings would only result in general inconvenience without
promoting any object considered essential by the statute. When the objector cannot point to any
prejudice because of the omission to appoint the umpire, the omission does not vitiate the
award.' In the same Act, Clause 2 of the First Schedule is not mandatory.' The words 'shall'
torn from its context, cannot make the provision of the section wherein that word is used
obligatory and imperative. Section 82 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, is merely
directory in spite of the use of the words 'shall join'. The failure to join as respondents any
candidates who were duly nominated but had withdrawn their candidature does not entail the
dismissal of the petition on that ground alone.' As to the mandatory/directory nature of
provisions relating to procedure for filing nomination under election rules.'

It is true that a legislative provision expressed in a permissive form is sometimes construed
as really mandatory and the word 'may' is taken as if it read 'must or 'shall'. Ordinarily,
however, the word 'may' is used in a permissive sense and not in the sense of being obligatory.'

I. Ran Fond Sugar Co. v. Municipal Baird, Runpur, AIR 1965 SC 595 (1965)25 SCA 431; Mo/id MahI'aob K/ia,, v. Stale
Trans;':rl ,4p;'c!!ale Tr,l,u,ml, 1952 All LJ 303; Marland BaIzant v. Cii.igunl.,I A,uIajaI, (1928)19 Cuj UK 487 (Dl)); MM.
Pxndsu, Feed Inspector v. Bhagwandas Chiranjilo!, (1979)20 Goj UK 555 (Fl)); Karnataka State Read Tranperl
C,'cuL'n v. Rarualaka State Tru',sperl Authority, AIR 19S4 Ran 4 (Dl)).

2. Th.nasuami a'. Chif Secretary, Madras, AIR 1965 Mad 223.
3. Hi,,dusdu,, Gncral Electric Corp., Ltd. v. Superintendent of Central Excise, AIR 1966 Pet 243, 253 (Nar.,sirnham C.J.);

Jagaxu22a K/a v. Slate of linK/ira Pradesh, AIR 1960 Andtu Rae 343, 3-16 (Chandra Redd y, J.).
4. TMra", r. Ha'israj, AIR 1954 Nag 241.
5. ChouAsiry and G,,kur S ingh v. Frick India Ltd., AIR 1979 Delhi 97.
6. Sul, 3, f,'un,ne,l 1/muir a'. Ran, Cl,a ran Singh, AIR 1954 Pat 225.

7. K. Pi.':xa a'. Kcnarchapaili Weavers' Co-operative 1 1. & S. S,'cicla, AIR 1950 AP 2S9, case under Al'. Co . operatis a
9.c'cie;v Rules, 1964.

S.	 Ran, WA a'. Stair, ILR (1963)2 All 543.
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But that is only when a power is conferred on a person by saying that he may do a certain thing,
giving him liberty to do it so far as the form of expression goes, which on the other hand, it
appears either from the nature of the thing to he done or from other indication in the provision,
that the Legislature intended to make it the duty of the person concerned to exercise the power.
In such a case, it is said that the •effect of the word may' is not to make it optional or
discretionary with the donee of the power to exercise it or not, but the effect is to enable him to
exercise it which is otherwise made his duty to do. That principle of construction cannot apply
in a case where the word may' is not used with a verb which confers a power on a certain person
and enables or permits him to exercise it, but is used with a verb in the passive voice which
occurs in anadjectival phrase, describing a fact and occurs in conjilnction with other words
which completely exclude implications of an obligation. If, however, the prescription was
imperative or absolute in its terms, being in the nature of a condition precedent to the
acquisition of the power itself, it is clear that nullification for disobedience of the prescription
is implicit.?

On its true construction Section 85 of the Representation of the Pvople Art, 1951, does not
make it imperative on the part of the Election Commission to dismiss the election pet

i
tion for

defective verification. The word 'shall in the section is not conclusive, and the intention of thc
Legislature must be gathered on a reading of the enactment as a whole. Whatever might be the
powers of the Election Commission under Section 85, when once the matter comes before the
Tribunal, it is thereafter governed by Section 90(4) and under the latter section the Tribunal has
a discretion in the matter of dismissing the petition for non-compliance with the requirements
of Section 83.'

Where under the Rules framed in pursuance of an Act (Election to Market Committee) there
is a requirement that the deposit receipt should be attached to the nomination paper, the
requirement is satisfied if there is an actual deposit though the receipt is not attached to the
nomination paper.' The principle is that when by the Rules framed under a statute a power
given by the Statute is to be exercised in certain manner that power should be exercised in that
particular manner and in no other.'

Sections 234 and 239(c), Criminal Procedtire Code, are not mandatory but permissive. If each
of the offences is to be improved by distinct and separate evidence and this is likely to lead to
confusion in the trial, the Court might well—and indeed should—refuse to try more than one
offence at a time.'

The expression 'shall be punishable' clearly means that the offender shall not escape the
penal consequences.'

1,faoik Cha,id Chawdlury v. Stoic, 62 CWN 94; Collector v. Habib Ulith Di,,, AIR 1967) & K 41 (FR); Mit;i!a Statue

Transport Corporation Society v. State Transport Asihorily, Bihar, ILR 45 Pal 1344; Ram Chander v.St,ito of Haryana,

ILR (1968)1 Punj 234; Indo-Burmah Wood Products, Ltd., In re., AIR 1968 Cal 144; but see R,ongopal v. AmIi.

H,,ein 5' Con,,niusiuner, UP., AIR 1969 All 278 (FR), where use of the word 'may' was held to he permissive. For use in

the other sense see Brijes)i Ksmir v. State of lit'., 1916 All 1,J 372.

Rotll,d Bi,ogilal Shah v. State of Gujarat, AIR 1966 Guj 244, 247, (Mr'Isia, J . ) Arms An, Section 15(a), recording of

reasons for cancellation or suspension of licence is mandatory.

A. S..Subbirao v.34. lst,iihiah, AIR 193-1 Mad 336.

Ansir,,ath Gupta V. Sub-Divisional Officer, FariL(ut, AIR 1965 Pun) 505.
Ct,hoiabhai Jeiliabhai v. State of Aladhya Protest,, AIR 1966 ,MP 31, 41 (Omit, C.).); Ct,snital Sl.i,isa Kin, v. Ratti F_un,

AIR 1965 Purj 340, 341-2 (Gurdev Singh, L); jurisdiction affected.
Ch,,,na v. Stile, AIR 1954 All 793.
State of Maharashtra v. Jsgnuri,tcr Fat, AIR 1966 SC 940.
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Provisions of Section 35(3) of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 18 of 1925, requiring
notice of a special general meeting to be given in writing and prescribing the mode of service of
notice, are directory and not mandatory, and any omissions in the manner of service of notice are
mere irregularities which could not vitiate the proceedings unless it was shown that those
proceedings had prejudicially affected the proceedings.'

The use of the word 'shall', in Section 177, Criminal Procedure Code, however, indicates
the mandatory nature of the provision and all offences which do not come within the special
oroViSiOns under the exceptions provided by the Code are to be tried by a Court within the local
limits of whose jurisdictiori the offences are committed.'

The fact that the section uses the word shall and imposes an obligation upon the Collector
to refer the matter of the decision of the Court, does not preclude the application of the
provision for limitation proscribed in regard to the making of an application for reference)

8. Where statute creates new right, privilege or immunity and regulates the manner of its
exercise—Where powers, rights or immunities are granted with a direction that certain
regulations, forma1itie or conditions shall be complied with, it seems neither unjust nor
inconvenient to exact a rigorous observance of them as essential to the acquisition of the right or
authority conferred and it is, therefore, probable that' such was the intention of the
Legislature.' Where a statute creates a new right, privilege or immunity and regulates the
manner of its exorcise, it must be construed as mandatory. The rights to hold an election stand
for an election and to be elected as a member of a Municipal Committee are all rights created by
the Macihya Bharat Municipal Act, 1954 and the rules made thereunder. They are not common
law rights existing apart from the statutory provisions. It follows therefore that the provisions
of the Act and rules made thereunder relating to the constitution of the Municipal Committee
must he strictly followed and the right to stand for an election and to present a nomination
paper can be exercised only in the manner and within the time prescribed by the Act and the
Rules. The direction in Rule 26(1) that the person presenting nomination paper shall sign it in
the presence of the Election Officer at the time of the presentation is absolute and mandatory so
as to invalidate the nomination paper if it is not complied with.'

If the Statute is mandatory, the act or thing done not in the manner or forms prescribed can
have no effect or validity; if it is directory, penalty may be incurred for non-compliance, but the
act or thing done is regarded as good.'

Statutory provisions which abridge right and are declared to be mandatory are to be
strictly construed!

9. Where disobedience made penal_Generally speaking the position is that the
language of each statute along with other circumstances has to be seen in order to find
out whether the statutory direction is mandatory or directory. One of the tests for determining

Sflo.rb,d1i,i Sub Mokidinsab Akki v. GuaM Selgeri Municipal Boiouglm, AIR 1955 Sc 314. (Intimation trod been given to
all the ceoncilirres who were present at a prior meeting.)

A.H. Dcsai v. State of Alyoore, AIR 1956 Mys 46.
12v.wi La! Agar-r'al v. Union of India, AIR 1966 SC I53S

Eu .tirr:Lt v. Mane, AIR 1966 Guj 37,39 (isirIrIa 3), quieting Maxwell on Intrrpr,'tutisn, 1962 Pit, at p. 36-1.
i's rh'ttn;as v. Collector, Cu,!, AIR 1955 MB 179.

Can jolt rant v. Saoaji JusIiice, etc. Co. L td., AIR 1965 Go) 95. 104 (tlhogwiti, j.; see also Seth 13.^mrrdi Pass a'.
Csse Cerrurnioaioncr. 1963 (Supp) 2 SCR 760, 77ep55 J.); Jlo,j Lot V. Deputy Director of CenofñLuti.n, 1982
AL) 223.
Coo Ci,.ucfn Rao s t.oi:': uiruar.syn. Cacti,, (1962)2 AntS IVR 235.
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the nature of a provision is to see whether it entails any penal consequences' and in cases
where the disobedience of a provision is made penal it can safely be said that the provision
is mandatory! If no penalty is provided for non-compliance with the provisions of a statute,
it may be held to be non-mandatory. 3 In cases where the election law does not prescribe
the consequence or does not lay down penalty for non-compliance with certain
procedural requirements of that law, the jurisdiction of the tribunal entrusted with the trial of
the case is not affected. Thus non-compliance with the provisions of the law relating to the
impleading of parties, viz., Section 82 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, is not
necessarily fatal and can be cured. It is for the tribunal to determine the matter as and when it
arises in accordance with the provisions of C.P.C., which have been expressly made
applicable!

10. Where there can be no degrees of compliance.-- Rule 47(1)(c) of the Representation of
the People (Conduct of Elections and Election Petitions) Rules, 1951, provides that a ballot
paper shall be rejected if it is spurious or if it is so damaged or mutilated that its identity as a
genuine ballot paper cannot be established. There can be no degrees of compliance so far as
rejection is concerned, and that is conclusive to show that the provision is mandatory. 5 In order
to determine whether a particular provision is mandatory or directory, it would be necessary to
ascertain whether the omission to comply with the requirement affects the very foundation or
authority for the proceedings so as to make it void and incapable of being validated. It is
always difficult to demarcate with any degree of accuracy in a particular case what is
mandatory and what is directory or what is irregularity and what is a nullity. When a
question arises as to how far the proceedings are affected by the contravention of any provision
it is necessary to see the scope and object of the particular provision which is said to be
violated.

11. Test.—"Tlsere are no ready test', says the Supreme Court in Del C/tend v. Municipal
Compot-afictm. B!wpml' "or invariable formulae to determine whether a provision is mandatory
or directory. The broad purpose of the statute is important. The object of the particular
provision must be considered. The link between the two is most important. The weighing of the
consequence of holding a provision to be mandatory or directory is vital and more often than not,
determinative of the very question whether the provision is mandatory or directory. Where
the design of the statute is the avoidance or prevention of public mischief but the enforcement
of a particular provision literally to its letter will lead to defeat that design the provision

Stoic of / & Kr. 'it/uI duet, 1979 Ncr LI 46 (SB); Lcmth/,ir Chant v. Lao! Ac4uis:tion Collector, Delhi, (19.79) 81 Pus) I N
73; Ja5an,ut v. J.,a ant iah, AIR 1954 SC 210; A;/,sinl rotor A/us tc:;'a! Comm jttce, Charhhj Dadrj v. R.mcnjj Lot S.d/a,
AIR 1995 SC 2329; Alanboihan La! Srivastava V. Stale of LIP., AIR 1957 SC 912, relied on. (Section 44-A, Punjab
Town 1'! caning Act is as held to be directory notwithstanding the use of 'he word 'shalt'.). 	 -
Banrasj Dna v. C.cee Comnrsicsionrr, UP., AIR 1955 All 86, 91. lute provision in Section 15(2) of the U.P. Sugar
Factories Control Act 1 of 1938 is mandatory inasmuch as the word "atsati" has been used and a penally for
intentionally fa i ling to enter into an agreement is also provided for by Section 27(3) of the Act]; Sn,,t P,acai Singh s'
Dar,, SinS,,, AIR 1964 Pat 26 1963 BUN 897; Jngdtch ChooSe, Gupta v. L/nt_nm of India, AIR 1065 Punj 129;.S, Vt l!nil.Lnm
v. Stale of Ta-oil Na.!;,, (19So)1 ML) 128.

A,,mar Nets/cnn s'. Dcputy Cc,s,ntssioner, AIR 1953 All 710. (Section 56 of U.S. Court of Wards Act, 1912); AIa,lu,;.!
Ba/snot tti.'.!,l.;r v. CI';sga,;!aI Ar,ct'ala!, (1978)19 Goj Lit -167 (DO).

Jaga;m 77,/h s'. Jan; cot SingS. AIR 1954 SC 210; I/as, Ch.nstrm Peac,,d a'. S!.c/e of ttihcr, AIR 1965 Pat 250, followed its
I at sh;n,;cem Sad, i v. Stole of Si/car, 1966 EL) R 770 AIR 1967 Pal 160.
I/art Niches a'. AS-cad Ieha.tc,c, AIR 1955 SC 245.

Ron, rl;risocn'',n;,, v. Iaksh',nllaynnnsa, AIR 1958 Andlt I'm 497, 01 Ungaruc'ohat I/eddy, I.).
AK 19'3 SC 3,13.
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must be held to be directory, so that proof of prejudice in addition to non-compliance of the
provision is necessary to invalidate the act complained of.' Statutes conferring private rights
are in general construed as being imperative in character and those creating public duties are
construed as directory. In Vie Liverpool Borough Bank v. Turner,' Lord Campbell, L.C., in an
appeal from the Vice-Chancellor laid down the test : 'I believe, as far as any rule is concerned,
you cannot safely go further than that in each case you must look to the subject-matter, consider
the importance of the provision that has been disregarded and the relation of that provision to
the general object intended to be secured by the act, and, upon a review of the case in that
aspect, decide whether the matter is what is called imperative or only directory.

A realistic test for the interpretation of any such provision, when question arises whether
it is absolute and imperative or not, is to consider the importance of exact and literal observance
of it having regard to the purpose and Object of the statute, the end sought to he achieved and
the consequences that must follow upon preferring one meaning to another hearing in mind the
subject-matter and the relation of the provisions to the general object intended to he securod by
the Act as also the scheme of the Act. The presence or absence of negative words in the
provision at times serves a useful test of the character of it. An inference may he drawn from the
negative language used in laying down the requirement of a provision which prescribes
something to be done under it; as, for instance, when it is enacted that it shall he done in a
particular manner and in no other manner. In such a case the requirement is regarded as
absolute. 3 There is no general rule, however, that an enactment expressed in negative and
prohibitory language must be considered as absolute. Nor on the other hand, is there any
general rule that an enactment expressed in affirmative language must not he considered as
absolute.

Difficulty arises at times when the court has to interpret affirmative provisions in a
statute prescribed for public benefit. As a general rule a provision which enacts a rule of public
policy or a condition precedent for the purpose of benefiting the public would be regarded as
indispensable. So any construction should strive to avoid adopting one which is in any way
adverse to the public interest. But this also is a rule of construction useful to a limited degree
'and one though helpful at times is not to be applied with blind obedience and must operate in
harmony with other broad general rules of interpretation. Every provision and every condition
in a statute of this nature under consideration will not be read as imperative and absolute. The
court will closely scrutinise the provision and draw a distinction between that which goes to
the root of the matter and cannot be permitted to be violated with impunity and that which
does not affect the basis and essence of the matter. It often happens that the statute does not
consist of oneprovision or one condition but a number of different provisions some of which are of
the nature of antecedent conditions and some regulating the mode or manner in which something
is to be done. In any such case the provision relating to the condition precedent must, as a
general rule, compel an imperative construction whereas that which relates to the mode or
manner of fulfilling that condition may be considered as requiring a directory construction. The
affirmative provision which relates to the mode or manner of exercising jurisdiction or an
authority and is not limitative of the jurisdiction or authority should he given directory

1. Aruvirna Dos v. Secretary, Board of Secondary Education, AIR 1957 Cal 182,185; Callow v. Five!!, 577)2 CCL) 562.

2. (1860)30 LJ Ch 379. Quciied in Govt. of Assam v. Sahehutivh, AIR 1924 Cal 1,7 ILR 51 Cal 1 (FB); see also Hiro Lot

Chose v. Kii , 'Enperor. AIR 1924 Cal 889 TLR 52 Cal 159.
3. florid war Singh v. Began Sanruj, AIR 1972 SC 1242; M.mna!ai KJ:ctan V. Kedarnoth Khetan, 1976 U) (SC) 1017.

4. See Ashok Ainho Pa—,or v. Conouisstone,' of Police, Vadclara City, AIR 1987 Cu) 147: 1987 Cr LI 8.36: 1967 Cr LR (Gui)
33: (1987)1 Cu) LII 240: 1987)1)23 Cu) LR 580: (1937)2 Rae Cr R 89 (PB).
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Construction.'

(i) Essence of the matter or mere matter of form.—"Whether a statute is mandatory or
directory depends on whether the thing directed to be done is of the essence of the thing
required, or is a mere matter of form. Accordingly, when a particular provision of a statute
relates to some immaterial matter, as to which compliance with the statute is a matter of
convenience rather than substance, or where the directions of a statute are given merely with a-
view to the proper, orderly, and prompt conduct of business, it is generally regarded as
directory, unless followed by words of absolute prohibition; and the same is true where no
substantial rights depend on the statute, no injury can result from ignoring it, and the purpose of
the Legislature can be accomplished in manner other than the prescribed, with substantially
the same results. But a provision relating to the essence of the thing to he done, that is, to
matters of substance, is mandatory, and when a fair interpretation of a statute which directs
acts or proceedings to be done in a certain way, shows that the Legislature intended a
compliance with such provision to be essential to the validity of the act or proceeding, or when
some antecedent and pre-requisite conditions must exist prior to the exercise of power, or must be
performed before certain other powers can be exercised, then the statute must be regarded as
mandatory."' In the words of Rangarajan, J . in Lakhan Chandra v. State of Assam,' 'The
question whether a provision is mandatory or directory has to be determined upon a number of
considerations. The effect, however, of the former is that if neglected or contravened a Court of
law will treat the thing which is being done as invalid and altogether void; the effect of the
latter is that such neglect or contravention would not render the act or action taken invalid and
altogether void—it would then be a question for consideration on the facts of each case whether
by reason of the said neglect or contravention it has resulted in any prejudice." "In other words,"
says Crawford, 4 "most statutes of a comprehensive and detailed nature are likely to contain
many requirements which pertain to minor or non-essential particulars. The basic test by which
to determine whether the requirement is essential or not, is to consider the consequences of the

failure to follow the statute. In this way the importance of the requirement
(ii) Basic test; co,,se-	 will he revealed. If the requirement is revealed to he important, it may
qii'uces offailnre to	 logically be assumed that the Legislature intended that it he met; if found

fattens the statute	 to he unimportant, that it need not be met,,,,,,, After all, if every
minor and unessential detail of a statute were considered imperative,

almost every act performed in accordance therewith would be invalid or ineffective, whether
the act was performed by individuals or by public officers. The confusion and impotency which
would take place would in all probability brak down our legal system. In order for law to be
administered efficientl', effectively and expeditiously, the distinction between essential and
non-essential requirements must be maintained, either by the Courts or by express legislative
enactment." "In the absence of an express provision, the intention of the Legislature," says Pal,
J . in Dlzarendra Krishna v. Nihar Ganguly, 5 "is to be ascertained by syeighing the consequences
of herding statute to be directory or imperative...... In each case the subject-matter is to be
looked to and the importance of the provision in question in relation to the general object

I.	 Moiibhai v. State of Cufarat, AIR 1961 Cu] 93, 101; t','arottarn Dna v. Gewarikar, AIR 1961 NIP 182; Rani Narei,i v.
Bishambar Nat!,, AIR 1961 Pun] 171; ace also Jaizoast Rae v. Slate of Rajasthan, AIR 1951 Raj 250 (PB).

2. 59 Corpus Juris at pp. 107475.
3. 1977ALR6.

4. Statutory Co,zstractton, at p. 518.

5. AIR 1943 Cal 266, 277-275; Calculla National Bank Ltd. v. Rauasdon Tea Co. Lid., AIR 1967 Cal 294, 305 (S.F. Mum,

I-).
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intended to be secured by the Act, is to he taken in to consideration iii order to see whether the
matter is compulsory or merely directory." 'There may he man y provisions in Acts of
Parliament,' observes Lord Penzance in Howard v. Bodingtoii, 'which although they are not
strictly obeyed, yet do not appear to the Court to be of that material importance to the subject-
matter to which they refer, as that the Legislature could have intended that the non-
observance of them should be followed by a total failure of the whole proceedings. On the other
hand, there are some provisions in respect of which the Courts would take an opposite view,
and would feel that they are matters which must be strictly obeyed, otherwise the whole
proceeding that subsequently follows must come to an end." Some authorities have made the
question to depend on the presence or absence of words declaring the effect of a failure to comply
with the statute, holding that a statute which requires certain things to he done, or provides
what result shall follow a failure to do them, is mandatory, but that if the statute does not
declare what result shall follow a failure tc'do the required acts, it. is directory.' Lord
Blackburn observed in Middlesex Justices v. R. 2 "There is a numerous class of cases in which it
has been held that certain provisions in Acts of Parliament are directory in the sense that they
were not meant to he a condition precedent to the grant, or whatever it may be, but a condition
subsequent : a condition as to which the responsible persons may he blameable and punishable if
they do not act upon it but their not acting upon it shall not invalidate what they have done,
these persons having nothing to do with that," "In the absence of an express provision," says
Denman, J . , in Caldo;i' v. Pixell,2 "the intention of the Legislature is to he ascertained by
weighing the consequences of holding a statute to be directory or imperative,"

"After all, Courts are to do justice," says the Supreme Court, "not to wreck...... this end
product on technicalities. Viewed in the perspective, even what is regarded as mandatory
traditionally may, perhaps, have to be moderated into wholesome directions to be complied
within time or in extended time",' and taking the view that if breach can he corrected without
injury to disposal of the case, the Court should not enthrone ,...a regulatory requirement into a
dominant desideratum. It was held that Rule 3 of the Punjab and Haryana High Court Rules
and Orders, Vol. V, relating to filing of three copies of Memorandum of appeal in Letters Patent
Appeal is directory.

'I'he fact that a statutory provision is mandatory in form need not necessarily indicate that
any violation of it would imply a nullification. The question whether a contravention thereof
would lead to a total nullification of the transaction or only to an invalidation making it
voidable at the option of the person prejudiced thereby, depends not on the form but on the
purpose of the enactment. If the provision is designed to promote public interests, its
contravention would entail a nullification, but if the object is to promote private interests of
individuals or groups of individuals, its contravention would only make the transaction
voidable at the' option of the person affected thereby-'

In Miller v. Lakezvood Housing Co.,' 'the Ohio Court said : "Whether a statutory
rec'yirement is mandatory or directory depends on its effect. If no substantial rights depend on it
an, no injury can result from ignoring it, and the purpose of the Legislature can be accomplished

1. (1877)2 01) 203; s,'e also DLiLrict Baird, Kh,'rS V. Abds! Ma/id Khn, AIR 1930 Oudh 434, 440.

2. 59 Corpus [uris at p. 1073; Brq'a BeJi3ra v. Gaogodaraiii Behera, AIR 1990 Orissa 94.

3. (1984)9 AC 778.

4. (1877)2 CPD 592, 566.

S.	 Stale cf Pairjob V. Shyam La! Mueais, 1976 Rev LR 472 (SC).

9.	 Cliacko Malh,*w v. A'2ppan Ret;5 AIR 1962 Ker 194, 174 (FO) (Madhavan Nair, [).

7.	 (1932)125 Ohio St. 152.
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in a manner other than that prescribed and substantially the same results obtained, then the
statute will generally be regarded as directory; but if not, it will be mandator'.' In considering
whether a statute is imperative, a balance may be struck between the inconvenience of rigidly
adhering to, and the inconvenience of sometimes departing from, its terms.'

(iii) No fixed rule giving an exact atmszt'er.—There can be no rule of universal application for
the determination of the question whether a provision in a statute is imperative or merely
directory, the question in each case being one to be decided on a consideration of the scope, object
and nature of the statutory provision.' There is no fixed rule that will give an exact answer to
the question of mandatory and directory provisions. The various special rules deduced from the
authorities offer no more than a clue or guide to the character of a statutory provision. As of
fact, son-ic of the rules are so weighed with exceptions that it is difficult to fix their value.
Each individual case has to be decided on the basis of its facts. A realistic approach to the
problem is to utilize the recognized aids to construction with a view to ascertaining the actual
legislative intent. One of such sources is the purpose of the statute, that is, the purpose with
which the law was made. In the nwlter of Cuddeback, 3 the Court said : "in determining
whether the provision of a statute is mandatory or directory, the end sought to be attained by
the provision is always important to be considered, and if the end cannot be effectuated by
holding the provision to be directory, it must, if it can consistently with the language, be held
to be mandatory."

No statutory provisions are intended by the Legislature to be disregarded, but where the
consequences of not obeying them in every particular are not prescribed, the court must judicially
determine them. In doing so they must necessarily consider the importance of the literal and
punctilious observance of the provision in question to the object the Legislature had in view. If
it is essential it is mandator;', and a departure from it is fatal to any proceeding to execute the
statute or to obtain the benefit of it.........The difference between mandatory and directory
statutes is one of effect only. The question generally arises in a case involving a determination
of right as affected by the violation of, or omission to adhere to, statutory directions. This
determination involves a decision of whether or not the violation or omission is such as to
render invalid acts, or rights, powers, privileges or immunities claimed thereunder. If the
violation or omission is invalidating, the statute is mandatory; if not, it is directory.'

According to the Supreme Court in order to determine whether a provision is mandatory or
directory, there is no general rule which may hlp. It is the duty of the Court to try to get at the
real intention of the Legislature by carefully attending to the whole scope of the statute to be
construed. The use of the expression 'shall' is not considered decisive and the question whether
a provision is mandatory or directory depends upon the intent of the Legislature and not upon
the language in whicll the intent is clothed.'	 -

Velliappa v. Subrah,na ys,,,, ILR 39 Mad 485; Ca!dow v. Pixefl;(lS)2 ceo 562.
Appacnah v. Stale ,1f A(yscre, AIR 1962 Mys 157,159 (Somnalh lyer, J.); quoting Ja ,<nn.;h v. Jsant Singh, 1954 SCR
992; 1<70. Rjshb,j s'. Stale ef LAI9i, (1955)1 SCR 1150; Had Vishnu (<oralS s'. Ah,rcd its,,,', (1935)1 5CR 1104; .see also
Ratnaea v. G,,rusliddaj';a, AIR 1962 Mys 135,136 (Hegde, J.).

39 N.Y.S. 368 Cited by Francis,). McCaffrey, at pp. 103-4; Ran,chandra K,'sha-a fldke v. Ga-Sd Jell Chaz'are, 1975 Mil,
LJ 515 (SC).
idang! rarn v. Slate ef Rsf;flu, AIR 1970 Raj 32, 34-35 (B.C. Bert, J.); queiing Snll,erlan,t, Sl.,laloy Conai,-uclia,m, 3rd
Ed. Vol. III at P. 77; Ski, Skills s'. Abdul GSa,,), AIR 1980 SC 333; Ehikuj Jaipr,-ia v. Li,:ie,, ef bali.,. AIR 1962 SC 113;
(Si Drigraf (<ncr s'. Amer krisl'a, AIR 1960 SC 444.
API 9095 v. Stale '1 I',,sU(', (19S5i2 SCC 217; M. Karuna,,idhi v. H.V. Hank, (1993)2 FCC -173.
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Francis, J . McCaffrey in his Statutory Construction (pp. 103-4) has summed up the law

beautifully in the following words : 	 -
"Those statutes which contemplate that action shall or may be taken under them often

present to the Courts problem of determining whether they are to be considered as
.mandatory or as merely directory. At times it must be decided whether the Legislature
intended to command and require that the contemplated action be taken whenever the
prescribed conditions occur, with no option or discretion allowed to the person or body to
which the statute is addressed. If such is the legislative intention the statute is said to be
mandatory. On the other hand, if the Legislature intended to grant to the person or body
concerned discretion choice or judgment as to doing or not doing the act in question, the
statute is considered as directory. Again, there may be offered for consideration the manner
or time of doing the act spoken of in the statute. As to this, if the Legislature intended to
exact a strict and literal compliance with its erms as a condition precedent to the validity
of the act or proceeding to which the statute relates, the provisions of the Act are called
mandatory. Generally speaking, therefore, a condition laid down by the Legislature is
mandatory and cannot be dispensed with : orders passed without complying with the
condition are illegal.' Should it be determined that the Legislature intended to give mere
instructions and directions as to the mode or time of the performance of the act in question,
then precise compliance with the words of the statute is not essential to a valid act or
proceeding and the statute is considered directory. It is noted that each of the foregoing
problems or questions finds its answer in the intention of the Legislature, such intention as
the controlling factor in determining the imperative or directory character of a statute or
statutory provision.'

As has been indicated, the LegislatUr6 may intend to issue a command or it may wish
to grant mere authority or jurisdictions or to Set out mere directions and instructions for the
guidance of those to whom the statute is addressed. Legislative bodies ordinarily use
appropriate language in framing laws. The difficulty is that the writers of laws do not
always attach the usual and ordinary meaning to imperative and permissive terms. At
times mandatory and directory verbs are used interchangeably in legislation. It must he
remembered that legislative bodies like individuals, do not always use words in their
literal sense; they may speak in words of authorization when they really wish to issue a

command or vice versa. It is this use of terms of command and terms of authorization
without regard to their literal meaning that generally creates the necessity of seeking the
aid of the rules of construction to determine if such words were intended to carry their
primary or ordinary meaning. The constant task of the interpreter of laws is to give to the
language used that meaning which its writers attached to it, even though that requires a
departure from the literal meaning of the text.
The question as to whether mandatory provisions contained in sintutes should be considered

merely as directory or obligatory has often been considered in judicial decisions. In dealing with
the question no general or inflexible rule can he laid down. It is always a matter of trying to
determine the real intention of the Legislature in using the imperative or mandatory words and
such intention can be gathered by a careful examination of the whole scope of the statute and
the object intended to he achieved by the particular provision containing the mandatory clause.
If it is held that the mandatory clause is obligatory, it inevitably follows that contravention
of the said clause implies the nullification of the contract. Thus the provision is made in public

	

I.	 Ratd! B.,JO.,1 v. SOto of Cujio.O. AIR 19(9 Cj 211

	

2	 1, s!UfTv. Corm.ni. Life J,u Co., 197 NY SOC.
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interest, there can be no difficulty in holding that the word shall used in making the
provision is intended to make the provision itself obligatory and not directory.

In Poona Electric Co. v. State of Bombay,' it has been pointed out that where the enactment
is absolute, that is, if it is mandatory in character, it requires exact compliance, whereas if it is
merely directory, a substantial compliance with its provisions is sufficient. Thus, where under
the provisions of Section 33(1) of the Electricity Act of 1910, a notice of accident was required to
be given within 24 hours after the accident before any action may be maintained, the absence of
a written notice within the time prescribed would not defeat the action where the party injured
was incapable of complying with the provision by reason of his injuries.

(iv) Three fundamental tests—In Howard v. Boding) on, 3 Lord Penzance said : I believe, as
far as any rule is concerned, you cannot safely go further than that in each case you must look to
the subject-matter; consider the importance of the provision that has been disregarded, and the
relation of that provision to the general object intended to be secured by the Act; and upon a
review of the case in that aspect decide whether the matter is what is called imperative or
only directory.

The question whether a particular provision is mandatory or directory is in many instances
extremely difficult. And strong grounds are needed to read a mandatory provision as directory
and vice versa. 4 The language employed is not always a sure index and it is scarcely possible to
lay down a hard and fast rule of general ap'plication. Broadly speaking, however, there are
three fundamental tests which are often applied with remarkable success in the determination
of this question. They are based on considerations of the scope and object sometimes called the
scheme and purpose—of the enactment in question, on considerations of justice and balance of
convenience and on a consideration of the nature of the particrllar provision, namely, whether it
affects the performance pf a public duty or relates to a right, privilege or power—in the former
case the enactment is generally directory, in the latter mandatory.' A provision which is
directory in form might be mandatory in substance. \Vhcther it is one or the other must depend
upon a number of things such as the declared object of the statute, the indications to be found in
the various portions thereof, the persons for whose benefit the pon,'er is to he exercised and such
other matters as might appear on the statute. That the intention of the Madras Prohibition Act
10 of 1937 was to exclude medicinal preparations from the operation of the Act is clear from the
preamble and Section 16(1) of the Act which was enacted for giving effect to this object must he
construed in the light of the intention expressed in the preamble and in such manner as to
effectuate it. It Section 15 is to be read as directory, then it will defeat one of the declared
objects of the legislation.' The use of the words-reasonable period before the words not being
less than one month is of significance and in this Context the provision in regard to time must be
held to be directory and not mandatory!

SOle of West Bengal v. B.K. Mendal, AIR 1962 SC 779,783; collector of Monghyr v. YsJ:ao l'rassd, AIR 1962 Sc 1694;
R.:ni Rattan Shut/a v. Slate of Pnnjab, AIR 1987 P & H 229 1987 Pea I.J 72 (1987)91 l'un LE 627: (19S7) RevLR 366

(1987)2 Land LR 479: ILR (1987)2 P & H 403: (1987)2 Land LR 92(00).
AIR 1967 I/on, 27.
(1877)2 PD 203, 211, followed in Clan/es v. Blach wee!, 1 CLR 39, 65, 66; Clan/es v, Blackwood, (No. 2)1 CLRI2I, 126.
BI:agwsnt Singh v. Surjit Kour, (1981)83 Punj LR 219 (DB).
.'tjd k'wnar Sni & another v. State of WB., AIR 1951 Cal 49,55-6; Chacka v. Chacka, AIR 1959 Ker 149, 150; l'ar,,:esl:sur

.biahneth v. State, AIR 1958 Pat 149, 151; Sarot Patti v. Stale of Orion, (1988)65 CLT 122 (FB).
O'ceea Boa v. State af Ma/ran, AIR 1554 Mad 645-47, 693; .'ee also Collector of Monghyr v. Keshov I'r.wal, (1963)1

8CR 93. 113 (Ayyangar, p.
t'i:cer Slot cr5 v. Municipal Council, Nagarcail, AIR 1967 SC 684.
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The word 'shell' in Section 17(3) of the West Bengal Tenancy Act 12/56 was held to be
directory as the legislation is a beneficial one and as such construction is in accord with
legislative intent.'

12. Statutes pertaining to official action—A Statutory provision which pertains to an
official action is generally construed as directory rather than manda1oi. 3 "Where the
prescription of statute relates to the performance of a public duty and where' the invalidation
of acts clone in neglect of them would work serious general inconvenience or injustice to persons
who have no control over those entrusted with the duty without promoting the essential aims

of the Legislature, such prescriptions seem to be generally u)der6tood as
(1) Distinctiox l,eh:ecn	 mere instructions for the guidance and government of those on whom the
,çraxtofpozce'rs and	 duty is imposed, or, in other words, as directory only. The neglect of
rights axf irsposiliox	 them may be penal indeed, but it does not affect the validity of the act
ofilstics.

	

	 done in disregard of them."' Mr. Justice Swayne observed in Board of

Supervisors, Rock Island-Co. v. U.S. I " The conclusion to be deduced
from the authorities is, that where power is given to public officers....—whenever the public
interest or individual rights call for its exercise—the language used, though permissive in
form, is in fact peremptory.' Crawford in Statutory Construction at pp. 529-531 says

"As a general rule, a statute which regulates the manner in which public officials shall
exercise the power vested in them, will be construed as directory rather than mandatory,
especially where such regulation pertains to uniformity, order and convenience, and neither
public nor private rights will he injured or impaired thereby. If the stabile is negative in
form or if nothing is stated regarding the consequences or effect of non-compliance; the
indication is all the stronger that it should not he considered mandatory. But if the public
interest or private rights call for the exercise of the power vested in a public official, the
language used, though permissive or diretory in form, is in fact peremptory or mandator'
as a general rule. For example, where the statute declared that the Board of Supervisors
may, if deemed advisable,' levy a special tax to pay cgtain debts which their current
revenue is insufficidnt to pay, the statute was held tQ be mandatory. After all, the power
vested in the officer is not for his benefit but for the benefit of the public or of third persons
and it must be exercised. A duty is imposed upon the officer rather than a privilege.
Conversely, however, where the statute simply regulates the manner in which public
officers shall exercise the power vested in them in: order to promote uniformity, order and
convenience, the statute is predominantly intended for the benefit of the officers. Moreover,
word mandatory in form should be construed to be permissive even where statutes
regulating the exercise of powers by public officials are concerned, if the permissive
construction will effect justice, or save a proceeding from invalidity, provided, however,

I. Vide 3-i/s. B.P. Khczeka Pc-i. Lid. v. Birc'xdr.t Kunvcr Oheu',xick.AIR 1937 SC 1010: 1937 JT (SC) 665 : (19S7)10 (I) If

Rep. 169: (1937)2 SCC 407: 1957 Rajdharci LR 190:1007 SCFBRC 177: (1987)1 Fen CR236: (1957)1 Rent LIZ 659:

(1967)2 Ui (SC) 1, reveroing (1978)1 Cal Lj 456.

2. h'icij La! v. Stale ofPatiaLi, AIR 1957 Pud ICe, 101 : The provision does not lay down how a Municipal Committee is

to he superseded, it only prescribes the mode in which the Act of supersession is to be expressed. The manner of
such an expression should be construed as merely matter of tunis and formality in doing a public ad. Th,cxgaSrcatFIi

v. Chi,fScrretary, Madras, AIR 1965 Mad 225.

3. Macwell: Is!crpectatio,i of Slatsie, 11th Ed. at pp.369, 360; see also Montreal Street Ely. Co. v. 5jonau.1i, 1917 AC 170,

174 : AIR 1917'PC 142; Viihaldss Red Naih V. Income Tax Officer, Runspccr, AIR 1969 All 390, 392 (Oak, CT);

V. Compensation Officer, AIR 1966 A & N 81, 82-83 (3-lelsrotra, C.J,) : Oh1edt of the Act tube corssidcrcd.

4	 71 US 3-15,346: 13 L Ed 419, quoted in Sutherland: St.itutonyConstruction, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at p.67.
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that such a construction does not destroy or impair the rights of the public, or of any member
thereof. In other words, whether a statutory requirement which relates to official action
shall be considered mandatory or permissive, depends upon the effect the suggested
construction has upon public and private rights. If the requirement of the statute must he
regarded as mandatory in order to promote justice, it should be so construed; and if a
mandatory construction operates mischievously, then the statute should he given a
permissive construction, for in construing a statute it is not reasonable to presume that the
Legislature intended to violate a settled principle of natural justice or to destroy a vested
right or to enact a mischievous law."
It is a wel1-sttled rule that an absolute enactment must be obeyed or fulfilled exactly, but

it is sufficient if a directory enactment be obeyed or fulfilled substantially.' Bose, J . , speaking
on behalf of the Court in I'ratap Sing!: v. Krishna Gupta,' observed

..........We deprecate this tendency towards technicality; it is the substance that counts
and must take precedence over mere form. Some rules are vital and go to the root of the
matter; they cannot be broken others are only directory and a breach of them can be
overlooked provided there is substantial compliance with the rules road as a whole and
provided no prejudice ensues; and when the Legislature does not itself stale which is
which, Judges must determine the matter and, exercising a nice discrimination sort out one
class from the other along broad-based, commonsense lines.'
It is well settled that where powers or rights are granted with a direction that certain

regulations or formalities shall be complied with, it is neither unjust nor inconvenient to exact a
rigorous observance of them as essential to the acquisition of the right or authority conferred.
Where there is a power conferred under a statute coupled with a duty, the statute must
ordinarily be construed as absolute, and the use of the words 'for reasons to be recorded in
writing' does not derogate from the mandatory character of the statutory dut y .' Where a
statute says that a thing shall be in the form' prescribed, that means that the 'form' shall be
strictly and literally followed. It cannot be done in any other manner. 5 As the Legislature has
conferred power on a Rent Control and Eviction Officer only in respect of a building, it is not
possible to extend the said power to an item of property which is not building.' That would be
legislating, and a court under the garb of interpretation cannot legislate.' Where either under
the Act or the Rules, a procedure for the performance of a particular act has been prescribed,
the same has got to be done in that manner or not at all. Every Court or Tribunal has to exercise
jurisdiction in the manner provided in the Act or Rules, and orders passed in disregard of them
are illegal, unwarranted in law and an irregular exercise of jurisdiction.' The words 'in the
form' are more imperative than 'in accordance with the form'.' On the other hand, where a
public duty is imposed and the statute requires that it shall be performed in a certain manner or
within a certain time, or under other specified conditions, such prescriptions may well be

1. I'a,:jah Co-operative hack, Lid. V. lucerne-tax Officer, I.ahare, AIR 1938 Lah 852.
2. AIR 1956 SC 140.
3	 Bai Earn/a v. Mac,' I',uIil, AIR 1966 Cci 37.
4. E',,d Nc,idc,u Sariup v. District Ma,'i,lraie, (1966)68 I'unj LR 747.
5. Cu/at Singh v. First AL/il jo,,,! District Jiuuky, Brejfly, 1980 All LJ 633;	 U/h/i v. As/ak Kapil, (1979)3 All LR 113;

lo!/oblijas Açaru'a/a V. IC. Cliakra,'ariy, AIR 1960 SC 576,
6. Sane U/la/i v. Ashok-, (1979)5 All LE 113.
7. Sane U/Oh v. Ashok, (1979)5 All LR 113.
8	 H,,i La! v. LN';'uly L)i'cciuni'fComa!i,/..'i,au 1982 All LI 223.
9,	 t3uIIiu V. Mc,,,,,, 1972 MPLJ 56,59 (C. P. Singh, J.).
In I —3 9
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regarded as intended to he directory only, when injustice or inconvenience to others, who have
no control over those exercising the duty, would result, if such requirements were deemed
essential and imperative.' Where the prescription of an Act relates to the performance of a
duty by a public officer the breach of such prescription when it does not cause any real injustice
does not invalidate the act done under the Act and therefore such prescriptions are merely
directory.' 'There are many statutory requisitions," observed Field, J . , in French v. Edwards,

intended for the guidance of officers in the conduct of business devolved upon them, which do
not limit their power or render its exercise in disregard of the requisitions ineffectual. Such
generally are regulations designed to secure order, system, and despatch in proceedings, and by
disregard of which the rights of parties interested cannot be injuriously affected....But when
the requisitions prescribed are intended for the protection of the citizen and to prevent a
sacrifice of his property, and by a disregard of which the rights might be and generally would

c injuriously affected, they are not directory but mandatory." When an enactment confers a
power on a certain officer and prescribes the manner in which the power is to be exercised, it is
common sense that the power should be exercised in the manner prescribed. There is no doubt
hat a distinction exists between the exercise of a power and the performance of a duty. But

when a manner of exercise of power is prescribed, it cannot he held that the exercise of the
power 10 that manner becomes a performance of the duty otly because the particular manner is
proscribed with a view to protect the interests of the person to be affected thereby. In certain
cases, in the context of a particular statute the manner prescribed may be either mandatory or
;!iroctory degeuding on the context of the statute.' In Cerptua Jttris, 5 the law on this subject is

stated thus
'Statutes which confer upon a public body or officer's power to act for the sake of justice,

or whch clothe a public body o° officer with power to perform acts which concern the
public interests or the rights of individuals, are generally regarded as mandatory,
althouoh the language is permissive merely since they are construed as imposing duties
rather than conferring privileges. On the other hand, where statutes are purely enabling in
character, simply making that legal and possible which otherwise there would be no
authorit y ta do, and no public interests in private rights are involved, they will be

uconstred as permissive. Generally statutes, directing the mode of proceeding by public
office, , designed to promote method, system, uniformity and despatch in such proceeding,
will be regarded as directory if a disregard thereof will not injure the rights of parties,
and the statute does not declare what result shall follow in non-compliance there(vith; nor

333u.s ,ha a'. Inn; K;,war Solo, ILR 43 Cat 763, 513. The distinction between the two classes of cases is

it!aS;ro;c,1 by adecirinn in h'ed v. Bock, (1863)131 RR 691; Sta;,'cfo,, v. Ida;-n;e,,, (1861)133 lOB 559; The Asdch,oio,,,
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Me, Co., (1537)5 Ex,:h 412; Freed a'. Dennct, (1659)114 RR 659; Carnival Mini ng Co. V Rennet, (1S00)10

BR 673: ,ial Peat Co. v. Pi;i!lips, (1661)124 RR 690; Ba:tc'r!cv'o case, (1880)16 CS D 681; Re Gifford and Bury,
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contain negative words importing a prohibition of any other mode of proceeding than that
prescribed. Especially is this true when to hold void acts done in violation of the statute
would work serious in inconvenience, or would cause injustice to persons having no control
over those entrusted with the duty enjoined and at the same time would not promote the
main object of the statute Permissive words in a statute in respect of officers or courts will

- not be construed as mandatory, where such construction would create a new public obligation
• and it has been held that even mandatory words or provisions in a statute defining the

duties of administrative officers may be construed as directory only, unless something in the
body of the statute indicates the contrary.' According to Sutherland

One of the places where rules for the construction of statutes as mandator y or directory
has been most clearly defined is with respect to previsions directing action or conduct oil

- part of public officers. Where statutes provide for the doing of acts or the exercise of power
or authority by public officers, and private rights or the public interest require the doing of

- such acts or the exercise of such power or authority, they are mandatory, regardless of
whether they are phrased in imperative or permissive terms.......Where a mandatory
construction might do injury to some primary public interest, as by hampering the taxing
power, a directory construction might be applied if the general purpose of the statute may
thus he effected without injury to private rights.

(ii) Two provisions, one importing objection to do an act and the other not—Where tree
provisions of law apply to a given act of circumstances one requiring a person to do a certain set
and the other imposing no such obligation, the person must do the act because if he were to rely
upon the other provision, he would be infringing, or not complying with, the mandatory
provision. By doing the act he would be complying with or not infringing, either of the two
provisions, whereas by not doing the act he would not be complying with one provision at least.
Since he must comply with all the provisions of law, he must comply with the provisions
requiring him to do a certain act. While Section 54, Cr.P.C., lays down in what cases may a
police officer arrest a person without warrant, Section 56 prescribes the procedure to he
followed in those cases when instead of making the arrest himself, the police officer deputes an
officer subordinate to him to do s. Under Section 56 it is incumbent on the police officer to
deliver to the officer required to make the arrest an order in writing and want of such written
order shall vitiate the arrest.'

(iii) No limitation on powers unless justified by express words or necessary implication.—
Limitations should not be placed on powers conferred by enactments, unless they are justified by
express words or by necessary implication. The words 'after 15 days in Section 7 of the
Hyderabad City Improvement Board Regulations make it incumbent on the acquiring authority
to start proceedings after the expiry of the period. They do impose limits as to within what
time the statutory power of acquiring property should not be started, but not when it should be
completed. There being no express limits in the powers of acquisition, nor there being anything
in the regulation to imply such restrictions, restriction cannot be imposed merely because the
exercise may result in hardship. If such hardship resultC from a proper construction of the
statute, it cannot be a reason for different interpretation that is justified neither by express
terms of the enactment nor by necessary implication.'

I.	 Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. III, at pp. 86-90,
2.-	 State v. R,,rrrha,rj,.,, AIR 1955 All 433,
3.	 Bulrsrl Begsrn v. State, AIR 1956 I-Iyd 26 (failure to acquire property within a reasonable lime IN 	 ret result in the

nullification of the earlier notifications published before 16 years under Sections 3 and 5).
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(iv) Co nnr,nid to do a thing in a particular ,,iiiii,icr.—A command to do a thing in a
particular manner would imply a prohibition to do itin any other manner, otherwise the whole
aim and object of the law would plainly he defeated. When power is given under a statute to do
acertain thing in a certain way the thing must he done in that way or not at all. The other
modes of performance are necessarily forbidden.' Where authority is granted to public officers
to do a thing in a certain way, the manner of doing the thing is mandatory, or jurisdictional, and
a limitation on the authority of the officer, even though the doing of the thing in the first

place may be discretionary- 3 If the statutory provision which uses imperative words imposes an
obligation or duty on a public officer subject to certain other requirements, the public officers
failure to comply with the said requirements does not make his subsequent action invalid. The
use of imperative words does not involve the invalidating consequence in connection with such
provisions On the other hand, if the use of the imperative words is to be found in a provision
that confers upon a public officer a privilege or power subject to certain conditions and these
conditions are not complied with, the exercise of that power or privilege would be rendered
invalid. Even in respect of duties the performance of which is required subject to certain
conditions, if it appears that the failure to comply with the conditions is likely to lead to
injustice or patent hardship, then the Court would hesitate t'o come to the conclusion that the
non-performance of the conditions does not involve the invalidating of the performance of duty
itself. The effect of Section 12(6), Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, is not that, as soon as 14 days
expire, the conciliation officer virtually becomes fiinctus officio and the proceedings which
were validly pending before him till then become wholly invalid thereafter. If Section 12(6) is
construed otherwise it would lead to this unfortunate result that in a very large majority of
cases, conciliation efforts are bound to fail, for however responsible both the parties to the
dispute may be it is very unlikely that within the statutory period of 14 days many industrial
disputes can he settled.' A time clause in a statute will not be considered as mandatory unless its
non-observance will result in the object of the provision being frustrated.'

The test to be applied in such cases is Do the statutory prescriptions affect the
performance of a duty or do they relate to a privilege or power?' In East Suffolk Rivers

Cimtclnucimt Board v. Kent,' Lord Porter observed : The sole question in the present case is
whether the mere undertaking of a task which the Legislature has empowered an authority to
do puts them in the same position as if that task had been imposed as a duty upon them.'

(v) Direction to do a duty within a specified time.—Where a public officer is directed by a
statute to perform a duty within a specified time, the provisions as to time are only directory.
Mr. Justice Lopes said in Caldon v. Pe,meIl,' that in deciding whether a rule is mandatory or
directory the possibility of justice suffering from a too rigid application of the time-limit
should he taken into account. The same rule of construction is put in Corpus Juris' in the

1. !taiho,n Aloha,, Saba V. Re,,, Kua,ar Saha, ILR 43 Cal 790,811-812; Shard I!a,i Si; ig!iaain v. Coru,utssioiiCr of Wcalihi

Tax (Cr,,! ra!), 1994 Tax LR 417.

2. Moths Singh v. Hira La!, 1983 MPWN 281.'.	 ..

3. S,,Iherland SUO,laoj Coast rachel,, 3rd Ed., Vol., III alp. 89.

4. The State v. A,,40rd, tic. Bus Sm'ice, AIR 1955 Bern 324.

5. Lake! can,, Shaslrt v. Slate of BiLar, 1966 CUR 770: AIR 1967 Pci 160.

6. JIu, i Water tto,vl V. J:dn,n In Len,, Co., Al It 19OS Pat 539, 541; Malta,,, Meha,, SoOn v. IOu,, Rumor SaI,a, n.E 43 Cal

790, 512.
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9. Val. 59at pp. 1070-79; see SuIt,cr!aod : Sla!ulaW Cooslr,,clie", 3rd Ed., Vol. IIl at p p. 101-102.
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following words:
'A statute specifying a time within which a public officer to perform an official act

regarding the rights and duties of others, and made with ,a view to the proper orderly, and
prompt conduct of business, usually directory, unless the phraseology of the statute, or the
nature of the act to be performed and the consequences of doing or failing to do it at such
time, is such that the , designation of time must be considered a limitation on the power of
the officer. So a statute requiring a public body, merely for the orderly transaction of

- business, to fix the time for the performance of certain acts which may as effectually be
done at any other time is usually regarded as directory. But such rule of construction is not to
be applied to the acts of private parties, when the law to be construed creates no new rights
or remedy, but is designed to regulate one already existing. So under statutes conferring
privileges on private individuals for a certain period of time, such privileges cannot be
exercised after the lapse of the time allowed. As a general proposition, the rule with
respect to statutory directions to individuals is the opposite of that which obtains with
respect to public officers. When a statute directs things to be done by a private person
within a specified time and makes his rights dependent on proper performance thereof,
unless the failure to perform in time may injure the public or individuals, the statute is
mandatory. When an individual is the person not strictly complying, he has no grounds for
complaint. Under statutes of procedure, failure to complete required steps within the time
specified is fatal to the case:'
When a statute regulates the time at or within which an act is to be done by a public Officer

or body, it is generally construed to be permissive only as to the time, for the reason "that the
public interests are not to suffer by the laches of any public officen"2 It is well settled that the
word 'shall' does not necessarily indicate that the provision is mandatory. The object of the
provision has to he ascertained, and it has to he seen whether a time clause in it is a matter of
substance. In other words, the time clause will not he considered to be mandatory unless its non-
observance will result in the object of the provision being frustrated? The Courts will hold such
provision to be mandatory if the nature of the acts to be performed or the phraseology of the
statute indicates an intention on JLhe part of the Legislature to exact a literal compliance with
the requirement of time. The Courts seek to achieve a just result in not ascribing an invalidating
effect to the failure of the public officers to observe the time provisions of statutes; a contrary
rule would operate unfairly in prejudicing the rights of persons who have no control over the
conduct of public officers. In People ex rel Huff v. Graves,' the New York Court of Appeal
observed : 'Public policy often requires that minor omissions and failures of officials shall not
make void all their proceedings ; otherwise Government in some special feature might come to a
standstill or result in confusion. This liberality of construction is not necessary when the duty to
act rests upon the individual, as his omission or failure will apply to himself earl not bring
confusion or damage to the whole community."

(vi) Where compliance discretionary—For deciding whether a provision of law
is directory or mandatory, the test to be applied is whether under the law it is the duty of
the person on whom the power is conferred, to exercise that power. If not, it is

I.	 Sutherland Statutory Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol. III at p. 107; see aRe AIa,:icipal Committee, K,anda-a v. l&tr0 Rises.
AIR 1930 Nag 157, 165.

2. Leone-g v. Hoghea, 26 NY 511.
3. Lakshmas Slsrstri v. Stale of Siha,, AIR 1967 Pat 150 (Sahai, J.); see also R.amchaader Prasad Sahi v. Slate of Oilier, AIR

1965 Pal 250.
4. 277 NY 115; ore also Hirdey Mirain Singh v. frng Thth.rdur Sis ,çh, ICR 30 Pat 965 AIR 1952 Pal 263.
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discretionary . : So, where a power is coupled with a duty, the statute must generally be treat
as an absolute enactment! Since in such a case the powers and duties are inseparable,
delegation of powers takes with it the performance of the duties also.: Article 320(3) appw
to be of a directory nature. The Article itself gives the liberty to the President and
Governors to exempt themselves from its operation by regulations framed by themselves.
mandate which leaves it open to the mandated person to carry or not to carry out the mand,
according to his pleasure and direction cannot be a mandate, property so called, at all! Th
mere provision of a period of limitation in howsoever peremptory or imperative language is 1

sufficient to bar the Court from exercising its power to extend the period of limitation provid
the Court is satisfied that the exercise of the power is necessary.'

A provision giving a discretionary power leaves the donee of the power free to use or not
use it at his discretion. A directory provision, however, gives 00 discretionary power to do or j
to do the thing directed. A directory provision is intended to be obeyed but a failure to ohe)
does not render a thing duly done in disobedience of it, a nullity!

(vii) \Iay.—It is well settled that the use of word 'may' in a statutory provision would
by itself show that the provision is directory in nature. In s0111e cases the Legislature may L

the word 'may' as a matter of pure conventional courtesy and yet intend a mandatory force.
order, therefore, to interpret the legal import of the word 'may the court has to consi!
various factors, namely, the object and the scilenle of the Act, the context and the hackgrou,
against which the words have been used, the purpose and the advantages sought to
achieved by the USC of this word and the like. It is equally well settled that where the WC
'may' involves a discretion coupled with an obligation or where it confers a positive benefit to
general class of subjects in a utility Act, or where the court advances a remedy and suppress
the mischief or where giving the word a directory significance, would defeat the very object
the Act, the word 'may' should be interpreted to convey a mandatory force! As a general ri
the word may' is permissive and operative to confer discretion and especiall y so, where it
used in juxtaposition to the word 'shall', which ordinarily is imperative as it imposes a dut
Cases however, are not wanting where the words 'may', 'shall' , '

mu st ' are us,
interchangeably. In order to find out whether these words are being used ill a directory or in
mandatory sense, the intent of the Legislature should be looked into along with the pertine.
circumstances. If it appears to be the settled intention of the Legislature to convey the sense
compulsion, - as where an obligation is created the use of the word 'may' will 1101 prevent tl
Court from giving in the effect of compulsion or obligation. Where the statute Has passc
purely in the public interest and that rights of private citizens have been considerabi
modified and curtailed ill the interests of the general development of an area or in the intercs
of removal of slums and insanitary areas. It is, therefore, precisely the sort of statute wile:
though the power is conferred upon tile statutory body by the use of the word 'may tll;lt powo

I.	 HOUE tOn: v. Sitovn:, AIR 1954 HP 6.
2. KS R:nota v. APo:e Pout, AIR 1966 Cu) 37.
3. 0:0,:.:::: Pan,:alut v. not. Co:u,ur. So/co Tar, AIR 1963 SC 1551; Joçdiaji Chandra Gupta V. Unio,: of luSu, AIR 1965 Pit,

4. Ma,:no let v. H.P. Scott, AIR 1955 Gal 451, 453.
5. Ttoa Pit/li V. Sate: i,:teadc:it, t/cgolatcd .hlarl,ct of South Arcot Mark,'tCon,,,,jttce 1977 LW (Cr) 19.
6. U,iça:j Poor v. A,:.:r .0,16 Siuh, A/if 1060 SC 444; 000 .ltSo Jag,tich chaIr,: Gupta a. U,,io,: of lu/ia, AIR 1965 N.

129.
7. Cc/tooler v. I [,,t'/t:at,,h,tj:i, AIR 19671 & K 44,48 (FE) (Ali, I ); At'ida Bcu:n v. I/cut Control Offic,'r, AIR 1959 All (,75, 6,

(\'.o. Bhargava, J . ) . For 11c public benefit or in ad:o n,'ooeol of public (u'.'. ice.
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must be coisirucCi as a statutory duty! Conversely, the use of the term shall may indicate the
use in optional or permissive sense. Though in general sense- 'may is enabling or discretional and
'shall is obligatory, the connotation is not inelastic and inviolate. ,	-

The ultimate rule in construing auxiliary verbs like 'may' and 'shall is to discover the
legislative intent; and the use of svdrds'may' and 'shall is not decisive of discretion or
mandates. The use of the words 'may' and 'shall' may help the Courts in ascertaining the
legislative intent without giving to either a controlling or a determinating effect. The Courts
have further to consider the subject-matter, the purpose of the provisions, the object intended to
be secured by thd statute which is of prime importance, as also the actual words employed. -

(viii) Discrtion to be exercised properly—In construing a statute we must always assume
that the discretionary power conferred upon various authorities under the statute will be used
properly and not in an arbitrary Or capricious manner. When a discretion is given to an
authority, the exercise of that discretion necessarily involves the application of mind and
acting reasonably and with justice, which in turn necessarily involves the obsdr'ance of natural
justice which means that the other party must be heard before any adverse order is passed. It
was held that the power given to the Collector under Section 41(1) of the Bombay Village
Panchayat Act, 1959, is a discretionary power which has to be exercised judicially, with
application of mind which has not been done.' A discretion conferred on an authority by statute
is intended to he exercised by that authority and no other.' The power given tn> the Collector
under Section 56 of the Bombay Tenancy and Agricultural Lands Act, 67 of 1948 is sufficiently
wide to include control over the action of the manager not only in respect of settling the mode in
which debts and liabilities should be discharged, but also in respect of the actual
determination of the debts and liabilities, but we cannot comprehend that the Collector would
perversely refuse to accept the settlement of debts and liabilities in respect of which the power
is solely conferred upon the manager and who is made the final authority in the sense that he
has to determine the debts and liabilities subject to the control and sanction of the Collector!
Sub-rule (2) of Rule 5 framed under Section 11 of the Ordinance 3 of 1946 [High Denomination
Bank Notes (Demonetisation) Ordinance] no doubt lays down that when a declaration is made
as provided in Rule 5(1) it is left' to the discretion of the Central Government to authorise the
Reserve Bank to exchange the High Denomination Notes as shown in the declaration under
Sub-rule (1) but the discretion which the Central Government has, must be properly and
judicially exercised. If the requirements and conditions imposer] in Rule 5(1) are satisfied, the
Central Government is bound to authorise the Reserve Bank to exchaIge the notes inquestion in
conformity with the provisions contained in Rule 2. The use of the word may' does not indicate

A!ooid1al Corpration of Greater Bombay v. Ads-once CollArs (India), Ltd., 1971 Ntah LJ 918, 927 (}(otscat, Cl.)

Bombay Town Planning Act, 27 at 1955, Sections 5-1,55; see also City Beard, Mssocerie v. State Electricity Beard, AIR

1971 All ?19,221: whether the purpose of the enactment shalt not he achieved without making regulations.

Societe De Traction v. Yasmani Engineering Co., Ltd., AIR 1991 Sc 558.	 -
ttis5a,i S in V. Central Got-f., 1961 Pun] 451, 459; see also Jogincler Singh v. Raj Mehindar Kasr, AIR 1990 Pun) 242

(•• is construed as 'shalt' when used in construction unless sufficient cause is hewn In the Ti re

St>uter (No. 2),(1959)3 All ER 491; ?sTjIj>jO SIster Transport Co-operatic Society, Ltd. v. Slate Traisepert Aat3ority, ILR

45 Pat 1544; see also ,co,lhi J-Iart'aksli Singh v. Central Govt., AIR 1964 Punl 137; Sant Prased S i ngh v. Doss SlOe, AIR

1964 Pat 25; Dscarka I'ranad Misra v. Kintol Narain Ssrnva, AIR 1994 Mcdli Pra 273.

NannIes RagS, Arote v. State of Matnirashlra, 1979 Mah LJ 363 (DC).
Nannies Rag), Arote e. State of Stcts i rosit tra, 1979 Msh LJ 393 (BE). 	 .

B trim> Ctre,otrals, Ltd. v. Company Lazo Beard, AIR 1967 SC 295.	 -

El-I. C .aLmv.Sdmie cf Besol'y, AIR 1991 Born 151.	 -
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that it left to the absolute and uncontrolled discretion of the Central Government as to whether
after a declaration is made under Sub-rule (1) of Rule 5, such notes are to be exchanged.,

When such a discretionary power is invested in an authority, the authority would be bound
to exercise that power and the word may conferring discretionary power has to be read as
'must', except in those cases where there are grounds for not exercising such power.'

(ix) Action in respect of statutory duty.—If a provision gives a power coupled with a duty,
it is matidatory and whether it does so or not will depend on such considerations as the nature of
the thing empowered to be done, the object for which it is done and the persons for whose
benefit the power is to be exercised) Whenever an Act of the Parliament creates a duty or
obligation to pay money, an action will lie for its recovery, unless the act contains some
provision to the contrary.'

In cases in which the statute contain no express denial of the right to bring an action, the
proper course to adopt in order to determine whether it contains 'some provision to the contrary'
within the meaning of the rule stated above is to consider whether it appears from the whole
purview of the Act that it was the intention of the Legislature that the remedy provided
should be a substitute for the right of action which would 9ther\\'ise exist; and in determining
this question it is material to consider whether the obligation imposed by the Act was
designed to benefit a particular class of persons (e.g., employees) and to compel their employees
to perform certain duties for their benefit.' It is also material to consider whether the
provisions made by the Act for compelling obedience to its commands is in the nature of a
penalty for disobedience or in the nature of compensation to the person whose rights are
affected by the failure to perform the obligations imposed by the Act. As was said by Vaughan
Williams, L.J., in Graves v. Lord Wtinborne° "It cannot be doubted that, where a statute
provides for the performance by certain persons of a particular duty, and someone belonging to a
class of persons for whose benefit and protection that statute imposes the duty is injured by
failure to perform it, prima facie, and if there be nothing to the contrary, an action by the
person so injured will lie against the person who has so failed to perform the duty. I have
equally no doubt that, where in a statute of this kind a remedy is provided in cases of non-
performance of the statutory duty, that is a matter to be taken into consideration for the
purpose of determining whether an action will lie for injury caused by non-performance of that
duty or whether the Legislature intended that there should he no other remedy than the
statutory remedy ; but it is by no means conclusive on the only matter to be taken into
consideration for that purpose. If it be found that the remedy so provided by the Statute is to
ensure for the benefit of the person injured by the breach of the statutory duty, that is an
additional matter which ought to be taken into consideration in dealing with the question
whether the Legislature intended the statutory remedy to be the only remedy. But again, the
fact that the Legislature has provided that, the remedy shall enure, or under some
circumstances shall enure, for the benefit of the person injured, is not conslusivo of the question,
and, although it may be a cogent and weighty consideration, other matter also have to be
considered." Among other matters that have to be considered is the question whether the

I.	 L7osijn ion of bOo v. 0t.,uindrn Land & floOding Corporation, AIR 1954 Cat i74, 178.
2. Moh,scdioiya .\faho,ua.t SoAk v. State of Gujarat, (1975)16 Guj LR 533.
3. I'nfo/L, C/ci,idr, v. Ccici,tu C,cAi Corporation, AIR 1965 A & N 21,23 (Dot/a, J( (notice to dgose,it'deL'tc'r before

auction sate).
4. Shepherd V. Hills, (1855)11 En 55 .,t p.67.
5. Crones v. Lord t"ou1une, (lS9s)2 QB '102.
6. (1598)2 (25 ,102,415-16. 415-16.
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remedy provided is co-extentive with right given by the Act.'
The rule to be applied in determining whether, when a statute imposes a penalty for a

breach of a statutory obligation first created by it, a civil action will lie to recover damages
occasioned by the breach was laid down by Lord Cairns, L.C., in the Court of Appeal in the case
of Atkinson v. Newcastle Waterworks Co.' Regard , must in every case be had to the whole
purview of the statute to ascertain whether the Legislature so intended.'

13. Statutes relating to judicial duties and proceedings.—A statute directing judicial action,
although it may be expressed in positive and imperative terms, will be read as directory only
when the subject to which it relates is embraced within the sphere of judicial discretion,' for to
hold that the Legislature has the power to issue a command as to a matter involving the
exercise of judicial discretion would be to permit the Legislature to usurp the judicial function.
When, however, it is the supposed intention of the Legislature that a party shall have an
absolute right to the benefit of a statute upon the proof of stated facts, and the matter of
judicial discretion is not involved, the statute will be construed as peremptory even though
phrased in permissive terms .5

Wherever judicial discretion is conferred by statute in unlimited terms, a well-settled and
inevitable function of interpretation is to canalise that judicial discretion in well-directed and
foreseeable channels.'	 -

A statutory requirement relating to a matter of practice or procedure in the Courts should be
interpreted as mandatory if it confers upon a litigant a substantial right the violation of which
will injure him or prejudice his case. On the other hand, a statutory provision regulating a
matter of practice or procedure will generally be read as directory when the disregard of it or
the failure to follow it exactly will not materially prejudice a litigants case or deprive him of
a substantial right.

The cause of justice of paramount and a procedural law cannot be raised to the pedestal of
being such a mandatory provision as would take away the courts right in a given case to
exercise its discretion in the interests of justice. The language in which Section 35-13 of C P C.
has been expressed must be considered to be directory. Section 35-B is admittedly a procedural
provision.'

It was held that identical provisions in the statute are either directory or substantial
compliance is sufficient even if treated as uandatory in a general sense and that the
prosecution can fail only if prejudice is shown to have been caused to the accused.'

In Macdougall v. Patterson,' Jervis, C.J., said : "Where a statute confers an authority to do a
judicial act in a certain case, it is imperative on those so authorised, to exercise the authority
when the case arises, and its exercise is duly applied for by a party interested, and having the

1. Stahl's v. Ma,Ij,i, (1895)2 IR alp. 74; sec also A(alli,:sa,, v. Scottish Australian J,n'cst,ueut Co. LId., 25 CLR 66, 70, 72.
2. 2ExD441.
3. Lands:, & West Australian Exploration Cr, Lit. v. Ricci, 4 CLR 617; J & K Industries (P) Ltd. v. CasheS Ma::sfaclurinç

Co., (1965)2 Co:np LJ 36:35 Conip Cas 603. 	 ...	 .	 .
4. Jenkins v. P:,lnan,, 106 NY 272.-

5. In the ,,:nhler afRuIltedge, 162 NY 31.--

5.	 C::,!:, a Siayh Sibtia v. Slate of PunIsh, 1977 CUR (P&- Ii) 303 (10); see also Cn,li(anIj Narasj,uhj,h, v. 1s1:jfc Prosec:,tor,
A,nih,'a Pradesh, 1978 CLR (SC) 153.

1.	 Rest Bishunualli Dee v. Pnrnwa,jand Renfssi, AIR 1982 Orissa 153. 	 -
See Food Inssecler, Pin,,!,,, Mnuici;'.:'jty '. K. Ha,i Shin's,, 1991 Cr1 LJ 641 (Rae); Relying 	 Ainuiei:sl
Ccr;'snalion, AIR 1963 SC 303:1983 Cr U) 4-18. 	 -

15	 (1851)11 CB 755, 773; followed iii IV,lIaShr Br,,, v. A,,s!ral is:, Ti,nbe, V,'orkers' LInh,,,, 31 CUR 51:4, 575.
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right to make the application. For these reasons, we are of opinion that the word ' may ' is not
used to give a discretion, but to confer a power upon the Court and Judges; and that the exercise
of such power depends not upon the discretion of the Court or Judges, but upon the proof of the
particular case out of which such power arises:.

In Julius v. Lord Bisliop of Oxford, Lord Cairns said : 'The question has been argued and
has been spoken of by some of the learned Judges in tbe Courts below as if the words it shall be
lawful' might have a different meaning and might be differently interpreted in different
statutes, or in different parts of the same statute. I cannot think that this is correct. The words
'it shall be lawful are not equivocal. They are plain and, unambiguous. They are words merely
making that legal and possible which there would otherwise be no right or authority to do.
They confer a faculty or power, and they cia not of themselves do more than confer a faculty or
power; But there may he something in the nature of thing empowered to be done, Something in
the title of the person or persons for whose benefit the power is to be exercised, which may
couple the power with a duty, and make it the duty of the person in whom the power is reposed,
to exercise that power when called upon to do so, Lord Penzance in his speech pointed out that
in some of the cases cited although the statute in terms had only conferred a power, the
circumstances were such as to create a duty, and he said,' 'I entirely agree with what has fallen
from the Lord Chancellor as to the proper and legitimate way of stating the question here
involved." The words 'it shall be lawful' are distinctly words of permission only, they are
enabling and empowering words. They confer a legislative right and power on the individual
named to do a particular thing, and the true question is not whether they mean something
different, but whether regard being had to the person so enabled—to the sub j ect-matter, to the
general objects of the statute, and to the person or class of persons for whose benefit the power
may he intended to have been conferred—they do, or do not, create a duty in the person on
\\'hom it is conferred, to exercise it.'

In Si,uit)z v. Watson Barton, J . , observed

"The words, 'it shall be lawful' and the word 'may' when used in a statute, are, I think,
equivalent in meaning, and all that I have quoted of the one applies to the other."' 	 -

14. Statutes regulating elections and tax proceedings—In some cases the mandatory or
directory nature of the provisions has been determined with reference to the particular subjects
dealt with by the statute.

There is clearly a public duty imposed on the State Government under Sub-section (2) of
Section 45 of the Calcutta Municipal Act to fix the date for the general election, as otherwise,
that is, in the absence of such fixation, no such election be held and it will be impossible to
carry on the work of municipal administration of the city in accordance with the provisions of
the Act—in other words, the purpose of the Act would be frustrated. The power that is
conferred is for the purpose o this public duty and Sub-section (3) contains prescriptions
affecting such performance. It is abundantly clear that to hold the State Government's neglect
or failure in the matter of such performance fatal to the elections would work serious general
inconvenience and injustice to the municipal electorate and the intending candidates who have
no control over the State Government, and at the same time would not promote the main object
of the Legislature, namely, the carrying on of the civil administration of the city by elected

1	 (I880)5 AC 214,2-k5.
2	 Smith V. Watson; 4 CLR 502 at pp. 820,821, (rer Barton, J.).

S I v Wit	 4 CLE SO at p 820 8 1	 Sirtar	 S Lu iii	 I	 Thtt AIR 1'G I
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councillors and aldermen. Representation of the People Act is a sclf-contaiiwd Code.'
Discretion to accept or not to accept is not available to the State Government when

resignation is submitted by the President of the Municipality under Section 18-A(l) of the C.P.
and Berar Municipalities Act, (2 of 1922), but before accepting the resignation or acting under
Section 18-A(3) the State Government has the power to scrutinize the facts whether the
meeting was held after proper notice and the resolution expressing no confidence in the
President was validly moved and passed.'

Statutory provisions relating to conduct of public elections are oftentimes given permissive
construction where irregularities of election offices are free from fraud and have not interfered
with a full and fair expression of the voter's choice. So, if the statute confers an authority on a
tribunal to proceed with an election-petition in accordance with the procedure laid down by the
statute and when it does not state the consequences of non-compliance with the prescribed
procedure, the principle that an election-petition seeking interference with the success of 
candidate must strictly conform to the requirements of the law has no application. Any defect
arising from the strict observance of the rules cannot be remedied by the tribunal on proper
application.'

Statutes regulating the assessment and collection of taxes are, on the other hand, given a
mandatory construction if they are designated for the benefit and protection of the tax-payer
but there is no rule that every provision in a taxing statute is mandatory.'

15. Mandatory provisions to be strictly construed while directory provisions to be liberally
construed—Generally, a mandatory provision is to he construed strictly while a directory
provision is to be construed liberally. There have been many instances where the Court has
held that a substantial compliance with the statute or with the rules framed thereunder is
enough even if there be no literal compliance. There is no reason to adopt a different line of
reasoning in the construction and interpretation of the Constitution. In all such cases, one must
consider the real purpose of the provision whether statutory or Constitutional, to find out
whether notwithstanding the apparent mandatory form of the words used any deviation
therefrom was to be struck down. The non-compliance with the provisions of a statute or
Constitution will not necessarily render a proceeding invalid if by considering its nature, its
design and the consequences which follow from its non-observance one is not led to tLc conclusion
that the Legislature or the Constitution-makers intended that there should he n departure
from the strict word used.'	 -

Directory provision does not mean that compliance with it is purely diacreti nary.—Th e
fact that particular provision is directory does not mean that it can be followed or -.ot followed
just as one pleases. It means merely that whereas in the case of mandatory pro ision strict
compliance with every letter of the law is necessary and absence of such cont ' liance will
invalidate the act, in the case of a directory provision, substantial compliance is st Ificient and
even where there is no compliance at all, the act is not invalidated by such non :oinpliance

I.	 Ajit Kumar and another v. Stale of W.B. and others, AIR 1954 Cal 49,55-56.
2. Iianativahlappa Rasappa V. Dcsai Basnaraj Ayyappa, AIR 1958 SC 698 (governing the teat of elect. I petitions, to

which provisions of Order XXIII, Rule 1, C.P.C., do not apply, hence, it would not be open to petitioner to
withdraw or abandon a part of his claim once an election petition was presented to the Election (Tonimission);
Kr,;,ildea v. SurajNarauan, AIR 1959 Pat 250.

3. Ra,nlhares,'lal Gahoi v. State of MI'., AIR 1955 Nag 36.
4. Mahesh i'rased Sinha v. Macjay Lot, AIR 1964 Pat 53.
5. Director of Inspect iou, Iece,ne-tax, Nc;a' Delhi v. (M,S.) Pmra,t Mail &Se,s, AIR 1975 SC 67.
6. Virji lIst Sutaria v. Nat hah,I Preuji, (1969)2 SCR 627, 632-633 (Miller, J.).
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alone. It does not, however, mean that where a provision is directory, the persons or aüthoritie
to whom it applies can make a habit of disregarding it on the ground that they are no
imperatively required to follow it and can follow or not follow it as they choose. It is becaus
the Constitution expects the President and the Governors of the States to consult the Publi
Service Commission in cases covered by Article 320(3) and because it assumes that normally anc
except in case of an oversight, they will follow the provisions of the Article that a specifi
power is given to make consultation with the Public Service Commission unnecessary in certair
cases by means of framing regulations in that behalf.,-

It is, therefore, clear that even a directory provision is intended to he obeyed and it does no
authorise its deliberate and conscious violation or breach. It does not necessarily follow tha
there is an absolute discretion to do or not to do the thing directed. Directory provisions do cal —
for obedience but a failure to obey the direction may not render the thing otherwise duly done
but in disobedience of it, an absolute nullity w non est which the judicial eye must decline
otherwise duly to see?

1. ?,Ir,u La! V. HR. Scot!, AIR 1955 Cal 451, 45S.
2. JagJith 011 11,11a CopO v. Union of India, AIR 1965 F'urj 129.
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-	 -	 -	 A. Amending Statutes -

1. What is an amendatory provision?—There are different definitions of the teem
Amendment' as it applies to legislation. Sometimes it is used in the sense of charge of
something proposed in a Bill. But the term 'amendment' is used therein in the sense of an Act
which changes the law. A law is amended when it is, in whole or in part, permitted to remain,
and something is added to or taken from it, or it is in some way changed or altered to make it
more complete or perfect, or to fit it the better to accomplish the object or purpose for which it
was made, or some other object or purpose. It is an alteration or charge of something

-	 U.S. ex ri-I Palmer s'. La1';,, (1917)244 Fed 377.
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established as law. Quoting U.S. v. La Franea, l Sutherland says : Any change of the scope or
effect of an existing statute, whether by addition, omission, or substitution of provisions, which
does not wholly terminate its existence, whether by an Act purporting to amend, repeal, revise,
or supplement, or by an Act independent and original in form, is treated as amendatory. And it
is the effect, not the name given to an Act , that determines its character. If a subsequent statute
does in fact modify and ch-mnge the proceedmgs to be had under a former Act the latter Act is
an amendment of the earlier Act and iiid 'stb so regaided and treated, although it is not so
called in the Act itself."'

The exposition of the purpose and effect of amending law and the distinction between
repeal and amendment are well brought out by the Supreme Court in Bhagat Rain Sharma v.

Union of India.' It is a matter of legislative practice to provide while enacting an amending
law, that an existing provision shall be deleted and anew provision substituted. Such deletion
has the effect of repeal of the existing provision. Such a law may also provide for the
introduction of a new provision. There is no real 2istinction between 'repeal and an amendment.

Amendment is, in fact, a wider term and includes abrogation or deletion of a provision in an
existing statute. If the amendment of an existing law is small, the Act professes to amend; if it
is extensive, it repeals a law and re-enacts it. An amendment of substantive 1av is not
retrospective unless expressly laid down or by necessary implication inferred. 	

I -

In Sutherland's Statutory Construction,' the learned author makes the following statement
of lssv Time distinction between repeal and amendment as these terms are used by courts is
arbitrary. Naturally the use of these terms by the court is based largely on how the Legislature
has developed and applied these terms in labelling their enactments. When a section is being
added to an Act or a provision ridded to a section, the Legislatures commonly entitled the Act as
an amendment.........When a provision is withdrawn from a section, the Legislatures call the
Act an Amendment particularly when a provision is added to replace the one withdrawn.
However when an entire act or section is abrogated and no new section is added to replace it,
Legislatures label the Act accomplishing this result a repeal. Thus as used by the Legislatures
amendment and repeal may differ in kind—addition 'as opposed to withdrawal or only in
degree—abrogation of part of a section as bpposed to abrogation of a whole section of an Act.
The arbitrary distinction has been followed by the Courts and they have developed separate
rules of construction for each. However they have recognised that frequently an Act purporting
to be an amendment has the same qualitative effect as a repeal—the abrogation of 'an existing
statutory provision—sad have therefore applied the term implied repeal and the rules of
construction applicable to repeals to such amendments.

The power of adaptation is limited to the making for formal or verbal changes in the Act so
as to make it applicable to new administrative set up in that area. Under the guise of
adaptation no authority can make any essential change in the Act, nor alteration in the policy-'

Since an amendatory Act alters, modifies or adds to a prior statute all Courts hold, says
Sutherland,' 'that a repealed Act cannot be amended, that is, no Court will give effect to ii
repealed law because the Legislature attempted to amend it........The reference to the repealed

1	 (1531571tc 568.75J r.ic;s	 .	 .

2. ShmR v. Chadbourne, ( 1833)74 Mc 506, 508.
3. AIR 1985 SC 710: (1987)5 IT (SC) 476.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 . .,
4. 3rd Ed. Vol.1 alp. 477.
5. Dur.L:;'ini v. Staff ,jOciram, AIR 1962 Orissa 17,19 (Narasirnharn. C.).).
6.Stat::!ry Co':strsctsai, 3rd Ed. Vol.1 at pp. 323,335-
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statute is dismissed as surplusage and the will of the legislature as embodied in the provisions
of the attempted amendments are enforced as an Independent Act. But where it is clear that the
Legislature enacted the amendment as part of a plan in which the continued vitality of the
provisions of the repealed statute is fundamental and necessary, or where such an intention is
indicated by the fact that the amendment is unintelligible or incomplete without reference to
and enforcement of the repealed Act, the provisions of the attempted amendment are not
enforced." The learned author, dealing with amendments of the constitutional statutes, says

"Amendments are frequently used to cure an unconstitutional enactment but clearly no
Court will enforce the amendment unless the law as amended is constitutional ......... If the
provisions of the attempted amendment are intelligible, complete, considered and
constitutional, it is evident that the Legislature did not intend their enforcement to be
dependent on the continued legal existence of the original Act ann the Court will enforce
the new provisions as an original Act ...... If the intent of the Legislature appears to be
otherwise, as where the provisions of the attempted amendment are unintelligible or
incomplete without reference to the unconstitutional Act, the attempted amendment will be
held invalid........Probably a majority of the Courts have rejected the theory that
unconstitutional Act has no existence, at least for the purpose of amendment, The
unconstitutional Act physically exists in the official statutes of the State and is there
available for reference, and as it is only unenforceable, the purported amendment is given
affect. If the law as amended is constitutional it will be enforced..........Amendment offers a
convenient method of curing a defect in an unconstitutional Act."
Crawford' says

"There is likewise a conflict in the authorities whether a statute which is
unconstitutional in ' its entirety, can be amended. Some authorities hold that such a statute
cannot be amended, for the reason that if the original enactment is completely
unconstitutional, there is nothing to amend, since an unconstitutional Act, being void, has no
existence as a law. Other authorities, however, adhere to the view that a statute
unconstitutional in its entirety, may be amended, provided the amendment qualifies as a
complete and independent statute in aid of itself......But where a statute is unconstitutional
in part only, it may be laid down, as a general rule, undoubtedly in all jurisdictions, that
the statute may be amended by obliterating the invalid provisions or by correcting those
which violate the Constitution."
The seine authdr proceeds to observe at pp 182-183

"Of course, if the amendatory statute is wholly void, the statute sought to he amended
is not affected but remains in force. It is as inoperative as if it had never been enacted or
the Act sought to be amended is, at least, reinstated in its effectiveness upon the
established invalidity of the amendment."
\'\Tlen the Legislature amends an Act by deleting something which was there, then in the

absence of an intention to the contrary, the deletion must be taken to he deliberate.m A change of
language suggests a change of intention.'

When a st,dute is passed to explaina previous Act, the later Statute is taken to relate back
to the time when the earlier statute was passed. If there is any ambiguity in the earlier
legislation then the suheequent legislation may fix the proper interprctcmtion which is to be put

I.	 Su!ulory Co,e1n:cliam. 3rd Ed, \'eI. tat pp. 172-173.

2. H.V. Kamwa!h V. 61,11,', Trt,.uaI, AIR 1958 ME 168,173; D.R. Frasc, &Co. m'.M.",rc,-, fNei'umI V ..... uue, 1949 AC 24.

3. Sf1 !,'.;J.,-'.G'.r '.. See', AS.'. 1901 Sr K 15, 16.
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upon the earlier.'
2. Clafifiration or settling conflict of decisions.—(i) Cletrificatiott.--Nosv, it is not necessary

to hold that in every case where the Legislature amends the law that it does so becau s e but for
the amendment the effect would have been something different. There are innumerable cases in
the history of legislation where the Legislature has added or deleted words in order to clarify

the position! Amendments are often made to clear up ambiguities and such amendments which
are intended to prevent misinterpretation do not in themselves alter the law in any way?
When the Legislature amends to clarify things it does not necessarily mean that the original
Act did not include and cover those things.'

(ii) Settling conflict of decisions—The object of amendment at times is to end as far as
possible the conflict of old decisions.' In Tax legislation it is far from uncommon to find
amendments introduced at the instance of the Revenue Department to obviate judicial decisions
which the department considers to be attended vith undesirable results.' The draftsmen may
change the wording simply to improve the style!

(iii) Repealing obsolete enarttnents.—Repealing and amending Acts are enacted by the
Legislature from time to time in order to repeal enactments which have ceased to he in force or
have become obsolete or the retention thereof as separate Acts is quite unnecessary. The
principal object of such Acts is to "excise dead matter, prune off superfluities and reject clearly
inconsistent enactments." An Act of this kind may he regarded as legislative scavenger'!

3. Effect of amendment on parent statute.— An amendment must he read as if the words of
amendment have been written into the Act except where that would lead to an inconsistency!
The purpose of an Amending Act is to plant the necessary amendments in the parent or the main
Act, and once such planting has been effected, the planting Act (the Amending Act), having
served its purpose, need not any more remain there to tend the plant, as it were the plant has
taken root, in the main Act, and thereafter, the amending Act has only to be repealed and if an
Amending Act is so repealed by a repealing Act the repeal does not affect the plant, the
amendment already planted in the main Act......Therefore the repeal of an amending Act does
not affect the amendments which have already been brought into the main Act." In Dastt Kltmt

v. Mohan Bhagat,' the Patna High Court has held that although ordinarily an amending Act
is not a new and independent statute, it may in certain instances not be so, and be a law

3.	 Deej, C/rand v. Food Cerper.tion of India, (1934)1 5FF 7 (Delhi).
2. Ki.kabhoy v. IT. Co,vrnjssioner, AIR 1950 lions 6,9; Atidnaprr Zarsir;dary Co. v. Secretary of Stale, AIR 1933 Cal 504, 811;

He! :erirg v. New York Trust Co., 292 US 455:78 L Ed 1361.
3. Secretary of State v. Pornendu Narays,; Roy, 101 60 Cal 123. 135 (Their Lordships did not assent to the proposition

that any amendment made in the language of any legal enactment crust be taken to import a change in the tam.).
1.	 Kanpur Tectite Finishing Mills v. R.P.F. Commissioner, AIR 1935 Puni 139 (Explanation added to the Employees'

Provident Funds Act, 1952 by Amending Act 37 of 1953).
5. Amolak Ch.and v. Sarat Ch,ander, 16 CWN 49(2); Saber Chand v. Yaioob, AIR 1923 Sind 14.
6. Fraser & Co. v. Rr'sc'nue Minister, AIR 1947 PC 120.
7. Hopes V. Stop's, (1915)2 AER 920, 925 boo Denning, L.J.).
5. Me!,i,,dar Singh v. Mot. Harbhajan Four, AIR 1955 Pun( 141 [The provisions of Section 4 of the CrPC (Amendment)

Act, 1952, make it quite clear that although the Act of 1949 has bee,, repealed the substantive portion of the Act
which seas incorporated in CrI'C and which because a part and parcel of it, continue to remain intact. The Act of

1932 was enacted with the sole object of getting rid of a certain quantity of obsolete matters].
9. Vide Yeditapoti VenOteuri'araIo v. Stale of A.P., AIR 1991 SC 704 : (1990)4 [T (SC) 19.
10. Ram.,,, S,,l,aJeia,, v. Keo,,o,n Hair, AIR 1973 Fec 136, 137 (Raghavan, C.J.); sac also Rhoda Bar v. Calelciiian l'ress, AIR

1954 Cal 481, 436 (Chakravart,, CI.).
It.	 AIR l9S6Pat425.
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independent and complete in itself. Even where the parent statute is held to be
unconstitutional, a statute unconstitutional in its entirety, may he amended provided the
amendment qualifies as a complete and independent statute in aid of itself. If an
unconstitutional Act is amended, the question for consideration is the ascertainment of the
intention of the Legislature when the amending Act was passed. If the intention in amending an
unconstitutional Act is to make a complete re-enactment of the law which was found to be
unconstitutional and invalid, the amending Act will be valid. A statute which is entirely
unconstitutional ces not render it impossible of amendment, so that an Fcnenclment F such a
statute i; valid, v.oere the statute purporting to make the amendment is inmionendec, and is a
complete expression of the legislative will. In other words, the amending Act must appear to be
an independent statute in aid of itself. In such a case reference to the unconstitutional statute
will only he considered as being purely for identification purposes.

The rule of construction with regard to effect of amendment is that a statute amended is to
he understood in the same sense exactly as if it had read from the beginning thus amended.

4. Construction of—In interpreting an amendment, it is not proper to assume that the
Legislature intended to make any basic departure from the existing law, unless the language
employed either expressly or by necessary implication suggests that interpretation is the most
appropriate one. Ordinarily an amendment is intended to carry out the immediate legislative
objective.' When a Legislature amends an Act by deleting something which was there, then in
the absence of an intention to the contrary, the deletion must he taken to be deliberate.' When
one section is amended, leaving another untouched, the two are designed to function as parts of
an integrated whole. Each should he given as full a play as possible. According to Sutherland'
'In interpreting an amendatory Act, the Courts have followed the principles of construction
used in the interpretation of an original Act, making special use of certain principles of
interpretation particularly applicable to an amendatory Act; but in addition they have
developed at least one principle of construction peculiar to all purporting to change an
existing statute. Thus, as in the case of original Acts, the object in construing an amendatory Act
is to determine the legislative intent. To do so, the Court will reach the amendment as a whole.
Words of common use will be constrded in their natural, plain and ordinary meaning. If possible,
effect must he given to every word. The amendment will be given a reasonable construction : a
literal construction which would lead to absurd consequences will be avoided. When the intent
of the Legislature is not clear from its language, the Court will consider surrounding
circumstances. The Court will examine the title of the amendment. It will consider records of
legislative proceedings and reports of legislative committees concerning the amendments; also
previous judicial and executive construction thereof. Statutes in pari rnateria will be looked at
and amendments of procedural statutes will be liberally construed.' Crawford' summarizes the
position thus

'Of course amendments or amendatory statutes are subject to the rules and principles of
construction applicable to original enactments. For instance, the only legitimate recourse to
construction is to ascertain the legislative intention. In ascertaining this intent the Court

I.	 Bsr6.rnp'r 7pli Milli, Ltd. V. I,,,t,utri.mI CesO, AIR 1965 MI' 43,47 (Dii, C.J ).

2. 5,7140 ,1,4:2. v.	 AIR 1959 Mys 102, 105.

3. H.mri VisAn,m Ice,.u;m v. Elcdiwi Tril:u,i.m!, AIR 1958 MI' 163, 173.

4. M.rklo'n v. CeCIl, 90 L Ed 165,169 (DouIas, J.).

5,	 5ut,tors Co,ntruciio,,, 3rd. Ed., Vol. III at o'• 410-112.

5 . 9Li 5"y Cc',str,,rtio', 3rd Cd.. Vol. I at rr 616-61.
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may not only examine the body of the statute, but its caption. Statutes in pni usC, is
may allo he resorted to for assistance. Executive as well as judicial construction mci'
likewise be of assistance. And the evil sought to he remedied by the amendment may he
considered as some indication of the legislative intent."

In Nat/mr v. Fede ral Cost iii is ha icr of Taxa tion,, Isaacs, J . , said It is trite law that, in
c . rder to ascertain the intention of the Legislature in one part of the Act, the proper course is to
read the whole instrument. Before doing so, is'e have to make sure What the whole instrument
consists of. When the Income Tax Act No. 41 was passed oil 	 September, 1915, the
Assessment Act passed oil seine day was No. 34. Afterwards, oil November, 1915, an
amending Assessment Act was passed, No. 17. But what is extremely material is the fact that
b y Section 11 of the amending Act it is enacted This Act shall he deemed to have commenced
on the same day as the Principal Act. We have, therefore, to deem that both were in existence
on 13th September, 1915, and that the Assessment Act stood oil day as it was afterwards
amended by the latter Act. So reading the Act, we turn to various sections for enlightenment as
to what income the Legislature has intended to tax.'

"It is necessary, in construing all which alters the law, to inquire what was the state of
the law before the alteration was made, what was the niin'chief intended to he remedied, and
chat was the nature of the remedy provided."' It is permissible in construing the scope of an
amended provision of an Act to examine what the law was before it was amended.° Ordinarily,
the Court is not at liberty to construe a statute with reference to the motive which influenced
the Legislature in passing the enactment. Yet, when the history of a provision of law tells the
Court what the object of the Legislature was in effecting a change in the law, the court has to
see whether the terms of the section are such as would fairly carry out the object and to read the
section with a view to finding out what it means and not with a view to extending it to
something which was expressly intended not to apply. The golden rule to follow in such a case
is first to find out what was the provision before the amendment; e'couiilp, what was the defect
in the previous law I/owl/p, what remedy the Legislature has adopted to cure the defect; and
lastly, to find out the true reason of the remed y now adopted. This appears to be the only way
to avoid all difficulties in suppressing the mischief under the old provision and in advancing
the remedy.'

A clarifying amendment can be used to construe the provision so amcnded, even though the
amendment has no retrospective effect.'

Sometimes amendment is in the nature of expansion of the original dcIinition,'

A reading of Section 97 of the Amending Act shows that it deals with the effect of the
amending Act on the entire Code both the main part of the Code consisting of sections and the
First Schedule to the Code which contains orders and Rules. Section 97(c) of the Amending Act

1. 25 CLR 183,188.
2. Ra,tis'ucheA,,uli,, and Soda Fe 6, irk v. Nick",,, (19.16) %(7,19, 429; S'eetsui v. O.u;'ido',, 4 OCR 993 CI p-609;

l'rnsed V. S/n/c, (1953)2 8CC 193: AIR 1963 SC 36$.
3. All/yen v. Kauudasiisnsj, (1938)1 Mad t.J St.
1.	 Steriscny Bliadrie!, v. Sn/cs Tax ,1 1 no9/a(e T il'10,5!, (1964)1 AndI, IR 361.
9.	 $hiri, Sic,,ila,,, & Co. a'. Tan;il C's/a S/ale, AIR 1977 SC 515; Go:'indji Jonas/an V. CO31:n,i9 . 111e cfsah'a Tax, 1993 Jab

LJ 376 /68).
3.	 Side The Re9uc,,al Director, Employees Stale Isno ,,cc' Cerpo,aIic,, V. MIs. high Land Coffee I'u'ooks of P.S X/C.i,n/u &

Sons, AIR 1992 SC 129 1992 Lab IC 53 1991 (3) IT (SC) 10: (1991)3 SCC 617 (1991)3 SCR 307 1991 A/R SC/V
O/21.
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takes note of several local amendments made by a State legislature and by a High Court before
the commencement of the Amending Act and states that any such amendment shall except in so
far as such amendment or provision is consistent with the provisions of the Code as amended by

the Amending Act stands repealed. It means that any local amendment of the Code which is
inconsistent with the Code as amended by the Amending Act would cease to be operative on the
commencement of the Amending Act.

Under such circumstances the Allahahad High Court put the interpretation that any local
amendment which is not modified or amended by the Amending Act shall remain operative but
their view was reversed by the Supreme Court and it was held that all the local amendments
shall cease to operate on the commencement of the Amending Act irrespective of the fact
whether such provision is touched by the Amending Act or not.'

Notwithstanding that the correspending provision in the Civil Procedure Code was not
amended by the Amending Act, 1976, all local amendments by a State Legislature or a court
which are inconsistent with the amended Code stood repealed.'

Generally local amendment of one State cannot be used in interpreting the same provision
(not so amended) in another State.'	 -

"Sometimes light may he thrown upon the meaning of an Act by taking into consideration
parliamentary expositions as revealed by the later Act which amends the earlier one to clear

Lip 
any doubt or ambiguity", said the Supreme Court in a case under Section 10-A inserted into

the Bihar Land Reforms Act by an amendment in 1964-1965.'

When a right of suit is taken away and the remedy by way of application is substituted,
the prohibition in regard to the filing of thu suit should he read as co-extensive with the
remedy that is provided.'

5. Cautious interpretation—It is a well-recognised canon of interpretation of amendments
intended to bring about desirable change in the law or to overcome interpretations put on the
law by Courts that the law existing before the amendment was made must he considered to
continue to be good law, except in so far as amendment makes it clear on the face of it that a
change in the law as it stood before the amendment was intended. 6 It may he useful to enquire,
as to whether the state of law at the time when the amending Act was passed, and the object
which the Legislature had in introducing the section could throw any light upon its
interpretation. This is a permissible matter to look into for the purpose of construing a statute,
provided it is taken with the warning that we must not strain the language of statute unduly by
attempting to bring it within the supposed intention of the Legislature.' When an amending Act

Gms.q'rt v. Il,,d Add!. Di!eicl Judge, AIR 1936 SC 589:1986 AL) 271: (1936)1 SCC 615

\'ide CasIo! GUi v. IUmd Add) D,st. J:dcc, t!.'..'li,, AIR 1956 SC 589:1986 All LJ 271:(1986)1 SCC 615:19S6 U) (SC)

237 19S6 All WC 181 19S6 Cur Civ U (SC) 1S9: (19S6)12 All LR 165: (1986)1 SCJ 152 1986 BEt C) (SC) 33

(1986)2 All Real Cv: 80: (1986)99 Mod LW 101 : 19S6 SLFSRC 323 : 19S 6 UFRJ 363.

Gampa! v. Shas!,itas!, (1978)2 5CC 573.

So,,, V. P. Ce,,v',,t Co . v. Gesun! Minimy Symuliumle, AIR 1976 SC 2520.

AIohd. Ysu v. Md;d. Door!,,, AIR 196-1 Mod 1, 6 (Fe) (Ram Chandra Iyer, C.).). IA Court casrot be divested of

jurisdicalion to hear a pending case, ntwithst.nding the amendment of lass, unless it espressl) pros ides so).

6:5cm,,,!1 Losi.r v. S,,h:nti,,ate loSer, AIR 1938 AnSi, l'r.m 779,783 (Kumarayya, l.).
T,rrpmtirmya)" v. Veskata S,,bb, Ron, AIR 1950 hIsS 267 (Where there have been decided eases before an Act '5

amended, if the a,,,e,,d mmmc,,! dues not expressly	 it a! l!,e lose as iaL'rprctud by the dec:ioo: ,r a! 'mud, the

rule laid do, n by the decisions is lobe adhered to); flarnaridan R.ai V. Holier,,, Prasad, AIR 1931 Pat 1.
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alters the language of the principal statute the alteration must be taken to have been made
deliberately In Halsburys Lou's of Er:,çlrrr:d, 2 the view is thus expressed

"Mere amending provisions should not be interpreted so as to alter completely the
character of the principal law. Unless clear language is found indicating such an intention,
and where a statute of limited operation is repealed by one which re-enacts its provisions
in an amended form it need not be presumed that its operation was to be extended to classes
of persons hitherto not subject to them. 3 Where, however, expressions of larger meaning are
used in an amending statute than in the principal Act, it maast be taken that they are used
intentionally.' If the words of at latter statute differ front of an earlier statute the
Court in construing the latter statute is not bound by a decision under the earlier one, even
though it relates to the same subject-matter.'
6. Alteration in law.—Ordinarilv, by an amendment the Legislature must be taken to have

intended a change in the law, but it does not necessarily follow that such is the intendment in
every case.'

The Legislature may, at any time, in exercise of the plenary power conferred on it by
Articles 245 and 246 of the Constitution render judicial decision ineffective by enacting a valid
law. The Legislature, however, cannot, by a bare declaratioh without more directly overrule,
reverse, or set aside any judicial decision.'

The title of an amendatory Act is not a sure guide as in such intendment.' When a short title
is given in an original Act, the Act, however, subsequently amended can be called by that short
title. To hold otherwise would be to hold that where the Legislature had prescribed a short
title, it was necessary to use a longer one. The original Act and the amending Act constitute but
one Act but net two Acts.'

"Because it is defined", says Sutherland' "as an Act that changes an existing statute, the
Court have ciaclared that the mere fact that the Legislature enacts an amendment indicates
that it thereb y intended to change the original Act by creating a new right or withdrawing an
existing one. Therefore, any material change in the language of the original Act is presumed to
indicate a change in legal rights. The Legislature is presumed to know the prior construction of
terms in the original Act, and an amendment substituting a new terms or phrase for one
previously construed indicates that the judicial or executive construction of the former terms or
phrase did net correspond with the (egisistive intent and a different interpretation should be
given to the new term or phrase. Thus, in interpreting and amendatory Act there is a

& Ca, v. flr'c'r'nue Minitrr, AIR 1949 PC 120.
2nd Ed., Vol. 31 at p.593; see Union of Sooth Africa v. Siein:cr and j.rck Propritnry Mince, isiS AC 591, 596 AIR ISIS
PC 161.
Ccci':,la I',n' v. flex, ILR 42 Mad 540, 549 (FB).
t!o,it'aII s' ttar,rctt & Co., (1893)1 QU 7, 79
M3leoln'e Zrruinthrry Co. v. Secretary of State, AIR I938 Cal 501, Ml. tlntreduclion of new words into an cOsting
sectto',s mm alter meaning of the words a ready there, But no such alteration ca ll  unless (I) the requirements
of the Enettsh language demand it, or (2) those requirements permit it and the section demands it); Lent I !easr,d Ie
t\'ot(erm v. ICC., (1940(2 All ER 825, 830, per Lord Uihsvatt.
Hari Si':h s'. Airtifary Estate Officer, (1973)1 SCR 515 AIR 1972 SC 2205; Coz't, of Andhra Prar&'h v. IIi,rri,rsto,m
,6L:chir:,' Tm!s Ltd., 1975 Supp. SCR 394 AIR 1975 SC 2037; I N. Scares v. State of MI'., (1976)2 SCR 237: AIR 1978
SC 2290 xc,t .'rlienlol fairs v. State of Or&r.i, AIR 1977 SC 1686; ace also (.61/s.) Uthal Conrt rue) inns & Joinery (to) Ltd. v.
SIc/c r Cross, AIR 1987 SC 2310: AIR 1937 SC 2311) (199715 jr (SC)i: 1987 Rd LR 652: (1997)81) Rep 461.
ll,ri1 53rd: v. Can3'a7rcrn,a, AIR 1927 Mad 15, 87. (Even cc-cas:tslekes in legislative enact nrents are corrected by
later aree:rd ing Act, the amending Act sirca Id be read as part of tire An, which it ,.,• 	 intended 10 correct).
IOre l C T:.:" (v. R.r'a,ralS, AIR 1929 All 154, 1 .S5; me atm In s, Peer, :i IC 51)2.
6!:rt:,tea Ccc:st,ccction, 3rd Ed., \'ot, 111 at pp. 412-114.
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presumption of change in legal rights, This is a rule peculiar to amendments and other Acts
purporting to change the existing statutory law.......And as to changing statutory law there is a
presumption against the implied repeal or amendment of any existing statutory provision. In
accord with this conservative attitude, an amendatory Act is not to be construed to change the
original Act or section further than expressly declared or necessarily implied. It is perfectly
true that whenever an amended Act has to be applied subsequent to the dale of the amendment,
the various unamended previsions of the Act have to be read along with the amended
'provisions as though they are part of it. This is for the purpose of the determining what the
Pof any particular provision of the Act as amended is, whether it is the unamended part
or in the amended part. But this is not the same thing as saying that the amendment must itself
be taken to have been in existence as from the date of the earlier Act. That would he imputing to
the amendment retrospective operation which could only be done if such retrospective
operation is given by the amending Act either expressly or by necessary implication.' Since an
amendment, says Crawford, 3 'becomes a part of the original statute, both must he construed
together as if they constituted one enactment, even if the amendment occurs merely by
implication. Their provisions should be harmonized, if possible, but where there is
irreconcilable conflict, the provisions of the amendment must prevail over those of the original
statute on the theory that the former constitutes the last expression of the will of the
Legislature. The amended statute should also be construed as it it had been originally passed in
its amended form, since the amendment becomes a part of the original enactment. And words
used in original statute should, at least, be presumed to he used in the same sense in the new
statute. Conversely, a change in the phraseology creates a presumption that the Legislature
intended a change of meaning. Indeed, the mere fact that the legislature enacts an amendment
is of itself an indication of an intention, as a general rule, to alter the pre-existing law. A
portion of an amended statute, however, which has been left unchanged, is not affected by the
amendment.' And obviously, in the absence of a contrary intention, an amendatory statute will
not have a wider scope than the original statute, but should be construed to have the same
operation. For instance, where an Act purports to amend a particular section of a general law, it
is limited in its scope to the subjfct-matter of the section proposed to he amended. And as we
have already indicated the previous judicial construction becomes a part of the amended
statute, where the terms construed are retained in a subsequent amendmen'. In fact, it may be
presumed that the Legislature intended to adopt the prior construction of the unanended
portions. Moreover, in construing the amended statute, the Court should consider the change
sought to be effected by the Legislature. The amendatory Act should be construed in relation to
the conditions created by the amended Act as well as the objects and purpose of the Act itself as
therein defined. In short, regard murt be had for the law as it was before being amended, and
the amendatory Act should be construed to repress the evils under the old law and to advance
the remedy provided by the amendment, A deliberate separation of the two parts of the old
section—applying a restriction to one and not the other—indicates that a change was intended.
This is in accord with the presumption that a proviso refers only to the provision to which it is

attached'.'

1. Sh.unbhii Dayal v. Stale of UP., 1979 All LI 93 (SC).

2. 9',ini Narain v. Sin!' 13,vik ; ng and industrial Co., Lid., 1956 SCR 603, 613-14 Uaganoa1l2ada5, I.); Th.,i.,'re!.,t '. Cnjaoai

Reoen,,e Tribunal, AIR 196I Guj 133,190 (Stnagwaii, J.).

3. Staiaio,-5, Construction, 3rd Ed., Vol III at Pp. 617-619.

4	 R.nilaI v. Si.ito of U p., 1975 All LI 1197.

5.	 United Suns v. McClu re, 83 L Ed 296, 299: 305 SC 472 (Black, J.).
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INTERI'RE lAlION OF STATU ITS

There are, however, cases where the Legislature departs from the language previously used
without intending to depart from the meaning, the prima facie rule of construction is that
vhere draftsman uses different words be presumably intended a different meaning. It is,

however, not an invariable rule that from variation of language variation of intention must
necessarily be inferred. Sometimes without there being any change of intention, legislative
draftsman uses different language with a view to improve the graces of the style and to avoid
using the same words over and over again.' However, while considering the effect of the
amendment, it must be borne in mind that a change in the phraseology brought about by
amendment creates the presumption that the Legislature intended a change of meaning.'

When statutes are codified, compiled, or collected and revised, a mere change in
phraseology should not be deemed to effectuate a change in the law, unless there was an
evident intention to make such change. In such work words which do not materially affect the
meaning are often omitted from the statutes as incorporated in the Code, or a general idea will
he expressed in briefer phrases. Such modifications of the language are rightfully held not to
justify a finding of an intention to alter the law. But where a Legislative amendment of an
enactment uses a different language from what is contained in the old Act, it naturally gives
room for the inference that the law was intended to be changed. If the phraseology, past and
present, is strikingly dissimilar, and the requirements of the language employed demand a
change of meaning, and the sense of the section requires it, the Court must give effect to it. It is
an established law that change in the language of an amending or repealing Act postulates a
Change of 1w. 3 If it appears to the Court that a change in the law has resulted, it is the duty of
the Court to give effect to it. It will, however, be observed that a mandatory statute should not
be construed as to alter completely the existing scheme and the principles of the law contained
in the parent statute, unless the Legislature has expressed its intention with irresistible
clearness.'

Where amendments are used as legislative declarations of the object and intent of prior
legislation, that is, to interpret such legislation, they do not make change in the law as it stood
previously.

Whether an amendatory Act adds something to or takes something from the original Act, so
as to effect a change in the law, or is merely an interpretation of the intent of the original Act,
depends much on the time when and the circumstances under which, the amendment is enacted.
The case of People v. Doc'emm port, 5 is one of the leading judicial pronouncements dealing with the
subject. It affirms these general principles

(a) If an amendment follows soon after controversies have arisen as to the meaning of the
original Act, there is reasonable likelihood and it is logical to believe that it was
merely intended to clarify the meaning of the pre-existing law;

(Ii) if it is enacted after a considerable lapse of time and after the intervention of other
session of the Legislature, it is reasonable to assume that a radical change of
phraseology indicates an intention to change the law as it stood previously.

1-lowever, it may be noted that the mere fact of controversy as to legislative meaning and
amendment soon after such controversy do not force a conclusion that the original act is merely

1. Griso,, K,,itt ing Works v. Lsx,sj Cososcrcial Bsnk, lid.. AIR 1960 Punj 98,107 (Tek Ct,ond, J).
2. Madanlol Sharon, v. Snit. Sa,,Insh 5h.;,n,a, 1980 Mats 14391.
3. Pramsod Al. Jha peri v. Sukhdeo Rota,,, 1978 Mat, LJ 300.
4. j\'atea Mmthmljar v DJa::pat Ba g SrrcRo, AIR 1964 Mad 136: ILR (1964)1 Mad 2S3 (19(,1)2 NtIJ 23 (FBI).
5. 91 NY 574
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being interpreted. It would seem desirable to confirm a meaning suggestud by the rule of formal
change only by recourse to other pertinent jn,licw of legislative intent.

The very fact that the Legislature provided in Order XXI, Rule 49, C.P.C., for an
application being made by the decree-holder for a charging order provided that thereafter an
order for sale may be made with the precautions that the application should be served on all
the partners and that the partners would he at liberty an any time to redeem the interest
charged or, in the case of a sale being directed to purchase the same, clearly shows that the
Legislature intended to change the previous law as embodied in Section 266, C.P.C., that a
partner's interest was saleable property in execution of a decree just like any other property)

Section 116, 1.P.C., lays down that where no express provision is made for the punishment of
an abetment of an offence punishable with imprisonment, the accused shall be punished as
provided in the section. By the insertion of Section 165-A, I.P.C., by virtue of Section 3,
Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1952, the Legislature has clearly and expressly made
provision for punishment of abetment in bribery cases and such abetment has been made a
substantive offence. Even if two sets of provisions be deemed to be co-existing and the result of
this co-existence would be destructive of the object for which the new law was passed, the
earlier would be repealed by the later)

But an amendatory Act is not to be construed to change the original law further than
expressly declared or necessarily implied) Legislature does not intend to make any substantial
alteration in the law beyond what it expressly declared either in express terms or by
clarification, or, in other words, beyond the immediate scope and object of the statute. In all
general matters outside those limits the law remains undisturbed)

Ordinarily, the pre-existing position of law cannot he interpreted with reference to
subsequent amendment. But there may be cases where the subsequent amendment merely gives
recognition to the pre-existing position of law)

Sub-clauses (c) and (d) are introduced in Section 9 of the U.P. Encumbered Estate Act, 25 of
1934, by the Amending Act of 1939. No amendment is made in Section 13 of the Act. Therefore,
the interpretation of Section 13 should not be dependent on the effect of the provisions of
Section 9(5)(c) and (ci). It must continue to bear the same interpretation which it would have
borne without those provisions!

Where an earlier Act is amended by a later Act, it cannot be said that the earlier Act
applies, incorporates or refers to the Amending Act. The earlier Act cannot incorporate the
later Act, but can only he amended by it!

The manifest intention of an adaptation under Section 293 of the Government of India Act,
1935, was not to alter the law but merely bringing it into line with the circumstances and
nomenclature brought in the constitutional changes effected by the Act of 1935!

I.	 R.E. Ranisay v. Pas;qzIioxth, AIR 1935 Cal 255.

2. Uhah'h'aoia V. ?ilanipue Si,'.ie, AIR 1950 Mariipur 9 see Maxwell on the 'InicrprcI.Pian cf SiaIules, Ieih Ed. alp. IGS.

3. Beieei v. Grceewali, 226 boa 1113; Sh,00bha Dayal v. State of UP., 1979 All LJ 93 (SC); see als o Raw La! V. State of

UP., 1978 Alt LJ 1197.

4. Workmen, ReEDs f,i.txsirie, Ltd. V. Chaadhuri, AIR 1965 Pal 127, 132 (Ramaswansi, C.J.); see also Manicka v.

Anowchala, AIR 1965 Mad 1.7 (FF) (Ram Chandra byer, CI); Sole Sunivin9 Coparcener and Hindu widow.

5. ((slings Tubes, Lid, v. Shanii Peaxsd lain, AIR 1963 Orissa 189.

6. Srikhnsndan Lx! ','. Rnj Kali (,E!sl.), AIR 1954 All 463.

7. Joihanand v. Sine of Delhi, AIR 1960 SC S9, 92.

8. ((spar v. Pradsp Si9h Kairon, AIR 196$ SC 295.
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7. Amendment not to incorporate something inconsistent with or repugnant to object of Act.—
By an amendment the Legislature would not incorporate something in the Act which would be
inconsIStent with or repugnant to the object of the Act. In the construction of the term premises
in Clause (sit) of section 2 of the Factories (Amendment) Act, 1954, guidance may he derived from
the words promises or building in Sub-clause (IA') of Clause (1) of Section 7 of the Act which
was added by the Factories (Amendment) Act, 1954. If promises under the Act were to mean
only buildings it would be scarcely appropriate to use the words premises or building in Sub-
clause (bb) of Clause (1) of Section 7. 1 Nothing more can be read into the explanation added to
the first proviso to Sub-section (3) of Section 4SS, Cr. P.C., than what it says in the context of
the first proviso to Sub-section (3). The provisions of the Hindu Married Women's Right to
Separate Residence and Mainten,mco Act cannot he invoked for the purposes of construing Sub-
section (1) of Section 488, Cr. P.C.'

It is dangerous mode of draftsmanship to incorporate a section from a former Act, for unless
the draftsmen has a much clearer reflection of the whole of the formal Act than can always be
expected, there is a great risk that something may be expressed which was not intended!

It is appropriate on the part of the Government to amnd the not ification and not attribute
impossible meanings to familiar words and stretch the sense beyond the breaking point.'

S. Amendment in procedural and substantive provisions.—A change in the law of procedure
operates retrospectively and unlike the law relating to vested right is not onl y prospective. 5 If
rights and procedure are both altered by an amending or repealing statute, even if the rights
accrued under the previous enactment are saved, it would seem to he consequential that the old
procedure alone is applicable unless the new Act snakes the new procedure applicable to old
rights. If such he not the case, the right would seem to be saved to no purpose, for if a suit be
brought under the general law, it is likely to he met, and snot successfully, by the plea that a
special right created by the statute can only be enforced by the special procedure presented. The
Legislature cannot he regarded as having contemplated such a result. It must, therefore, he one
of the general rules of construction that if rights and procedure are both altered but rights
accrued under the repealed enactment are saved, then, ill 	 absence of all 	 to the
contrary expressed or necessarily implied ill new statute, it will be proper to interpret the
intention of the Legislature to be that the old procedure will subsist for the enforcement of the
saved rights. There is no question of any vested right in procedure. The position simply is that
the accrued rights have been saved and the new Act not having abrogated the old procedure as
respects those rights, nor made the new procedure applicable to them, the old procedure is
consequently saved, as the only possible machinery for enforcing those rights.' If the
application of the provision of an Amending Act makes it impossible to exercise a vested right
of suit, the Act should be construed as not being applicable to such cases! The promulgation of
all 	 Act cannot without any express term take away from a party any right which

SLsle v. Ardeohir, AIR 1956 Bum 219, 223.

Bela tOni, (Oot ) v. I ,pal Chandea, AIR 1956 Cal 134.

5 SOar (etc) of fleOosnon!h v. S,ni!Im, (t 8S5)10 AC 364. It is better when these is a reference to other statutes, to state

the limits w4hnssehich that incorporation by reference is to apply; KisSes Siiyh v. State, AIR 1957 MP 67,70 (Fl)).

President Feet !pa Sr v. Iaut AF;aa, AIR 1965 Rcr 239, 210.

Sadisaclosnn v. Sedes1,n, AIR 1965 CrOss 2, 4 (R.K. Das, i.); do. or lOOt. or Cs,o!e,ii,ss, tO'.rei,ce Property, AIR 1964

Raj 290, 2(6-7 ( Fya13i, J.).
Js!eodr.i Is,)', Lie 	 201,00, AIR 1916 Ca! 359,3)7 (it)).

flfit Sleds v. BSçtr, ii COca,,, AIR 1922 Cat 491.
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might be vested in him under a prior Act.' As already observed the amending Act does not affect
rights which have vested or obligations which have been defined before the amending Act
came into operation, but no person has a vested right in the procedure of a Court and
consequently an Act which merely regulates procedure governs all proceedings that are pending
at the time when the Act comes into operation provided that existing orders are not deprived of
their finality and that the application of the provisions does not work injustice. If the
Amending Act is a remedial one it should be construed as widely as possible to give effect to the
intention of the Legislature in as many cases as possible in so far as this can be done without
injustice to the parties.' Thus where an Amending Act lays down a rule of procedure, it
ordinarily affects pending actions. Hence, where a document which is inadmissible under the
law at the time the suit is pending in the trial Court is made admissible by an Amending Act
when the appeal is pending, the Appellate Court can admit the document. 3 In every case the
language of the amending statute has to be examined to find out whether the Legislature
clearly intended even pending proceedings to be affected by an amending statute. Section 3 of
the Bombay Municipal Boroughs(Amendment) Act, 54 of 1954 provides that all elections to the
office of the President or Vice-President, held on or after the said date and before the coming
into force of this Act, shall he deemed to be valid' and hence it must be held that the
amendment was clearly intended by the Legislature to apply to all cases of election of President
and Vice-President, whether or not the matter had been taken to Court.' Reading section 23(1)
of the original Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act IS of 1925 as amended by Act 34 of 1954, the
position is that the councillors elected at a general election under this Act for three Sears shall
hold office for a term of four years. It would he not true to say that this is giving retrospective
effect to the amendment. The amendment deals with a future event, c'iz., the election of the
councillors, and it is this future event that is altered or modified by the amendment.5

If it is a section which has effected all in the substantive law, it is plain that
unless Parliament expressly by clear implication makes such a section retrospective, it will not
be retrospective so as to interfere with rights that have accrued prior to the passing of the Act.'

In Aloud. Saleiti v. Utiiaji, 3 a Full Bench of the Hyderabad High Court (all the judges
concurring) held that the amendment of Section 9 of the Hyderabad Money Lenders Act, (5 of
134917) affects substantive right and the provisions relating to dismissal of suits apply to
transaction entered into after the aincndmenof Section 9 and not before. There was, however,
difference of opinion oil question whether the suit is liable to he dismissed tinder the
amended Section 9, if the plaintiff does not possess a licence at the time of the suit transaction.
The majority consisting of Qamar Hasan, Mohd. Ahmed Ansari and Jagan Mohan Reddv, TJ.,

!lcija La! s' Fniaraiii P.71, 50 IC 515; .65i!na 119!i 51u,narv. Chs,ii Il, AIR 1927 Cal 748.

2.	 l3'i'pin Sinti V. Znffee Hussain, AIR 1910 1',0567.

3,5' mi Lot v. Ala! Na!u, AIR 1933 All 846; but see Ba,im'ari L. v. Csj'i Na!h, AIR 1931 All 411 (it is not coerce Ito .1

an Act it huh is passed subsequent In the trial Of t i l e eisa to tie procedure in the case. No recite I in an anteed in5

5 i,ili,ie, however, can avoid that which has been declared by the Courts to have been done nght iy tinder the l,iw);

tta.'aji S9ih v. Can ganena, AIR 1927 Mad s5, 86.

4. St,i.it,sddiiisati Molt judditrtnli Alit v. Goda5 Itetin Msnicij'.'l Ltar'U,glt and others, AIR 1955 SC 314.

5. B.0 Ctxtt'a,i s'. Sl ,iIe,f Bombay, AIR 1955 Born 331. (it was, however, held that no question could irkS 31 the It on of

jiffice of the l'wsidenl being extended by reason oft tie estensiOs of the duration of the Muntcipa itt .0 t he meet'nd

i','i'iSO 10 Section 19 as amended by Act 35 of 1951 did not apply 10 this case.).

6. Caen s'. Careen, (196-1(1 All ER 681, 667 lScarman, 1-I; see also Ch.S!nkhtar S i ngh v. Slate of h!!'.. A It, 057 All 297,
re 

5l (A55arwata, 1).
7,	 AIR I055 tlyd 113 (ES).
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held that the suit was liable to be dismissed in contingency. The object of the amendment,
according to their Lordships, was to serve a public purpose and the mischief is sought to secure
was to protect borrowers from unscrupulous and usurious money-lenders by prohibiting them from
lending monies without obtaining licences on pain of imprisonment as well as by empowering
Courts.to dismiss Suits of such money-lenders. Palnitkar and Chari, JJ . , however, held that the
sub was not liable to be dismissed if the plaintiff is in possession of a licence at the time of the
institution of the suit or at the time of the passing of the decrees for, to interpret it otherwise,
would be going against the express purpose of the legislation.

9. When amendment takes effect—The Amendment Act, though it lays down that ii would
be decided to have been always in force since the date of th enactment of the original Act, does
not invalidate a decree already passed and set aside in appeal, the Amendment Act in such a
case is to be given retrospective effect hut only after its enforcement, before its enforcement there
could not possibly be any question of giving retrospective effect to it. Where Court Fees Act was
amended so as to enhance the fee payable on a rview petition between the date of suit and the
petition for review, it was held that the amendment did not affect the court-fee payable on the
review_potition . i And when the Letters Patent were amended curtailing the right of appeal
after the suit had been filed, the amended provisions were held to he not applicable to such a
case.' It is an agreed principle of law that the rights and liabilities of the party would he
governed by the law as it stood when the proceedings started or the cause of action arose and no
amendment of the law can affect such rights and liabilities until and unless it provides
specifically or by necessary interidment. 4 The First Schedule to the Workmen Compensation
Act, 1912--41 (WA.) provided, by Clause (17), for the redemption of weekly payments by
payment of a Itimp sum and, by Clause (IS) for the assessment of the lump sum in accordance
with an actuarial calculation. An Amending Act altered the method of assessment so as to
increase the lump sum to which a worker was entitled by way of redemption. It was held that
the amendment did not apply to a case in which the accident in respect of which weekly
payments were being made had occurred before, but an application for redemption was heard
alter, the date of the amendment7 The amendment in the Jammu and Kashmir Land Requisition
Act introduced by Act 34 of 1960 in regard to the rate of interest is prospective in operation and
would not apply to the proceedings resulting in an award given before coming into force of the
aforesaid amendment.'

In Fazliiddi,i v. Ziil'aidei K/tenant, 7 the Calcutta High Court has held that where during
the pendency of a suit for ejectment and an application under Section 17(3) of the West Bengal
PreinisesTenancy Act, 1956, an amendatory West Bengal Act 27 of 1959 was passed, it was held
that the proceedings were governed by the unamended Section 17(3) of the old Act and not by
the new Amending Act.	 -

ln Corpus brief the following general observations are made on this topic

Det,ici Feint, Mncf(i0'r V. Upper bIle SnOw 7,Ii!ln, Lit., AIR 1957 All 527,535 (Desai, 1-)-
Nnnli R.ini v. Jeg,'ndn cha,dra AIR 1924 Cal SSI, 884.
5.71.7' /ili v. Deiii,d,ti, i , AIR 1928 Cal 640 (FB); see converse case, Ge,i.a Beheoj v. NounS of 6tuohutei',.l, AIR 1 ,)72 Cal
207.
Sega' N.oiyan Binerjce v. State of West Bengal, 75 CSVN 849, 832 (5K. Chakravarii, J.); Ooie,iial Iiisioa ' vc Co. Ltd. V.
D!.ica,n Singh, AIR 1990.111 104 1990 All 0)133 (Dli).
Kcelje:icli v. LeD View & SOw, Ltd., 70 CLR 647.
C,!lIctor v. 1L7l , ilu!L7? On,, AIR 1967J ORII (SB) (.1h,(.).
66 COVN 545.

Volnriue 59, at pp. 1151-1151.
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"In accordance with the rule generally applicable to legislative enactments, unless
required in express terms, or by clear implication, an amendatory Act will be construed
prospectively and not retrospectively and the parts not altered are considered as having
been the law from the time they were enacted. So also where a statute, or a portion thereof,
is amended by setting forth the amended secti6n in full, the provisions of the original
statute, that are repealed are to be considered as having been the law from the time they
were first enacted, and the new provisions or the changed provisions are to be understood as
enacted at the time the amended Act takes effect not to have any retrospective operation.
Proceedings instituted, orders made, and judgments rendered, before the passage of
amendment will, therefore, not be affected by it, but will continue to be governed by the
original statute. However, in accordance with the rule applicable to statutes generally,
amendments which are purely remedial operate retrospectively, and those which merely
cause changes in the adjective or procedural law apply to all cases pending and subsequent
to their enactment, whether the cause accrued prior to or subsequent to the time the change
became effective unless there is a saving clause as to existing litigation, or accrued causes of
action. But amendments causing changes in the adjective or procedural law will not operate
retrospectively so as to affect a proceeding entirely closed before the amendment became
effective."
Though it is an extremely hazardous proceeding to refer to provisions which have been

repealed in order to ascertain what the Legislature meant to enact in their room and stead,
there may possibly be occasions on which such a reference would be legitimate. Where the
terms of the section as it stands are sufficiently difficult and, ambiguous and secondl y , where
the object of the instant inquiry is to ascertain the true meaning of the part of the section which
remains as it was and which there is no ground for thinking that the substitution of a new
provision was intended to alter, consideration of its evolution in the statute book, by referring to
the original provision, would be justified as proper and logical course. Since an amendment
changes an existing statute, the general rule of statutory interpretation that the surrounding
circumstances are to he considered is particularly applicable to the interpretation of
amendatory Acts. The original Act or section and conditions thereunder must he looked at.
judicial and executive interpretation of original Act especially must be considered. The Court
will determine what defects existed in the original Act, which defects the Legislature
inteneded to ease, and then construe the amedment so as to reduce or eliminate the defect
intended to be remedied."' The same learned author in dealing with retrospective operalicn of
an amending statute, at pp. 431-439 says

In determining the effect of an amendatory Act on transactions and events completed
prior to its enactment, it is necessary to distinguish between provisions addcd to the
original Act by the amendment, and provisions of the original Act repealed by the
amendment, and provisions of the original Act re-enacted thereby. In accordance with the
rule applicable to original Acts, it is presumed that provisions added by the amendment
effecting substantive rights are intended to operate prospectively. Provisions added by the
amendment that affect substantive ri ghts will not be construed to apply to transactions and
event completed prior to its enactment unless the Legislature has expressed its intcnt so
that effect or such intent is clearly implied by the language of the amendment or by

1.	 R,a1hm:,5'h v. COLe, 1188318 App Cas 354, 353; Tsw,he!c Bi'rcng v. Risc, AIR 1949 PC 172, 176; Mo/c,nieI Tri1uthi v

District Magistsr,fe, Red BariIIy, (1992)4 5CC SO: (1992)4 JT (SC) 363.

2 	 Sutherland: S!alst:isj Cos!rucIio,i, 3rd Ed., Vol. 1,0 pp. 416-112.
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ciccuniehmees surrounding its enactment. However, as in the case of the original Acts, in the
acsenc of a saving clause or statute or some other clear indication that legislative intent is
to the contrary, provisions added by the amendment that affect procedural rights—legal
remedies—are construed to apply to all cases pending at the time of its enactment and all
these commenced subsequent thereto, whether the substantive rights sought to be enforced
thereby accrued prior or subsequent to the amendment, unless a vested right would thereby
be impaired. But the new provisions will not affect a proceeding entirely closed before the
amendment became effective. In accordance with the rule applicable to repealing Acts, the
general rule against the retrospective construction of statutes does not applyto those
provisions of the original Act repealed by the amendment, whether affecting substantive or
procedural rights. In the absence of a saving clause or statute, or some other clear indication
that the legislative intent is to the contrary, all rights dependent on the repealed
provisions of the original Act which had not vested or been prosecuted to completion prior
to the enactment of the amendment are delroyed."

The normal assumption is that when the Legislature amends only one section of the law,
leaving another .'ntouched, the two are designed to function as parts of an integral whole and
each should he y en as fully a play as possible.'

If the amending Act is ultra vires, the statute sought to he amended remains in operation.'
Wliin rule aeiendecf.—The amended rule must be deemed to have been in existence from the

original making and publication of the rules.'

10. Effect of amendment on judicial decisions—A change in law can affect the decision of a
Court only to the extent that the decision becomes contrary to law, but where the change in law
does not touch the question already decided by the competent Court, the judicial decision is not
affected by such amendment.

Where an earlier judicial determination of the rights of the parties had become final, and
the Amending Act incorporating provisions for redetermination of the rights, did not touch that
particular right which had become final, it was held that Act the reopening of the earlier
proceeding tinder the Amending Act, was uncalled for.' The mere fact that a statute has been
amended in certain particulars but has not been amended in respect of a wrong decision given by
a Court, does not lead to the conclusion that the Legislature has accepted the decisions as
correctly interpreting the provision in question. Conversely, the rule is well established that a
Court is not prevented from overruling an earlier decision and placing a different construction on
the words of a statute, even though the same words were re-enacted by the Legislature, and
thus may be said to have been statutorily adopted.' In Siibraitiania Cliettiar V

Narayinasu'ami,' the question referred to the Full Bench of the Madras High Court for its
authoritative decision was : "Whether a non-agriculturist surety would be liable for the entire
debt even though the principal debt was scaled down under the provisions of the Madras
Agriculturists' Relief Act.' The occasion for such reference arose on account of a Division Bench

1. Norris v. Crocker, 14 L Ed 210; U.S. v. Tynon, 20 L Ed 153.
2. StirS/un V. CiSb,'ll, 326 US 409 90 L Ed 165.
3. Frost v. Corporation Ceni,nissjen,-rs, (1929)378 US 515: 73 L Ed 483; Sonloreown ran D,'c,ist/,a,iao, v. ,ttsri,notku, AIR

1963 Mod 369 76 MLW 381.
4. Al,,,inislralor, IIou''a/i Municipality v. Byron & Co., 1938 Cr Ij 169 (2).
5. Ran: Li! v. Slate of UP., 1978 All Lj 1197.
6. P.C. E.75ta (Post Grad sate) College v. Vice-CI',a,ice!tor, Agra Llnirc,-sily, 1950 All Lj 785 (FE).
7. AIR 1951 Mod 18,51 (an).
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decision of Wadsworth and Patanjali Sastri, JJ . , who opined that the liability of the surety
(non-agriculturist) was not reduced by the scaling down of the debt of the principal debtor who
is as agriculturist tinder the Madras Agriculturists' Relief Act, IV of 1933.

Panchapakesa Ayyer, J . , in answering the question observed
"It was finally urged by Mr. Ramchandra Aiyar for the appellant that the Madras

Agriculturists' Relief Act could not have really intended to extend the benefit of the
extinguishing of the debt of the principal debtor to his surety, as otherwise the Legislature
when amending various sections of the Madras Agriculturists' Relief Act as soon as
decisions of this Court were given against the intention of the Legislature in enacting those
sections, had not amended the sections, and stated that the surety's liability also woula
stand discharged or would be deemed to stand discharged pro tattle on the principal
debtors liability standing discharged by scaling down, in spite of the decision of a Bench of
this Court iii Stibraniauicnz C/ictt jar V. Ba fc/ia Root/icr. 2 I cannot accept this argument, our
country has only recently become a democracy. Law is not so advanced in this country as in
England and U.S.A. and the Legislature is not yet keeping a vigilant standing committee to
watch all judicial decisions and bring about amendments of the law at once where the
decisions given are contrary to the intention of the Legislature. Even under the best of
conditions the argument will not have much weight, as a Court is not concerned with the
lack of amendment of sections by a Legislature consequent on a wrong decision, when it is
satisfied about the true import of a particular section or sections in a piece of legislation."
The above statement of law as a rule of interpretation has lost its force and can no more be

an authority as the grounds on which the ruling was made to rest were obliterated by long
passage of time, by steady and steep growth in case-laws and by a quite rich experience gained
by our Legislatures for well over 45 years since the above decision.

But a Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court held as follows ...Where a statute is

repeated and re-enacted and words in the repealed statute are reproduced in the new statute
they should be interpreted in the sense which has been judicially put oct them under the
repealed Act because the legislature is presumed to be aware of the construction whirls the
courts have put up on these tvords."t

Where recovery proceedings for penalty under M.P. General Sales Tax Act, for concealment,
were restarted after the Legislature passed the Sales Tax (Amendment) Act, 1976, to get over
the Supreme Court judgment confirming the judgment of the Commissioner for Sales Tax holding
the penalty provisions, were inapplicable. It was held, that they were validly restarted, after
the amendment.' The approval of Legislature of a particular judicial construction put on the
provisions of an Act on account of its making no alteration in those provisions, is presumed only
when there had been a consistent series of cases putting the same construction on the same
provisions.,

11. Effect of invalidity of amendment on original Act—The rule that the invalidity of an
amendment does not affect the original Act applies whether the amendment stands by itself as

1. Sstaa,,,ania,s COttEr v. 5aIcl.i Ron/her, AIR 9942 Mad 145; see also Nellore Cecperative Urban Bank, Lit. V.

MaI!ikarfunayyi, AIR 1941 S Mad 252 decided by Patanjali CastE and Thyagaralan, 1/. on the same aspect.

2. AIR 1942 Mad 145.

3	 V/do 70th IOss,n,s s'.Jsi.4d,i/c':aI DialEct Jade, AIR 1999 All 196: teSS All LI 0-45: 1955 All DC 1001 : (1989)12 All

CR 113:1956 All CJI: leSS UPLJ 116 : (1985)1 All Rent Cast (PC).

4	 Laa,nas Dos v. State sf91.9., 1900 lab Lj 775 (DC).

5.	 i'i: es/rot lasrd:is CAsio v. Cu/c c' I/cat Oc:15'II, AIR 1961 SC 1599.
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an independent enactment, or is incorporated in the setting of the original Act by a provision
that the Act 'shall read as follows'. 1 When an amendatory exception to a statute proves
unconstitutic'na t., the original statute stands wholly unaffected by it.'

B. Codifying Statutes

12. Codifying Acts--Codifying Acts are Acts passed to codify the existing law. That is not
merely, to declare the law upon some particular point, but to declare in the form of a Code the
whole of the lace pen settle particular subject.' "The purpose' of such a statute surely is-that on
any point specifically dealt with by it, the law should he ascertained by interpreting the
language used in stead of as before, roaming over a vast number of authorities in order to
discover what the law was, extracting it by a minute critical examination of the prior
decisions.'" Codification contemplates, implies and produces continuity of existing law in
clarified from rather than its interpretation.'As Lord Davey observed in Gokitl Madan V.

Pttclttt:tnund Sing/i,' the essence of a Cede is to be e.rlutustirc on the matters in respect of which
it declares the law, and it is not the province of a Judge to disregard or go outside the letter of
the enactment according to its true construction."

The British Parliament passed the Bills of Exchange Act, 1832, which was an Act to codify
the law relating to Bills of Exchange, Cheques and Promissory Notes. In Bstik of England v.
Vagliatto,' Lord Herschell in discussing the opinions of the Court of Appeal, said

'L:'tditt' casi'.—The conclusion thus expressed was founded upon an examination of the
state of the law at the time the Bills of Exchange Act was passed. The prior authorities
were subjected by the learned Judges who concurred in this conclusion to an elaborate review,
with the result that it was established to their satisfaction that a bill was made payable
to a fictitious person or his order was, as against the acceptor, in effect a bill payable, to
bearer only when the acceptor was aware of the circumstance that the payee was a
fictitious person, and, further, that his liability in that case depended upon an application
of the law of estoppel. It appeared to those learned Judges that if the exception was to be
further extended, if would rest upon no principle, and that they might well pause before
holding that Section 7(3) of the statute was 'intended, not merely to codify the existing
law, but to alter it, and to introduce so remarkable and unintelligible a change."

Reitz v. Ste,itey, 06 L t0t 211.
Davis v. Wallace, ES L Ed 325.
Crabs Statste tao, 4th Ed. alp. 61; see also TirurengaL: v. 7ripsra Ssnda,i, DR 49 Mad 728: AIR 1926 Mad 906,908

(FB).
Lord t-terschetl in Rank of Er;,c!ani v. Va51,ano, 1S91 AC 107; quoted by Lord Nlacnaughten ii: Nareidra Nail: Sirca, v.

Ra,nalhasioi Oasl, thE 23 Cal 563 at P. 572 : 23 IA iS; Ban: & Co. v. 0,tac,tooald, ILR 36 Cal 331; Saraj P,asat V.

Gnlabchand, I LR 23 Cal 517 523 (T.P. Act), where the application at the principle was considered with reference to

Section 4 of the Hind,: Adoption and Maintenance Act.
1I,iilc:l Statcs v. Craiocr, 97 LEd 1575,1585:348 U5 235 (Burton, I.).
ILR 29 Cat 707, 715: 29 IA 196 (Fir,,,) N'athamat v. Firs, Dchhmi Harsh:, AIR 1926 Lab 670; Gepi Cl,a,i! v. AIulsa,ri,nad

U,oar, AIR 1935 Pest, 176; Fir,,: of Neeta,: Des v. First of PriH:sdaya!, ATP 1921 Sind 35; see also Mokori B:bt,'e s'

Dls,rms:tas (These, 30 IA 111, 125; Galabchand v. KuJ:tal, AIR 1951 MS 1 (05); tDoiasi:ar:iy V. Bhagyaturr:at, AIR 1967

Mad 437, 453 (Veeras'.ean,i II; Stei1. Yasafv. Meld. i-fusseS,, AIR 1964 bled 1,6 (I'S) (Rain Chandra lyer, C.).).

1891 AC 107; lee also Wilkinson v, Witki'isen, ILR 4 Born 813: AIR 1923 Born 321, 351 (FE); Copal Naidu V. Ring'

E,,,peror, 11.R 46 Mad 605: AIR 1923 Mad 523, 525 (FE).
Vngle:,e Bre!Sr, v. Riot, of En'.:o,1, (1539)23 QBD 243 at p. 261 (Court of Appeal) which affirmed the decision of
Charles, J . , in Vaçt:ene v. Rink of En5larrd (Cowmen & Co.), (1858)22 QOD 103.
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With sincere respect to the learned Judges who have taken this view, I cannot bring
myself to think that this is the proper way to deal with such a statute as the Bills of
Exchange Act, which was intended to be a Code of the law relating to negotiable
instruments. I think the proper course is in the first instance to examine the language of the
statute and to ask what is its natural meaning, uninfluenced by any considerations derived
from the previous state of the law, and not to start with enquiring that how the law
Previously stood, and then, assuming that it was probably intended to leave it unaltered to
see if the words of the enactment will bear an interpretation in conformity with this view.

If statute intended to embody in a Code a particular branch of the law is to be treated in
this fashion, it appears to inc that its utility will be almost entirely destroyed, and the
very object with which it was enacted will be frustrated. The purpose of suchi statute
surely was that on any point specifically dealt with by it, the law should be accert, ined by
interpreting the language used instead of, as before, by roaming over a vast nuriber of
authorities in order to discover what the law was, extracting it by a minute ritical
examination of the prior decisions, dependent upon a knowledge of the exact effect e, en of
an obsolete proceeding such as a demurrer to evidence. I am, of course, far from asserting
that recourse may never be had to the previous state of the law for the purpose of aiding in
the construction of the provisions of the Code. If, for example, a provision be of doubtful
import, such resort would be perfectly legitimate. Or, again, if in a Code of the law of
negotiable instruments words be found which have previously acquired a technic.' I
meaning, or been used in a sense other than their ordinary one, in relation to such
instruments, the same interpretation might well be put upon them in the Code. I give these
as examples merel y; they, of course, do not eshaust the category. What, however, I am
venturing to insist upon, is that the first step taken should he to interpret the language of
the statute and that an appeal to earlier decisions can only he justified on sonic special
ground.

One further remark I have to make before I proceed to consider the language of the
statute. The Bills of Exchange Act was certainly not intended to be merely a Code of the
existing law. it is not open to question that it was intended to alter, and did alter it, in
certain respects. And I do not think that it is to be presumed that any particular provision
was intended to be a statement of the existing law, rather than a substituted enactment.
Lord 1 lalebury in the same case observed ,t p. 120 of the Report

"It seems to me that, construing the statute by adding to it words which are neither
ground therein nor for which authority could be found in the language of the statute itself,
is to sin against one of the most familiar rules of construction, and I am Wholly unable to
adopt the view that, where a statute is expressly said to codify the law, you are at liberty
to go outside the Code so created, because before the existence of that Code another law
prevailed.'
Lord Watson affirmed the rule laid down by Lord Herschcll while applying it in Rrlrirren

v. ("rtrtitdiart Pacific Rail Co.,' in respect of the Code of Lower Canada. Mr. Justice Channel

1.	 1902 AC 151 it p137; but ice also Der;rntie s'. Trcrrrtrly, (1921)1 AC 702 at pp. 709-710, per Lord Moulton 'The
essence of a Code, whether it relates only ba particular subject Or IS Cf a more general character, is that it is a iron
ricp.rrtrire. 'the coditiers have no doubt the trite (1 eX.irrirlrrrig the canons authorities on each point ill n tier to
crone to .r right cenehrrcnorr from the conflicting decision is to svh.,t is the lair' upon the subject and their dirty is to
eirrhenty the result in the corresponding clause of the Carte 11w1' are (raining. But when they have done this and
tic' Cede hs t'eceere a Itatute, the njuertiorr c':hr'rL' r tile)' 'eels r i ght or IN 	 in their cannelusiuni i'econr,

i rrrrn.rtcniel. Orion thenceforth tire tars' is determined by v, , h,,t is faunr.t in the Code and flint try a consideration  of tine
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speaking of the se	 Bills of Exchange Act in I-Ierdman v. Wheeler,' observed	 '(it) is now
the Code of law c	 te subject, and in cases where it differs from the old law it prevails over

the old law. But i te words used in the Act are fairly capable of being construed as meaning

the same as the ','. .rcls used by judges previously to the Act in stating the law, it would be right

to give them that moaning in the absence of anything to indicate a clear intention of the

Legislature to 11cr the previous law." When the same phrase or expression is used in several

codified law, i a particular territory, all emanating from the same source, that phrase or

expression in	 h: ye the same significance wherever used, ussless such a meaning would
repugnant Ic	 context.' It is not permissible in inlc'rproting a statute which codifies a Prancti

of the law I	 at I with the assumption that it was not intended to alter the pro-existing law.'

It is a re o	 'cci cannon of construction that when a law is merely being codified and specially

vlsoti	 i	 mg transferred almost bodily from one Code to another departure is not to be
prestttc.d	 ss it is made in express terms-' -	'	 -

	

Is' V	 s9 of Corpus Juno at p. 887 it is stated

he purpose of a revision or codification of law is to make them as certain as

pr cicable and to enable every citi7 'n readily to find whore they are and what they

P are, by publishing them in a systori.stic, condensed, but clear and comprehensive form.

evision or codification of statutes is e:'mething more than a restatement of the substance

ereof in different language. It impli s a re-examination of them, and is applied to a

cslatement of the law in a corrected an, improved form, which restatement may be with or

without material change. Revision or codification of laws may be effected by the omission

of some laws, by changing words or phrases for the purpose of harmony or brevity without

in fact changing the meaning, or by the incorporation of new and material matter, and may

operate to change the existing law. The Code or revision is intended to take place of law as

previously formulated, and to include all the statute lac y of the State of a general or

conclusions which ought to have been drawn front the materials from which it has been framed. The language
used by Lord Herschel! lathe Bank ef England v. Vagtiaso Bros., 1891 AC 107,140, 135, has always been accepted as
expressing the object of codification. In speaking of the Bills of Exchange Act which codified this particular branch

of the tam, he says The purpose of such a statul surely was that on any point specifically dealt with by it, the law
should be ascertained by interpreting the langun a used instead of, as before, by roaming over a vast number of
authorities. It will be noticed that lord Herschell inuines his principle to those points which are specifically draft
is ill, by the late. But it almost always happens tI., in codification there occur particular points where the codifiers
find it impossible or for some reason undesirable to deal specifically with the matter and they leave it b he decided
by the law ax it previeusiy existed. They accordingly make no proee1sIcetssesst on these points, so that there is no
language in the Code %r hich can brat a new departure which authoritatively replace tt,e lose as it previously
existed Sometimes this may be done by mere o,nissiori to cleat with the point, but it may also he done specifically, as
for instance, by saying Isa f in fl,at particular mailer (Or more generally that in matters not dcal t with by the Code)
the previous fats' shot! apply. But, however, it he done, the essence is the same. It is a refusal to codify the law on
the particular point ..... ..... i e., a refusal to substitute for the lass' as it existed previously a new and authoritative
pr000uncemetst svlsict-i express.; the late that is to operate in the future. Instead of formula leg what the lose

should he, it says directly or by implication that it shall remain as it was is the past."
(1902)1 KB 301, 3D7; l-lalsbnry Lass's rf Eng!o,sd, 4th Ed., Vol. 4-I its para 892 at p.5-Is stalest 'After the language has
been examined without presumptions resort maybe had to the previous state of the law on some special ground,
for example, for the co

nstruction Of provisions of doubtful import or of words ,vlsich have acquired a technic,sl
meaning."
G.t P. R. Cettt1'atn1 V. il.'ttraeti Atxs,icipatity, 16 IC 4-h) (Nagpur).
llsstcssef 155.1St 5'. A t''ss'' ':'" S'I';'/a Ce., (1952n crtc 497 507 (Shalt. (1.
J.sist.s sstiias, V. B.tlsv.tsst, AIR 1933 Nag 35.33 1gev Vivian Bose, J.).
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permanent nature up to th
e date of its adoption, unless it is otherwise provided in the Code

or revision, or in the Act of the Legislature adopting it; and it must be considered and
treated as comprising all the statute law oil subjects indicated by the various titles in
the Code or revision. If the system is defective in any of its parts, the remedy is to be found
in legislative amendment."

At pp. 893 to 897 of the same volume it is further stated

"A mere change of phraseolog y, or punctuation, or the addition or omission of words in
the revision or codification of statutes, does not necessarily change the operation or effect
thereof, and will not he deemed to do so unless the intent to make such change is clear and
unmistakablç. Usually a revision of statutes simply iterates the formal declaration of
legislative will. No presumption arises from changes of this character that the revicrs or
the Legislature in adopting the revision intended to change the existing law; hut the
presumption is to the contrary, unless all to change it clearly appears. The reasons
assigied are that the changes made by the revision may usually be accounted for by the
desire to render the provisions more concise and simple, and to bring the laws into some
system and uniformity. Nevertheless, it is an equall y well-recognized doctrine that
changes of the character under consideration appearing in a Code or revision may have the
effect of changing the existing law; and must he given that effect where the legislative
intent to make a change appears clearly and tit) in as where no effect can be given
to the new language otherwise, or where the language used in the revision cannot possibly
hear the same construction as the revised Act. And where there is a material change
between the original Act and the provisions thereof in the Code or revision, this difference
must he given effect, even though not noted b y the revisers in an explanatory note. And the
mere intention of the legislative body to compile existing laws without alterin g them does
not require the Courts to give to a particular section a construction in opposition to the
positive provisions thereof in order to conform to the pro-existing statute.

Sutherland in Stitiitori/ Construction, Vol. 3 (3rd Ed) at P. 235 says

'A statute incorporated into a Code is presumed to he incorporated without change even
though it is re-worded and re-phrased and in the organization of the Code its original
sections are separated. Where, however, the legislative intent is clear that a change in the
law is intended, the now provision prevails. In case of ambiguity it is permissible to resort
to the prior legislative history of the Act, the form and language of the prior statute, prior
interpretation and all matters in 9cr) ri;)cria in order to arrive at the true meaning of the
Code's provision

Crawford in his Statutory Co,str;;ctisii at pp. 184-185 has put the matter thus

"The object of a revision or codification..........is to clarify existing statute law and
make it easily found. Consequently it is really more than a mere restatement. A re-
examination of the existing statute law is necessarily implied. But the restatement may he
in the original language of the statute. Or words and phrases may be altered, new matter
incorporated, and statutes even omitted from the revision or codification. And after tue
revision or codification has been adopted, it becomes the reservoir of all the statute lai'.' on
the subjects indicated by various titles; the revision being a substitute for the displacing the

1.

	

	 ReI,ance is placed on U.S. V. Sischo, (1923)262 Us 165 67 L Ed 925; Pctw v. #I.pii, (1926)20 I-Inn 74-I; Chicac,, RI. &

P. [25. Co. v. ,YicL,b, (1930)130 Kan 509.

at —41
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formcr,lasv. As a result, any errors must be corrected by legislative amendments after the

revision or Code has been enacted into law."

Relying inter alit on U.S. v. Bafligale, l and Vance v. Vattlt'racock,' as well as on either

State decisions, he further sa y s at pp. 190 and 191

Not onl y may the statutes composing the codification be relocated but their language

may also be changed Gcncrally, however, the revision is simply a re-statement of existing

statute law, either in the same or in substantially the same language. Where this is true,

the old statutes are continued without any change in their meaning. But in many instances,

the language of existing statutes are substantially altered; words may be added or omitted;

phraseology and punctuation changed. In such instances, however, there is a presumption

that the Legislature did not intend to change the meaning of the statute, unless the intent to

do so is clearly apparent. Where it is the intent of the Legislature to make a change in the

statuies' meaning it must he given effect."

Codification systematizes case-law as well as statutes.' The difficulty arises which must

o...yr erief' '''ho", 'in attempt is made to enact an exhaustive Code of any branch of the law.

However able the codifier may he, r' 0 'iSO Code comes to be applied to some of the

innumerable cases that must arise, there is found every ,o;,' - i,il thon some case which it is

impossible to suppose was in fact intended to he governed by the Code At tic .' . '" C"ide

purports to he exhaustive, and, therefore, it is necessary to try to treat every case as falling

within it.' It is bad policy to add to codified law some of the provisions of, say English common

law on the ground that the codified law is silent as to them.' When law has been codified, it

cannot be modified gradually from day to day as the changing circumstances of a community

require, b y rules of practice made to meet these imperceptibly changing conditions. Any

modification, however small, must he made by the Legislature, when a suitable opportunity

arrives.'

US 2'0: 62 L Ed 676.
170US43S:42LEd 1100.

Paton J	 pruiL'itce, at p. 186, Salmond says on page 16S : 'Cdi1ication means, not the total disappearance of cisc-
lair, but merely the reversal of this relation beti%ven it and starute law,"

l\',c,t s'. I-loft, (1903)1 KB 610, 613, 614,
Pc,t,tt-ic, RedO v. Vueitifa RedO, ILK 52 Mad 432: AIR 1929 Mad 236. Whether defamatory words in a cempt.i:nt are
absolutely privileged under the India,, penal Cede caere up for consideration before a Full Bench of Madras High
Ccurl ii, Tri,:'csigalo Si,idaii s', Tiri1,urassiidari, AIR 1926 -Mad 906, 903 ILK 49 Mad 728 (FB). Referring to In cc
\'eekata Reddy, ILK 36 Mad 216 (FB). Their Lordships said "The inference drawn in In re Venkata Reddy was
that it seas inconceivable that the Statute should have been silent on such obvious topics sinless it ttseatst to leave
the Eaglet, common law relating in thorn intact. That is a litre of reasoning which seetts IC us to he o holly
inapplicable to a codifying statute and the Indian Penal Code is uhviesssly meant to be a codifying statute, an
expression which may sufficiently for our present purposes be defined as a statute intended to he complete in
itself with regard to the subject-matter with which it deals, Indeed the very title 'Indian Penal Co-l o' is ...aters ttre
conception of a codifying statute. As we understand the principles of construction applicable in such matters, a
codifying statute does not exclude rcIererrce to earlier case-law on the subject covered by the statute for the
Purpose of ttrroo'iirg tight ott the true interpretation of the words of the statute where they are, or can he
contended to be open to rival constructions. We are unaware of any instance other than the present where it has
been argued that matter outside of the statute cc,, he invoked not by way of construing its provisions but of adding
something to it which is adtn i tted ly not to be found with it. We agree with Sir Arnold White, Chief Justice, that
those mrra tIers inust lras'e been present In use rtrimrd of the ci ra fisnratr, We differ front inns itr the inference in be
strauss from the s lerce of the statute regarding tire m. it scents to us inconceivable that that silence cair he
interpreted otherwise than as a deliberate refusal In incorporate that part of the Common Law of England into the
lass' of tmrci in."
Rettj 'liSts so Erspescr, iLK 59 Cal 150: AIR 1929 Cal 57.
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In a body of codified law, no one enactment should he so construed as to render the express
provisions of another enactment absolutely nugatory.

13. Codification a gamble in India.—Dalal, A.J.C., in Acllal Singh v. SlIaglI000tII Koer

was pleased to observe
"In my opinion codification in India is to a certain extent a gamble. First of all Indians

have to express themselves in a language which is after all foreign to them. Local
Governments do not command the help of men trained in drafting laws and even at the time
of legislation. I do not think that it is settled accurately and in detail what a particular
Act is required to provide for. There are vague notions to remedy an evil or to satisfy certain
sentiments brjt the full details are not worked out. When this is my view of present-day
codification in India, arguments as to what the Legislature desired or did not desire leave
me unimpressed.
Crawford in Statutory Construction' opines

"A Code is simply a part of the statutory law and has no higher standing or sanctity
than an ordinary statute. Like many other legislative enactments, a Code or revision
should be subjected to a liberal construction in order to promote the objects for which it was
enacted—to clarify existing statutes—although the liberality of construction should not he
extended so far as to annul any of the Codes provisions or to defeat the intention of the
Legislature as revealed in any particular section or portion thereof ...........Of course, the
Provisions of the revision of Code should first be examined in order to ascertain their
meaning, but where the language is ambiguous and uncertain, the original statutes, as well
as those in pari tuateria may be resorted to for assistance in seeking the legislative
intent.........Accordingly, where there is ambiguity in the revised statutes, it should be
construed as expressing the law as it was prior to the revision, unless the Court finds a clear
intention to alter the old law. Furthermore, the judicial construction of a statute later
incorporated in a codification or revision may he referred to for assistance, since the Court's
interpretation of the law under such circumstances, by adoption, becomes a part of the Code
or revision. Even a change in the language of phraseology of a statute included in a
codification or revision will not, as a general rule, alter the law, unless the change be so
material or radical as to indicatean intention on the part of the Legislature to modify the
law, or unless the intention to change clearly appears from the language of the revised
statute, and specially when considered in connection with the subject-matter and the
legislative history."
Rearrangement of statutory provisions in the process of codification leaves their meaning

unaffected.
C. Consolidating Statutes

14. Consolidating statutes—Consolidation is the combination in a single measure of all the
statutes relating to a given subject-matter and is distinct from codification in that the latter
systematizes case-law as well as statutes.' According to Craies on St (IUit e Law, 5 consolidation is

1. l'nndali8 v. bwgwonl Rao. AIR 1926 Nag 491.

2. AIR 1926 Oudh 2.

1	 In Chapter XXIX.

4,	 Hate s' Iowa Slate Board of Asseoso,'est and Rncnse, 302 US 93:82 L Ed 72 l'er Cordozo, J).

5. Palms Jurisprudence at p . 186 The object of Consolidating Acts is to ronsolidal,s in one Act the provisio,55
contained in a number of stables. They maybe regarded as Acts codifying the statute base upon a subject; Craics

SlaluleLaa', 4th Ed. alp.6I.

6. 4th Ed- atp.305.
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the reduction into a s y stematic form of the whole of the statute law relating to a given subject,
as illustrated or explained by judicial decisions. Odgers opines : 'Consolidating Acts are Acts to
comprehend in one statute the provisions contained in a number of statutes and which codify the
law on some subject as far as they go, as for instance, the Bills of Exchange Act, 1802.'

Lord Watson discounted the proposition that, in dealing with a consolidating statute, each
enactment must be traced to its original source, and when that is discovered must be construed
according to the state of circumstances which existed when it first became law. In
Adttiirtistraler-Gcucrtl of Bengal v. Brent f_al Mullickd his Lordship proceeded to observe
"The proposition has neither reason nor authority to recommend it. The very object of
consolidation is to collect the statutory law bearing upon a particular subject and to bring it
down to-date, in order that it may form a useful Code applicable to the circumstances existing
at the time when the consolidating Act is passed."

If an Act is instituted "An Act to consolidate previous statutes", the Courts may loan to a
presumption that it is it itttenled to alter the law, and may solve doubtful points by aid of
such presumption of intention rejecting the literal construction,' 'In construing a consolidation
Act," says Crabs,' "prior statutes repealed, but reproduced in substance, are regarded as ill pan
,iatcrirt, and judicial decisions on the repealed statute are treated as applicable to
substantially identical provisions of the repealing Act." He'further says'

"The effect of the most of these Acts may be described as purely literary. In so far as the
Act is purely a consolidation Act, although it may repeal the reproduced enactments, the
repeal is merely for the purpose of re-arrangement, and there is no moment at which the
substance of the older enactments ceases to be in force, although it is true that its ancient
form is destroyed by the process of reproduction and repeal. The consolidation merely
places together in a later volume of the Statute Book enactments previously scattered over
many volumes. But it taunt not be forgotten that it is almost inevitable that in the process of
consolidation the re-arrangement of the former Acts and the modernisation of the language
should, to some extent, alter the law. And often a consolidation Act is not a statute merely
collecting into one chapter any original or principal Act with subsequent amendments and
codifications, but involves the co-ordination and simplification of former enactments."
"The Sheriffs Act, 1887," observed Fry, L.J., in Mitchell v. Sitn;sost,' "is a consolidating

Act, and does not profess to amend or alter the provisions of the Acts consolidated. Priniafacie

therefore, the same effect ought to he given to its provisions as was given to those of the Acts for
Which it was substituted," This rule, however, is to be adopted with caution, for it is almost
impossible in the process of consolidation to avoid some dislocation and change in the effect of
the consolidated enactments. The true effect of such Acts is to combine in a consecutive form the

I. . The Cosnlrnctk,si of t)ec,fn art StrIate, 2nd Ed. at p. 226 "By these Acts a nsrnsber of prier statutes are usually
repealed but reproduced i n suhst,nsce, it being, as we shall see, a presumption that it is not the intention of the
Legislature to alter the law by a Consolidating Act but merely to collect it and fit it tegctlrer in one Act, unless an
in tent ion In alter it plainly appears' at p 227J. San,, v. Pure Ice Co., (1935)2 KB 265, 274.

2. lIR 22 IA 116.
3. \taxrs'c'!l: lsr!crpsr'!rrli,rss ofShrirrlcn, 1211, Ed. at pp. 22 to 25; !R.0 v. Hi,iche, (1960)1 All ER 505 (1 IL) at 1). 51 2.
1.	 Craies - ,Stntrrte CraSh Ed. at . 127.
5. Craies Statute L,', Sits Ed. at p. 333. Maxwell in his Interpretation of Slrtxtcn, at p. 24, says "to a plain

Consolidation Act sorb as the Income Tax Act, 1952 (C. 10) if it re-enacts., with alike context, a word or phrase in
one of the Acts corrsntirtalcd o rich has received judicial interpretation, that ilrtcrprct.rtien will, generally, be
applicable to the same ss'ord or phrase in the Consolidation Act."

5.	 (lS9025 QBD 155, 190,' sc, also lt'a,rcn s'. Vayg, 30 CLR 353, 359; In re, goods of Chandra Des, AIR 1950 Cal 575;
Tonic a. Scott, (1965)2 All ER 240 (PC) at pp. 246, 2t7.
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provisions scattered about the Statute Book to avoid repetitions and remove inconsistencies.
Whenever I have to deal with consolidating legislation, says Vaughan William, L.J., in

Fitch v. Berntandsey Guardians,' 'I am always struck with the enormous difficulties imposed
upon the draftsman, and I am thankful that I have not to undertake the work myself." Isaacs,

J . , quoted Maxwell Interpretation of Statutes in Melbourne Corporation v. B.trn,,' : "In a
consolidation Act......it will be found that the language bears the meaning attached to it in the
original enactment," and referring to Victorian Legislature consolidating its principal statutes
including the Local Government Act, quoted Holroyd, J.

"They were not intended to change the law in any singular particular and of that there
cannot be the least doubt. Numerous clauses have been introduced into them for the express
Purpose of providing against such a possible contingency; and especially is this evidenced
by that one clause in the Arts (Interpretation Act) which provides that where two
apparently inconsistent provisions which were originally of different dates have been
repealed and re-enacted in a consolidating Act the original priority of date is to be
regarded in their interpretation, because one may possibly repeal the other by implication
and that repeal by implication is net to he prevented by reason of these two provisions being
repealed in one Act and made on the same day.' I entirely agree with those observations.'
"Of course, the consolidation of a consolidating Act," says Barton, A.C.J., in Afnyl'ttry v.

I'letr'ntan,' "depends on disclosed intention like the construction of any other Act. But when two
Acts have led to a definite state of the laws in relation of the one to the other of them, I am not
sure that a change in their order effected by mere consolidation must needs he taken in all cases
to alter that state of the law, in the absence of any internal indication of intention to make that
or any other change. Whether it was really intended to alter the law must depend on the effect
in each case of the inversion of the order in which the provisions stand.' In dealing with a
consolidating statute the Court will consider the pre-existing law, and, if the statute is one
affecting the liberty of the subject, will not construe it as amending the statute consolidated, or
as altering the common law, unless the intention of the Legislature to make surh a change in the
law is shown by clear words.'

15. Construction of consolidating statutes-0) Not necessary to resort to earlier

legislation—When the consolidating Act re-enacts in an orderly form the various statutes
embodying the law on the subject, it is not necessary or proper to resort to, or consider, the
earlier legislation on the subject.' "Where words or expressions in a statute are plainly taken
from earlier statute in par) niateria which have received judicial interpretation, it roust he

assumed that Parliament was aware of such interpretation and intended to
(ii) IV,,nts 4,, st,,t,,tes	 he followed in later enactments........The rule is especially applicable in
in pri matenia.	 the case of consolidatory Codes." Prima ftcic the same words in en earlier

Act and a later Act have the same meaning, when the Arts deal v, , ith the

Crates Sta)r,te Lou', 5th Ed. alp. 127, quotieg Lord Watson in Bradlaugh Clark,', (1SS3)S AC 354, 350. Who said hit
it a ppea red to tins "to be an extremely hazardous proceeding to refer to provisions vhich have been absol ,,tely
repeated in order 10 ascertain ,s'h,,t the Legislature intended to en-ct in their room and steal."
(1903)1 KB 524, 326.
31 dR 174, 186, 1S7.
Atayi'nnj v. P)aa',s.,n. 16 CLE 468 at p.476.
46 CLR 463 at P. 475.
Nolao v. CI fft:r,f , CLR 429.
IC,!1 j,ie,s v. t'cr,,,.,,,,'nt Trostec Co. of New Soot), ICes, (1906) AC 2 .49, 252; Id's v. Atsai:,,su, (1934)2 KIt 559, 863;

v. CcGc ratCt ef Old/rex, 4 Cl, D 395, 403; lt,'n ' s'lt v. Atieist,-nf,'r t9,t')ic Weeks (N Si'!.), 7CLI1 372, 379.
5,15,, Stat:.;,, v. Atlas All, AIR 1031 All 294,29S (FE): 1LR53 All 612, quoting Ilaisbury's 'Li .rsfdc,,f.:e.t'; see lIce,

Chaste, Dccv. Bh,th, Pat naik, AIR 1950 Orissa 125 (FE).
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same subject, especially where the later Act is a consolidating Act. Craics in Statute Law'
states

But in case of statutes consolidating former law or adopting former Acts words which
have been judicially construed, the case-law oil 	 enactments consolidated or copied may
be of great value in interpretation, and in the case of the adoption by a Dominion of
Colonial Legislature of the substance of a British statute the same may be said.
In Maxwell oil of Statutes," occurs this statement : "In a consolidating,

Act......it will be found that the language bears the meaning attached to it in the original
enactment. One of the authorities cited is Mite/wi! V. Sintpson, in which the Court of Appeal
gave to words in the now Act the same meaning as had been attached by judicial decisions to
similar words in a former Act. But that was not because the Legislature had adopted a decision,
but because the new Act, being a consolidation Act could not be supposed to change the law and
it would be as wrong to disregard judicial decisions after the consolidation as it would have
been if the old Act had remained in force. In Mercantile Finance Trustees and Agency Co. of
Australia v. Hall.' Holrdyd, J . , states as to consolidating Acts "They are not intended to
change the law in any singular particular, and of that there cannot be the least doubt.
Numerous clauses have been introduced into them for the express purpose of providing against
such a possible contingency; and especially is this evidenced by that one clause in the Act
(Interpretation Act) which provides that where two apparently inconsistent provisions which
were originally of different dates, have been repealed and re-enacted in a consolidating Act
original priority of date is to he regarded in their interpretation, because one may possibly
repeal the other by implication and that repeal by implication is not to be prevented by reason
of these two provisions being repealed in all 	 and therefore made oil 	 same day."

Odgers' treats consolidation and codifying statutes almost on the same level. While
dealing with the use of 'cases' as aid to construction he says:" If the numerous cases oil
are examined they will he found to fall into three classes

(a) Those which lay down a general principle or principles such, for instance, as
Heydeu's case,'

(b) Those which decide which of the established principles should he applied to
particular enactments. This is a matter ripen which Judges may differ.... One Judge
may hold that a particular principle (say the Literal Rule) should be applied;
another may hold that the Mischief Rule ought to be applied in the same case; or the
Court may held that the Mischief Rule having regard to the object of the statute,
should be applied as, e.g. in Powell Lane Manufacturing Co. v. l';ilnatii.'

Wares v. Vayg, 30 CLR 353, 359.
4th Ed. at p. 9 ''And lithe inte, protalien of the constitution of the Australian Con,n:cn,cealth it has been held
reasonable to infer that when the framers of that instrument inserted provisions mud st inguishabie in soh-Stance -.
lhoogh varied in loin, from the previsions of other legislative enactments which had received judicial
interpretation t hey intendc'st that such pros isiens shea Id receive like interpretation"; see O'Oukuu v. f'cddur,
(1901)1 Australia CLR 91, 112.
ttth Ed. alp. 53.
(1590)25 Q3D 183.
(1.593)19 VLR 233 14 AlT 291; followed ni Mdl'.'i,, ,ic Cerpeuauia,z v, tt,mrrs, 31 Ct.R t71, 196.
'the Ccslriictjn cf Deals ant Statutes', 2nd Ed. at p. 237.
76 ER 637.
(1531)2 KB 305.
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(c) Those which decide whether the accepted construction of a statute includes or
excludes a particular state of facts. This may be illustrated by the cases on evasion of
taxing statutes.

Of these the first class is the most important, but in the case of a consolidating Act, all
three may become of great importance and influence. A consolidating statute, being merely a
codification, will almost certainly adopt language which has already received judicial
interpretation; the case-law, therefore, on this language will be most valuable.

'(iii) Read literally—In Riddle v. King,' Barton, J . , after referring to the observations of
Jessell, MR., in Taylor v. Corporation of Oldhatii,' "Whatever I may think of the
extraordinary reults which are so caused, it is my duty to interpret Acts of Parliament so, I fu-id
them. I must read them according to the ordinary rules of construction, that is, literally, unless
there is something in the context or in the subject to prevent that reading, stated

'No statute, even though it be a consolidating Act, constitutes an exception to this
undoubted rule. I think the most that can be said is that where two constructions are open,
under one of which the Act is read to make an amendment of the law, while the other
appears to confine the Act to its professed purpose of mere consolidation; then, other things
being equal, the Court will adopt the construction which confines the Act to its purpose of
consolidation. But if the Act itself speaks so plainly that Parliament will appear from it
terms to have exorcised its undoubted power of amending the law, even though the title of
the Act professes that its purpose is consolidation, it is the dut y of the judge to read the Act

in that plain sense.'
A consolidating statute, like any other statute, must he read literally, unless there is

something in the context or the subject to prevent that reading. The most that call 	 said is that
where two constructions are open, under one of which the Act is read to make all of
the law, while the other appears to confine the Act to the professed purpose of mere
consolidation then, other things being equal, the Court will adopt the construction which
confines the Act to its purpose of consolidation. But if the Act speaks so plainly that
Parliament will appear from its terms to have exercised its undoubted power of amending the
law, even though the title of the Act professes that its purpose is coil solidalioil, it is the duly of

the Judge to read the Act in that plain sense. The presumption that the Legislature did not
intend to alter the law by an Act described as a consolidatocy Act, cannot override the plain
meaning of the words used.' When the words of a consolidating statute are clear, their effect
cannot he cut down by a comparison with the language of earlier statutes. 3 "It is a consolidating

Act" says O'Connor, J . , in Bennett v. Minister for Public Works (N.S.W.),' "which re-enacts in
an orderly form the various statutes embodying the law on the subject I may adopt Lord
Macnaghten's words describing it in his judgment in Williams v. Pernmanriit Ti ustc Co. of Non'

South Wales! The whole law with respect to the acquisition of lands for public purposes is now
to be found in the Act of 1900, and it is not necessary or proper to resort to, or-to consider, the
earlier legislation on the subject." Barton, j., in Conmnnssinm'r of Stamp Dutic (;'V.S. IV.)

L	 12 CUR 622, 632.

2.	 4ChD395,405.

3	 Riddle v. Kr,rg, 12 CLR622, 631

4.	 G:i'c,i v. Gilbert, 1928 at P. 769; In a' gcc,15 of BhoI.mrmalh Pal, AIR 1931 Cal 590,581 ILR 59 Gil 801; Grey v

(1959)1 All ER 603 alp. 606 (1 IL).
v. Se'arni.'n'n.it, 11.0 3.9 Slid 199, 201.

6. 7 CLR 372, 379.

7. 1906 AC 219 01 p. 252.
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with reference to the Stamp Duties Act, 189S, expressed himself thus The Stamp
Duties Act, 1893, purports to be a consolidation of the taxing statutes oil subject. Dealing
with a consolidating statutes which afforded ample room for a conjectural interpretation
conveying the probable meaning of Parliament, Griffith, C.J., in Beur'tt v. Minister for Public

Works' (N.S. IV.) observed
''We have to look at the language of the Legislature, and where we find that the

Legislature has expressed itself in clear and unmistakable languages we must give effect to
that language, although we may conjecture that it was used through inadvertence. And in
the case of Lmimusdcim v. Commissioner of hi/in! Rm'i'nmue, Viscount Haldane, L.C. said : "A
more conjecture that Parliament entertained a purpose which, however natural, has not
been embodied in the nerds it has used if they be, however, literally interpreted is no
sufficient reason for departing from the literal interpretation."
(/t') 5;'cak from date of passing.—With respect to the mode of construing consolidating

Acts, it must he remembered that the y, like all other Acts, speak as from the date of passing,
unless some other date is expressly fixed and so speaking the law must be taken as declared
herein.'

16. Distinction between codification and consolidating statutes—The distinction to be
i.tiaivn between statutes which codify and those which copsolidate the law is that in construing
the latter there is a presumption that the law was not intended to he altered so that regard
may be had to decisions out the construction of the earlier enactments which are consolidated,
even if the words used are not identical; but this presumption must yield to plain words to the
contrary. Where statutes are replaced by others which consolidate them with amendments,
however, the same rules do not apply, and where earlier legislation has been profoundly
altered by amending legislation before consolidation or a provision in an earlier statute is
replaced by a provision in different terms in a later one, decisions oil earlier provision
cannot affect the construction of the later, and the earlier statute connot generall y be resorted to
for the purpose of bringing within the purview of the new statute anything omitted therefrom.
Where a consolidating statute re-enacts sections that have come into existence at different
previous dates, the statute must he construed on the same principles as one which enacts the
provisions in question for the first time; but, if there is inconsistency in the section of a
consolidating statute, it may he proper to look at the respective dates of their first enactment to
explain the inconsistency. Where provisions of a consolidating Act have their origin in
different legislation, the same word may bear different meanings in different provisions.' "The
contention is", says Lord Alverstone, C.J., in Rex v. Abrnlumnis,' "and to that extent I think it is
well founded, that in it Act, where there are ambiguous expressions, regard may
be had to the previous Act of Parliament in paii tnumteria for the purpose of interpreting those
ambiguous expressions." According to Crabs' Statute Law' following consequences ensue in
relation to the interpretation of a consolidating statute

(1) The courts will lean against any presumption that such an Act was intended to alter
the common law .....

1.	 21 CLR 209,215-216.
7.	 7CkR372,tp.378.
3.	 1911 AC 877, 892.
-I.	 lio:'uOi s' tI jtif crJor Public Works (NO.1'S.), 7 CLR 372, 302.
5. 11,s1sburs'	 of E,gl,s,t, -itt, Ed., VI. 44, pro 89301 p. 546; SCrtsury v. OW ruu',, 16 CLR 468, 479.
6. 1974 KB S59, 8'3.
7. 4th Ed. i pp. 306, 207.
5.	 tB C. v. Lhi,ucliu, (1960)1 All ES 505 at p.512 (1 IL).
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(2) Decisions oil older enactments are usually accepted as conclusive in the
construction of the substituted section in the later Act, even, it w ould seem, although
the words would, if used for the first time in the substituted section of the later Act,
presumably bear another sense.....

(3) statutes not expressly repealed continue in force without modification, so far as stated
in the provision last set forth.

17. Amending and consolidating statutes.—Where the Act is an amending as well as a
consolidating one, it is not to be read as merely embodying the law as existing when it was
passed, and beyond the reasonable interpretation of its provisions there is no means of its
determining whether any particular section is intended to consolidate or amend the previously
existing la\\') "The words 'consolidate' and 'amend' often occur in statutes repealing and re-
enacting provisions which have been there before its enactment. These are generally used when
the experiences gathered by the working of a statute, the interpretation placed on the statute
by judicial decision, the lacuna and defects in the statutes, which have been discovered in the
course of years have to be altered and amended and put in clearer form,'u Law relating to Legal
Practitioners came up for consideration before a Full Bench of seven Judges of Allahabad High
Court in S/ian fa,ian1 v. Basudez , anand, 1 wherein Niamatullah, J . , observed "Act 18 of 1879
(Legal Practitioners Act) consolidated and defined all powers of a disciplinary character
which it was intended the High Court should exercise over legal practitioners. The object of
the Act, noted ill very first line is to consolidate and amend the law relating to legal
practitioners. The preamble recites the expediency to 'amend and consolidate such law'. It
should be noted that it does not merely consolidate pre-existing law, but also 'amends' it,
which taken with consolidation of it implies herb addition to and derogation front pre-
existing law. It follows that it is complete Code in iic.clf as regards the subject it deals with."
The difficulties encountered in construing a consoiid.rting and amending statute were expressed
by Sir \V. Page Wood, V.C., in Cepc v. Do!rertr'g, in the follow i ng nerds with respect to
Merchant Shipping Act, 1854 "Now the circumstances under which this Act was passed, and
the preamble of the Act in fact resolve themselves into one question. Preamble of the Act there
is none beyond the recital 'that it is expedient to amend and consolidate the Acts relating to
met chant shipping'. Therefore the circumstances under which it was passed are exactly
narrated in the preamble. The Act was passed with the intention of consolidai ing and
amending (which opens a little wider the question as to the law) the Acts relating to merchant
shipping. With respect to the subject of conslidation and amendment, it is i question always of
grave difficulty, and it has especially been felt to be so by those who have had to deal with
the subjects of the consolidation of the statutes in general, and who have had to consider how
far the object they have in view is to he attained by a process of mere consolidation, and how
far amendments should be allowed. What will be the effect of introducing the identical words
of a former statute, but denuded of the preamble which has hitherto formed in some degree a
key to its construction? What, again, will be the effect of combining the words introduced from a
former statute with other clauses introduced by way of consolidation into the new statute, and
what may have the effect of attaching to the words of the earlier Acts a construction entirely
different from that which has hitherto prevailed upon these very words as they stand in their

1. O'Toole v. Sroof I, (1965)2 All ER 240 at pp. 246, 247 (PC).

2. Rows/as Vjlhal,/aS Oa,iw V. S. Awn Clrosd & Co., 43 tA 16.1, 170.

3. K.P. Cw:5oyi 'a. 651CC 17:x Oij/ns', AIR 1967 Ncr 47.

'1.	 AIR 1930 All 225,247: ILR 52 All 619, followed in Fanncy Khan V. ChirflnopccterofStarxps, 1975 All LR4S2 (Fit).

5.	 (1,655)2 Dc 00/614 at p. 673.
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original context? In consolidating various statutes the Statute of Uses, for instance, and many
others which have been the subjects of numerous judicial interpretations—one sues at once the
extreme difficulties to which such processes would give rise. Chitty, J., distinguished the rule
enunciated in Vaglicnio Brothers' case in relation to a consolidating and amending statute in In

re Budgett
'I have here to deal, not with an Act of Parliament codifying the law but with an AcP

to amend and consolidate the law and therefore it is, I say, those observations of Lord
Herschell, L.C., in Bank of England v. Vagliano Brothers,3 do not apply, and I think it is
legitimate in the interpretation of the sections in this amending and consolidating Act to
refer to the previous state of the law for the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the
Legislature.
This rule has been adopted and applied b. the Supreme Court in Siibbarno v. Income-tax

Co,nnnssio,ier' and Sales Tax Officer v. Kanhaitalal, 5 as well as in Union of India v. Ivliilnndra

Supply Co.,' in all of which the Acts concerned were consolidating and anieneling Acts. It may,
therefore, he taken as a settled rule of construction in respect of such statutes.

1. (1894)2 CE 557 at pp. 561-562.

2. Bankrapicy Act (lS83), 46-17, Vidt. 52.

3. 1891 AC 107, 144; I.R.C. v. Hiachy, (1960)1 All FR 505 alp. 512 (HL). See also K.P. Co,idayi v. Sales Tax Officer, AIR

1967 Err 47.

4. AIR 1956 SC 604, 660.

5. AUOIOSOSCISS.
6. AIR 1952 SC 256, 260.


